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BRENDEL: BEETHOVEN
PIANO CONCERTOS
PREVIN'S STREETCAR
NAMED DESIRE
TAVENER: ' ETERNITY'S
SUNRISE'
£3.10
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Can the Sondek CD12 rewrite the Red Book?

On test speaker

cables Gate valve amp
Nakamichi CD multi- player Totem Arro speakers
Latest M&K subwoofer Stax Omega headphones
Plus High- resolution audio explained

these °Irene
Swing speakers
worth over
£1200

R EFINED
Refined - improved by introducing subtleties or distinctions. There is perhaps no better way to
describe the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
Their technologies are derived from both the No.33 Reference Amplifier and it's half power sibling,
the No.33H. Cyanate Ester voltage gain circuit boards, previously reserved for " Reference" and " S"
class products, are now used in each of the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
New output devices and higher output power extend the amplifiers control over the loudspeaker.
The result is afast, open and detailed sound with the texture and feeling of the music preserved.
Building upon the design of their predecessors, we have even added afew subtle curves to
refine their appearance. You will be tempted to display them as sculpture.
Visit your authorised Mark Levinson dealer to audition the new 300 series and
experience the very definition of the word refined.

-Woe

lar-- 11 evinson

For full details on Mark Levinson components please contact:Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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my judgement, whilst offering some

in an ocean of acronyms. We now

makes

TOWNSFIEND
WINNER
Now the happy owner
of a Twain/send
SeàlniC Stand worth
drinOld .0200 is Mark
Coles if London,
winner of our April
issue competition
PLUS OR MINUS
We have often toed a
combined mnbol to
indicate 'plus or minus',
but unfortunately this
has got log in the
production. proce... So,
if you see a '+' raised
slightly from the rype
baseline, just imagine
that there is aminus
sign underneath, and
read it as plus or
minus. Until theproblem is solved. we'll
normally write '-I-1-'.

advantages over 44.1kHz, 96kHz only
a relatively

small

quality

need to know not only about DVD-A or

improvement — where DSD and quad

SACD, but also the relevance to these of

rates ( 176kHz and 192kHz) make a

(respectively) PCM, DTS and MLP, or

much more noticeable and deliverable

DSD, DST and SBM. We need to know

improvement.

about WG-4 and the Scarlet Book. I

Editorial and Advertising offices:
IPC Music & Sport Publishing Ltd, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 214. UK.
Tel: 0181-611.6 2599. Fax: 0181-731 6046 (direct) or
0181-781 1158. emai: hi-finewsem.co.uk

Microfilms and Indexing
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HI-N/RR or articles
therefrom aro available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North Arnenixin applications to:
300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Micligan 48106, USA.
UK and rest of world: White Swan Hni.se, 60 High
Sheet, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LW. Technical articles of
full page length or over in HiFi New- & Record Review
are detailed in the Current Technology Index.

or anyone new to hi-fi, it must
appear that the industry is drowning

`We have also bought a dCS 974

could go on: but those- still at sea with

digital-to-digital converter to re-sample

the abbreviations can find in this issue

to/from the various formats. DSD and

[page 57] an overview of DVD-Audio

176.4kHz

and Super Audio CD. Both systems will

conversion down to 44.1kHz because it

are

very " friendly"

to

be demonstrated by their proponents at

is adirect integer subdivision, where in

The HiFi Show: see below.

my experience 96kHz downconverts less

It's going to be awhile before we get

favorably to 44.1kHz. Regular CD is the

our hands on any `rear product. Recently,

main consumer delivery format for our

though, we were fortunate enough to

clients and will remain so for agood few

spend an instructive day listening to some

years, so it is vital we look after our

high-sampling-rate masters made by Tony

clients' best interests while developing the

Faulkner, who can safely be called the

high resolution side for the future.

leading independent classical recording

`It is still possible to use tape for high

engineer. ( His clients include Telarc,

speed PCM recordings, but hard-disk is

Hyperion,

Dutton

the best option for twin-track and

Laboratories and Naxos, not to mention

multichannel DSD — with offline SCSI

ASV,

BMG,

Gramophone magazine, Musical Fidelity

tape backup. For editing we use an in-

and HFNIRR.)

house

Sonic

Solutions

DSD-native

After experimenting in earlier years

workstation for SACD, and regular

with high-bit recording, it looks as if

established multi-track PCM editing for

Faulkner

the higher PCM sample-rates.'

has

decided

that

higher

sampling rates,rather than higher bit rates,

When Tony set up his EAR 959/Quad

are the priority. Faulkner's Green Room

ESL63 monitoring system for us, we were

Productions company recently announced

able to hear masters recorded both in

that in future, high sampling rates would

'quad speed' 176.4kHz-sampling PCM

be the norm for all recordings Here's

and on DSD. On adirect comparison, it

part of the publicity statement issued for

was easy to hear that the 176.4kHz

the Munich AES conference:

master was much better than the standard

'We first experimented with 96kHz

44.1kHz/16-bit CD master from the same

PCM in 1993... at that time there were

session. The CD master sounded, well,

no crystallised plans for consumer formats

just like CD, the 176.4kHz master more

with.higher resolution than 44.1Hz/16-

open-sounding, with less glare, generally

bit, so we reverted to 44.1Hz for original

more natural. However, it was when

recording and post-production as the

Tony played the DSD master that we

most productive and quality effective

suddenly felt we were hearing a sound

option, with longer word-length (initially

much more like analogue.

20-bit in 1986, later 24-bit in 1994).

There are controversial aspects to

`Late in 1997, Iexperimented with

DSD/SACD; it has been suggested, for

prototype DSD (Direct Stream Digital)

example, that the high level of out-of-

equipment made in Sony Japan's research

band noise is a cause for concern,

laboratories and was impressed by the

especially with ultra-wideband, high-end

quality and transparency of the format.

hi-fi systems. We'll be investigating further

`During 1998 and the first five months

in due course.

of 1999 we have made 40 commercial

But as Tony Faulkner says, `Once the

high density recordings (
le, with sampling

consumer delivery format squabbles are

rates higher than 44.1kHz). Of these, only

over, it will be possible to get down to

one was requested at 96kHz, the rest

the business of getting enhanced digital

being

audio quality into listeners' homes'. In

DSD (2.8224MHz/lbit)

or

176.4kHz PCM, the latter mainly to

the meantime, visitors to The HiFi Show

facilitate multi-channel surround before

will hear some of Tony's high-density
master recordings for themselves.

DSD Surround was realisable easily. In

THE HI-FI SHOW: NOVOTEL WEST LONDON, 25-26 SEPTEMBER
Open to the public on Saturday and Sunday 25-26 September ( trade only on 23-2.4 September),
this may be the last show of the century, but it's our first in Central London — and the 1999
show will undoubtedly prove to be apivotal event in home entertainment. Even with four months
to go, we can confirm that exhibitors like Arcam, Absolute Sounds, B&W, Castle, Linn, Naim,
Pioneer, Quad, Technics and others will be lining up adazzling array of new products and, of
course, the new technology of high- resolution audio and home theatre. Special events for the
public days include ' meet the experts' sessions, high- resolution audio demonstrations by recording
engineer Tony Faulkner, and live music sessions. See forthcoming issues for more information.
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Clockwise: Duke Ellington, The Cranberries, Catatonia and
Rock Artist of the Month Tom Petty

Tributes to the Grand
Masters of violin making

and lime woods are chosen for
their differing strengths and
densities permitting fine tuning
of the cabinet structure which
is damped internally with copper and lead.
For tuning, cabinets are produced in 'quiet' workshops
away from factory noise.

Guarneri
Homage

For the Guarneri asilk dome
tweeter has its own solid maple
wood acoustic chamber.
Transducers are manufactured
according to the free compression driver concept to produce

Rosario Mm la

the ultimate musical detail at
Sonus Faber's
unique acoustic
monitor dedicated
to the memory of
Master Violin
Maker Giuseppe
Guarneri del Gesù
(1698-1744) in the
Violin Hall,
Cremona

high speed with both control
and power. Tweeters are not
damped. The Amati midrange
is ahighly linear paper carbonium/titanium device. Bass is
handled by two extra-rigid
paper carbonium cones.
The Amati and Guarneri are
true musical instruments with

In July 1993 Swum Faber

exceptional extension and

created amasterpiece — the
Guarneri Homage — a
unique lute-shaped speaker
with the strong tonal personality of aGuarneri violin. The
second commemorative speaker in the programme of three
tributes to the Grand Masters of
the art of violin making is now
ready —the Amati Homage.
Cremonese violins and violas
made by the masters, Guarneri,
Amati and Antonio Stradivari

Amati Homage

dynamics but which retains a
uniquely passionate timbre —
sweet and accurate.
Please contact Absolute
Sounds in the first instance for
personal dealer referral;
musical monitors so rare are
destined for the discerning.
Details of the complete Somme
Faber range of products from
£599 to £11,400 are available
on request.

were intensely sculpted
acoustic masterpieces characterised by aunique ability to
combine tonal strength and
body with sweetness. Sonna
Faber has trodden the same
path of overriding passion for
tonal character in researching
these speakers. The fast and
patented lute-shaped cabinet
comprise many handsawn
pieces of solid wood bonded
using organic glues and heat in
the manner of the great violin
masters. Seven coats of natural
lacquer give an unsurpassed
finish. Mature walnut, maple

ilholuir Sound
5 Durham had • London SI120 ODE
Telephone
01%1-971 1909
Fm \ junk
Olfil-ti79 7962
Email
info@absoluln-sonnds.com
hIlp://xxx.absolulesounds.com

views
many tracks with lead and/or
background vocals. Pleasures Of The
Night is ajazzy team-up with the
great soul singer Will Downing.
[And this one was noted in the
'Finale' piece! - Ed.]
Also worth mentioning would
have been Albright's work with the
Phil Collins Big Band.
And finally, do check out Kirk
Whalum's In This Life or his recent
gospel album. This outstanding sax
player does alot more than play
slightly boring smooth jazz.
Claus Rasmussen, Huntingdon

'There is no
escaping
the I
rAin
KK has been
abducted by
aliens arid
replaced
by arearperfect
humanoid'

ALIEN THOUGHTS
Dear Sir, Picture the scene if you
will. It is late in the evening, all isquiet, and Iam reading Ken
Kessler's review of the Denon
DVD-5000 [
HFNIRR March].
Suddenly acoki hand grips my
heart as Irealise the truth.
Ire-read the paragraph to make
sure Iam not mistaken and check
that the author indeed purports to
be KK — but Iam not mistaken.
Ah, Iwonder for amoment, is this
an April Fool piece? But no, there is
no escaping the truth: KK has been
abducted by aliens and replaced by
anear-perfect humanoid!
How could even those who work
with him on adaily basis not have
noticed any differences? It has to be
admitted that this pseudo-Ken is a
very good replica, but not quite
perfect. Those of us who have
followed his audio scratchings for
many years should readily spot the
flaw. Iquote: Nothing could pull
me away from this delicious
machine, and Ilost whole evenings
feeding it... Denon's audio DVDs
of works by Scriabin, Chopin,
Beethoven and Mahler'.
So the fiend is discovered. Ken
Kessler has been voluntarily
listening to Classical music.
So we, his readers, implore his
colleagues to rally round and rescue
Ken from his present plight; unless
of course he found he actually
enjoyed the experience!
Graham Webb, Dunstable
GERALD ALBRIGHT
Dear Sir, Iwas pleasantly surprised
to see an article on the saxophone
player Gerald Aibright in the May
HFNIRR. But abit more research
would have been appropriate. The
latest albums by this most talented
musician are: Gerald Albright Live To Love, [
Atlantic 83050-2],
1997; Will Downing/Gerald
Albright - Pleasure Of The Night
[Verve Forecast 314 557 613-2],
1998.
Live To Love is acombination of
soul and smooth jazz and contains
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RESTORING OLD MASTERS
Dear Sir, A long-time reader of your
magazine, Ihave just picked up my
copy of the March issue and feel
compelled to write about certain
comments made by Martin
Colloms in his review of three
24/96 players (pages 28-35). What
concerns me is not the reviews of
the players themselves, but the
derogatory remarks made about the
DVD discs auditioned. Iwould
refer him and others to an article in
the January issue of Gramophone by
Ivor Humphreys, ' Soundings',
pages 50 and 51, which gives a
totally different opinion about those
very same recordings which Mr
Colloms disparages. [
1H was
HFNIRR's Deputy Editor until April
1986 - Ed.] Remarks like ' the clarity
and transparency are remarkable'
(the Chesky 24/96 sampler disc)
and ` to make an analogy with the
art world, this is akin to the
restoration of an old master' (the
Vox/Turnabout Rachmaninov
Symphonic Dances) appear in Mr
Humphreys's article. Iconcede that
Mr Colloms states that the
comments he makes are his
personal opinions, but anyone
reading both articles is bound to be
both confused and frustrated by the
very differing viewpoints. In the
light of Mr Humphreys's remarks
about the Rachmaninov, Ifind Mr
Colloms's related comments
particularly disappointing.
As one who values certain
recorded performances from the
past and who is sometimes
dissatisfied with their transfers to
CD, Ilook forward to the time
when DVD-A versions will appear
in which the sound quality will be
virtually indistinguishable from the
originals, thus enhancing one's
appreciation of the performances
therein. For that to occur
successfully will, of course, require
remastering to the highest
standards, comparable transfers and
excellent playback equipment.
The tenor of Mr Colloms's
argument would suggest that he has
little interest in that particular use

for the new medium, whereas Mr
Humphreys, like me, would appear
to be excited by its possibilities. I
am sure there are many others who
share the latter view.
In conclusion, it is as well to
remember that excellent-sounding
recordings are the result of more
than the latest technology. Matters
such as selecting the right recording
venue for the music, optimum
microphone positioning, and level
setting, are requirements which do
not change with time. Excellent
recordings have been produced over
the years by producers and
engineers who have used the
resources at their disposal
intelligently. Perhaps 24/96 or
24/192 technology will allow us to
obtain the ' analogue sound' still
favoured by so many.
John Marchington, New Zealand
PLAY WHILE YOU PAY
Dear Sir, It surprises me every time
Iread aletter in your columns from
people complaining about the
number of ' high end' reviews you
include.
As amusic lover who, because of
the size of my income in relation to
my family financial commitments,
has until recently felt that Ihave no
choice but to spend less on music
reproduction than is necessary in
order to realize fully the contents of
my LPs and CDs, Iwould
appreciate the opportunity to
present an alternative view, from
the 'budget' end of the spectrum.
From visiting hi-fi shows and
taking great pleasure in being able
to sit and listen to music
reproduced on systems Ican only
dream of affording, Ihave at least
been able to establish empirically
the heights to which music
reproduction has risen over the
years. Even if Icannot achieve this
standard at home, it's good to know
that it can be done, and that Ican
sample it from time to time.
Well, Iused to think like that, but
recently Itotted up the amount of
money I've spent chopping and
changing 'budget' equipment over
the years, and Irealized that if, for
example, Ihad taken out abank
loan and paid it off steadily, Icould
have bought at least one or two
much better items of equipment
years ago, and enjoyed my music all
the more while Ipaid back the loan.
With this in mind Ihave at last
got myself areally good turntable,
the Gyro SE with QC power
supply. At the moment this is
playing through anine-year-old
Cyrus 1into AudioNote speakers. I
mention it in this context because I
used to think of the Gyrodec as
'high-end', but now Ithink of it as
7
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'necessary', and very good value in
today's world.
What is coming from the
speakers these days, from the same
records, is consistently very much
better than anything I've heard
from my system before; it
approaches what I've heard at hi-fi
shows.
What Iam hearing has always
been there on the records Ihave
owned for up to 30 years. If it turns
out that to reproduce properly what
the artists have to put on to these
discs is actually, say, an £8000
proposition rather than an £800
proposition, then it's simply
spending the requisite amount in
order to get avery worthwhile job
done properly. It's something to
aspire to, and plan for.
Meanwhile, the question of how
expensive equipment which can
truly deliver needs to be, remains a
subjective decision influenced by
various factors within the psyches of
the manufacturers, and retailers!
Mark Wilson, Bristol
JUDGING DIGITAL RADIO
Dear Sir, Ifeel Imust respond to
Mr Philip Tyler's concerns over the
performance of DAB ['Views',
May].
Iam deeply sorry that he feels I
am trying to pull the wool over
anyone's eyes in my comments on
the strengths and weaknesses of
DAB: nothing could be further
from the truth. What Iwill try to
do, however, is to correct any
misconceptions that may occur in
print or elsewhere over the
performance of the Digital Radio
system as currently used in the UK.
At Arcam we have now been
living with DAB for over six months
and Ihave witnessed several
members of our own staff turn from
astate of scepticism to one of wild
enthusiasm when it comes to the
merits of hearing the BBC via
Digital Radio rather than FM. As
we roll out tuners into the shops I
am now seeing this process
repeated with both dealers and
consumers, as they experience the
merits of DAB for themselves.
One such dealer is Richards
Audio Visual of Bedford, in Mr
Tylers home county. Iwould
suggest Mr Tyler visits this dealer,
in order to hear just how good
Radio 3and 4can sound when
uncompressed and free from
interference. When he has done this
Iwould be happy to consider his
constructive criticism of Digital
Radio as it would then be based on
his own experience rather hearsay.
If anyone else wishes to hear and
judge Digital Radio for themselves,
our website at www. arcam.co.uk
8

contains alist of UK dealers who
are demonstrating the Arcam Alpha
10 Digital Radio tuner. Our
Customer Services Department on
01223 203203 is also able to
provide this information. There is
of course absolutely no obligation
to buy one!
John Dawson, Managing
Director, Arcam
SANDWICH RECIPE
Dear Sir, The controversy over
Andrew Harrison's review of the
Statmat and AudioPrism Blacklight
[December '98] illustrates the
advantage an enthusiast, who
makes only occasional changes to
his system, can have over ahardpressed reviewer. Since Mr
Harrison often reviews four or more
products each month it can be
reasonably assumed that he will
only listen for aweek on average
when the product in question is the
only change being made.
Iwould argue that this is not long
enough. The more leisurely timescale available to the amateur
enables amuch more certain
opinion to form. In the case of the
Statmat Ionly have to count the
number of times when Iforgot to
use it, and then often wondered
why the sound was disappointing,
to know that its use is beneficial to
the sound.
However, Ifind that the device
has an annoying habit of getting
stuck inside my transport,
necessitating the removal of the top
to extract it. This happened too
often to continue using the Statmat
on its own, so Ilooked for
something to place on top. Another
CD sounded awful, so Itried — an
AudioPrism Blacldight!
Although the Statmat seems to
shield most of the Blacldight's
reflective surface if used ' green side
down', Ifind the best results — and
better than when either mat is used
an its own — with the reflective
layer as the outermost part of a
Blacklight/Statmat/CD sandwich.
The AudioPrism also succeeds in
keeping the Statmat from the works
inside the CD transport. This
seems to me the kind of finding
which only comes from trying every
available permutation at leisure,
which may not be practical for a
professsional journalist. Iwould like
to pass the tip on and would be
interested to see if any other readers
have similar results.
James Taylor, London
Mr Taylor may have apoint when he
says that amagazine reviewer doesn't
have as much time as the committed
enthusiast, who may spend perhaps years
getting to know one system. He does

forget, however, that the reviewer - by
having access to more and varied
products - will be able to ny the product
in the context of anumber of systems,
gathering abetter idea of its usefulness
within many different and diverse
set-ups - Tech Ed.
MONEY WELL SPENT
Dear Sir, Although generally
satisfied with the sound of my
Micromega Duo CD 3player and
BS DAC, Ihave been looking at
alternatives for some time with the
aim of improving both the bass
response and detail retrieval.
Following your recent articles about
CD Player and DAC upgrades
using audiophile grade parts [
see
Jan, page 57, April page 21; but also
note the clanfication, June, page 19 Ed], Ithought Iwould take the
plunge and have Audiocom
upgrade both my player and DAC.
Now that the initial burn-in is over
Iam very pleased with the results,
the combination being improved in
every respect. Although the cost of
the upgrade, including Audiocom's
Super Clock, was quite high at
£750, Ibelieve that it was money
well spent, and was certainly much
less than the cost of areplacement
player giving similar sound quality,
even allowing for apart-exchange
on the current player. Thank you
for pointing me in the right
direction.
D JWhistance, e-mail

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

SOURCING THE BEST
Dear Su-, After re-reading Ken
Kessler's review of the tiny new
Stax headphones with their portable
energiser, the question of good
source components has again been
raised. In my limited experience
most portable tape machines and
CD players of the 'Walkman'
variety have had fairly poor sound
quality, which Iassume is due to
the poor amplification stages. Ido
remember the odd one or two
reviews of portable equipment, but
Idon't recall ageneral review of the
best portable source components
available. Is it possible for such a
review to be considered in afuture
issue?
Ido know that some professional
tape machines do have very good
sound quality, but Idon't know of
any portable CD players that are
well thought of. Ido realise that the
Stax headphones will bypass the
headphone amp stage and only use
the line-level output. Ihope you
can find acorner of afuture issue to
deal with arange of products for
which dependable reviews of their
absolute sound quality seem very
few and far between.
Gareth Lewis, e-mail
JULY 1999
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ACTION ON MP3 COPYRIGHT SOON
MORE than 110 companies are working furiously within the The Secure Digital
Music Initiative ( SDMI) in an effort to set acopyright protection standard for MP3
portable Internet-audio downloading players in time for the 30 June target deadline.
In late March, delegates to the SDMI met in New York, where technical experts
from the music and technology industries proposed cutting-edge technology solutions
for the implementation of aportable device architecture.
Recommendations were also made for the
functional requirements of an overall SDMI specification, scheduled to be completed by
architecture. Twenty-eight companies have March 31, 2000, focusing on the needs of
now proposed specific technology solutions consumers, artists and music companies,
to implement the functional requirements of device manufacturers and others with astake
the portable device architecture. The 30 June in the digital delivery of music.
deadline for aportable device preliminaray
Spearheading the effort to define the
specification would enable manufacturers to objectives of the SDMI architecture, a
launch products in time for the Christmas
1999 holiday buying season. Leonardo
Chiariglione, Executive Director of SDMI,
commented that the technology proposals
reflected the spirit of innovation that has
characterized SDMI since its inception. ' It
is an incredible experience to witness so
many industry players contribute their ideas
and share in the development of this rapidly
expanding
field.
This
openness
is

Functional Requirements Working Group
(FRWG) has been formed, chaired by Niels
Rump of the Fraunhofer Institute for
Integrated Circuits in Germany, assisted by
vice-chairs David Hughes of Sony Music
Entertainment; Nick Kuroda of Victor
Company of Japan; and Dan Sullivan of IBM.
The Secure Digital Music Initiative brings
together the worldwide recording industry and
technology companies to develop an open,

unprecedented, and makes me confident that
the collaborative effort that has characterized
SDMI so far will result in asuccessful final
specification.' Seven other companies,
content providers, consumer electronics
manufacturers, security technology vendors
and information technology companies
presented ideas concerning the functional

interoperable architecture and specification
for digital music security. The specification
aims to answer consumer demand for
convenient accessibility to quality digital
music, enable copyright protection for artists'
work, and enable technology and music
companies to build successful businesses.
Further details about SDMI are available at

requirements for the long-term SDMI

www.sdmi.org.

SONY AND JVC CODEVELOP NEW- ERA D-VHS
WORKING with the IEEE 1394 interface, Sony
and JVC are co-operating in the joint development
of a D-VHS system for the networking and digital
broadcast era. The idea is to marry JVC's knowhow in D-VHS systems with Sony's expertise in
IEEE 1394 interface technologies, enabling D-VHS
device linkage with set- top box satellite receivers
and digital terrestrial broadcasts, broadly allowing
recording, playback and transfer of digital video
images. This co-operation indicates the intent of
Sony and JVC to proceed with commercial
development of D- VHS in the next generation of
VCRs. To date 10 hardware companies and six
tape manufacturers support D- VHS, and three
further companies have provided technical advice.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
28 AUGUST- 5
SEPTEMBER Internationale

Funkausstellung 1999, Berlin
Exhibition Grounds. Contad
0171 886 3103.
23-26 SEPTEMBER The
Hi Fi Show ' 99, Novotel,
West London, sponsored by

'99, International Audio,
Video, Broadcasting,
Motion Picture &
Telecommunications Show
(professionals only), Milan.
Contact +39 (02) 4815541.
6-9 JUNE 2000
BroadcastAsia2000,

HFN/RR (
23rd and 24th,
trade-only days). Contact

incorporating Professional
Audio Technology 2000

Janet Belton, 0181-774
0847.

and CableSat2000. Suntec
Centre, Singapore. Contact

14-18 OCTOBER IBIS

0171 862 2083.
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QED'S
'ONE
TOUCH'
MULTIROOM
QED's latest
multi-room
A/V system,
Systemline S4.3, gives one-touch control of
up to four sound sources in any of four
rooms (expandable to 40). Remote source
components are controlled by awallmounted keypad and/or dot-matrix display
module and/or an infra-red remote control
handset/wall-mounted IR receiver located
in each room. The system hub is the S4.3
Systemline controller, aslim switching
box/amplifier fitted with four signal input
sockets. Systemline 54.3 provides advanced
alarm-clock and full doorbell/microphone
linked paging capability. Power on/off is
synchronised for all source components.
Supplementing the system, QED has a
discreet, new, co- axial, full range, ceiling
loudspeaker, the CS230HQ. KMS and
DMS interfaces are available in achoice
of white, chrome, black chrome, satin
brass and polished brass firishes.

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY ADDS SUBS
TWO new active
subwoofers from
Musical Technology,
both operable
balanced or
unbalanced, are
designed for the best
combination of low
frequency musicality,
power and control.
The PMS 45 relies on
a210mm aluminium
coned driver in a45
litre bass reflex
enclosure damped by
acombination of
profiled acoustic foam
and BAF wadding. The cabinet's
18mm MDF panels are finished in
durable black leathered paint. The
70 litre Tercel features apolystyrene
glass fibre laminate coned, 310 x
210mm drive unit tuned for

'exceptional control
and extension'. The
cabinet is
constructed from 18
and 25mm MDF,
with various real
wood veneer finish
options available. A
150W amplifier and
crossover developed
for Musical
Technology by a
'reputable UK hi-fi
manufacturer', is
included within both
subwoofers, giving
24dB/octave low
pass filtering from 40 to 100Hz. An
absolute phase switch is also
included. Retail prices are £ 500 for
the PMS 45 and £700 for the
Tercel. Further details from Musical
Technology, 01656 842000.

WESTLAKE NEARFIELDS IN UK
WESTLAKE AUDIO, the Californian studio monitor manufacturer, has developed

its first near- field monitors, both of which are now retailed in
the UK. These two-way, dual ported, passive designs feature stepped front
baffles to assist transient response integrity through aligned woofer/tweeter
response. Westlake makes an unusual wide frame or 'speaker muff' which
fits around the contoured front baffle to prevent edge reflections. The Lc6.75
retails for £892 per pair, and the Lc8.1 for £ 1116 per pair.
Further details from Larking Audio Ltd, 01234 772244.
11

another world- first.
hi- tech home cinema for the audiophile
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of DVD Aud-o.
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cinema products. It car
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Surround Sound
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printed circui• boards
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and dgita processing.

Surface mount components
for fast digital circuitry and
leaded components for
perfect aucio signals, to
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Audio Components

An audiophile processing
mode for listening
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sources in surround
mode TMS-Surround is
capable of processing
24-61/96kHz recordings
withowt artefacts.
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quo iy video components
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HOME SERVERS: I
MERGE
A NEW breed of digital home media server designs, exemplified
by XiVA from Imerge Ltd, could revolutionise home entertainment
in time for the start of the new millennium.
Part of the Cambridge-based
Generics Group, Imerge has
developed XiVA to give individuals
the opportunity to create their very
own TV or music channel. XiVA
captures and copies music and video
content according to user-selected
artist, composer or film/music genre
preferences, or as these are
progressively ' learned' by an
intelligent browser capable of
building up its owner's profile from
their actual viewing/listening habits.
XiVA has attracted interest from UK
and overseas hi-fi companies seeking
to carry forward the development of
this advanced peripheral as an OEM
(original equipment manufactured)
design. The key attraction is its ` true
multi-streaming' capability such as
individual track selection per

playback zone in amulti-room, and
easy, one-touch, broadcast timeshifting as required. Robin
Courtenay of Imerge is confident
that XiVA will interface with future
set-top box technology and will be
compatible with any digital
audio/video copyright protection
technologies. Audio and video feeds
to XiVA can come from aerial,
satellite dish or cable, built-in
intelligence enabling users to index a
library, and auto-search for favourite
content type from disc or web
sources. Co-developers are exploring
the option of designing-in profile
archetypes for dial-up to offer
viewers and listeners even greater
ease of use. Further details from
Imerge Ltd, 01223 875265.

DENON GOES
FOR SHARC
FITTED with everything from
DIS to Dolby Digital processing
power, and specified for THX
Ultra performance, the new
Denon AVC-Al D delivers 140W
x5ch and is ready for the next
generation of 7.1 channel audio
programming. This 21kg home
cinema amplifier is powered by two
of the newest high speed 32-bit

KEFIS IN-WALL
REFERENCE
KEF's latest in-wall loudspeaker, the
Model Ci Reference 2000, aims to
meet the needs of customers seeking
uncompromised performance. The
three-way, four driver design centres
around the same 160mm UniQ
driver used in the KEF Reference
Series Model 4. Two 160mm bass
drivers and a25mm soft dome
tweeter help
achieve the
overall
response
rated at
55Hz to
20kHz ( 3dB).
Price is
£700 per
individual
loudspeaker.
Further
details From
KEF Audio
(UK) Ltd. Tel:
01622
672261.
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DOLBY/LAKE DSP
FROM 1May, Dolby Headphones and the high
tech KrisWorld system will be fitted to all three
cabins of Megatop 747, Celestar A340 and Jubilee
B77 7 planes flown by Singapore Airlines. SIA
customers are the first to experience the new
Dolby Headphone technology, originally
developed by Australian acoustics and
computing specialist, Lake DSP. The Krisworld
system includes in-flight movies shown on
personal video screens, and in- seat telephones.
Further details from Dolby Laboratories, tel:
01793 842100.

JAPAN FORECASTS
RECOVERY
SHARC DSP processors, and its dsp
programming has been optimised
following extensive collaboration
with engineers at dts, Dolby Labs
and Lucasfilm. Switching selects
between component video S-VHS
and composite video inputs.
Altogether there are nine digital
inputs and 11 analogue inputs.
Premium quality 24-bit/96kHz
DACs process all six digital input
channels. The AVC-Al D retails for
£2000. Further details from Hayden
Laboratories, 01234 741200.

DESPITE negative growth' in the Japanese economy for the
first time since the 1974 oil crisis, the MD, DVC (Digital
Video Camera), DVD and portable CD markets expanded
during 1998, according to a recent report published by the
EIAJ (Electronics Industry Association of Japan). With the
forecast for 1999 arecovery in the Japanese market and
those oi the recently unstable Asian economies, a2%
growth in the Japanese electronics industry is predicted for
1999. The DVD player market worldwide is expected to
show o x4.5 expansion by 2003. While portable MD is
expected to grow dramatically, this is likely to be offset by
adecline in the personal cassette player market. The ELM
report forecasts a2% per annum growth in the in-car
audio market over the next three years.

NORMAN C MORDAUNT
NORMAN MORDAUNT, founder of the famous
Mordaunt-Short loudspeaker firm, died on 20'
April. His name was associated with the very -best
in audio for more than half acentury. His friend
throughout, Teny Livingstone, proprietor of
Contasia Export Support, pays this tribute: 'In the
late 1940s Norman Mordaunt was with Decca,
closely involved in the launch of the Decola,
FFRR recording and Long Playing records. As the
time the audiophile system was an Enoch pick-up,
aWilliamson amplifier and aMordaunt Duplex
loudspeaker. He subsequently joined BSR and then
Tannoy. This was at atime when UK audio
recording and reproduction technology enjoyed a
worldwide reputation for innovation and excellence.
He next formed Mordaunt-Short and was actively
involved with its early development and growth.
`His latter days were spend in aretirement home
in Sussex, sadly afflicted with profound deafness.
His wife, ason and two daughters survive him.
Norman Mordaunt will be remembered as a
pioneer of the UK hi-fi industry, agreat muse
lover and above all as akind and generous man.'

SONIC
LINKS FOR
A/V FANS

*IV

SONIC LINK'S
cable range is diversifying to include
digital audio and video cable and several
new SC.ART S- VHS interconnects. These
include the Silver Screen S- VHS 75ohm
video interconnect (£ 70 per 2m and £ 50 per
lm length) using silver-plated signal and
screen conductors. The new SCART SVHS interconnect is optionally terminated
with Silver Pink output connectors, prices
ranging from £60 to £ 120.
DVD-to-TV and VCR- to- TV cables
carrying RF signals are also available.
Further details are available from Sonic
Link on tel: 01332 361390.
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anyining to supplant it •ever"
Geoffrey 14orn reviewing the Chord SPM 1200B
(Gramophone Magazine Feb 1994)
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REL

REFINES CLASSIC SUB

STRATA III, the uncompromising new REL
subwoofer, uses arefined version of its ABC filtering
circuit to extend system bandwidth without sacrificing
speed or integrity.
The filter is calibrated in 24 musically correct semitone
increments from 22 to 96Hz for fine-tuning accuracy.
Separate volume controls are provided for high and low level
inpouts and astraight-through facility bypasses the filter
when replaying the pre-filtered LFE component of discrete
multi-channel music and movie surround sound formats.
Other key components include a100W mosfet amplifier
driving adownward-firing, 10 inch dia, long throw driver
mounted in asealed box made from 30mm thick MDF
panels. Price is £600 (Grittex black finish) or £700 (real wood
finishes). Details from REL Acoustics Ltd, 01656 768777.

MORE VALVES FROM BAT

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY'S new remote
controlled VK-50 valve pre-amp retains the Unistage
circuit design pioneered in its popular VK-5
predecessor. Using adozen 6922 valves in its gain
stage, double the previous count, the VK-50 also doubles bias current to improve load drive
capability. Vishay Bulk Metal Foil resistors used in the new 140-step shunt volume attenuator and
'more efficient current sources', chosen for better AC performance, are further VK-50 innovations,
supplementing the dual-mono construction, large power supply and paper- in-oil signal capacitors
of the original VK-5. Prices are £3995 or £4395 (with or without remote control). Further details
from Zentek Music Ltd, 01892 616383.

TI SERIES TAKES
JBL FORWARD
JBL has unveiled its latest Ti Series
loudspeakers featuring third generation
smooth 25mm dia titanium dome
tweeters. Key elements in the design of
the three new models include coated
pulp cones to keep moving mass low;
mineral- loaded polypropylene driver
chassis, to eliminate eddy current
effect; high power voice coils, for
effective heat dissipation; dual
terminals, allowing bi-wiring and biamping; and real wood veneers. Prices
(per pair) range from £400 for the
two-way Ti 200 to £750 for the three
way Ti 600. A smaller three-way, the Ti 400 sells for
£550. The centre channel Ti 100, catering for home
cinema users, sells for £200 apiece. Further details from
Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.

AMAZON AND
NOTEPERFIECT IN UK
WALRUS SYSTEMS, the London dealer, is
to distribute the German Amazon turntable
range and Australian NotePerfect
Symphony loudspeaker in the UK. By
September, five UK dealers are expected
to offer demonstrations of Amazon's two
Perspex thread-drive turntables, both
featuring remote DC motor housing. Model
One, powered by rechargeable batteries,
and including arecord clamp, retails for
£2500. Model Two sells for £ 1600. The
NotePerfect Symphorty has abuilt-in
amplifier for active bass drive. An extemal
power amplifier is needed to drive the
midrange and two treble units, one of
which is rear-firing. Price is £5495 per
pair. Further details from Walrus Systems,
0171 724 7224.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING 'BRIEFING
CHORD ELECTRONICS has supplied
David Arnold, the composer, with one
of its megapowerful SPA 1032
amplifiers for use in his studio at the
Air Lyndhurst recording complex,
01622 721444.
HHB has introduced the Rode Classic
II (pictured), an upgraded version of
its original Classic valve microphone
with improved frequency response,
transient characteristics and SPL
capability, 0181 962 5000.
ONE FOR ALL has added a range of
indoor tv and FM radio antennae
ranging in price from £9.99 to
£29.99, 0031 53 488 8000.
SAVOY HILL Publications is preparing
anew and updated catalogue to
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include awealth of test equipment
data, following acquisition of the
Hesing Collection, 'the best single
boost to our library in 15 years'.
SONY has launched the world's first
Dolby Digital Headphone system, the
MDR-DS5000, an infra- red, cordless,
lightweight, open-backed design
intended to give users who don't yet
own surround sound processors a
taste of surround sound.
TECHNICS has presented Peter
Bengry of Cornershop with two SL1210 Mk2 turntables, following last
year's nomination of the band's
album, When IWas Born for the
7th Time, in the Technics Mercury
Music Prize.

The Advantage brand from
Sweden is starting to make
serious waves and re-writing
the performance/value rules.

ActvotnLotoe
- sgunr\Lno
All Advantage components — CD
players, DACs, transports and
amplifiers — offer oustanding results
at amazing prices, around £ 2 — £4k.
The outright stars are the new CDS
and the A300 monoblock amps.
We would like to convince you with
yards of meaningful techno twaddle
but the literature is stark, to say the
least. There is clever circuitry
here but the designers clearly want
you to listen, not read! We agree.
All we can say is that the amps have
massive power supplies, most of the
range is balanced and the CD
players use clamped disc transports.
Oh, and they all look gorgeous.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD. ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR AND PURCELL,
PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA.

VINYL.

BASIS, CROWN J
EWEL,

DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE,
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.

AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT ,DNM ,LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS,
SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SUGDEN, XTC .

LOUDSPEAKERS.

AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS ,ETHOS, HARBETH, LUMLEY,

TUNERS. ACCUPHASE,
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO.,

MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT ,TOTEM.
MAGNUM DYNALAB.

DNM ,NORDOST, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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01225 874728

"I never believed in a million
years that changing an amplifier
could make such adifference"
David Harries at George Martin's, Air Studios, London

0 CHORD e
SPM 1200C
The 3rd Generation Power Amplifier

CHORD ELECTRONICS at Musical Images

•
•

Chord amplifiers have stunned hi-fi criti

nd sound engineers alik.

•

Now you can experience thAnith of British audio engineering at
Britain's finest audióàleltetailer.

•
•
•

Come, see and hear the next generation of amplifiers chosen by
Abbey Road Studi os—Air
•
Studios, the BBC and the Royal Opera House.
Visit MuSittal Images and discover the difference Chord can make.
Open Sundays

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
Musical Images has branches at:

•
•

18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB. Tel: 0171 497 1346.
173 Station Road, Edgware Road, Middlesex HA8 7JX. Tel: 0181 952 5535.
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802.
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent BR3 lED. Tel: 0181 663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
0% APR available subject to status. Ask for written details. E&OE. Not valid with any other promotions or offers.
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M ORE M ILLENNIUM
PRODUCTS

MARK LEVINSON
REFERENCE PRODUCTS
UNVEILED
MADRIGAL AUDIO has gone to extraordinary
lengths creating its latest Reference products, both
two-box designs, one ' dirty', the other ' clean' in
an effort to ensure the purest possible audio

STEPHEN BYERS, Trade and
Industry Secretary, announced
the third tranche of Millennium
Products in April, thereby
swelling the ranks of honoured
items to more than 600.
The aim is to promote the most
innovative British products and
services introduced over the past
five years. Three new inclusions
honour the audio and hi-fi related
industries. One is the TAG-2000
Powertrain Control System,
technology from which is featured in
TAG McLaren Audio's new Theatre
AvantGarde AV32R A/V processor.
B&W now has asecond
Millennium product, the Nautilus
801 alongside its £35,000 Nautilus
flagship already selected in the first
tranche. And 1... Limited's Digital
Loudspeaker Technology, hailed as
'the world's first completely digital
loudspeaker' is also included. The
closing date for Millennium

Products submissions is 31st July,
1999. Further details from the
Design Council, 0171 420 5200.

performance.
Fully balanced, and dual mono in architecture, the
No 32 pre-amp is supported by the Reference Controller
(dirty box) housing five key blocks to support the preamplifier: an AC power supply, AC power regeneration,
DC power regulation, control circuitry (for input
selection and other microprocessor-controlled functions)
and communications (for interfacing with other
components). Future-proofing is assured by means of a
pair of PHAST communications ports. An RS 232 port
allows the downloading of future operating system
software.
The No 30.6 Reference Digital Processor aims to meet
the demands of audio and video purists in the DVD
age. It is capable of handling 24-bit 96kHz signals from
input to output, its Digital Interface Receiver (DIR) and
DSP-based filter/decoder circuits optimised to handle a
192kHz signal (or other formats such as Direct Stream
Digital). Supplementing its intelligent FIFO jitter
reduction buffer/reclocking mechanism, the processor
has a new Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) circuit
supplying data in steps as fine as 0.25 parts per billion.
Supported by its PLS-330 twin analogue and single
digital power supply configuration, the processor has
PHAST-control comms and is HDCD equipped.
Retrofit upgrades can be made enabling a No 30.5
processor to attain No 30.6 performance. Prices are
£14,495 for the No 32 Reference pre-amplifier and
£16,495 for the No 30.6 Reference Digital processor.
Further details from Path Premier, 01494 441736.

DYNAVECTOR
PROCESSOR
DYNAVECTOR'S new Adp 2

JVC'S HEADPHONE
POWER

JVC has two new headphones featuring a 'high energy'
driver for highly dynamic sound reproduction. JVC
reckons it generates twice as much magnetic flux density
as normally found in headphones, the 19mm thick, 50mm
dia polymer diaphram delivering 'an aural presence (that)
easily compares with what you'd hear from apowerful
audiophile speaker system'.
The HA-DX3 retails for around £250 and the HA-DX1 for
£200. Further details are available from JVC UK Ltd, on
tel: 0181 450 3282.
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SuperStereo Processor
represents the fruit of much•
research into the acoustics of
concert and recording halls.
The processor was designed
in the light of extensive studies into
wave propagation over more than o
decade by Dr Tominari, the founder
of Dynavector. The Adp-2 produces
'frequency dependent sonic waves'
similar to those generated in concert
halls and other auditoria. Dr Tominari
says that mono recordings and poorly
recorded material benefit greatly by
having the sound of the original
venue revived so that lifelike depth
and the richness of the recording can

be enjoyed. Dynavector believes that
the 3D sound of SuperStereo offers
considerable advantages over
surround sound systems. The
technology is protected by patents in
the USA, Europe and Japan.
Distribution of the Adp-2 within
Europe is by mail order; price: £695.
Further details From Dynavector
SuperStereo (Europe), 01202
767873.

FIVE-CHANNEL CASPIAN
ROKSAN has put its Caspian fivechannel AIV power ampler into full
production. Rated at 140W x2ch and
80W x5ch, the amplifier has at its heart
a1000 VA ultra low noise and low leakage
toroidal transformer. Audiophiles can link
it to the Caspian integrated amplifier-.
Home cinema fans will prefer to partner it

with the Caspian Digital Surround Sound
processor. A chain output allows multiamping, and aseries of diagnostic,
protection and failure detection provisions
are designed to make operation bullet-proof
The five-channel Caspian power amp
retails for 095. Further details from
Roksan Audio Ltd, 07000 765726.
17
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Sonographe SC26 pre- amplifier with
remote special price £ 800.00
Sonographe SA25o let power amplifier
(2 x125wpc) special price fl000.00

conradjohnson PVIOAL valve line
pre- amplifier £1095.00
conradjohnson MV- 55 valve power
amplifier (5owpc) £.995.00

EAR 834P valve phono pre- amplifier
from £ 350 deluxe model Shown £ 700.00

amsammIlli

EAR 834L valve line pre- amplifier from
£450 deluxe model shown £ 800.00

Golden Tube SI 5o Midi valve
integrated amplifier ( 2x5owpc)
with remote line only Enoo.00
with phono stage £ 1300.00
Leading specialists in valve
amplification. Our selected
components are designed to
produce atrue image, with
layering and depth. The tonal
presentation is always natural
and unforced, with aliquidity
that can be listened to at
The new Actus turntable from AVID
stunning looks to match the sound.

length without fatigue.
Book ademonstration
and hear for yourself.

£4000.00 plus arm of your choice.

Amplification
Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad—johnson
Ear/Yoshino • Golden Tube
Graaf • Muse Electronics
Pathos • Unison Research
Vinyl Replay
Nottingham Analogue
Benz- Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Lyra cartridges
McCormack & Trigon
phono amplifiers

0171

380 o866

Digital Replay
Audio Analogue Paganini
conrad—johnson • DPA
Marantz • Resolution Audio
Wadia
Loudspeakers
Audiostatic • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn
Virtuoso • Charlo
Diapason • Musical Technology
Opera • Powell Audio •
Zingali Omniray

Home trial schemes available. All systems

Accessories
Barnatt & Oswald bespoke
furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower
mains stabilisers
finite elemente pagode
equipment stands
Harmonix • Nordost cables
shun mook • V- Damp
isolating system
Tuners
Magnum Dynalab

installed by us. Mail order carriage free.

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:30
Camden Town, London NW1

Efficient tax-free export. Ex—demonstration

FAX: 0171 383 5028

and used equipment always available.

EMAIL:

Demonstrations by appointment only,

stephen@audioc.freeserve.co.uk

COMPETITION

WIN!
Orelle's £ 1200 Swing speakers

'Combining modern technology and good design'

YOU'RE probably most familiar with Orelle as ahi-fi electronics
maker: over the past few years, products like the award-winning
CD- 100 CD player and the SA- 100 integrated amplifier secured an
intriguing niche in the UK specialist hi-fi scene. At the beginning
of this year, though, Orelle was restructured. There are now two
divisions: Orelle Pro, supplying the professional installation
market; and Orelle Audio, which concentrates on high fidelity
products.
First new product to emerge from the re-born Orelle brand is the Swing
floorstanding loudspeaker — and we're delighted to be able to offer apair
as the Prize in this month's special Orelle competition. As the company
says, the Orelle Swing demonstrates anew direction, aiming to combine
outstanding performance with attractive appearance; the combination of
modern technology and good design.
A two-way, bass-reflex design, the Swing has avery rigid cabinet with
internal bracing, using atongue-and-groove system for extra strength.
Front and rear baffles are made from acomposite Medite dense fibre and
ultra-hard pigmented resin for outstanding stiffness. The crossover is
housed in aseparate compartment, while aspecial filling chamber in the
base facilitates mass loading of the system by adding dry sand. Bass/mid
driver is a 140mm doped-paper cone type, with a38mm long-throw
voice-coil and high power handling; the tweeter is a27mm silk dome,
with Ferrofluid cooling and damping. The crossover uses high-precision
components, with an OFC air-cored inductor, 400V polypropylene
capacitors and glass-body resistors. The bi-wirable terminals are goldplated. Frequency response is quoted as 45Hz-20kHz, and sensitivity at
87dB/1W/lm, with anominal impedance of 8ohms. Power handling is
quoted as 150W maximum, and maximum sound pressure level
(continuous SPL) as 107dBA. Dimensions are 995x182x270mm (hwd),
including plinths and spikes; weight 17kg each. The Swing is available in
natural cherry and black, with other finishes to special order.
Don't miss your chance to own these superb speakers: enter
today!

THE QUESTIONS
1. What material is used for The Swing's tweeter dome?
a) doped paper

b) titanium

c) silk

d) Kobex

2. What material is used for the cabinet front and rear?
a) fibreboard

b) polypropylene

c) aluminium

d) special Medite/resin composite

3. What is the specified maximum power handling for The Swing?
a) 100W

b) 150W

c) 70W

d) 120W

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form below and send to Orelle Competition,

News & Record Review, PO Box 531,

Croydon CR9 214, to arrive not later than Friday, 9July, 1999.
1

ME!

RULES) I ) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry form arc acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed (multiple entrants will be disqualified). No
other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes
offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct entries opened.
3) Employees of Link House Magazines, Orelle or their agents,
will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first
post on Friday, 9July 1999. The Editor's decision will be final
and binding. No correspondence will be entered into regarding
the competition. 5) Prizewinners will be notified by post; the
results will be published in HFNIRR, October 1999.
6) Entry forms received become the property of Link House
Magazines Ltd.
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Name

Orelle Competition

Address
THE ANSWERS
2 1 1
If you would prefer NOT to receive further
direct mall, please tick this box 0

3L11

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

YRR

1
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pleasure
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******
MOM
19 1
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brief encounters
Nakamichi M121 0CD multi- player
YOU might still think of Nakamichi

stows it away in the internal five- tray

as
the
supreme
cassette- deck
manufacturer, but in fact the brand
diversified long ago into a full range

storage ' Bank'. When you select adisc for
play, the ' Bank' moves up or down as
necessary, the selected disc slides forward

of hi-fi and home- theatre products.
These started becoming available

on to the CD turntable and starts

again in the UK this year, with

playing. It's certainly a lot neater
than carousel- type multi- players,

distribution via BBG - the company
which
successfully
handles

but unlike most of those, it does not
allow you to re- load discs without

Nakamichi's upmarket in- car audio

interrupting the music.
Unusually, I found

line.

So

now,

as well as an AV

one old

and

processor [ reviewed last month] and a
DVD player [ review to follow!] we

damaged disc that made noises and
seemed about to skip on the MBIO —

have a new hi-fi CD player.
Nakamichi's ' MusicBank' multi- play

although it still played through on other
players. Possibly the MB 10's error

concept is not new. But the 099 MBIO

correction is not set to deal with the large
gaps ( 2mm or so) in the data track that

is a far sleeker, slicker machine than, for
example, the Musicbank 2 I reviewed
years ago [ Feb ' 91; later models were
covered in Sept ' 94 and July ' 95]. And, if
distant memory can be relied upon, the
MBIO sounds alot better too.
With a MusicBank player's ' direct
loading' mechanism, there is no drawer.
As you feed each disc into the slot, the
player swallows the disc completely and

some players can cope with, but this is
hardly adrawback in practice.
On a piano concerto recording, Alicia
de Larrocha playing Mozart [ Decca 410
140-2], the sound had a light and airy
quality, the strings if anything alittle thin:
the piano lacked weight a little and could
sound ` plingy' rather than percussive.

Turning to rock, the MB10
always delivered a detailed sound,
with good enough rhythm, but although
the bass did not appear to lack extension,
it was less weighty than that of the
'audiophile' players Ihzid to hand. On
Jennifer Warnes's ' Bird on a Wire' from
Famous Blue Raincoat: The Songs of
Leonard Cohen [
the Cassic Records
audiophile CD version, RTHCD5052],
the Nakamichi could not give the huge,
cavernous soundstage this track can
produce. On other rock tracks, the strery
was the same. The bass is there, but
compared with some UK player models it
sounds understated. The sound is
subjectively just alittle midrange-forward,
but it is always smooth. The Nakamichi's
balanced, refined sound will make
system-matching easy.

Steve Harris

BBG, 0181 863 9117

Digital Sunshine
HELIOS is arange of compact disc players
mode in Marseille by ETNA - Étude et
Techniques Numériques et Analogiques. The
Hélios philosophy of CD player construction,
based on the little literature that has been
translated from the French, seems to focus on
the isolation of the transport mechanism.
All three players, including the Hélios 2
seen here, are said to use some form of
vibration control to isolate the optical functions
from mechanical interference. Other shared
features include a ' 36 bit Delta Sigma
decoding technology' with a ' 120dB
noise/signal ratio' ( sic) and an ' in-house
designed logic card', although it is not clear
whether this refers to the servo mechanism
logic or control panel logic.
The construction is certainly solid. The
chassis base and wrapover top cover are
made from heavy gauge steel plate,
contributing to the player's not-insubtantial
7.5 kg mass. Behind the gloss black fascia - a
10mm thick metacrylite panel - lies aPhilips
12.4 mechanism modified by ETNA to
become aGyropoint® transport system. This
trademark may refer to the sprung ballbearing within aretaining block at the rear of
the optic mounting plate, amechanically11141 NEWS 11, RECORD REVIEW
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compliant support that nonetheless adds a
noticeable 'clunk' as the drawer slides home.
Control of operations is possible from five
polished- steel press buttons on the front fascia
or from aremote control handset.
On the rear plate of the Hélios 2lies an
IEC type mains inlet socket and three RCA
phono sockets, PCB-mounted, providing stereo
and digital outputs.
Digital conversion is undertaken by an 18bit Crystal Semiconductor chip, the CS4328,
mounted on the dedicated converter board.
Overall output level is anominal 3V.
The Hélios 2acquits itself satisfactorily in
sound quality. It is far from being aharsh or
mechanical-sounding CD player, capable as it
is of agood even tonal balance with a

believable sense of flow. Bass went low, and
came across as quite weighty. Classical guitar
showed some of the subtle decay of notes held
in astudio acoustic, although comparison with
an Arcam Alpha 9did show more of the fine
musical detail that can be retrieved from a
disc. Where the Hélios scored was in its
general ability to get on and play the disc,
adding little to detract from its task.
Acompetent CD player that neither offends
nor excites, but which faces competition from
many players of asimilar performance and
price - at £995 its quality of finish is certainly
good, although ultimately there is little in its
sound quality to lift it above the herd.
Andrew Harrison

• Absolute Analogue, 01425 654488
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Loudspeakers from Vienna Acoustics
Turntables from Pro-ject
Music from Austria
Distribution by Henley
Your Hi Fi system should be as pleasing to the eye as it is to the ear.
Spoil yourself with the latest affordable masterpieces from Austrian craftsmen

Distributed in Great Britain by HENLEY DESIGNS LTD
ouse, The Street, Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford, Oxfordshire. OX10 8EH
TEL: 01491 834700 Fax: 01491 834722

technology

MP3 is
buzzing
around the
Internet
bad news
for the
coPright
authorlies,
good news
for BT

u can't please everyone.
Some readers complain when
Y
o
Iargue that although PCs can
be used to play and record audio, they
are far less convenient than astandalone hi-fi system and seldom match
it for sound quality. So Isuppose
some readers will object when Iwarn
that although the music industry is
getting excited about MP3 audio from
the Internet, this is still aridiculously
clumsy way of getting music.
MP3 is short for MPEG1, Layer 3.
MPEG-1 was the digital compression
standard orginally developed in
Europe for digital radio broadcasting
(DAB).
The
audio
signal
is
compressed by throwing away quiet
sounds which are masked by louder
sounds of similar frequency. The
human ear (allegedly) does not notice
the loss of information.
Layer 3 is the most complex and
efficient of three systems for
compressing stereo (usually to 112 or
128kb/s). Layer 1is simple and cheap,
and seldom used. Layer 2is used for
DAB ( 192kb/s for stereo) and digital
TV stereo ( 256kb/s). MPEG-2
provides a multichannel surround
option, by adding extra bits to the
MPEG-1 stereo.
Many sites on the Internet hold
music encoded in the MP3 standard.
The data is sucked down the line into
aPC, stored as afile on the PC's hard
disc and decoded by a software
program. Rio, the solid-state portable
from computer company Diamond
Multimedia, uses memory chips to
store and play an hour of MP3 code
transferred from the PC. Quality is
acceptable for music on the move. To
change the music you have to re-load
from the PC. It's a clumsy system
compared with good old-fashioned
cassette tape.
`Three steps to heaven' is how
Scottish company Memory Corporation decribes its MP3-Go digital
recording system. Like Rio, MP3-Go
relies on MPEG-1, Layer 3. In the
US, where cable modems can
download data at high speed, Memory
promises a device called Internet
Audio Port, which connects to asite
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that sells music. At its demonstration
in London recently [reported in last
month's 'News'], Memory could show
only adummy IAP and admitted that
because cable modems are scarcely
used in Europe, and satellite delivery
is 'far oft', MP3-Go will launch as a
disc copy system. Memory's Music
Store is a CD player with built-in
MP3 encoder and 4Gb hard drive.
The owner plays and stores up to 100
CDs, for playback through a hi-fi;
SoulMate is aportable player (like
Rio's) with up to 64Mb of Flash
memory that docks with Music Store,
and digitally copies an hour of music
in 10 seconds. Publicity pictures show
only dummy Music Stores and
SoulMates, but Memory has proved
the principle in breadboard prototyes.
Memory's CEO David Savage says
this system will go on sale this
Christmas, through Dixons, for under
£300. He would like to see kiosks in
stores that sell music by downloading
into customers' SoulMates, but has

no firm deals yet. Dixons will say only
that it is talking to Memory.
Following agreements signed ten
years ago between the electronics
companies, the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry
and
the
Recording
Industries
Association of America, all digital
audio disc and tape recorders
currently on sale incorporate the Serial
Copy Management System. This
prevents cloning when making acopy
of adigital copy.
In October 1998 the RIAA sued
Diamond Multimedia to block sales
of Rio. Then Diamond sued the
RIAA. Both sides are now waiting for
an appeal, probably in November. Rio
now incorporates SCMS. But MP3Go does not. Meanwhile, the IFPI
and RIAA have formed the Secure
Digital Music Initiative to discuss
copyright control on the Internet.
Memory says the benefit of MP3Go over Rio is that it cuts out the
inconvenience of using a PC.
Although MP3-Go does what SCMS
would prevent, and copies CDs
through two generations, Memory
thinks this acceptable because the
Music Store copy is accessible only
for hi-fi listening, analogue copying or
digital copying into SoulMate.
'We are talking to all the relevant
organisations and are founder

members of the SDMI', says David
Savage. But Adrian Strain, spokesman
for the International Federation of the
Phonographic
Industry (IFPI),
commented: 'There is no change in
our policy on SCMS. Being amember
of SDMI is not afree ride for noncompliance'.
I tried phoning the RIAA in
Washington for comment on MP3Go and quickly wished Ihadn't. The
mouthpiece
of
the
American
Recording Industry hides behind
voicemail. By emailing the RIAA's
Executive Vice President and General
Counsel Cary Sherman I got the
admission that he was unaware of
MP3-Go, and he asked me for futher
information. So did spokeswoman
Alexandra Walsh. Itook the trouble
to e-mail them a description of
Memory's system, but never heard
back. With help like that the American
music industry needs no enemies.
The IFPI is now asking the police
to act against Norwegian company
FAST Search and Transfer, for
supplying the Web site Lycos
[mp3.1ycos.corn] with music search
software. Internet users can access
Lycos to search all the sites round the
world that offer MP3 music to
download. Lycos currently lists over
half amillion music titles.
The Fraunhofer Institute in
Germany and Thomson in France,
who licence the MP3 patents, have
found it impractical to control the use
of MP3 by consumers. The IFPI
estimates that 25m PCs round the
world are now equipped with player
software.
Paul Jessop, the IFPI's Director of
Technology, describes the Lycos .
service as ' outrageous' and says the
IFPI gave Lycos alist of artists who
had never given permission for their
music to be made available in MP3
form on the Internet. The IFPI then
threatened legal action for contributory
infringement of copyright if the site
continued to direct people to MP3
sites. 'They chose to go down the legal
route' says Jessop.
As apractical test Idownloaded
Prince's ` Doves Cry' through the
Lycos site. Using an ISDN line it took
28 mins to get the 5.7Mb needed for
a track lasting 5.5 minutes. Using
Microsoft Media Player Icould find
no option to save, so once Iquit the
application it was gone.
BT charges 4p per minute at peak
rates ( 1.5p evenings, 1p weekends).
So downloading afull CD in the UK
could cost more than the disc, just on
local phone calls, plus payments to
the ISP and whatever copyright fees
are charged for the music. And the
quality is worse than casette tape.
That's why Ican't be bothered with
MP3 until we get cable modems or
satellite delivery.
Barry Fox
23
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re you now or have you
ever been amember of the
Communist Party? Given
the recent flap over Elia Kazan's
honours at the Oscars and my belief
in aconspiracy that was Linnism, I
feel it's somehow appropriate to
adapt this question to audio. 'Are
you now or have you ever been a
member of the Flat Earth Society?'
My answers would be ` No' and
`No', but Ihadn't reckoned on the
Linn Sondek CD12. It is, in its own
way, as comprehensive a denial of
Linn's past as would be Clinton
embracing celibacy.
Ithink it's necessary to backtrack here, both to inform readers
under 30 and to remind older ones
that aselective memory won't alter
the fact that, during the early years
of CD, Ivor Tiefenbrun — Linn
Products Ltd in anthropomorphic
form — had a favourite party trick
of concocting preposterous antidigital declarations, likening CD to
every ill imaginable. He may wish
to retract, to disavow, to forget; but
I, like so many others, witnessed
the espousing of such homilies as
'A Dansette sounds better than
CD'. OK, it was pure sales-

manship, but underlying every
remark was the bile of sincere
fanaticism: see Barry Fox's history
of Linn [
HFNIRR March ' 99] for a
definition of the 20-80/hype-to-fact
ratio. As the years rolled by, and
Linn was forced to admit that
digital audio was here to stay, Ivor's
maxims evolved into: ' We never
hated digital; we just didn't think it
was good enough'; or 'We decided
not to make a CD player until it
was as good as an LP12', ad
nauseum.
As the sayings go, there are none
more anti- cigarette than an exsmoker, nor more self-righteous
than an ex-hooker.

Immediately
upon removal
from its flight
case, you sense
greatness...
it has the sort
of fit and finish
associated only
with precision
gear made in
Switzerland

post-analogue perdition that I'd be
amazed if there were any who still
think we can stop such juggernauts
as digital audio, let alone the Euro
and all the other evils which will
render the 21st century something
less than Paradise. And so Linn did
produce CD players early on, none
of which to my ears sounded
anywhere near as good as an LP12,
let alone a CAL Tempest IISE, a
Theta DATA III/Pro Gen 5a or a
Marantz CD- 12. ( Sorry, Ivor,
Marantz got there first, just like AR
and Thorens...)
Maybe that's just me; either way,
Iwas not prepared for the Linn

Thus, Linn changed its mind.
Now we are so far down the path to

Even ajaded
conspiracy theorist
has to admire
the achievement
of Linn's
digital Sondek,
the epic CD12
by
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CD PLAYERS
THE GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
SOME readers might be wcmderirg why our coverage - the first in the UK seems like the last in the world. Japan got the CD12 first, aN of the American
reviews appeared In print before April, and I've seen reviews in journals from
other territories.
So what gives? Simp!e: Lam is no longer the UK-centric brand it once was.
Just as it recognised (grudgmgly) that CD was here to stay, so, too, has
Linn acknowledged the totcd insignificance of its home market.
L;ke it or not, the UK - once Linn's only market - is now barely more
relevant than Norway... which Iknow for afact is next in the queue. So thds
time, British grumbles about pricing or availability will fall on deaf ears: the

World's 14
Last? Review:
(except Norway) 41

CD12 wasn't made for you.
The CD12 is probably the finest CD player in the world, but - in Wayne's words we're not worthy.
Sondek CD12 simply because Iwas
not conditioned to look to Linn, as
opposed to say, Krell or Theta, for
cutting- edge CD players. Now
we're faced with the CD12, Linn's
no-compromise entry/final word on
the subject.
As has been pointed out more
than once, CD is the last major
audio- only format which doesn't
use any form of data reduction or
compression. Linn recognised this,
and it's why Iwas told by Ivor
himself — while showing me the
prototype at CEDIA in 1497
— that the CD12 was
conceived to be ' the
World's Last Great CD
Player'.
Or,
more
accurately, the Last
Great
Source
Component Free Of
The Deceit Of Digital
Space-Saving.
At £ 12,000 a pop, it
ought to be.
Immediately upon
removal .from its flight
case,
you
sense
greatness. Although it's
tiny — at a mere
320x350x8Omm — it
weighs a serious 12kg.
It has the sort of fit and finish
associated only with precision gear
made in Switzerland, however
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much IT wants to blather on about
Scotland's unchallenged global
supremacy in feats of engineering.
The production of watches and
cameras are yardsticks for this
sort of manufacturing, not
stuffing cereal into sheep
adders.
A thing of beauty? So clean,
so uncluttered, so perfect is the look
of the CD12 that people with any
semblance of taste are predisposed
toward it without any verbal
inducement from a salesperson or
otherwise. It is, like aZippo lighter,
so right that all other CD players
are rendered instantly and forever
ugly. (The only alternative with
aspirations to perfection would be
one favouring total ' function over
form' — the laboratory look of
Nagra, for example. But Nagra
doesn't make a CD player.) If the
truth be known, this is the digital
successor to Technics' marvellous,
charming, LP- sleeve- sized SL10
turntable.
Its total absence of buttonry and
switches has become the CD12's
most talked- about aspect. Linn
created a command system which
rendering conventional pushbuttonry obsolete. Every operation
is available on the hand-held
remote, like nearly every other CD
player on the market, but, for
occasions when you are near the
player itself, you can perform the
primary functions simply by
touching the CD tray's front edge.
Called ' Linn Smart Drawer'
operation, open, close, play, stop
and skip forward can be accessed
by this method; customisation
moves let you create your own
learning curve. If ever a hi-fi
product's operation deserved to be
called elegant, it's the CD12's.
A thin, exposed edge is all you
see, the drawer/tray made from
electro -nickel- plated aluminium
alloy. Open, close and ' nudge' are
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The world's finest sound systems don't come cheap
¡
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but they do come easy at branches of Ig West One
Visit any branch of KJ West One and you'll
discover a truly exciting range of the most
desirable hi-fi and audio-visual equipment.
Stay awhile, and listen to some fabulous
systems, like those featured above, alongside
many others from the world's most highly
regarded specialist manufacturers.
rr-AT! irwr,
Audio Analogue Paganinni CD £750
Audio Analogue Puccini SE Amp £635
Sonus Faber Signum Skrs £ 1249
System Price
£2634
Minimum Deposit £264
Maximum Balance £2370
Defer Payments for 12 Months
then it's just £98.75 per month!

Relax in the knowledge that all of these
superior products are so easy to own. We are
always keen to accept older hi-fi equipment in
part-exchange, and we offer awide range of
convenient payment options.
So, before simply buying hi-fi, think about
investing in areal hi-fi system, at KJ West One.
vq-Eht

Musical Fidelity X- Ray CD
Musical Fidelity X- P100 Pre
Musical Fidelity X-AS100 Pwr
Wilson Benesch Orator Spkrs
System Price
Minimum Deposit
Maximum Balance

£800
£800
£800
£2900
£5300
£530
£4770

Defer Payments for 12 Months
then it's just £ 199 per month!

Krell 250CD CD Player
Krell 300i Integrated Amp
Martin Logan Aerius i
Spkrs

£2490
£2495
£2199

System Price £7184
Minimum Deposit £724
Maximum Balance
£
6460
Defer Payments 12 for Months
then it's just £269 per month!

Deterred Payment Interest Rate 2.2% per month, 29.8% APR. I'vrany other very competitive repayment plans available. Full details on request.

kiWestOne
IN
THE

PETERBOROUGH
HI-FI

COMPANY

42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH
TEL: (01733) 341755

WestOne
IN

LONDON

THE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET W1M 7LH
TEL: 0171 486 8262/3

IN
THE

NORTHAMPTON
HI-FI

SPECIALISTS

32 GOLD STREET NORTHAMPTON
TEL: ( 01604) 637871

detected by optical sensors mounted
within the CD Engine; all detection
circuitry is electronic, so there are
no parts to wear out, while software
controls acceleration, deceleration
and speed control. If left open, the
drawer will close after two minutes,
a bonus feature being a solenoid
locking the tray when closed
(whether the power is on or off) to
prevent it opening when the CD12
in transit or threatened by children
or drunks.
Below the tray is the usual
display, providing track and time
read-outs, which you can show in
elapsed or remaining time. Another
nice touch is the CD12's ability to
play from aprecise time position on
the disc; you can, if you desire, go
straight to that solo at 2m 9s on
Track 4. Naturally, this player can
cope
with
all
manner
of
programming options, including
some you'd never think of in a
million years. I suppose the
reasoning is that it's better to leave
nothing out, even stuff that will
never be used, than to upset some
freak who actually uses, say, A- B
repeat mode. All of which is a far
cry from the minimalism Linn once
championed...
Coloured anatural metallic grey,
the case is extruded and precision
machined
from
two
solid
aluminium
alloy plates
for
structural rigidity and ' dimensional
accuracy'. Linn chose the alloy for
its strength and stability, and for
the finish it can offer: smooth to
about one micron, or, as Linn
points out, as ' smooth and precise
as a compact disc itself'. Entering
audio's apocrypha is the oftrepeated item that each CD12 takes
`a full working day to machine from
solid, using machines costing
millions of dollars'. Note:
dollars, not pounds.
All aluminium parts in
the CD12 are anodised,
with the chassis and
lid ' hard-
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anodised', a process which Linn
uses inside its power amplifiers for
heat transfer and electrical
insulation. The case isolates
the internals from acoustic
noise and vibration by virtue
of its weight and rigidity, while
the bolting down of the lid and
the close fit when the drawer is
in its slot offer little scope for
any dirt or dust to enter
the box. Inside, the
circuit boards and
transport are bolted to
the chassis; the rigidity is such
that it does not allow the circuit
boards to move, to minimise
microphony.
Linn calls the transport the ' CD
Engine', described as being
'massively engineered to ensure
that the data retrieval system ,,
within the Linn CD12 are allowed
to operate at their optimal levels'.
Thinking like the analogue
turntable manufacturer it was/is,
Linn has focused on details which
make the Sondek name wholly
appropriate: the laser pick-up
assembly is de- coupled from the
main chassis proper, itself designed
to be immune to mechanical and
air-borne vibration to ensure that
the servo electronics are not
affected by motor spindle shaft
vibration, which could increase the
possibility of errors. Indeed, the
whole CD Engine has its own
internal housing, and with the lid
removed, it looks like what lurks
beneath the bonnet of a modern
German automobile.
With servo circuits controlled by
high-speed DSP, the system reacts
quickly to disc irregularities.
Moreover, the disc is
clamped
to
the

A thin,
exposed edge
is all you see,
the
drawer/tray
made from
electro nickel plated
aluminium
alloy. Open,
close and
'nudge' are
detected by
optical sensors
mounted
within the
CD Engine

Below, under the
bonnet: the shot on
page 28 shows the
power supply

turntable using a magnetic puck,
further minimising resonance in the
disc. Here Linn further exploits
links to its past by pointing out that
the player can correct ' the worst
possible warp and eccentricity'.
have to say, though, that after 16
years and playing more than 10,000
CDs, I've never found one which
was so warped or eccentric that it
defeated any player. But, hey, it's
their hyperbole, and such concern
for warp and eccentricity in aCD is
no more spurious than a former
tube amp builder describing his
solid-state efforts in terms of
(betrayed) valve amp values.
Three isolated sub- systems
control the CD Engine electronics:
1) ' Radial
Actuator/Focus
Actuator/Laser Drive circuitry'; 2)
spindle motor circuitry; and 3)
DSP/microprocessor control. A
brushless spindle motor guarantees
quiet operation, with three-phase
servo-control derived from aPWM
control
signal
from
the
servo/decoder. The CD12 laser
assembly itself is made by Philips;
the DAC complement consists of
four
20-bit/x8
Burr- Brown
PCM1702U-K D/A converters,
Linn ' using only the best selected
samples of these devices to help
achieve the lowest possible
distortion
figures'.
HDCD, too, has been
included,
so
there's
nothing this side of aDVD
which the CD12 can't
exploit. ( Roll
on,
the
DVD12...)
Completing the CD12 is anew
variant of the Linn Brilliant SMPS
power supply module, with 16
stages of power supply regulation,
the CD12 being the first product to
use this version. In keeping with the
rest of the bomb-proof topology,
the CD12's power supply is
encased in solid aluminium, in a
chamber machined from the solid
chassis.
Linn feels that this ' extreme
engineering further reduces the
connection between the CD12 and
27

the incoming mains supply'. An
area where Linn hasn't skimped —
in a display of generosity which I
would love to see emulated by
brands which make certain outputs
optional — is the sheer wealth of
connector choices. Arranged across
the back, beneath aprotective ledge,
are two pairs of RCA phono and one
pair of balanced (
XLR) analogue
audio outputs, plus every common
type of digital output: BNC,
AES/EBU balanced (XLR), ST and
Toslink optical output. And for those
with complete Linn systems or fullblown multi-room installations, the
CD12 can be incorporated into
sophisticated
remote- control
networks via RS232 ports.
If the plethora of outputs raises
any question, it has to be: Why,
then, a one-box player? It's as if
Linn wants you to experiment with
external DACs. But the company
believes that single-chassis designs
suffer no detrimental interface
problems between transport and
DAC, thus eliminating datainduced jitter and other negative
artefacts caused by breaks in the
chain. Linn's Sync Link interface,
familiar to Karik/Numerik owners,
exists in the CD12 in an enhanced
form, especially ' in the event of the
• Cover removed to show
switch-mode power
supply

L,;,,, ', (.10?k,
who worked on the
CD12 digital design

S
IER
Linn Product.,
Ltd, Floors Road,
Waterfoot,
Glasgow G76
OEP,
Scotland
Tel: Freephone
0500 888909

CD12 being used as a CD
Transport (
je, a secondary output
to a Knekt system)'. They thought
of everything, then, to create — as
much as is possible — a futureproof machine. Fed to anumber of
systems — Pathos's Twin Towers
Integrated amp, Musical Fidelity's
awesome Nu- Vista pre/power
combination, Lexicon's DC1
driving Acurus amplifiers, Apogee
Ribbon Monitors, B&W DM605
S2 semi- active floorstanders,
Wilson WATT/Puppy 5.1 — the
CD12 marked its territory like a
tom against atree.
No messing around: the Sondek
CD12 has a sound so pungent, so
distinct, and therefore so instantly
identifiable that Iwas reminded by
its intensity of the first time Iheard
an all-Linn system in my own hi-fi
haven. But that experience was a
total downer; this encounter was its
antithesis, making up for aquartercentury's worth of heinous sonic
sins. Pick your favourite cartoon
icon for instant illumination; a
light- bulb- in- a- balloon will do
nicely.
How deliciously ironic it is that
the CD12 does everything that the
LP12 was supposed to do but
didn't. It's not just its clarity of
purpose, its utter control of the
medium, its lack of fatigue
inducing-nasties, nor even its
freedom from the bullshit which
was needed to sell LP12s.
Somewhere along the line, Linn's
pyrite- eared
listening
team
discovered stereo, stage depth, bass
richness, treble smoothness and
midband warmth. It's a miracle
that they discerned it through Linn
speakers...
Quite blatantly, the CD12
transcends all of the Flat Earth
nonsense, even the now- hoary
PRAT* factor. Apologies, lies,
hyperbole, excuses, exaggeration,
rhetoric: none of these sales
techniques are required because
the CD12 speaks — no, make
that sings for itself. There's no
need to have Ivor hiding
behind a curtain, wiggling
the controls for alion, atin
woodsman
and
a
scarecrow. The CD12
makes music. And that's
enough.
Those who first heard
the Wilson WATT/
Puppy, the original
Apogee ribbon, the
Nakamichi 1000, the
Krell KSA50 or
other
true
milestones during

their launch periods know precisely
what it's like to witness the birth of
an audio landmark. It's difficult, for
example, to appreciate what a
revelation the original Quad
electrostatic must have been, nearly
50 years after its unveiling.
Conversely, the debuts of yetanother-conventional-two-way-boxspeaker or the- umpteenth- 30Wintegrated make no lasting
impressions. The CD12 falls into
the first category, joining —
specifically — aprogression of truly
sensational, possibly revolutionary
CD players which prove how
disastrously wrong was the circa1984 patter of Ivor Tiefenbrun.
What alovely way to be hoisted on
one's own petard.
At no point does the CD12
sound, uh, digital. It recreates
space, it doesn't tamper with
textures. It takes full advantage of
the background silence offered by
CD, while rising above the very
dynamic constraints which Ivor
always argued were one of CD's
intrinsic, fatal limitations. Most of
this month's audiophile CDs were
assessed through the CD12, itself
an act of largesse likely to add an
extra ' star' per rating. As if
endorsing Linn's own Claire
Martin CDs, the CD12 caresses
well-recorded voices. Recent Dean
Martin and Bobby Darin transfers
of Capitol recordings possess alush
sheen uncannily in keeping with the
sound
of rich
moving- coil
cartridges, classic tube amps and
ribbon speakers. Iswear: the CD12
even highlights the sonic — as
opposed to the practical — virtues
of gold over aluminium CDs.
Ileave the CD12 baffled yet
amused. That chewing sound is me
eating my words. The ' 12's
supremacy is so audible as to be
indisputable by all but Linn's rivals;
none of them will be able to
overcome their egos to give credit
where it's due, to acknowledge the
achievement of a competitor.
(Schumacher's attitude is typical;
Jackie Stewart's largesse is not.)
Antithetically, I find it hard to
accept that a company once so
opposed to CD rose to such
heights. It's sort of like discovering
gourmet food at McDonald's, witty
jokes by Mark Thomas, human
kindness in Milosevic, wisdom in
Blair. This isn't just top-grade data
conversion;
it's
religious
conversion.
Like I said, there's no antismoker like an ex- smoker. And
everyone knows that formerchimney Ivor has quit.
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Fig I. Linn Sondek CD12: frequency response of left

Fig 2. Linn Sondek CD12: FFT of output of CD12

Fig 3. Linn Sondek CDI2: FFT showing output

(green) and right (red) channels measured with a

under digital-zero conditions.

spectrum of - 90dB tone (left channel)

N

swept tone at -33dB from full range

Editor's note
For this review, we asked Professor Malcolm Hawksford of the University of Essex, who is a
Technical Adviser to HFN/RR, to provide alab test report on the CD12. In conversation,
Malcolm had already expressed interest in the technical aspects of the CD12; and so, seizing
on this, I
was fortunate enough to be able to persuade him to investigate the CD12's
performance and provide alab report with the proviso that this would not have to fit into the
small space usually allotted! Accordingly, while enlisting Essex colleague Dr Martin Reed to
carry out the 'conventional' measurements (which are presented here), Malcolm took the
opportunity to explore amore radical approach to CD player measurement, using the state-ofthe-art CD12 as abenchmark. This project became asubstantial investigation in its own right,
and so it will be published in full next month as acompanion text to KK's review.

Fig 4. Linn Sondek CDI2: output spectrum for 19
and 20kHz tones (left channel).

LAB REPORT
It might be thought that measuring the noise and
distortion from an inherently 16-bit system, such
as aCD player, which spans anominal dynamic
range of 96dB would be no problem for ahigh
quality measurement system which has a
dynamic range of greater than 120dB. However,
it is atribute to Linn's use of individually picked
high-quality dual 20-bit converters and that
great miracle of digital audio, dither, that
traditional measurement techniques are hard

00000

can get, which is likely to enhance stereo imaging.
To measure the background noise, aconstant

4001:0

digital signal of one-bit higher than zero was
applied from atest CD. This stops the CD12

00

from detecting digital black and muting. After
performing the test Iassume that the CD 12does
not have such adevice, as the background noise,
shown in Fig 2, was the same whether the test

pushed to find flaws other than those naturally

track was playing or the CD was stopped. There

imposed by dithered 16-bit encoding. But we had

was avery low-level 50Hz and 150Hz mains-

to try.
After praising the CD 12 in the opening
paragraph, the _first measurement is one that

induced noise detected, which, in this electrically
dominated world, is hard to remove. Iexpect
someone somewhere will have gone to the expense
of setting up asystem powered by battery and set

initially looks abit disappointing. Fig 1shows the
frequency response measured using atone swept in
frequency 3dB below maximum level. This shows
that there is almost a0.5dB fall in the high
frequency response compared to the mid-band
level. However, looking at this plot more closely
reveals that the left and right channel responses
are very well behaved over the rest of the audio

10000

point from this measurement is that the left and
right responses are about as well matched as you

up in aFaraday cage to remove any mainsinduced noise. However, for the rest of us in the
real world there will always be some mains
induced noise, and Iam glad to say that the level
measured from the CD12 is pretty negligible.
This is further confirmed by the measured
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Fig 5. Linn Sondek CD12: deviation from linearity
for a decreasing

amplitude tone.

the order 0f-120 dB, so that the CD I2appears
to behave as atrue linear (or analogue) system
when dither is correctly applied to the CD
content.
To test the distortion performance of the CD
for high level tones astandard two-tone test
(19kHz and 20kHz at combined full
amplitude) was applied with the result shown in

band and are remarkably well matched over the

spectrum of alow-level dithered tone shown in
Fig 3which shows that the noise floor (inherent

whole audio band. This small drop in highfrequency response is not remarkable: there has to

from the applied dither) is about the same level
as the measured mains interference thus

can be seen there are none shown in Fig 4. The

be aroll off somewhere before 22.05kHz. I

rendering it benign in normal operation.
Aside from the discussion on background noise

increased noise floor and products at 16, 17, 18
and 21 kHz are indistinguishable from those

and interference, Fig 3is designed to show the
distortion of low-level signals in the CD 12 DAC

produced by the limitation of the FFT

assume that the engineers at Linn have opted for
amore gradual roll-off rather than adrastic
sharp cut-off that can have undesirable phase
characteristics lower in the audio band, albeit
with amore perfect looking high frequency

as any distortion would be detected as spurious
tones at 2, 3, 4kHz. As can be seen these are

magnitude response. Ifeel that the most important

below the level of the dither spectrum, which is of

Fig 4. This test is designed to detect any
intermodulation products at 1or 2kHz and as

measurement system.
A further test of linearity is provided by the
measurement of the amplitude of adecreasing
level tone. Fig 5shows the deviation of the
amplitude of this tone from the ideal. As can be
seen, the CD 12performs brilliantly with only
¡dB deviation at - 110dB where the
measurement starts to be dominated more by the
dither than any non-linearity.
In summary the CD 12 pushes traditional
audio measurements and test-sets to the limits
demonstrating aflawless noise, distortion and
linearity performance when measured using these
techniques.
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TWO MAJOR NEW CABLE TESTS
IN the first of two new tests presented here ;the results are based on
the averaging of over Ard of amillion very high resolution phase
measurements. (Here 'phase' means 'wave or signal timing' or
'timing between different parts of the sound-picture').
The results led to the discovery ( not previoJsi, published in any
known text book or paper) that speaker cablas have cllynamic phase
shifts that are current- level dependent. The currant in the cable is roll
always in sync with the voltage, but even if it were, such a 'phase or
signal timing modulated by instantaneous signal level' effect, will
sound highly unnatural to the ear . An equally important discovery is
that for better cable designs, this effect is red-iced by two orders of
magnitude — over one hundredfold. That cannot be an accident! Tha
same test work also demonstrates that the basic, electrical LCR values
have no correlation with this or other, related complex effects, and
shows the futility of the simplistic measurements of cables. The second
test, suggested by Max Townshend, contributes complementary, not-

S

Known- to- be previously published information about detailed impulse
.-esponse anornclies of speaker cables
For some measure of continuity from previous tests, some constants
have been kept It can be difficult tc pursue cable manufacturers to
review anyhing but the ' latest' cable. Fortunately, some makers have
stable products. Thus, Jenving Supra 3.4 has been able to be carried
Eorwarcf as the group reference. The Audioquest and Kimber cables
are also very ! imilar to tie models previously tested ( albeit different
models) so there are effectively three references. The author's 5.6m
standcrcl cable tes- length has been retained throughout all -he tests;
enougn to make differences mecsurable, and also close to the
geometric meen oil cable lengths in Jse
Details and or explanation of the test methods precede the
individual reviews. Note that the test results will be discussed and
tabulated fully in Part 2and Part 3.
Ben Duncan

erving as a simple conduit of
electricity between amplifer
and speakers, you'd think
there would be little to choose
between different brands of speaker
cable after escaping from the sub42 strand market. Unfortunately,
that innocent-looking cable can be
culpable of both addition and
subtraction — it has the potential
to add subtle colorations and
distortions, as well as subtract
elements of the mimic signal.
Unless aspeaker has its own onboard amplification there will
always be a need for some kind of
loudspeaker cable. And whether it
is the cheapest bell- wire or an
esoteric specialist cable, there will
be some influence exerted on the
signal passed by this cable. Even if
an ' ideal' cable may not be
practically possible, or affordable,

there are diverse options available
which
should
suit
most
applications.
The sophisticated measurements
made by Ben Duncan can shed
light on what is happening
electrically within a length of wire,
and it is hoped that another
instrument, the Mark One human
ear, will show that some correlation
exists between those measurements
and perceived sound quality.

SUBJECTIVE TEST METHOD
The subjective test of these cables'
audio performance was made in
two parts. Two differing
systems were used to
compare various extracts
of music, to get a broader
view of the ' sonic signature' that
any one cable could impart,
bearing in mind the endless

This major three-part
investigation attempts
to unravel the cable debate
with a serious test
of a significant

group of

loudspeaker cables
by ANDREW HARRISON
and
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SPEAKER CABLES
permutations that exist for harmony
between any given amplifier and
loudspeaker. All cable samples were
made from a 6 metre pair,
terminated by the manufacturer/
supplier with 4mm banana plugs at
each end.
The first, ' large', system
comprised record and CD players
at the front, pre/power amplifiers
and
21
/-way
2
floorstanding
loudspeakers,
viz
a Linn
LP 12/C irkus/Tram pol in/Lingo/
LVII/Ortofon Rohmann; Kinshaw
Perception Phono Centre; Audiolab
8000CDM (mod) transport; MSB
Link DAC; Chord CPA 3200/SPM
1200C amplifiers; Jamo Concert 11
loudspeakers.
A second, smaller, system used a
more ` mid-end' integrated amplifier
and mini-monitor speakers at either
side of the cable under test,
(although front end component
quality remained similar), viz, Linn
LP12/Lingo/LVII/Rohmann on a
Townshend Turnstable; Kinshaw
Perception; Linn Sondek CD12
CD player; Mission Cyrus One;
Harbeth j_,S3/5A. Playback volumes
were normalized so that each track
would be played at the same
volume each time. To ensure
a level playing field, each

CABLE TEST MUSIC PLAYLIST
This selection — across-section from a 19405 mono jazz LP The Benny Goodman Trio),, right up to
the latest Tubular Bells incarnation from CD — wens used
highliet various aspects of music
reproduction. The older recordings were foind ta be just os Aid; while not having extreme HF
extension, for example, attention to ' music playing' ability coud be noted, all the easier in mono!
artist/composer
Morcheeba
Joaquin Rodrigo
Mike Oldfield
The Benny
Goodman Trio
Rachmaninov
Tori Amos
Oscar Peterson
Beethoven
The Orb
The Orb

£15/m
£17/m
£32/m
£13.95/m
£20/m

Note that the price guide above is based on a 'raw' price per
metre. Most finished cable sets incur additional charges for
plugs and make-up. Check with supplier or dealer for details.

Supplier details
AudioQuest c/o Arcam
The Chord Company
Goertz c/o Townshend Audio
DiMarzio c/o MiRep
Reference Cables c/o Ecosse Maf Co
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lobel/number
Chinc Record's ZENO 17LP
CBS 72439
WEA.39842 43492

Flays For The Fletcher
Henderson,Fund LP
Piano Concerto No 3L?
bittle Earthquakes LP
The Way IReally Pb, LP
Violin Concerto Op 61 _'ID
UF Off CC
UF Off CD

Colunbia 33SX1020
EMI EMX 2138
eastwest 7567 82358-1
BASF BAP 5010
Decca SXDL 7508
Island 8078/524 599 2
Island 8078/524 599 2

cable was run-in equally, given 60
hours of continuous use with the
same variety of programme
material/burn-in tracks at varying
volumes. While the concept of
'running- in',
like
cable
directionality, is not believed
audible, let alone measurable by
some hard-line objectivists, most
manufacturers are committed to the
principle. It is my personal
experience that a cable will ' settle
down' after some use, usually

Prices
AudioQuest Indigo
Chord Co Odyssey
Goertz MI 2
DiMarzio HDSC
Ecosse Reference M52.3

clbum
track
Big Calm CD
Friction
Concierto de Arunjuez _ P First mcvement
Tubular Be'ls Ill CD
Serpent Dream

01223 203203
01722 331674
0181 979 2155
01392 438900
01563 524320

Ifound o new booy
First movement
Winter
Waltzing in Hip
First movement
Little Fluffy Clouds
Perpetual Dawn

lo er sure a
level playing
feld, each
cable was ranin equally,
giver 60 hours
of continuous
use with
the same
variety of
programme
nateriaV
burn- in tracks

within a day or two of steady use.
Cable direction labelling was also
observed throughout.
Judgements made here, while
centring on subjective sound
quality, will also look at ' domestic
harmony', that is, the ease with
which the cable can be laid or
hidden away. For many people it's
not enough for a cable to sound
great if it resembles a high- tensile
mooring rope for a battleship, or
has the flexibility of atraffic warden.
Now read on...
AH

Technical report: the tests explained
EVEN with nothing to hide, the world's major audio grade
cable makers have not been overly-communicative when
publishing test procedures that assist in the objective
validation of audio cable principles. Tara Labs (US) is one
of few, having publicly published some details of its
`CCZT' method of plotting a cable's frequency response'
and showing how results vary with real cables of different
geometry. Other makers publish some original test data,
TEST 1: PHASE AT LOW AND HIGH
CURRENT LEVELS
The first new test — the big one — is
completely fresh. It was invented and
developed in my own laboratory, inspired by
my Audio Precision ' SI' test set's
capabilities; still capable of new tricks after 14
years. The test looks at fairly subtle yet
crucial phase differences. In a trio of recent
Black Box articles', the different kinds, and
effects, of small phase-changes in electronic
signal paths were examined. As key concepts
of phase and signal dispersion (frequencydependent timing) are explained, with
colour- keyed pictures of simplified signals,
these pieces are worth a (re)read.
The phase shift contribution of speaker
cables is small, and fortunately only ever lowpass in nature. Alongside the phase shifts of
the cruder kinds of speakers, the phase
differences of even the relatively long 5.6m
(1 8ft 3in) lengths tested are numerically
rather minuscule. At the same time, though,
nothing so crude as numeric size of one single
parameter ever determines significance to
astute ears and across every kind of music.
Thus, the numerically larger phase deviations
of speakers may be more natural to the ear
than a particular cable's own, numerically
smaller, phase change. For example, because
the cable not only transmits energy, but also
stands between a drive-unit and whatever
braking (damping) effect the amplifier offers,
the effects of only small cable phase changes,
across the ranges of frequency and
amplitudes, will be far more complicated
than anticipated and, in turn, potentially
unnatural to the ear.
The detailed measurement of speaker
cable's phase characteristics under varying
conditions offers a special, and previouslyunexplored, viewing point for subtle signal
degradation. Skin- and proximity-effect are
particular actions that ( along with other
second and third order mechanisms) can
result in ' excess' phase shift, and hence a
delayed signal, inside the conductor. Some

but they do not (in any depth at least) describe their
methods, nor the cables being tested, nor the significance
of results. Neither is any range of cable types tested. This,
and the lack of tests that demonstrate ' non-linear' effects,
plays into the hands of hard-line objectivists (HLOs) and
musically-deaf and/or close-minded electronics engineers,
who believe that audiograde cables are a hoax perpetrated
by — and on — the technically ignorant.

Speaker Cable Phase Testing Set-up
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Fig I. Test I: Speaker cable phase testing set-up. The first of the inductors shown at the output is virtual, and shown to
remind us what conventional, global negative feedback (NFB) simulates — it makes the output appear inductive, with
damping. There follow 'inner' and 'outer' Z0bel (RC) networks, on either side of the explicit, damped output-stabilising
inductor. This is asmall (0.8m11) air-cored solenoid. Both the ZNiels meanwhile have modest capacitance values,
below 50nF, that are at the more subtle end of amplifier output networks, having the least effect on the CUT and on
phase response, yet without incurring unrealism. The typical spacing of the cable's send and return halves is shown
the degrees and slopes predicted by the LCR
values alone. The high-resolution plots also
allow true phase linearity ( vs linear
frequency) to be visually verified.
PHASE TEST SET-UP
Looking at the test rig in Fig 1, the overall
picture is that Audio Precision's generator
drives a slowly sweeping tone into a
laboratory power amplifier. At heart, this is a
generic MOSFET amplifier, as used in
widely- published previous tests". For
reference purposes (before measuring the
cables), this amplifier's output ( which is
unbalanced but floating) connects directly to
the AP's analyser. The analyser compares the
zero-crossings of the received sinewave with
the one sent out by the generator (through a

HLOs deny this, yet a classic Oxford
textbook says ' an EM wave varies in phase
very rapidly inside metal'. It is worth rereading the work of Malcolm Hawksford 9.As
this delayed part of the signal current can
amount to a fair percentage — say I% to
10% — of the total signal ( in other words
errors that are only 20 to 40dB down) at
middle to high audio frequencies, it is to be

direct, internal link), then calculates the
difference, and plots the phase difference.
The cable under test can then be inserted,
and the difference in the phase figure(s)
observed. It is possible to see the difference
by subtracting the results ` in the software',
but it's just as easy (and needs less audit trail)
to see the phase differences — of shift, slope
and span, and if desired, measure them with
aruler.
Looking into the details, the very lowest
hum, buzz (EMI) as well as stochastic noise
(hiss, Up are pre-essential for stable, accurate
measurements. To help, first the whole test
set up's signal connections are balanced and
largely floating. To assist further, the test
amplifier was operable from six lead- acid
(car) batteries, charged from remote, floating,
regulated laboratory supplies ( Solartron).

expected that the ' net' phase of the received
signal should be slightly shifted, in excess of

Second, the amplifier's gain and resistive
values have been reduced, lowering noise and

the amount predicted by the LCR values
alone. Phase testing bears its most interesting
results when the small and large signal results
are compared (table 12). And also when the
'real-space' phase plots are compared with

even the EMI floor some 15dB or more
below the norm.
The lab test amplifier's own phase-shift in
the audio band is kept to a minimum with
direct coupling, and an opening-out of the
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frequency response to 1MHz. The cable
under test is also laid as consistently as is
possible away from metals, and heat and EMI
sources. At the receiving end, the test load
comprises low-inductance, high-power rated
resistor arrays, cooled with servo-regulated
fans so as to maintain a fairly steady
temperature and hence stable resistance.
TEST 2: PULSE TRANSITION
In a second test, the cables receive
additional scrutiny from a completely
different, complementary test method,
based on suggestions from Max
Townshend [' Black Box', May ' 99],
which highlights the finer details of a
lkHz square wave signal's transition.
Some interesting results are seen in the
oscilloscope pictures.
TEST SETUP
The test set-up is shown in Fig 2. The test
signal, from a wide-range, generic function
generator, is acontinuous, pure IkHz square
wave, with a 1:1 MSR ( mark-space ratio).
The fact we are looking at events around the
end of the positive- going transition is an
arbitrary, visually convenient choice. In all
the photographs, the X (horizontal) scale is
ImS per division, while the Y scale is 50mV
per division, je, we are looking at the top half
of the wave's peak-to-peak transition, azoom
level of about 40,000% ( in time), and a
displacement of about 200% in amplitude.
These conditions require foremost for the
scope to cleanly handle large ' off- screen'
signals, and to also have a high beam
intensity, yet with acuity. Else, with the
magnification settings involved, ordinairy
bright traces can readily become too dim,
fuzzy or else halated to see or photograph
clearly. A classic British joint- services
specification military 'scope was employed for
its German ( Telefunken) CRO-tube's
MY 191111
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exceptionally bright, quite sharp trace.
During testing, the DC level (referred to the
settled, right-hand side of each trace) drifted
upwards (+ ve) by a few millivolts. Such
overall ` Yshift' differences between traces
may be ignored.

Speaker Cable Pulse- Edge Testing Set-up
Pulse Generator

BASIC LCR TESTS
Apart from the new tests described above,
conventional tests were made at the outset:
the measurement of the basic LCR data. This
primitive information is used as avital point
of comparison against the results of both the
main test procedures.
As in previous reports, the 1̀2' (
resistance)
figures are pure, DC values. So called ' AC
resistance' (and 'AC conductance'), however
useful as a shortcut concept for some
specialised and simplified forms of AC power
and RF analysis', is not a pure resistance at
all, even though so called ' ACR' does
contribute — like a resistor — to PR energy
dissipation, quite unlike pure capacitors or
pure inductors. Yet both of the forms of socalled ' AC resistance', series and shunt,
actually also involve phase shift and energy
storage effects — quite unlike any pure
resistor! It is these effects that are far more
significant to audio. The term 'AC resistance'
is thus a misleadingly innocent name for a
highly complex effect.
AC Resistance can be measured, but its
citation is worse than unhelpful, being deeply
obsfuscatory for audio purposes.
First, the effects that give rise to `ACR' are
not pure qualities, but the outcome of various
combinations of already impure reactive
(inductive and/or capacitative) qualities, plus
second- and third- order error and loss
mechanisms that are ' quasi- reactive' and
complicated, varying with frequency, or
varying (as we shall see) with the levels of the
signal current or voltage; or by acting like
they are ` the square root of an inductor'
(dubbed ' inductoidance').
Second, while so-named as to falsely imply
pure resistive qualities, the ' side' effects of
AC resistance, which are critically pertinent
to music reproduction, are ignored, belittled
or even denied.
All the LCR information will be tabulated
together next month, with the cables listed in
order of their maker's names and their
reference numbers, with rankings in brackets.
The broad significance of the different
parameters is that first, it is accepted that it is
best (in speaker cables) for series DCR and
inductance to be as low as possible — so far
as this is possible without greatly imbalancing
other parameters. It is, in my opinion, far less
important for the cable's shunt capacitance to
be kept low as one can get. While too much
capacitance will inevitably upset less robustly
or less- competently designed power
amplifiers, a cable with below- average
capacitance almost always implies some
compromise in the minimising of the series
inductance. Moreover, to the extent that
impedance matching is applicable in the

Fig 2. Test 2: Speaker cable pulse-edge testing set-up. The driving source (the square wave generator) is attenuated
down to about 325m V (pk-pk) by the shunt 1ohm resistor. This lowers the usual lab equipment's 50 ohm output source
impedance down to Gust under) Iohm. The destination end is also terminated, but with 10 ohms, which is afair
'geometric' average of atypical speaker's impedance span (modulus). Both terminating resistors are 3W film types with
relatively low inductance. The IOW destination load results in about 18mA RMS, corresponding to either quiet music
programme; or the inner details of louder passages. The resistors, BNC adaptors, twistedflex link wires, and XLR
connectors are reasonably compact, amounting to about 100mm (4in) of non-representative connection, or about 3.5%
of the total length.
Comparing AP phase test results vs. lumped model phase predictions
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Fig 3. Comparing AP phase test results versus lumped model phase predictions.

audio band', the generic formula for ' surge
impedance', provides solutions closest to
average speaker impedance values, when
capacitance (the ` C' part) is about an order
higher than most cables, and inductance (the
part) is about an order lower than most
cables with the most common geometries.
(The resistance resistance ' X' between the
open conductors was also tested. The values
ranged widely and some reduced with time.
Others had thin or fragile looking insulation.)
Despite the instincts of engineers used to
ensuring safety with mains AC power, all the
values tabulated are acceptable from asafety
perspective, considering that few if any power
amplifiers have the sustained energy delivery
capability — in fault conditions — of even
the smallest mains supply, while applied
voltages are rarely ever above 200Vpk, and
usually well below 50Vpk (the EU's LVD
limit), hence not enough for any concern over
the possibility of arcing due to minute
insulation defects which alowered insulation
resistance might signify.
In practice, there is much to be said for a
controlled dilution of the more- than adequate high insulation values that modern
plastics and processes so readily provide.
Otherwise, as Russ Andrews has astutely
pointed out, modern cable insulations (along
with modern interior environments with their

References
(1/ B Duncan, What adifference awire makes, Stereophile (USA), Dec '95. (Back
issues obtainable from Wollaton Audio, 01159 284147.)
(21 B Duncan, The cable connection, Studio Sound & Broadcast Engineering, Dec '95.
1.31 B Duncan, Loudspeaker cable differences — case proven, Pmc. Inst. of Acoustics,
Vol.17, Nov '95. Copies from: 10A, tel: 01727 848195
(4) B Duncan, Wired for sound, HFIVIRR, Feb '97.
IN Constant Current Impedance Testing (CCZT) for the measurement of audio cable
performance (so called 'white paper'), Tara Labs. Available from their website.
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low humidity and general excess of plastics)
can exacerbate problems with static charge,
and the discharge noises so resulting will
disrupt the finer details of music
reproduction. In turn, the use of particular
ingredients that lower the resistance and
increase static charge dissipation becomes
understandable. For example, Supra Ply
cable, which shows a lower- than- average
insulation resistance value, contains a
particular inorganic chemical added to
enhance various sonic, RF absorbing/
reflecting, and handling/laying qualities. This
is a good enough justification for low
insulation resistances and 'instable' behaviour
that may be considered sub-standard in other
industries. To put matters fully into context,
the Tara cable ( in last position) with a
comparatively low 0.018 Gigaohms ( 18
Megohms) of insulation resistance, is
respectable enough.
When reading the tables of insulation
resistance then, it would not be unreasonable
to turn it on its head, and say that those
cables with the lowest, yet quite adequate
resistances, are actually the best.
BD
Next month
In Part 2we will be reviewing another five
cables and beginning the analysis of the test
results on the whole group.

f6) B Duncan, Black Box (column) - July, Aug and Sept '98 plus also the vital,
corrected colour plots on p.12 of Oct '98.
(7) B Bleaney & Bleaney, Electricity & Magnetism, Clarendon (Oxford) University
Press, England, 2nd ed.,1965.
161 C Bateman, Speaker Cables, parts 1-3, Electronics World (ex- Wireless World), Dec
'96 & Jan, Feb '97. Copies from: jackie.lowe@nrico.uk
191 Professor Malcolm Hawkford's key series of HEN/RR articles, 'The Essex Echo' were
listed in `Black Box' [HEN/RR, May '99].
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SPEAKER CABLES

AudioQuest

Indigo

THIS American-made cable
subscribes to the 'big and
industrial' school of thought —
it is adark blue hawser, fairly
inflexible thanks to its use of
eight solid-core conductors of
three different thicknesses,
0.397, 0.654 and 1.02mm'. It
features some of the best
finishing of the test; chunky
wraps at each end terminate the
sheath and denote polarity.

SOUND QUALITY
In the large system test, the Indigo
proved itself well in the bass arena.
Low frequencies were carried
deeply yet nimbly, witnessed on the
Morcheeba and Tubular Bells III
excerpts — tight and fast with
excellent timing to percussion.
Gene Krupa plays merry hell with
the meter at the finale of Benny
Goodman's ` IFound A New Baby',
and the Indigo unravelled it well,
the clarinet technique of BG also
well evident in amix that seemed to
err toward emphasising the reed.
The Concierto de Aranjuez, and
Morcheeba's ' Friction' gave a hint
at some ` shinyness' and a mildly
`over-crisp' top-end, suggesting that
this cable's strengths lay not
altogether
in
divine
treble
reproduction. This trait was more
obvious in the small system, where
Tori Amos's voice gave signs of a
hissy sibilance, and an overall
graininess to upper harmonics.
Depth of field was good, this
outshone, though, by its own
mastery of drive and rhythm,
dynamic and exciting on the Oscar
Peterson disc.
A revealing, articulate cable with
good dynamic expression and a
captivating balance.

Right:
phase test,
highcurrent
(upper)
and
low-current
(lower)
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The spiralling
really
then
amounts to a
mutual twisting,
for magnetic field
rejection.
One
interpretation of this
geometry is that the
first and fourth send and
return conductors are close
to each other for low inductance,
while the others are distant, for low
proximity effect. The cores can also
be re- allocated in pairs for biwiring/bi-amping,
apparently
without affecting ` Flyperliti
operation provided the
dal
signals are related and
loads not too dissimilar.
This cable, with its
old- yet- advanced
geometry
was
amongst the best
when it comes to
some of the raw phase
shift ratings. This
despite the fact it came
way down the ranking in its
LCR parameters ( tables 1-5).
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In turn, this shows how much a
cunning geometry can outwit
those who insist that ` LCR
is all'. The Indigo
subsequently does well
in tables 7, 8, 10. It is
average in tables 12,
13, then better in 14.
It has no merits in
table 15, but is above
average in table 16.
Overall: Above average
and promising, but not
as high- scoring as some
might expect.
BD

LAB REPORT
Indigo's eight strands are helixed
around a high quality dielectric
'tube'. This particular arrangement,
`Flypertlitz', is said to have been
patented by Nikolai Tesla, about a
century ago. The cable needs fairly
special termination, particularly as it
is hosepipe sized. The maker's
guide says that for normal use, four
conductors are joined on each side.
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WITH probably the most
simplistic-appearing
construction, Chord Co's
Odyssey was one of the surprises
that showed one should never to
try to judge the book...
Metallurgically, the 19 strands of
silver-plated copper plus coating
won't allow the cable to sit flat
without some coercion, but once
'persuaded' into place it tends to
stay put. The red-banded white
Teflon coating leaves it alittle
less unattractive.

SOUND QUALITY
This is vivid-sounding cable, able to
bring out tonal colours like few
others, reveling in the Bitisendorfer
tone in Tori Amos"Winter'.
Odyssey showed a wide stage in
'Serpent Dream' where the full
gamut seemed on show, projected
forward as well as behind speakers.
Oscar Peterson's piano was heard
clearly through the bopping mix of
'Waltzing is Hip', with bass registers
of piano and double bass decaying
naturally, and sign of no
overhang. When Bob
Durham goes to town
on
his
kit,
the
groaning
and
murmuring of a
percussion- man
at
work
was
distinctly audible.
Kyung-Wha
Chung's virtuoso
violin playing could
be easily followed;
leading edge detail
especially clear without
shrillness. The Orb's ' Little Fluffy
Clouds' had tight rhythm; bass went
very low but without unwarranted
accentuation. ' Perpetual Dawn'
again showed off the lean yet low
bass, even on ' 3/5As.
The only criticism lay in timing,
felt to be not as attention-holding as
some although still above average.
Overall, ahighly commendable turnout; a clean, detailed and very wellbalanced cable.
AH

LAB REPORT
The Chord Co are based in the same
town as Naim and are the sole cable
supplier that Naim recommends.
Read what you wish into this.
Odyssey follows the company's leastis- best philosophy, comprising
loosely twisted wires — PTFE
insulated, with silver-plated copper
conductors. As such, they appear to
be standard aerospace fare, as long
made in the UK by BICC. The nett
conductor size is cited in American
`AWG' size alone — like selling
petrol in US gallons! The 19 strands
of 0.045mm give atotal CSA of just
over 3mm 2.The absence of an outer

Chord Co

yssey
sleeve is claimed
to keep capacitance
low. Actually, it's the
dielectric constant of
space that is mainly
lowered. The PTFE is
tough so being sheath- free
won't affect survival. Some of the
technical information given is
simplistic, in my view to the point of
being misleading.
Except for capacitance, this
mechanically unstable cable comes
*WM MTH. 11103[1•4.

,

us 7110111141

in the lower half of the LCR
rankings (tables 1-5.) It also comes
below average in Tables 6-11. In the
more important tables 12, 14, 15
and lb it comes in below average.
But the low level, excess phase
shift in table 13 is the lowest
(best) of the group. These
niche results show the limit
of a simplistic concept.
Overall: only a ray of
promise, else disappointing.
BD
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DiMarzio

H

BETTER known as maker of
custom pick-ups and leads for
electric guitars, Larry DiMarzio
has branched out into
audiophile cables. A nononsense attitude results in this
cable, aesthetically
undemonstrative although wellfinished with our example's
4mm banana plugs.

SOUND QUALITY
Sonically, this cable held the middle
ground between decidedly good and
poor. It gave a comparatively luke
warm bass performance, stopping
and starting bass notes okay on
'Friction'
albeit with some
confusion through the midband.
Orchestral strings on the large
system playing Rodrigo and
Rachmaninov came across a
little reedy and the latter
piece required some
concentration to follow
the soloist's piano. Topend tone was clean on
female vocals, but as Tori
Amos, on the small system,
showed — as elsewhere — a
kind of dynamic compression
pervaded such that much music
sounded limited in expressive range.
BG's ' IFound A New Baby' nailed
the problem: a lack of space
between notes and tendency to lose
the plot when things get busy.
More recent recordings had some
trouble too, such as The Orb
classic, perhaps in need of redubbing ' Little Fluffy Bass' in this
instance, with lack-lustre bass pitch
and an anaemic attempt at depth.
On the plus side, detail and imaging
could be excellent, as heard in the
Beethoven piece where elements of
the orchestra found themselves
better spaced. Overall, for me a
MINIM 111151907 P111155(das/ us INZ011ts/

dynamically and tonally flat cable,
which missed the musical mark on
most occasions.
AH
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Phase test, highcurrent (below left),
and lose current
(below right)
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This cable is superficially plain twocore, of 12 AWG ( US), or about
3.5mm2 cross sectional area. But the
stranded conductors are ` OFHC',
their insulation is Teflon, and the
two conductors are mutually
twisted, which helps reject magnetic
fields. The cable also has vibrationabsorbing fillers and PTFE tape
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inside. The
outer sheath
is PVC though.
Termination will
be straightforward.
The LCR figures (table
1) are part-below average.
But the insulation resistance, which
is 3rd highest, is not automatically
'best'. At least the inductance is
lower (better) than the average. In
table 6, the score is above average,
but below in tables 7-10. In the
more important tables 11, 12, the
score is the better side of average,
but reverts to below average in table
13, and is nearly bottom in table 14.
The performance is also below par
in table 15. Overall: below average
to mundane.
BD
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SPEAKER CABLES
ECOSSE Manufacturing Co is
arecently formed Scottish
maker of high quality audio
cable and related wares. This
olive-skinned cable has been
examined before [by Peter J
Comeau in Sept ' 98] and uses
PC-OCC strands to earn the
`monocrystal' labelling.
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SOUND QUALITY

«Kke

In use, it holds excitement with a
balanced sound that courts no
undue emphasis across the
spectrum, excepting a hint of
crispiness in the treble register;
apparent, for example, as an
occasional lisp on Rickie Lee Jones'
discourse on 'Little Fluffy Clouds'.
Beethoven's Violin Concerto
sounded far more like Beethoven
than some other cables would have
you believe — the strict meter,
dynamic contrasts and melodic
flow were all in evidence; a
musically involving experience if
not as analytical as heard with
some cables. The Rachmaninov
Piano Concerto demonstrated
again the lively dynamics with
'black' silences after notes naturally
decayed away.
The Tubular Bell III extract
showed the MS2.3's grasp of
leading edge detail on both
acoustic and electric solo guitars,
with agood soundstage set behind
and around the plane of the
speakers. On jazz pieces like the
Goodman and Peterson extracts
the sound really came alive as the
swing and rhythm kept feet
engaged. A lively cable, not the
very smoothest or most transparent
but musically coherent and highly
engaging.
AH

LAB REPORT
The MS- 2.3 cable is superficially
plain two- core. But it has 3mm'
monocrystal, stranded conductors.
Termination will be straightforward. The maker publishes an
fairly accurate and readable
introductory booklet on approaches
to cable design, but no specific
details on the MS-2.3.
The LCR figures (tables 1-5) are
below average except for the
insulation resistance, which is the
highest — but is that so good ? —
and the inductance, which is lower
(better) than the average.
In tables 6 to 11, the MS-2.3 is
average or better. In the more
important tables 12, 14 and 16, the
results are only average. Then in
table 13, Ecosse is in second place,
and then again in table 15 the
results are below average
Overall: some signs of promise,
but else rather average.
BD
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LE GRAND SPECTACLE DU SON

UdillH OVATION

"For me, this is truly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker.."
Jack English, Stereophile, volume 19 no. 5.
"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them... "
Johnathan Scull, Stereophile, volume 21 no. 4.
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Sound Image UK Ltd • 52 Milton Road • East sheen • London • SW14 8JR
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SPEAKER CABLES

Goertz

MI 2

SEEMINGLY not so much a
loudspeaker cable as along,
rolled-out capacitor, the Goertz
indeed embraces high
capacitance. It is another
difficult-to-lay type, but once
installed it shouldn't go anywhere.
Termination is by unique banana
plugs which hold the flat copper
strips under two grub screws. UK
importer Townshend Audio
advocates asmall inductor in
series at the amp end, to make the
cable more amplifier-tolerant —
some amps hate high capacitance
as it drastically lowers load
impedance at high frquencies.

SOUND QUALITY
In use, there is asense of softening in
the HF, but what grabs the attention
is the utter smoothness, the warmth
and naturalness of the sound
available. Tori Amos's ' Winter'
showed rock solid imaging, her clear
voice also conveying the 'crack' as she
lights the torch. Firm and assured was
how the Oscar Peterson piece came
across — excellent timing, real bass
control and depth ( even with
LS3/5As driven by aCyrus One).
A sign of the apparent rollingoff of high frequency detail
could be appreciated with
The Orb tracks. The
stereo panning effects on
'Little Fluffy Clouds' were
fluffed, and Jah Wobble's
bass guitar work on
'Perpetual Dawn' lost its
incision,
the
upper
harmonics seemingly
lost, taking subtle timbral
cues with it. The BG
Trio's stormer also
showed some coloration:
individual players seemed
to overlap enough to detract
from an entirely see-through
stage. Rachmaninov came across
dark and moody, though still relaxed
and easily flowing, showing aspects of
aconsidered musical performance.
A most enigmatic cable, yet capable
of making wonderful music. Earthstirring LF extension, creamy
midband and atruly smooth although
rounded top end.
AH

LAB REPORT
Made in the USA, named after a
Dane's idea. We tested the version
HI-FI NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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made in UK by Tcrwnshend
Audio.
The
stabilising
inductor — asensible feature
only fitted on this UKmade version — was
bypasmd for test purposes.
MI 2 comprises two,
20mm-wide, plain, quite
thick copper foils, each
wrapped in Mylar (
a stiff,
transparent plastic, alias
polyester) that's so tough
that it can be very thin, for the
greatest proximity between the
two foils. The present version
has aless crinkly sheath than
before. The tight conductor
spacing lowers inductance and
also raises capacitance — but a
specific balance has been chosen to
create anominal ' surge' impedance
that's close to most speaker
impedances. As with AudioQuest,
rather special termination methods
have to be used.
Looking at tables 1-5, MI 2 is the
clear leader in low loop inductance,
and also has fairly low resistance, but
has only average insulation resistance,
11101-101

rer.v. ettrinuee .

F101111[1

el all 119 7.1:111:211

and by a long way the highest
capacitance (but are these bad
things?). In tables 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11 it
comes top; yet bottom in table 7. In
the more significant tables 12, 15 and
16 it comes top, and second from top
in table 14; but again, nearly bottom
in table 13. Overall: The ' extreme
performer'; close to reference
performance in several key areas, but
not quite perfect — not quite
'squaring the cube'.
BD
Lutv-current plot (
below) à exception: phase
reference is -ve; (left) high current plot
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very so often, you stumble
across something abit special.
Well, ` stumble' is perhaps not
quite accurate, but Idid hear a
rather captivating sound in the
Gate Audio room at one of the
UK's smaller shows — namely
Chesterfield — a year or two ago,
and again at the Hi -Fi Show last
year. Gate Audio, headed up by
electronics engineer James Turner,
is associated with valve specialist

My preconception
was that,
judging by its
modus
operandi, it
would sound
brighter than
your average
valve
amplifier, but
Iwas wrong...

Chelmer Valve, which supplies
quite a few of the UK's valve
amplifier manufacturers with their
hot glowing things. He has the pick
of all available output valve types so
it's interesting that James has
chosen the 300B directly- heated
triode, renowned for its natural
sound in single- ended operation.
But he has used it, unusually, in
self-biased push-pull mode.
Why? Triodes produce mainly
second harmonic, with some third.
Running apair in push-pull cancels
out the second ( leaving the third
unaffected), while giving more
power — 22 watts — than asingleended 300B. The other advantage
of push-pull operation is that the
magnetising effect of the two anode
currents cancels in the transformer,
whereas in single-ended mode the
higher static magnetisation pushes
the core flux density higher up the
B/H curve* towards saturation.
This means you need a
special transformer,
larger
and
more
expensive than might
be expected for the
power output, usually
with an air gap in the
core to reduce the

static magnetic field. James also
makes a single- ended 300B amp
and feels it is slightly more naturalsounding, but not everyone can
make the best use of 11 or so watts!
The advantage of cancelling out
distortion is that less negative
feedback ( NFB) is needed to
reduce what's left. Also, the anode
resistance of triodes is usually lower
than that of pentodes, helping to
reduce output impedance to
reasonable levels without loads of
feedback. (James says the TR201
uses just 6dB of negative feedback
and has an output impedance of
about an ohm).
But there's more to this design
than philosophy. The pre-amp has
four inputs including movingmagnet phono with passive RIAA
correction (chosen for its superior
dynamics). For each channel an
ECC83 gives gain, after which
comes the passive RIAA, and an
ECC82 for more gain and a
cathode follower output. Line
inputs are directly coupled to the
volume potentiometer, thence to
the cathode follower which acts as a
buffer. The power amp couldn't be
much simpler, with an ECC82
double triode for voltage gain and

Looking for a sturdy,
well-made British valve amplifier?
Don't pass by the
Gate PR101ITR201 combination

>leg
*A curve which plots
magnetic flux density (
B)
versus magnetising force (
H)
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phase splitter, feeding another
ECC82 wired as adifferential amp
driving the two 300B output
triodes. Component types have
been chosen to create a balanced
whole. For instance, in the pre amp, both unfashionable carbon
film and in- vogue metal film
resistors are used to compensate for
each other's sound — carbon film's
richer tone countering metal oxide's brighter timbre. Using all
metal films just sounds too bright,
said James. In the power amp, in
contrast he's gone for carbon
resistors. In a similar vein, a
seemingly outmoded valve voltage
regulator, with neon stable voltage
source, is used in the pre-amp.
Likewise, in the power amps,
there's a mixture of polypropylene
film and paper-in-oil capacitors. A
GZ32 valve rectifier is used instead
of solid-state diodes (for its smoother
sound) followed by ` pi' LC filtering
(with
both
electrolytic
and
polypropylene film capacitors) for
better smoothing. In contrast, the
pre-amplifier features polypropylenefilm Solens throughout. Balance and
harmony. It all sounds abit holistic
and Feng Shui, but James's feet are
firmly on the ground. It's all good
engineering to him.
Talking of good engineering,
there's the build quality. In aword,
it's superb. The monoblock power
amp chassis are made from stainless
steel, precision punched for
ventilation, with solid wood side
cheeks. The ventilated transformer
covers are oh-so-neatly welded and
ground smooth at the 45° joined
edges, then sprayed in adelightfully
understated light metallic grey. The
pre- amp is finished off with gold
plated control knobs and a solid
wood front panel laser-cut with the
Gate logo. Inside, the power and pre
amps look as good as they do
externally. In the pre-amp, atoroidal
transformer ( chosen for its low
external hum field) is mounted to the
right hand side, with the regulator
board ( with valve and neon
regulator) mounted virtually in the
centre on a steel divider plate for
screening. To the left are the neat
printed circuit boards holding the
valve circuits. All other wiring, to
and from the boards, is via individual
silver-plated copper PTFE-insulated
wires. Likewise the power amps are
wired to asimilarly high standard.

SOUND QUALITY
It would be fair to say that the Gate
pre-power combination underwent
aprolonged series of listening tests,
so I've a fairly good idea of how it
Gate PRIOI pre-anzplifier (right) and (top of
page) underneath the TR2Ol power amplifier
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performs! My pre- conception was
that, judging by its avowed modus
operandi, with even
harmonics cancelled and
odds remaining, it would
sound brighter than your
average valve amplifier.
But I was wrong. It is
smooth — super smooth and detailed too. These
push-pull triodes really do
provide the most velvety top
end, making push-pull
pentodes seem rather crude
by comparison. For some
listeners, the highs may be just
a touch too smooth. With
more than an ohm of
specified output impedance
(see test results) you might
expect the bass to be boomy or
muddled, but it isn't. Sure, it
may not have the drive, solidity,
impact and weight of a good
transistor amplifier, but the Gate's
bass is nevertheless very well defined,
with a superb sense of form,
structure, texture and tunefulness.
So, what the Gate combo provides is
musical finesse, by the bucket load
and with 22 watts available, it will
play very loudly with averagely efficient speakers.
That smoothness isn't confined to
the top end, either, it extends way
down into the midrange, which is
articulate, fluid and transparent.
This, and the amp's subtle detailing
gives vocals a gloriously natural
quality, free of harshness, yet
articulate and communicative. One
really can listen for hours on end.
Listening fatigue is not in this
amplifier's vocabulary, but finesse is.
Take, for example some old
recordings by Billie Holiday dating
back to the early 1950s. Her singing
is reproduced with disarming
presence, and clarity, while the
backing vocals and band are realistic
— in an understated way. Even
though they are clearly in the
background one can hear exactly
what's being played and sung, while
getting a tangible sense of the
acoustics, which is often simply not
reproduced. It's as though the whole
troupe of performers and the studio
has somehow been brought by time
machine into the room. Goose
pimples have nothing on this. No-

Gate Audi.,
headed um by
electronics
engineer
James Turner,
is associated
with %fake
specialists
Chelmem Valve,
which supplies
quite afew of
the UK's valve
amplifier
manufacturers
with their hot
glowing tlings

SUPPLIER
Glass Audio
Tube
Engineering, , Idl
Chelmer House,.
171-177 New
London Road,
Chelmsford,
Essex CAI2 VAE.
Tel 0124.5
381784

one who heard this amp and preamp on all sorts of music from CD
sources went away without
commenting on the naturalness and
ease of reproduction, though some
felt the bass could do with a bit
more punch, power and drive. It's
not slow — just alittle restrained at
times compared with what can be
had from transistors. But no
transistor amplifier Ihave used
during the course of the Gate's
review has provided the same level
of intangible subtlety — of contact
with the performance — as the Gate
combination. Almos3 without
exception, it was a relief to put the
them back into the system. In truth,
if one wanted more grip and bass
'welly', there are other amplifiers out
there, but not many with more soul.
Most listening, over aperiod of
some months, was done via the preamplifier's excellent line input from
CD sources. But Idid manage a
listening session via the Gate's
moving-magnet disc input, with the
excellent ( only just received for
review)
Project
Perspective
turntable, with Project arm and
Ortofon
MC30
moving -coil
cartridge. My own step-up device
(a now- discontinued Henley
Designs model) performs RIAA
correction and amplification from
moving-coil to line level, so James
loaned me his own transformer and
a prototype FET/bipolar transistor

The Sweetest Feeling
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The Cary Philosophy Continues with the
CAD-805C, the latest version of this breathtaking
50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
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300B XLS. MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO
EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus,
with the CAD 572 SE monoblocks, which provide
an impressive 20W, as do the highly acclaimed 300B
LX-20 designs, the integrated 300SEI and the 300SE
monoblocks.
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step-up. With either of these
boosting the cartridge output and
the pre-amp's RIAA section doing
the rest, the sound was certainly
very good, with the transistor unit
giving the firmer bass and smoother
sound. With this in circuit, Joni
Mitchell's ' Little Green' from Blue
lacked the hard edge which can
often spoil this difficult LP, yet her
guitar and voice were as expressive
as ever. From the same album 'The
Wind is in from Africa' bounced
along with an infectious rhythm.
Indeed, this was noticeably
smoother than the Henley, with
which the music took on a slightly
brittle character by comparison.
On to more taxing orchestral LPs,
for example Aaron Copland's Fanfare
for the Common Man and Britten's
'Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra' (aPractical HiFi Supercut
of the Decca original); here Isensed a
slight lack of bass impact, drama,
transparency and sense of scale
compared
to
the
Henley.
Undoubtedly, the extra step up was
introducing some additional loss, but
with so many unknowns, it was
impossible to make afirm judgement.
A fairer test would have been areally
good moving-magnet plugged straight
in. But time was not on my side, so I
must reserve judgement. Certainly the
Gate's RIAA phono stage is very good
- I'm just not sure how good.

CONCLUSION
This Gate pre-power combination,
auditioned mostly via the line
inputs, was loved for its understated
naturalness by almost all those who
heard it. It will also play loudly
without any sense of strain. This
combination has an elusive subtle
immediacy and smoothness which
brings the music to life in a way
which is not usually heard. While
the Gates don't quite have the
impressive bass drive of some
amplifiers, they more than make up
for this in delicacy, expressiveness
and a silky- sweet, seductive
midrange and treble. True, they are
expensive, but not over-priced, as
they are beautifully hand- built
pieces of true hi-fi equipment. If
you're in the market at this price
level then you miss them off your
listening list at your peril.
_
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GATE PR101P/TR201A
LAB REPORT
TH201A power
amplifier:
Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD),
at 0.7%, did not
manage the 0.5%
distortion spec at
22W (7ohms) but
was not far short.
With distortion
rising slowly as
power increased
(gentle clipping) it
managed to produce
25W, albeit for just
under 1% distortion.
Intermodulation
distortion was less
than 0.3% of
difference-tone
(1kHz) at 11W
EMS (equivalent in
peak level to a22W
single-tone signal).
At IW, 19+20kHz
interrnod distortion
dropped to just
0.15% (-57dB). At
full output, just into
clipping, a ¡ kHz
single tone [Fig II
produced aspread of
harmonics, falling
with frequency; even
into clip the amp
should not sound
unpleasant. Here,
second harmonic
was less than the
third, as anticipated.
At lower powers,
second harmonic
dominated at low
frequencies (third
became higher above
6kHz). At 1W,
1kHz, THD was a
mere 0.06%
(-64dB), wholly
second harmonic
[Fig 2].
Output
impedance was on
the high side at 1.55
to 1.6 ohms; higher,
in fact than the 1
ohm suggested by the
designer, but at least
consistent across the
audible range. This
gives adamping
factor ofjust 5, and
may allow the
loudspeaker's
impedance curve to
have an audible
effect on frequency
response, depending
on as smoothness.
So this amplifier
may change its
sound slightly with
different speakers.
Hum was
pretty good,
particularly
considering
the output
valves are
directly heated.
There was very little
intermodulation

between a20Hz
tone and mains
fundamental
harmonics, which
were quite well
suppressed. The
remaining hum
(adjusted to
minimum by a
'hum-bucking' pot)
was only just audible
when listening up
close to 88dBlIW
sensitivity speakers
(but not at normal
listening distances).
Noise figures
(without hum) were
excellent. Gate says
the 42kHz
bandwidth can be
extended, and the
I.3dB drop at
20kHz reduced to
order if desired,
because there is
slight deliberate topend roll-off
PRIOIA
pre-amplifier:
Total harmonic
distortion was
entirely second
harmonic, at - 79dB,
while the interrnod
distortion
(19+20kHz) was
also low at - 72dB,
and of low order
[Fig 3]. The fine
figures indicate
excellent overall
linearity, even at
high outputs,
frequencies and
inputs. Noise was
also very good at
around - 100dB ref.
0.5V output,
excluding hunt.
The pre-amplifier
showed an
exceptionally flat
line input response

with correspondingly
low phase shift
(+8.2° at 20Hz and
-5.3° at 20kHz)
and ahighfrequency response
extended beyond
100kHz. Output
impedance of the
cathode follower
(acting as abuffer to
the volume control
for any line source)
output was very low
at 540 ohms, so the
pre-amp should be
fine at driving even
longish cables. Hum
figures were good via
line and fair via the
phono input: noise
(above about 4kHz)
was very low. The
RIAA replay curve
conformed very
closely to the IEC
1976 curve (with
the extra LF replay
roll-oft): within +I0.15 dB from 50Hz
to 20kHz. However,
the output at 20Hz
is pitched 1.1dB
above the 1976
curve to give atouch
more bass. That's
still I.9dB below the
original (pre-IEC
1976) RIAA curve.
Phono overload
margins were also
excellent from 20Hz
to 20kHz, with
plenty to spare
(29dB at low to mid
and 22dB at high
frequencies), while
the line stage is
virtually over-load
proof, because the
power amp will clip
first. Whichever way
you view it, the
results are pretty
impressive.
GATE TR201A

Test results

22W; 13.4dBW"
Rated power 8ohms
Measured power ( dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
14
14
1.1
Continuous 4ohrns lch
Output impedance(ohms)

1.6

1.55

Harmonic distortion (
dB/%)
Rated power 8 ohms
0.9
At OdBW ( 1W) 8 ohms
1.1
At - 10dBW (0.1W) 8ohms
0.1

0.7
0.06
0.02

Channel separation (dB)

1.6

n/a

Intermodulation distortion (
19+20kHz (dB)
0.5W RMS. 8ohms -57 (0.15%)
half rated power, 8ohms
-50 0.3%)
Signal-to-noise (
full gain) rai OdBW
20Hz-20kHz
53dB
excl hum
90dB
Channel balance ( dB)

rel full level
67dB
102dB

0.1

157mV (
IHF, OdBW)
790mV for rated output
Frequency response -0.2dB
255x170x290mm
Dimensions (whd)
13.6kg
Weight
£3335
Typical price ( inc VAT)
Input sensitivity

*where OdBW = 2.83V, or 1W into 8 ohms

Fig 1. Gate TR201A power amplifier:
spectrogram for 22W output into 8ohms,
corresponding to 0.7%THD (-44dB) Here,
the even harmonics are cancelled by push-pull
operation in the output valves, leaving some
second harmonic from earlier stages

Fig 2. Gate TR201A power amplifier:
spectrogram for ¡ kHz at OdBW (I WO. Here,
measurable distortion is entirely second
harmonic, which is subjectively benign,
especially at 0.06% (-64dI3)

Fig 3. Gate PRIOI pre-amplifier: spectrogram
via line input (volume plus cathode follower)
at the peak voltage equivalent of 0.5V output
(0.35V RMS dual tones at 19kHz+20kHz).
The intermodulation difference tone produced
at 1kHz is at alow - 72dB (0.025%)

Test results

GATE PR101P
2014z lkHz 20kHz
Harmonic distortion (THD, dB/%)
At 0.5V output -74/0.02 -79/0.01
At - 10dBW (0.1W) 8ohms
0.10.02
Intermodulation distortion ( 19+20kHz )
dB/%)
Aux, 0.35V RMS
-72/0.25
Phono, 0.35V RMS
-60/0.1
Frequency response (
dB) -0.08
0 0.03
Channel separation (
at lkHz, dB)
Aux, Ron LA on R
72/75 56/56 32/31
Phono. Ron L/L on R 44/47 58/71 42/47
Signal-to-noise (
0.5V out) IHF
UHF exd hum
Aux
65dB > 1.00dB
Phono
57dB > 100dB
Channel balance (
at lkHz)
Aux
0.31B
Phono
0.68dB
DC offset
none
input sensitivity/impedamce(IHF, 0.5V out)
Aux
560mV/220 kohms'
Phono
1.75mV/47 kohms.
Input overload
>4V
Aux ( ref 500mV)
140dB ( 29mV)
Phono ( ref 5mV)
Output
>8V
Maximum level
540 ohms
Impedance at 1kHz
442x90x210mm
Dimensions (whd)
4kg
Weight
£1495
Typical price Uric VAT)
(PR101L, with four
line inputs, £1195)
* for 1V out, 280mV and 3mV respectively

I
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Sub- woofers and
satellites from M&K are
tried in depth: the VX100
sub and S85 two-way
loudspeaker
by MARTIN COLLOMS

A

ware of the reputation of
M&K's sub- woofers, I
chose one of its brawnier
units for review, the MX350 THX,
and almost as an afterthought also
borrowed asmall sub-sat combo to
see what the company was capable
of in this area.
Ididn't know what Iwas getting
into! Miller & Kreisler has
expanded into sub- woofer- based
multichannel ' home theatre'
systems right up to THX Ultra
level, and can also offer a
bewildering variety of two-channel
stereo systems, configured with
several compact satellites, plus a
choice from no fewer than ten subwoofers.
Iwas sent the S-85, M&K's midprice ultra-compact satellite costing
£700 a pair. These come with a
black texture paint finish. There are
five more satellite designs ranging
from £400 to £2,650, plus aTHX
surround, three THX-rated centres
and yet another three- centre
channel/dialogue system.
The S85s were paired with the
VX100 active sub-woofer, and an
optional crossover box, the HP80
Passive Line Filter.

SLEEPING SATELLITES
Our satellite, the S85, was just a
few litres in volume, atwo-way with
a distinctive trapezoidal plan
geometry said to inhibit internal
standing-wave modes. Its versatility
marks this design as different — for
example by merely selecting
combinations of the two red and
two black terminals on the rear of
46
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M&K HP80 PASSIVE LINE FILTER

this sealed-box system the unit may
be driven either in extended range
mode or may be internally filtered
to maximise power handling when
used with an appropriate subwoofer. In addition there are two
alternative boundary matched
alignments for tonal balance, 'high
sensitivity' for wall and bookcase
loading, and 'normal' for free space
or stand-mounted use.
These satellites are not intended
to work below 75Hz or so, and for
this review the new, ultra-compact
VX100 sub was supplied. It has a
genuine
100W- rated
power
amplifier driving acustom designed
long- throw sealed- box woofer.
Active overload limiting gain
control circuitry is included which
is claimed to help achieve an
unusually high percieved dynamic
range and a deep bass extension,
especially for the size.

SMALL AND SUBSTANTIAL

Priced at £ 750, the VX100 is
certainly compact, measuring just
305x360x280mm, also finished in
a black texture enamel. It is
magnetically
shielded,
is
downwards firing, and comes with
optional anti- vibration floorcoupling spikes.
Facilities include phono -only
input, no filtered line or speaker
level outputs, and an ultimate rolloff of up to 36dB/octave, a high
slope, to minimise the sub's
acoustic ' signature'.
There's the usual phase switch
(not a continuous control of
phase), the crossover filter setting,
over a range of 125Hz down to
50Hz. The rated response is 20Hz
to 125Hz +/- 3dB. This is a good
extension for such a small unit
and while it's too small for the
THX Ultra specification, it is
probably big enough for small
'Home Theatre' installations,
never mind good quality twochannel working.
The performance claims stress
this woofer's quality and speed,
and the listening report will show
if this has been achieved.
Of about 5 litres volume, the
S85 satellite is built of a 12mmthick wood composite, unbraced
and undamped. While the 12mm
grille is barely rebated the tweeter
baffle
has
anti- reflection/
directivity control pads in acoustic
foam which should help mitigate
the effect of the grille. The system
resonance is up at 90Hz, so not
much bass will be available below
75Hz. Conversely, the power
handling is augmented by the tight
control on the 130mm bass/mid
driver. Fitted with a 95mm
diameter mineral- loaded polyNI FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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HIGH-PASS FILTER

THIS unit is built in asmall free-standing box and offers high-quality crossover fibers for blending

asub to acompatible satellite. It does not need apower supply, and is auseful accessory for the
M&K speaker systems. It is intended to enhance performance over the provided internal speaker
filters.
The inputs are gold-plated phonotype, and
capar itance interconnect cables are
lead to aseries network to define an 80Hz,
recommended to maintain the high-frequency
12dB/oct, fixed crossover between apair of
response.
satellite-, and asub woofer.
SOUND QUALITY
When the sub-woofer is set to its fixed
In operation with the VX100/585 combination,
24cIB/oct, 80Hz filter, the complete sub/sat, as
adoing the HP80 changed the sound of he S85
designed by M&K, approaches acrossover
significantly, providing atighter, cleaner low end
alignment at 4th-order Linkwitz-Riley. This
and amore accurate transition to the subpromises good integration and reduced
woofer. There was also again in darity. On the
coloration from the sub.
woofer side, there was no disadvantage in using
With the FP80 in circuit, the eledralytic
the HP80, though 1found that beneficial fineseries-capacitor in the satellite speaker filter may
tuning of the shape and balance of the overall
be bypassed, and likewise the more complex
bass response could be achieved using the sub's
variable-frequency filter of the sub is no longer
owr variable -ow-pass filter and level controls,
required.
still fed via the HP80.
Thel-P80 outputs go to the line- level input of
Will the satIlite now directly coupled to the
the sub in stereo) while the 'high-pass' outputs
amplifier, and tend limited by the HP80 to the
go to asingle-ended connection for astereo
range above 80Hz, dean power hardling was
power amplifier feeding the satellites. With the
showr for the system with up to 200W peak
HP80, the satellites achieve their maximum
programme per channel - in fact somewhat beyond
200W power handling.
the dynamic range cf the matching VX100 sub
Since the precise crossover frequency of a
when Fed with the most spectrally demanding music.
simple filter such as this will depend on the load
Since the sub is limited from emering
impedance of the amplifier, athree- position
distortion, the-audible effect of sub overdrive was
switch is provided to aid matchfog, namely for
milc, .iounding more like gentle ba,s cut.
10kohm to 20kahm inputs, for 20kohm to
With the HP80, the S85 will of course match
30kohm inputs, and for 30kohm to 100kohm
larger more powerful sub-woofers of ahigher
inputs. These cover most cases.
peak sound-level for the system.
Housed in ocapper-plated, magneticallyThis compact filter is effective in the more
shielded steel case, the circuit board is built to a
second-order alignment with pro-quality closed- expensive sub/sat systems From M&K,
particularly where tne best clarity and power
gap indictors and polypropylere film
handling is required from the chosen satellite.
capacitors.
For the S85/VX100, used at normal levels, its
Nevertheless the unit should be carekily
utility snot so certain.
located to avoid possible hum pickup, and low
E
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MILLER & KREISEL VX100

Fig I. M&K VX100: axial frequency response, 1m 271 condition

\

11100.0

10000.0

Fig 2. M&K VX100 plus S85: room averaged

response, axial (solid

trace), 15° vertical (dotted) 30° lateral (dashed), 45° lateral (long
dash)

LAB REPORT

SUPPLIER
Gecko Inc Ltd,
62 Hartley Old
Road,
Purley,
Surrey
CR8 4Hj
Tel: 0181-681
1817

from full level to
-30dB of level,
and found a
desirably
constant
bandwidth.
Ignoring room
gain, the output
covered ¡ 30Hz to
30Hz, + I-3dB,
the lower limit
reading 10Hz
less than
claimed.
However, given
the continuing
bass extension
and the effect of
room gain it will
actually operate
as low as 18Hz
-6dB, though
not, of course, at
very high sound
levels. That
response shape
also suggested a
Test results

fitted with a pressed steel frame
200mm bass driver. Using ahighpower oversize motor coil, and a
shielded ceramic magnet system,
it has a very rigid bonded fibre
cone for precise pistonic bass.
The amplifier is well built with a
generous power supply.

SOUND QUALITY
For the main evaluation Iused an
Orelle SA100 II and Naim
NAP250 amplifier, while for power

••••••lot

The bald figures
for maximum
undistorted level
for 1m, lit
condition were
83dB at 20Hz,
89dB at 30Hz,
92dB at 40Hz,
94dB at 50Hz
and 97dB at
100Hz. In the
listening test the
performance of
the limiter
ensured it
sounded much
louder than these
figures indicate.
Nevertheless they
were very fine for
this size of
woofer. In
addition there
were no
unwanted
whistling noises
or chuffing
sounds.
Ichecked the
fullband
acoustic response

propylene cone, it's built on a
diecast
frame
and
is
not
magnetically
shielded —
surprising in view of its ' Home
Theatre' credentials.
A complex crossover provides
the various matching options, plus
a high- slope filter response to
integrate with the 25mm softdome tweeter. Both drivers are
made by Peerless of Denmark.
The mains cable is captive for
the VX100, fitted with aUK plug.
This infinite baffle enclosure is

clean, welldamped
character. For
the overall
matched
performance see
the S85 roomaveraged
response [Fig 2].
Here the sub/sat
achieved + I-3dB
in room, 30Hz to
100Hz, big
speaker
performance.
Spot checks on
distortion showed
that it tracked
the subjective
thresholds with
frequency, and at
normal levels
distortion was
typically
3-3.5%, agood
result for the low
frequency region.

Miller & Kreisel VX100

Dimensions (
hwd. mmi
305x360x280
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
100W (built-in)
Recommended placement
experiment near wall or comer
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
19.5Hz-150Hz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
18Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
23Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
n/a
Maximum sound level, 50Hz 94dB ( 1m 2n)
Amplifier Input Impedance
15kohm
Typical price sic VAT)
£730

handling Ibriefly tried the big Krell
monoblocks without any disasters.
Sources included the Marantz CD7
CD player and the Krell KPS25s
CD/pre-amp into a Conrad
Johnson PVIO. Cables were by van
den Hul — CS122 speaker cable
and The Second Interconnect —
and Transparent Music Wave Plus.
Free-space stand and bookcase
mounting were both tried — with
and without the M&K HP80
passive line- level filter. We tried
many positions and control
adjustments of the sub-woofers,
especially the ` matching' VX100.
The bigger ' 350 sub was also used,
later with B&W Nautilus 803. In
addition the sub/sat combination
was auditioned in full- range and
internally-filtered options. So what
at the outset seemed a relatively
simple review exercise ended up as
a complex mix of listening tests,
which highlighted the versatility of
the M&K speaker components.
Once set-up and balanced, the
system sound ( S85/VX100) was
assessed. In the main it showed a
punchy and dynamic character,
well blended from the low bass into
the satellite range, and well
balanced through the midband.
While it rarely caused offence, the
high treble was judged to be bright
and forward, not in the brittle or
hard sense, rather heard as an
emphasis of sibilance and excess
'air', extending to the edge of
audibility.
Thanks to their narrow profile,
the satellites had a pretty wide
angle of coverage and the sound
balance changed relatively little
with speaker angle, or indeed
height. Clarity was good in terms of

musical detail, though some loss of
transparency and image depth was
noticed compared with the best
speakers ( either compacts or fullrange in this overall price range).
On the plus side these little
enclosures were capable of wide
soundstages with very precise image
focus.
Coloration was moderate though
with some nasality in the upper
midrange, a hint of box/panel
sound and that high treble
emphasis.
While this report covers the highfidelity aspects for stereo listening,
this speaker's characteristics may
well be more closely aligned with
the spectral content and sound
energy requirements of multispeaker 'home theatre' installations.
When used alone and ' full range',
the satellites were comparatively
unimpressive, but really came to life
when partnered by the very
compact VX100 sub. Its peak
limiting circuitry is so sophisticated
that the apparent dynamic range in
the bass is ample and a really big,
extended bass sound was available.
In addition, the bass was of fine
quality, articulate, very clean and
correctly unobtrusive. It formed a
solid part of the sound picture
without drawing attention to itself.
It was hard to believe that a single
200mm driver was moving air so
well in my large listening room.
Moreover, good output was present
down to 30Hz, the territory of large
audiophile speakers of substantially
greater
system
price.
In
combination this sub/sat system has
a degree of power, range and
authority that largely helps to
validate its credentials.
Unless the highest power
handling was required, Ifound that
the best ' high-fidelity' results were
obtained with the satellites set ' fullrange', ' flat response'. The most
detail and upper bass definition
were heard in this mode and agood
blend to the VX100 was still
possible. The room average
response shown in the lab test
pertains to this alignment.
Soundstage quality was not so
good when the satellite was set to
the high-sensitivity, wall placement
condition. However there was abig
jump in loudness, and despite local
boundary effects — with some
increase in coloration — the sound
remained vibrant and detailed with
the kind of punch that can bring
'home theatre' systems to life.
The tonal balance correction for
the S85 was judged about right for
wall mounting with this setting.
With the HP80 filter in-circuit to
give increased system dynamic
range [see section on this filter], the
MY 1999
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small losses introduced by the filter
and additional loading/cabling were

It formed a
solid part of
the sound
picture without
drawing
attention to
itself. It
was hard to

offset by the substantial gain in S85
quality when substituted for the

LAB REPORT
On axis at the

matched by the

speaker's internal series capacitor

reference one-metre

filter.

distance, the S85

rise of 3-4dB in
the upper range,

Which choice is the best for a
given M&K system will depend on
auser's particular requirements and

gave an `average'

the balance of delivered sound
power versus sound quality.

CONCLUSION
Ihad a lot of fun with the M&K
sub- sat combo, a fascinating

believe that

introduction to the range. In
combination, the pairing gave a
big sound, one typical of large

a single

full-range speakers — and yet the

200mm driver
was moving

sub can be rendered almost
`invisible'. High dynamic range
was possible with a punchy,
dynamic sound offering good

air so well
in my large
listening room

detail and stereo focus, even if not
up to upper echelon hi-fi grade
coloration and transparency.
Though
pricey,
the
star
component of the pairing was the
VX100 sub, which gave highfidelity bass in miniature. The
S85 satellite generally indicates
the M&K viewpoint, and is likely

sensitivity of 86dB
for the normal
setting and a
`high' 91dB for

that the effect of
the internal filter
mode is a3dB cut

Fig 1. M&K S85: axial frequency response,

the wall-mount
setting. It's not a
particularly severe

at 10Hz, sufficient
to alter the satellite
tonal balance.

load, with a
minimum value of
4ohms, and can

The off-axis
responses of this
speaker are rather

be rated at 6
ohms. Most

smoother than on-

transistor
amplifiers can deal

that it has been
tailored for amore

Fig 2. M&K S85: response family at 2m,

with this. A

uniform energy

wall-mount (upper trace), free -spa«.

characteristic trend
is seen in the
response, notably

drive to aroom
acoustic. Rather

(lower)Fig 2.

some mid
projection, +2dB

even to 30 degrees
lateral, brings the
treble into line.

followed by a
3-5dB half-octave
trough, and then
an increasingly

lm (dashed line, neaffield correction)

axis, suggesting

extreme angling,

Integration was
very good in the
vertical axis, this

elevated upper
treble, beyond

bearing out the

Fig 3. M&K S85: room-averaged response;

to perform even better in ` home

claim for vertical

impedance versus frequency, 'high sensitivity'

theatre' installations rather than

6kHz, in

or horizontal

(dotted trace) and free-space (dashed)

under more critical two- channel
use such as in this review. Still,

agreement with the
listening data.

placement.
With little

its unique matching versatility
must be added to the value

This

physical structure

characteristic,

to store energy

equation.

while not

and with fast

unacceptable,
makes the speaker
something of an

decay
diaphragms, the

individual choice
and puts the
response outside
the standard
limits. The treble

rapid B-H
weighted decay of
energy vs. time.

Fig 4. M&K S85: MLSSA waterfall of
energy, showing spectral decay

shown was not
ideal for aroom

room, the result
was tolerably
good, +1-3dB,

spectral decay

30Hz to 17kHz,

response: for a
natural energy

analysis waterfall,
the result was very

while augmented

balance it should

+4.8dB with it in

by the VX100

be decaying gently

place.

good, confirming

beyond 8kHz, not

the punchy

sub. A trace of
that mid

grille is not bad as
regards

dynamic sound

prominence could

case. The sub/sat

quality.

be seen in this

blend achieved

smoothness, save

Analysed with
the longer decay

graph while the
treble extension

was pretty good

the grille and

The effect of the

for a2dB notch at
5kHz, widening
the existing
trough.
Pair matching
was judged fairly
good, +1-0.6dB in
the treble range,
+1-0.3dB in the

interval and
10dbldiv [Fig 4],
some lower-level,
longer-decay
resonance becomes
evident in the
upper frequency
range, perhaps
contributing to the

mid.
An indication

finite limit to

of the different

depth and

alignments is

transparency

given in Fig 2,

observed.
Measured by

where the implied
lower-frequency
boundaty lift was
JULY 1999

impulse response
was good with a

For the
5dBldiv 'faster'

reached + 6dB by
16kHz without
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wall-mount
response. Note

spatial averaging
in the listening

Test results

rising as in this

[Fig 3].

Miller & Kreisel S85

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
255x1.60x225
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
12-200W»
Recommended placement
free space of on wall
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
see text
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at lm
80Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
n/a
voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
86/91dB/W+
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
103/1-06d8A+
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4 ohms/6 ohms average
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £700
Assuming use of bass filter
t Free space/wall mount

Stoop(
Mit2 s)tabwift
The Stax Omega
electrostatic headphone
and its valve- output
Energiser give a
Mk II encore

by KEN KESSLER

A

succession of wonderful
dynamic headphones has
livened up the increasingly
isolationist 1990s ( notably from
Sennheiser and Grado), but my
longstanding constant has been an
electrostatic: the Stax Omega. It
broke away from the bulky, box-like
earpieces of the Sigmas and
Lambdas with more natural,
circular transducer housings; and it
was immediately apparent that
these round shells provided a more
comfortable fit, and better enclosing
of the ear.
Its inner workings consisted of
electrostatic elements utilising goldplated copper mesh electrodes of an
ultra-fine weave. Stax said that the
material better resisted vibration
while limiting reflections back to the
1.5 micron polyester diaphragm.
This was 50% larger than those of
the SR- Sigma and SR- Lambda,
allowing Stax's new flagship to
reproduce ' the lowest conceivable
notes'. The housing was milled
from solid aluminium alloy stock,
with anodised surfaces to increase
hardness and rigidity.
SR- Omega Mk I used an
adjustable ' head spring' with
secondary strap to serve as a
cushion to support a notunbearable weight of 380g (minus
the cables). The cushions sloped to
50

follow the shape of the skull: along
with the ' double' headpiece, the
SR- Omega
was
supremely
comfortable — especially for
eyeglass wearers. Fitted to the SROmega was a then-new, six-strand
PC-OCC copper lead 1.5 times
wider than the previous type to
halve capacitance in each strand,
also reducing signal loss and
minimising
the
interference
between each conductor.
The
system's
capacitance
(including the cable) was 110pF —
as Istated in 1994, this is never an
issue because Staxes can only be
driven by dedicated energisers

The housing
was milled
from solid
aluminium
alloy stock,
with anodised
sturfaces
to increase
hardness and
rigidity

tailored to the headphones'
specifications.
Other specs for this push-pull
electrostatic included an impedance
of 145k ohms at 10kHz, a
frequency range of 6Hz-41kHz, a
sensitivity of 99dB for 100V nits at
lkHz, and maximum SPLs of
120dB at 400Hz. I've been using
Omega Mk Iwith the SRM-T1S
energiser, a two- valve design
measuring 300x328x98mm (wdh)
and capable of driving both normal
and 'pro' Staxes.
Now, reinforcing the belief that
Stax is well and truly back from the
brink, and that the models I
JULY 1199
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reviewed in January were just the
tip of a truly cool iceberg, the
company has launched the Omega
Mk II system — new headphones
and new energiser. The SR- 007
headphone and matching SRM007t Vacuum Tube Energiser
replace the system I've loved for
half-a-decade, and it's nearly good
news all around.
SR-007 looks enough like the first
Omega to ensure that future
historians will have no problem
following the evolutionary process.
The sub-section of the headband
remains a soft strap, but the upper
part now consists of two crosspieces
instead of a single, wider element.
The earcups look more modern and
organic, endowing the earlier model
with a slight retro feel. On the Mk
II, the driver is housed in a thick
insulated resin case firmly fixed to
the rigid metal shell which connects
to the energiser through a special
low capacitance PC-OCC ( Pure
Crystal Ohno continuous castings)
six-strand parallel cable similar to
that of the Mk I.

CHANGES AND CHOICES
If only the aesthetics had changed,
I'd be worried. But a look at the
new specs suggests internal
uprating: the frequency range
remains 6Hz-41kHz but impedance
is up to 170k ohms at 10kHz and
sensitivity goes up to 100dB for
100V RMS at 1kHz. Weight has
been lowered to 365g. Isuspect that
the diaphragm has been made both
lighter and thinner. Listening — as
you'll find — suggests greater
speed, especially quick-stop trailing
transients, indicative of an even
faster-responding driver element.
What's more extensively revised
is the energiser. The 195x420x
103mm (wdh) SRM-007t employs
a parallel connected dual triode
vacuum
tube
output stage,
containing four high voltage
6FQ7/6CG7s in parallel. Like its
predecessor, the circuit runs fully
balanced. Stax was concerned with
'the detrimental effect on sound
quality by the load resistor', so the
firm has adopted a non- inductive
DALE wire- wound resistor, an
audiophile fave. Its pure balanced
circuit suffers no transformers or
inverting amplifier in the signal
path. A high-quality 4-gang volume
control is used for the XLR
balanced input to minimise sonic
degradation.
Stax
also
examined ' the
undesirable coupling capacitors'
throughout the circuit, and via a
hybrid DC configuration, carefully
optimised the circuit for uncoloured
sound.
But note if you already own the
HI.F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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earlier SIMI-T1S, with or without
Omega Mk I: the SRM-007t
accepts two rather than three
sources and lacks the level by-pass if
you're direct-injecting apre-amp.
These are minor points reflecting
only on the SRM-007t's absolute
flexibility, but Ithought you should
know. What remains are three
headphone outputs (two pro- only
and one normal); and you still get
both single- ended and balanced
(XLR) inputs and outputs. Balance
is accomplished through the twopart ganged rotary volume control,

— whatever bass-buster Itried, the
Mk II bettered the Mk I.
Okay: so bass injected directly
into your lughole is not the same as
the sort which slithers across the
floor and up to your butt cheeks,
but you sense it even if you don't
quite feel it. After flipping from Mk
I to Mk II and back dozens of
times, Ihave no doubt about the
new
Omega's
lower- octave
achievements. Solidity, palpability,
speed — you might even be
tempted to dig out those tedious
albums dominated by Stanley

while source select is through two
push buttons.
I ran the system in balanced

Clarke.
But there was a teensy trade-off,
irrespective of energiser: the Mk I
sounds a bit warmer and richer
through the mid-band, most evident
on male vocals of the Lou
Rawls/Barry White sort, but even
detectable on female vocals — try
the new Dusty Springfield Best of
for proof, especially ' Son Of A
Preacher Man'. ( Bless you,
Dusty...)
The Mk Ihas the sweetness, the
Mk II has the velocity, but Icould
live with either. With gun to head,
I'd opt for the Mk II — but Iwould

mode straight from the source
components, Krell and Marantz
CD players, because Ilearned from
the earlier Omega set-up that it's
preferable to single-ended.
It's likely that many Stax owners
would run their energisers off preamp outputs, or — depending on
the type of energiser — even off the
speaker taps. What Iwould say is
that, whatever your system, you
must at the very least audition the

SR- 007
looks enough
like the
first Omega
to ensure
that future
historians
will have
no problem
following the
evolutionary
process

Staxes with as direct and minimalist
a set-up as possible. If you don't,
then you'll be auditioning the demo
system's pre- amp as much as you
are the actual headphone/energiser
package. And you really won't know
what the Staxes can do until you
hear them in achain consisting only
of source/energiser/ head-phones.
The Mk II headphone works into
any Stax energiser with a five-pin
'PRO' socket, and the new energiser
will drive both types of older
headphones. So, given that the new
headphones cost £ 1895.95 and the
energiser £ 1395.95, you may wish
to upgrade in stages. But no-one
can force you to change the
headphones before the energiser or
vice versa because there are equally
valid justifications for both.
Why? Because there are gains and
sacrifices in both directions, leaving
aside the later energiser's smaller
complement of facilities. Iused
both sets of headphones with both
energisers, and the findings were
surprising in some ways, predictable
in others. The first thing you'd
discover is that the new headphones
are more sensitive and more vivid,
easily discernible when you plug old
and new into the same energiser.
Categorically, the new Omega
headphone is faster, cleaner and
more transparent. The most vivid
evidence of its Mk II status,
however, is the deepest, richest bass
I've ever heard from an electrostatic
headphone. James Homer's score
on the Clot), soundtrack, the bass
lines on Isaac Hayes's ' Theme
From Shaft', some Kodo drumming

miss the Mk Iin the way that I
yearn.for the Nag-ra pre-amp.
When it comes to the energisers,
though, it flip-flops. I'm not
suggesting for amoment that Stax's
designers are so devious as to
'voice' the energisers by adding or
subtracting warmth, but the twovalves- less SRM-T1S is cooler,
faster and leaner-sounding than the
SRM-007t, with the latter ( could
this be down to its two extra tubes?)
sounding richer and fuller.
Which, I know creates a
dilemma. But it's easily solved. If
you're watching your pennies and
you don't already own a Stax setup, you should know that the
company has lesser energisers than
the SRM-007t which could drive
the Mk II Omega. Plump for the
new cans and a cheaper energiser,
and upgrade the latter when funds
allow.
But if you already own a Mk I
set-up? Personally, I'd keep the
older energiser and buy the new
headphones, even though that
would mean lean- cans- plus- lean-

SUPPLIER
PATH Premier,
Unit 2,
Desborough
Industrial Park,
Desborough Park
Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494
441736

energiser.
Why would Ido that? Because
there are enough warm- sounding
sources out there to add the
requisite glow, and that's infinitely
preferable to the alternative. Which
is... keeping the older headphones
and buying the new energiser first.
You'd have warm-with-warm, atad
less speed, a couple of missing
facilities and you'd miss out on that
extra bass extension. In an ideal
world, you'd have both, but...
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NOT EVERYONE WANTS
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THE WHOLE TRUTH

THE POWER
AND THE
SPIRIT
When you hook up the potency of KRELL power to
the spiritual design of SONUS FABER, you have a
beautiful and life-long love affair.
Whether you aspire to the mighty KRELL FPB-600c
driving the beautiful SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE,
or a KRELL KAV-300i linked to a pair of
CONCERTOS, you will find yourself inexorably drawn
into your music collection in a new and satisfying
way.

*PICTURE SHOWS XO PRE + Dl DAC ON COPULARE STAND

BUT FOR THOSE WHO DO - THE NEW

PASS X0
LINE PRE- AMPLIFIER WILL OBLIGE

There are those who do not care what their hi-fi looks
like. Brian Rivas is not one of them. He likes to look
at what's going on as well as hear it, so that there's a
kind of relationship between himself, the system and
the music. At aconcert you watch people play; at
home you watch electronics. It's different - but it's a
performance in its own right.
Krells have afunctional and powerful beauty and are
considered the finest solid state designs available.
Take off the top cover and you'll see why; it's like a
miniature city in there. Listen up and you'll hear why,
because Krells can handle everything from adelicate
evening zephyr to acrashing Texas tornado.
And SONUS FABER? If religion
loudspeaker, this is the evidence.

FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE AMAZING
PASSLABS RANGE AND ANY OF THE
OTHER PRODUCTS LISTED BELOW CALL*

MIVML
1)1.tribio((r, ( o1111r

fIllh,1(

pr()(11..(.

PASSLABS • EGGLESTON WORKS • HALES
COPULARE • BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
HOVLAND • WISDOM • ADVANTAGE
LIZANNE HOUSE MOUNT SION TUNBRIDGE WELLS

*T. 01892 539595

F. 01892 616517

can

live

in

KRELL INDUSTRIES • WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER • COPLAND • VIDIKRON
TRANSPARENT AUDIO • SILTECH
GM EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS

.iiiereered Amlie tompatte
Knights éBroadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster

Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephorle

LOUDSPEAKERS

5

showed
the
totally
spacious nature of the
Arros, setting up distinct
by 180mm deep, the Totem
harmonised voices in a
Arro is tiny enough to slip into the
reverberant acoustic, with
smallest of listening rooms
period pipes providing
(assuming floorspace is accessible).
instrumental melody, all
And at just 7.1kg each, it's light
sitting naturally in the
enough to pick up by asingle finger
mix. Spoken male and
in one of its rear ports. Being so
female voices from Radio
small and, to my eyes at least, cute,
4, particularly via a
they could be seen as ascaled-down
Rothwell triode valve
model of how a ` real' speaker should
amplifier, had believable
stand. But unfortunately for the bigpresence in a room, with good
is- beautiful camp, they are also
tonality, and little chestiness or
capable of astonishing small-scale
emphasis of fricatives and sibilants.
results. At £959 a pair (in Cherry,
By virtue of their size and
Mahogany at £ 887), they are
diminutive rear-loaded main drivers
approaching a serious audiophile
(just 85mm across), the Totem
price, and in some areas this is not
Arros will not play low bass. No
unreasonable.
surprises here perhaps, but what is
The sound of the Arros is perhaps
commendable is the fair stab they do
an acquired taste insofar that it
make at frequencies below their
excels in a couple of areas while
station. Compared to say an LS3/5A
simultaneously being quite deficient
they sound as though they might
in others. The plus column is filled
by an outstanding ability to cast a plumb a couple of Hertz lower,
albeit without the sincerity of the old
stereophonic image across, behind
Grade 2. That is, they give a
and around the speakers. Used to
facsimile of bass, what could be
monitor off-air Nicam stereo, where
termed 'virtual bass', but not by
surround information is often
moving much air in the room.
embedded in the two discrete

sturdy ( and sound- improving)
spiked metal stand at £59.99.
Playing the Oscar Peterson Trio's
'Waltzing is Hip', the bass — while
far from deep — was nonetheless
not onenote. Peterson's left-hand
stabs could be heard separately from
the upright basswork by Sam Jones.
If anything, it was the treble which
might be described as a little onenote. With orchestral strings
particularly, the Arros could conjure
aseemingly monotonic sheen which
denied easy differentiation of
harmonic detail. While stretching
the speakers later with Garbage's

tanding just 850mm tall, and
with a footprint 130mm wide

channels, they could conjure up
unearthly projections of sound
effects, such as distant voices and
footsteps — a few feet beyond the
siting of the speakers. And that's
without adding a multi- channel
decoder or extra speakers.
Regular stereo music played on
these little 4 ohm fioorstanders also
showed off those imaging skills. The
Medieval Baebes' Worldes Blysse has
an array of arrangements from solo
accapella to multiple-part choruses.
'Love me broughte', for example,

OPTIONAL STANDS
An option for the user, besides
bi-wiring ( found to lend even
more air and transparency), is to
add sand ballast to the bottom of
the cabinet through a lower rear
port. This would also aid
stability as the Arros are a little
top-heavy, their instability exaggerated when using the supplied
MDF bases upon which the
speaker just sits. UK importer
Audio Synergy also supplies a

Canadian speaker- builder
Totem lets loose a small Arro in support
of domestic discretion
by ANDREW HARRISON

Totem
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challenging ' Stupid Girl', at low
volume, this one note treble was
again evident, where hi-hats seemed
SUPPLIER
Audio Synergy
Valley Works,
Station Lane,
Heckmondwike,
West Yorkshire
WF16 ONF
Tel: 01924
406016

dislocated from the rest of the mix.
Integration between drivers
remained excellent, such that the
handover point from midrange to
treble
remained
practically
inaudible. This seamlessness draws
the listener in to afluid midband.
So at low to medium volumes,
playing light jazz, acoustic and
chamber music in a smallish
room ( 12ft x 9ft), these
Totems proved quite up to
captivating an audience. In a
larger room, with more
'substantial' music played
from a first-class source
through a Chord 1200C
amplifier, however, they
started to show the cracks.
From
the
new
Orb
compilation, UF Off, Itried
the opening track ' A huge
evergrowing pulsating brain
that rules from the centre of
the Ultraworld', [ Island,
CIDD
8078];
this
immediately showed the
Arros inability to support
modern music containing
Z_
) any
substantial
low
m frequencies.
The
bass/mid driver sounded
flatulent and simply
chugged
ineffectually.
'Perpetual Dawn' from the
same album, with the volume
reduced to keep distress down,
also showed abass echo behind
the main uncompromising beat.
In the right context, the
Totem Arro is able to image like
few other cone speakers. Any
follower of the LS3/5A-type
sound will see where these
speakers are coming from; alowpower monitor of exquisite
delicacy, which tweeter grain
notwithstanding,
has
electrostatic-like ` disappearing'
abilities. Despite the limitation of
power/low-frequency handling,
Ifound myself quite taken by
Totem's delicate pole- like
speakers.
+
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Acoustic Arts
FOR STATE OF THE ART

SONUS FABER SIGNUM

COPLAND CSA515

THE NEW AFFORDABLE MINI- MONITOR

COPLANDS SWEET AND OPEN SOUND THAT

FROM SONUS FABER USING TECHNOLOGY

YOUR USED TO FROM YOUR CSA 18/28

FROM THE REFERENCE " ARMATI" AT ONE

HOWEVER THIS HYBRID HAS 175 WATTS OF

TENTH THE COST THESE ARE STUNNING!

POWER. YOU CAN JUST IMAGINE HOW
YOUR LOGANS WILL SOUND!

1
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES
WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR THIS EXCITING NEW RANGE OF
SPEAKERS. THIS RANGE STARTS AT THE DIMINUTIVE NAUT 805 @ f1400.00 AND FINISHES
AS THE FLAG SHIP OF THIS RANGE AT @ £8500 00. THEY PARTNER SPACE AGE

100%
Drecisior

engineered
to make dreams come true

SONDEK

CD12

LINN
the only sound°
Linn is available from the very best hi-fi retailers and
Linn at Harrods. For further information simply see our
website on www.hrin.co.uk or call 0500 888909

TECHNOLOGY WITH ELEGANT STYLING, TO CREATE A STUNNING NEW RANGE THAT
SHOULD BE AUDITIONED.

MICROMEGA PREMIUM 20

THETA CASANOVA

A NEW RANGE IS HERE. STARTING WITH

AT LAST THE LONG AWAITED CASANOVA

'HE PREMIUM 'UPGRADASLE' CD PLAYERS.

HAS ARRIVED. BASED ON THE CINEMA

PREMIUM 20 - A BALANCED CD PLAYER AT

REFERENCE PROCESSOR CASABLANCA'
WHAT MORE CAN WE SAY.

A SURPRISINGLY ORDINARY PRICE!

A SELECTION OF SECOND-RAND AND
EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
Ag Melaren 601 Intg Amp ex/dem

WAS
£799.95

NOW
1,561i 00

Ag Melaren UMW Intg Amp ex/dem
£999.95
£700 isi
Ag Melaren PA20R l're Amp ex/dem
£ 1499.95
1050 00
Ag Melaren I0111' Power Amp ex/dem
£ 1099.95 £77 0 in
Ag
. Melaren ( 1)2OR CI) Player ex/dem
£ 1249.95 £8- 5 ( xi
ag MeLaren ( 1)1 -21111 CI) Transport
£ 1499.95 £ 11150 00
ag Melaren IMC,20 1) to A Convertor
£ 1249.95 £87 5110
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amp ex/dem
£579.90 £37- ( X)
Auttiolab 8001XJ Pre Amp ex/don
£ 1249.90 £815.00
Audiolah 80000) (. 1) Player ex/don
£999.91 £650.00
Adeom CFP555 Pre Amp ex/dem
£499.9' £250.00
B&W P5 Rosenut Speaker rPlinth ex/dem
£949.95 £656.01)
Castle Howard Speaker Mahogany ex/dem
£ 1199.91
£850.00
Cavile Avon Speakers Mahogany ex/dem
£729.91
£585.00
Krell KAV500/4 4 ChanneLArrip ex/dem
14555.1X
£364.100
Audiolah 8(XXIQ Pre Amp s/h
£ 1249.95
V;•00.01)
Accuphase DP708 ( 1) Play, sill
£6399.01 £ 1995 IX)
Areuphase DP90/91 Transpon & I) iii A
£24.000.1a) £6500.(X)
Classe DR41.1>re Amp s/li
£ 1697.00 £700.00
Chord ( l'A 320r) Pn: Amp s/h
£3519.00 £2000.00
Duntreh Marquis Speakers s/h
£3998.18
£ 1500.00
Exposure 17 & 18 Pre Pon er s/h
£ 1698.00 £800.00
Krell KPS201C1i Player
£9900.00 £6995.00
Muse 18 Sub Woofer s/11 '
£4000.00 £ 1500.00
Mark Levinson ML12 + Sic, PSI .111
£600.00
Quad (i05 Amp s/h
£583.18).
£350.00
Solen flinsemblerfiger Ins.; Xnip + Mono s/11
£ 1835.00.
£61X1.00
Sixtus Faber Concalinii ./ 11
Wadia O (. I) Player VI)

£590.00 £380.00
£37901X) £ 1800 00

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION
ROOMS INCLUDING 2 'CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W ( INC 800
NAUT), BEYER, BOSE, BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN,
DPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL,
MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON, PROJEKT, QUADRASPIRE, QED, REL,
ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE, SUMIKO, TARGET,
TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON
Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798 101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station New opening hours
10am - 5.30pm TuesSat LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT
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headroom
as hell won't change your 355 for a
360 and Leica probably won't
convert your M6 to an M6 TTL.
qtje"
1.12
The changes are so extensive that
the Puppy certainly can't be
'4 ,191P 1,
.-4441nnal4.
:,....u....,,,,44amenunn
upgraded, and the WATT 5 can
....;,... 11 110111,11111,11111.11111110.
4-ollontrIllpInvew
Y) ItelLi114111.
only be reworked at the factory.
'•11i!.z m11111110111111n
I, uIlIllllIIlIl:nhlllHlDaI
Considering that the price increase
between a 5.1 and a 6 is barely
rr.tv,
..01111
significant, and since Wilson has
maintained 'backward compatibility'
for so long, Ithink you can excuse
them
for
launching
a new
,..1,01111111011111 ..
WATT/Puppy for the millennium.
111111n1 111111.
..1111111111NIDIr..t
Here's what's new:
1) It's slightly larger, the Puppy 6
go for its two biggest systems. We
cabinet offering bass down to 24Hz
can suppose that, inevitably, Wilson
will be forced either to produce a with the same driver complement.
ew Wilson Audio products
2) It uses new cabinet materials,
version of the WATCH for use with
don't shuffle down the pike
as first found in the MAXX, said to
MAXX and SLAMM, or to devise
so often that we become
offer half the cabinet resonance of
a second centre-channel model
jaded about them. Ifigure that the
the old Puppy.
suitable for the big guns.
Provo, Utah-based firm is good for
3) Also developed from MAXX
What's so clever about the special
maybe one new model and one
(and WAMM
and
SLAMM)
tweeter housing is that it allows full
upgrade per year, and yet the
technology is increased Phase Delay
adjustment for time alignment,
company has readied two new
Correction (PDC), the WATT fitted
something to which the company has
models not all that long after the
to the Puppy via alignment spikes
been actively committed since the
MAXX started shipping. Some will
and a decoupling plate to improve
dawn of the WAMM. In addition to
be tempted to view one of these as
time alignment. An added bonus is
possessing
terrific
off- axis
an upgrade, but it isn't that simple.
greater flexibility in tuning the
performance because of cabinet
First, the all-new item. After
shape, the WATCH excels as a system to your room.
avoiding the subject for far too long
4) A new bottom plate for the
centre-channel speaker precisely
— despite its own vivid home theatre
WATT uses enhanced materials to
because both the time alignment
demos and apenchant for showing
reduce cabinet resonance; the plate
feature and cabinet shape permit it
5.1 channel surround systems made
also provides easy access to the
to be positioned on the floor angled
up entirely of WAlTs or WTTTs —
crossover for simpler servicing and
up, mounted upside-down on the
Wilson Audio has bitten the bullet
eventual upgrading.
ceiling as you would a projector
and released a dedicated centre5) Wilson designed new terminals
(only above the screen and aimed
channel speaker. Yes, you read that
in-house, said to be easier to use
down toward the listener), or behind
correctly. The Wilson WATCH
than the posts on the WATT/Puppy
asonically transparent screen.
(Wilson Audio Takes Cinema
5.1 and to improve 'overall evenness'
Treated briefly to ademo of apreHome) is proof that Dave Wilson
at crossover frequencies.
was not content merely to turn a pre-pre-production prototype, Iheard
6) All WATT/Puppy 6 systems
something which was unmistakably
CUB on its side, or mount aPuppy
CUB-like. But more to the point, I come standard with Wilsongloss
horizontally with aWATT on top:
finishing, so bye-bye laminate.
heard what may be the best centreuntil now, that's- precisely what
7) The Puppy now sports an edge
channel
speaker
I've
ever
Wilsonians have had te do if they
on top to ' trap' the WATT, thus
experienced. As we've learned over
wanted all-Wilson home cinema setending the `Wilson WATT shuffle'
the years, all five channels (OK, 5.1)
ups. The WATCH, on the other
so familiar to owners who used to
in asurround system should consist
hand, was designed from the outset
wonder how such a heavy speaker
— at the very least — of speakers
to serve solely as a centre channel
crept out of alignment.
from the same brand, ideally the
speaker, voiced specifically for that
same model or its home theatre
8) As if to deprive me of grounds
role. Trouble is, it's so cute
variants. Wilson has now solved this
for grumbling, Wilson now offers a
that some enthusiasts might
cloth grille on a rigid frame (made
problem for WATT, WITT and
be tempted to buy acouple
from X-1 material) for those who
CUB owners. Those using anything
to run them as main
can't stomach the ugly reticulated
else, tough luck: you're being denied
speakers, too. Though it's
foam grille. The company is quick
a centre-channel speaker which
not what Wilson planned,
to point out, though, that the foam
sounds like it was designed by
there's a good reason
'sounds better'.
someone who realises that there's
why this actually is
WATT/Puppy 6will start shipping
more to the task than merely turning
feasible: the WATCH's
this summer. An initial burst of the
amain speaker on its side.
driver complement is
'6 suggests a speaker representing
that of aCUB.
the biggest advancement yet on a
So, in effect, it's like a THE NEW WATT/PUPPY
previous version. But, from what I
And the other newbie? If you
that
wasn't
.CUB
heard at the Wilson factory, there'll
guessed the WATT/Puppy 6, then
designed by aguy whose
be good news, too, for all you
only drawing tool was a go to the head of the class. And the
WATTabees with limited funds: I
reason that it's afull 6 and not a5.2
square. Cabinet shape,
foresee aflood of WATT/Puppy 5.1s
is down to revisions so extensive that
however, is not the only
on the second-hand market for you
the upgrade path has pretty much
aspect where it differs. For
to
snaffle
up
cheaply.
And
been broken. Before you grumble
openers, the WATCH's
remember: that now-retired version
and bitch, note that Wilson has
tweeter is mounted in its
remains an awesome system...
given you a decade of incremental
own
module
above
the
Ken Kessler
increases; Ferrari, for example, sure
horizontal main chassis containing
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WATCH
out for
Wilson's
new
dedicated
centre
speaker.
And a new
WATT/
PUPPY...

The Wilson
WATT/Puppy 6

,

,,,,

the two mid/bass drivers, rather than
in line with the drivers à la CUB.
They're controlled by a new
crossover network which is adjustable
to voice the WATCH for a system
in which the main left/right front
speakers are CUBs, WITTs or
WATT/Puppies; the new crossover
endows the WATCH with sensitivity
of around
93dB/1W/lm
and
impedance of 6 ohms. Owners of
MAXXes and X-1 SLAMMs can
just about get away with aWATCH
in between, but the company doesn't
feel the WATCH is quite the way to

N
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r3
9 Holywell flat, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire All lEU

SAME PLANET

17 01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock line equipment from:WI * AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * BRYSTON * BOW
BKS * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARIO * COPLAN1)* DENON
DIAPASION * EAR* ENTECH * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL* KLIPSCH
KONTAK * LYRA * MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NORDOST * NOTTS ANALOGUE
OPERA * ORTOFON * PMC
PRIMARE * PROAC * PROCEED
PROJECT * REGA REGA REGA
REL * REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
SHEARNE * SME * SONUS FABER
STAX * SUMIKO * TAG
TARGET * TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
'El BE TECHNOLOGY* WADIA * XL0

DIFFERENT WORLD

MOST ITEMS A\ All ABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
1AX FREE EXPORT KIST dz' EFFICIENT

MARK LEVINSON No 335
250 WPC
• • .. • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .............................

avantgarde

Avantgarde Acoustic Agents:

Radlett Audio Tel: 01727 855577 (Herts & Beds)
Walrus Systems Tel: 0171 724 7224 (Central London)
Sounds of Music Tel: 01892 547003 ( Kent & East Sussex)

UK DISTRIBUTOR:- G T AUDIO, "CHERRY HOLLOW", HIGHER DENHAM, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, UB9 5E.I
Tel: (+44) 01895 833099
Fax: 01895 832594
e-mail: gt.audio@tesco.net
http://www.gtaudio.com
UK DISTRIBUTORS OF:- Avantgarde Acoustic • J.C. Verdier Turntables • IRON Amplification • TRON Disc- Drive valve mains supply • Western Electric
The Tee Square Table Company equipment supports.
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resolution
An overview of the two rival
audio systems which will burst
upon us this autumn
by STEVE

HARRIS

C

ompact disc has been with us
for 15 years and it looks likely
that it will quite easily last
another 15. The discs are almost
indestructible ( at least, they don't
wear out), and to the world at large
they sound fine. So why do we need a
new audio format? And how can we
possibly need two?
The CD standard was set in
accordance with what was possible in
the early 1980s. Signal-to-noise could
measure 96dB (typically at least 20dB

The arrival of
high- density
disc for
video/computer
use provided a
means of
making highresolution audio
marketable: the
mooting of
DVD-Audio
was then a
logical step

better than LP or Dolby cassette),
frequency response was flat from
20Hz-20kHz (neither LP or cassette
could reliably manage this even with
eq trickery). Best of all, to the ears of
musicians, it was absolutely free from
pitch fluctuations (wow and flutter);
and above all, it absolutely did away

with impulsive surface noise — the
LP's maddening clicks, pops and
scratches.
So CD comfortably bettered even
the best analogue systems on all those
basic parameters. But, despite the
now-infamous sales slogan ' perfect
sound forever',it did not sound
'perfect', or even good. Tim de
Paravicini of EAR turned the prodigital argument on its head by
analysing an analogue system in
terms of its main digital parameters,
namely sampling- rate and digital
word length. He pointed out that an
analogue master tape recorder
actually samples the signal at the bias
frequency, around 200kHz (against
CD's 44.1kHz) while its discrimination of small signals (although
admittedly compromised by noise) is
ultimately limited only by the particle
size in the tape oxide coating.
As engineers gained a better
understanding of digital audio, CD
(recordings and machines) improved
enormously. Purely digital problems,
like aliasing and jitter, were
recognised and to agreat extent dealt
with. It became possible, at least in
studio equipment, to have higher
sampling rates and longer digital word
lengths. The arrival of high-density
disc for video/computer use provided
ameans of making high- resolution
audio marketable: the mooting of
DVD-Audio was then alogical step.
However, in 1997, while the DVD
Forum (representing the makers of
DVD players) was still deliberating
over DVD-A, Sony and Philips
announced a rival to DVD-Audio,
the Super Audio Compact Disc.
Both DVD-Audio and Super

DVD-AUDIO PROFILE
Recording format
PCM digital, from 16- bit .024- bit,
up to 192kHz sampling: highestquality option 24- bit, 192kHz
Data capacity of disc
4.7Gb on single layer ( dual layer, double sided
could give 16Gb-plus)
Stereo (two channel) audio specification
dynamic range140dB/frequency response
<20Hz->90kHz ( 24- bit, 192kHz sampling),
playing time > 74 minutes
Multi-channel audio specification
up to six channels, dynamic range140dB/
frequency response 20Hz->45kHz ( 24- bit,
96kHz sampling), > 74 minutes playing time
Graphics/still picture/video capability
yes
Retail price of new player
to be announced
Software compatible with existing CD players?
no
Hardware compatible with CD software?
yes
Software compatible with existing DVD players?
no (video content only wit; play)
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Hardware compatible with existing
DVD software?
yes
Anti- piracy measures
watermark and encryption schemes
similar to those in DVD-Video
User copying options
it's expected that users will usually be able to
make one digital copy at 'CD quality' ( 16- bit,
44.1kHz). Digital copying at higher quality levels
will not usually be allowed, but may be possible
on some software, at the discretion of the
supplier.
Copying from the analogue outputs will remain
possible.
Hardware suppliers
DVD-Audio is supported by the DVD Forum,
which includes all the major manufacturers of
DVD-Video players. Launch manufacturers in
Europe are Pioneer and Technics
Software suppliers
BMG, EMI, Sony Music Entertainment, Universal
Music Group and Warner Music) are signatories
to an agreement on content protection. Warner
says it will release DVD-A titles this autumn

Audio CD use DVD's high-density
disc technology to provide enough
data storage for high- resolution
audio. Both claim an extended
frequency response (to around 50kHz
and beyond). Both can use lossless
compression (packing) systems to get
even more data on the disc to store
six channels of high-resolution audio.
The essential technical difference is
in the recording system. Relative to
CD, DVD-Audio is ' more of the
same'; a Pulse Code Modulation
format but with higher sampling rates
(up to 192kHz) and longer digital
words (up to 24-bit), which provides
apossible frequency response up to
nearly 96kHz and a theoretical
140dB signal/noise ratio.
SACD uses Sony's Direct Stream
Digital recording system. This is a
'one-bit' or bitstream system. In a
PCM system, the instantaneous level
of the analogue waveform at each
sample point is described by amultibit digital word, which can be avery
large number. DSD uses adifferent
coding principle, with avastly higher
sampling frequency of 2.8224MHz,
such that each sample only needs to
be defined by just one bit, a ' zero' or
a ' one', ' on' or ' off'. The sampling
frequency is amultiple ( 64 times) of
the CD's 44.1kHz, assisting
satisfactory down conversion for CD.
The push for aDVD-based audio
disc «format started even before the
launch of DVD-Video, because it was
clear that anew high-quality audio
format could only be commercially
viable as an offshoot of a major,
mass-market product. Fortunately,
the final DVD-Video soundtrack spec
incorporated the option of 24-bit,
96kHz-sampling, so the first battle
was won. It was then possible to
progress towards a DVD-Audio
specification.
Confusingly perhaps, the 24bit/96kHz option within the DVDVideo format was taken up as a
release format by a group of
American audiophile specialist
companies, with announcements of
discs and hardware at the start of
1998. The ' 24/96' discs offered by
Chesky Records and Classic Records
are actually DVD-Video discs but
with minimised video content and the
highest quality soundtrack that DVDVideo allows. They are not DVDAudio discs! The proponents of
'24/96' as a format ( Muse,
Resolution Audio, Ayre Acoustics
and others)
aimed to offer
transport/DAC systems with a
proprietary multi-pin digital interface;
you can play the ' 24/96' discs on any
DVD-Video player — although you
won't get 24-bit resolution and you
won't always get 96kHz sampling.
The better option is to play these
discs on aDVD-V player with digital
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DIGITAL AUDIO
output (only Pioneer offers this) with
a 24-bit/96kHz-capable DAC (from
for example dCS, MSB or Musical
Fidelity).The ` 24/96'release format
will be completely marginalised if and
when the major labels launch DVDAudio product — but the ` 24/96'discs
will still play on any DVD-V or
'universal' (DVD-V/DVD-A) player.
The long-awaited announcement
of the DVD-Audio specification on 8
February this year also brought
confirmation that the Meridian
Lossless Packing (MLP) system had
been included in the standard, which
was of course ahuge victory for the
British firm. Here's how Meridian's
press release summed up DVD-A
and, of course, MLP:
'The DVD-Audio specification is
the product of an extraordinary
process of international technical cooperation in Working Group 4 (WG4)
of
the
DVD
Forum
[www.dvdforuni.org] under the
chairmanship of Bike Suzuki of
Victor Company of Japan Ltd (JVC).
WG-4 has 40 member companies
from the US, Europe and Asia and
includes industrial giants like IBM,
Intel, Matsushita, Sony and Philips as
well as music providers like Warner
Music, EMI, Nimbus and audio
specialist Meridian Audio from the
UK.
'Through extraordinary cooperation with the International
Steering
Committee ( ISC)
representing the worldwide recording
industry, WG-4 was able to meet the
requirements of the music industry
and at the same time include many

technical innovations fitting for the
next generation audio disc.
`DVD-Audio exploits a data
capacity seven times larger than CD
to provide music in surround sound
and with much higher resolution and
dynamic range. The ISC's 13-point
list of requirements included the
ability to offer playing times of at
least 74 minutes of the highest quality
surround sound on the disc. To
achieve this, a method of benignly
compressing the audio data on the
disc was needed and Meridian
Lossless Packing (MLP) was selected
amid fierce international competition.
'MU is an audio coding scheme
using proprietary technology, which
has been developed over three years
by Meridian Audio and its associates.
There are already several well known
perceptual or lossy data reduction
coding methods like MPEG and
Dolby Digital, both of which are used
on the DVD-Video disc to provide
135 minutes of movie per layer.
These schemes operate by discarding
information that is less important to
the listener. MLP does not do this:
MLP is lossless. MLP coding does
not alter the final decoded signal in
any way; it " packs" the audio data
more efficiently into a smaller data
rate for transmission and carries it in
aprotected environment along with
associated data.'
With an agreement in place for
copy prevention [' Comment', June,
and `Technology', July], the DVD-A
marketing machine is ready to roll.
SACD already had its copy
protection measures sorted out, and

SACD's
software
supporters also
now look more
numerous, but
note that the
list is of `DSD
recording
companies',
and some of
these are not
record label
owners

SUPER AUDIO COMPACT DISC PROFILE
Recording format
Hardware compatible with existing
Sony DSD ( Direct Stream Digital)
DVD software?
bitstream system,sampling rate
no
Anti- piracy measures
2.8224MHz ( 64 times the CD fs).
mandatory data watermarking, plus
Data capacity of disc
io CD
4.7Gb on single- layer ' high density'
visible watermark ( for instant ID of
SACD disc, with around 9Gb on a
authentic disc) and encryption schemes at
two- layer HD disc. Hybrid dual- layer discs would software provider's discretion
have one SACD layer plus aCD layer
User copying options
Stereo (two channel) audio specification
no digital outputs will be provided on .f
orseeable
players. Copying from the analogue outputs will
dynamic range120dB/frequency response
<20Hz-100kHz, playing time > 74 minutes.
remain possible.
(In practice response may be rolled off at 50kHz.) Hardware suppliers
the following have expressed support for SACD
Multi-channel audio specification
Accuphase, AIWA, Denon, Kenwocxl, Krell
up to six channels
Industries, Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi,
Graphics/still picture/video capability
Onkyo, Philips, Sharp, Sony, Teac, Wadia, Yamaha
yes
Retail price of player
Software suppliers
Europe/USA launch prices to be announced. First 'DSD recording companies': A- Records Populair/
Challenge Records, Deutsche Grammophon,
Japanese model Y500,000 ( about £2500)
Denon, DMP, Hyperion Records, Les Disques
Software compatible with existing CD players?
Lyrinx, Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, Musical
yes, using hybrid- dual layer discs. Japan launch
Fidelity, Philips Classics, Polygram Recording
offered single- layer, SACD-only discs
Hardware compatible with CD software?
Services, Sony Music Entertainment International,
Sony Music Entertainment Japan, Telarc
yes
Software compatible with existing DVD players? International, Green Room Productions,
no
Polyhymnia International , Wisseloord Studios

superAud
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had acquired its own built-in lossless
coding scheme from Philips, when
the SACD specification was
published in the so-called Scarlet
Book, also in February this year.
Sony SACD players were due to go
on sale in Japan before the end of
May, along with an initial 13 SACD
discs
from
Sony
Music
Entertainment. (These are singlelayer discs, not the promised 'hybrid'
type that will also play on CD
players.) The list of hardware
companies expressing support for
SACD has grown; SACD's software
supporters also now look more
numerous, but note that the list is of
`DSD recording companies', and
some of these are not record label
owners. Sony Music Entertainment is
in fact the only one of the 'big five'
represented. The other four — BMG,
EMI, Universal and Warner —
having all expressed at least some
support for DVD-A.
DVD-A production extends
naturally from existing PCM
techniques; but because of the DSD
1- bit recording format, SACD
production requires some completely
new mixing and editing equipment.
However, at the Audio Engineering
Society Convention held in Munich
this May, Sony and Philips were
ready to present a strong case to
recording industry professionals. The
SACD Information Booth would be
used ` to
demonstrate major
developments in SACD and direct
stream digital (DSD) technologies. In
particular, Philips reports progress in
the areas of hybrid disc development
(with version 1.0 hybrid discs in
production in Europe), DSD multichannel authoring systems and Direct
Stream Transfer ( DST) loss- less
coding technology.'
The SACD workshop at the AES
featured classical recording engineer
Tony Faulkner, who has already
made many DSD recordings.
It is now, surely, certain that both
DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD
will come to market here within the
next year. It is still possible that the
planting of two new formats will
mean that neither can grow. But
we're not talking about aproblem of
different-shaped lumps of plastic that
won't fit in each other's machines,
simply a different use of the same
kind of data storage disc. Today, if
you want to run PC software on an
Apple Macintosh, you can buy a
programme to emulate Windows.
And however much the various
protagonists of rival audio systems
want to hold on to their pride and
their patent royalties, it can't be that
difficult. Either or both might give us
what we always wanted: the sound
that CD promised. In the words of
the song, 'It's got to be perfect'.
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Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.
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There's No Need To Be
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SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company - afull-scale floor-standing GUARNERI that we've
prayed for forages. we've got our demonstrator's - and - wow!!!
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES • WE ARE VERY PROUD TO BE APREMIER
RETAILER OF THIS MOULD- BREAKING RANGE FROM £ 1400 TO f8500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition an
absolute must!
KRELL FPB POWER AMPS - the new range is out - audition amust!
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
DAVIS DL450 LITEBEAM PROJECTOR - fantastic value for money!!!
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA POWER AMP - aperfect match for the preamp
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products both in terms of build and sound
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
MUSICAL FIDELITY XRAY CD, X-Al AMP & ALL OTHER XSERIES
-superb value for money
PIONEER 717 DVD PLAYER - SETS THE DVD STANDARD AT THIS PRICE POINT
THETA DAVID & 'VOYAGER' - STATE OF THE ART PRODUCTS
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled
sound; on dem at last after along wait
YAMAHA DSP Al - astunningly good home theatre package
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 TUNER K.I. SIGNATURE SERIES - hear how
INTEREST
good it is
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREPT
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT SILTECH, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company; now joined by the CSA28 amplifier

For

The Latest Cassandra
Wilson Mud
can it net an better? The stunning
Cassandra Wilson put lyrics to Miles Davis' epic ballads!
Wilson's brand new release, Travelling
Miles is now in stock as a180g deluxe
gatetbld sleeve LP with special bonus track
Prancing (Prancing) or as aCD packaged in adeluxe slip case. Cassandra
Wilson shot to audiophile fame following
the release of her second album, the critically acclaimed New Moon Daughter
which is also available on CD and doubly.
I.P.
These Iwo classics are available as:
Double Vinyl LP:
CD:

£20.95
£ 15.95

On The Record
The IIK's leading bi-monthly audiophile news letter is
free to HiFi News readers. Simply give us acall and
we'll be glad to forward the latest issue to you.

MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
PASS LABS X350 POWER AMPLIFIER £5995
NAIM 102 PREAMPLIFIER/NA-PSC PSU
£895
KRELL KRC 3PREAMPLIFIER
£2250
NAIM 180 POWER AMPLIFIER
£850
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£ 10995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 PREAMP BLACK
£995
MUS FIDELITY F16 POWER AMP
£ 1395
LEXICON DC1 AC3/DTS - LATEST VERSION £ 1500
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£295
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators ....£2595
MICHELL ARGO HR PREAMP
£795
MERIDIAN 500 CD TRANSPORT
£695
DCS ELGAR DAC
P.O.A.
EXPOSURE 17/18
£695
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP
£295
MICROMEGA STAGE 1
£200
KRELL FPB600 POWER AMP
£9995
MARANTZ CD15 CD PLAYER
f1500
CASTLE HOWARD SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK EX DEM £695
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS
£250
KRELL REFERENCE 64
P.O.A.
LINN LP12
P.O.A.
NAIM COI CD PLAYER
£ 1095
NAIM 92R PREAMPLIFIER
£495
NAIM 22 PREAMPLIFIER
£95
ORELLE XTC PRE 1PREAMP
£495
THORENS PRE/POWER
£595
YAMAHA DSPA590
£ 100
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IVIAIL-CIFICIER AVAILABLE CIIV MI-AMY ITEMS_

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle,
Copland, Denon, GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity, RAO, Naim, Onkyo, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed,
QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Rotel. Sennheiser. SME, Sones Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Theta,
Thorens. Transparent Cables. Unison Research, van den Ho!. Videokron. Wilson. Yamaha.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS
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Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

"The transparency of this integrated
amplifier during rapid dynamic
variations will startle the listener.
This is the sign of atruly great amplifier."
Prestige Audio Video, France,:

-

For further details please contact Pah Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Pork, Desboroug .
nPark Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HPi 23BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
Email: premier@path.co.uk
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Sir Isaac
Newt
on,
velocity
errors, and
wool-filled
organ pipes

A

ny shortlist of great scientists
is bound to include Isaac
Newton, whose laws of
motion and theory of universal
gravitation rank with the most
prodigious achievements of the
human intellect. But amongst much
else he also dabbled in sonic matters,
and must be credited with the first
proper theory of sound transmission.
This stated that the velocity of a
soundwave is proportional to the
square-root of the conductive
medium's elasticity and inversely
proportional to the square-root of its
density. Applying this to the thenknown constants, he computed the
speed of sound to be 968ft/sec, later
refined to 979. But the most reliable
measurements then available gave
the figure as 1142, a difference of
nearly 17%, so he adjusted the
cakulation to match.
However, in one of the oddest
episodes in the history of acoustics,
he did so by making two completely
arbitrary assumptions. He stated
that: (i) he had omitted to ' make
allowance for the thickness of the
solid particles of air', and that the
ratio of their diameters to their
spacing was such that one should
increase the expected velocity by a
factor of about aninth; and (ii) that
`the vapours floating in the air... will
hardly partake of the motion of the
true air', and that if one assumes the
atmosphere to ' consist of ten parts
of true air and one part of vapours,
the motion of sound will be swifter
[by the square-root of] that ratio'.
This brought the calculated velocity
very close to the measurements,
although if the latter had produced
adifferent figure, those particles and
vapours would presumably have
been equally accommodating. But
the thermodynamic know-how
needed to provide a proper
explanation lay in the future and
Newton's
curious
conjectures
remained unchallenged for over a
century.
Then in 1816 Laplace pointed out
that while the great man's basic
formula is perfectly correct, he.had
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been mistaken in assuming an
isothermal (fixed temperature) figure
for the air's elasticity. Laplace
showed that because soundwaves
involve a quick succession of
alternating
compressions
and
rarefactions, the resulting gains and
losses of heat haven't time to
dissipate into the surroundings, and
register instead as short-term
temperature changes. In such an
adiabatic ( constant heat) regime,
these temperature shifts enlarge the
pressure changes which cause them,
thereby raising the air's elasticity and
thus the soundwave's velocity.
Some readers may have come
across this adiabatic/isothermal
paradigm in connection with closedbox loudspeakers, whose functional
size can be increased by filling the
enclosure with fine wadding. This
enables the air to lose and retrieve
heat rapidly by conduction, so
reducing the cyclic temperature
changes
and
approaching
an
isothermal regime. The differential
between the two states reflects the
underlying physics of specific-heat,
whereby if the material in the cabinet

Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1726), whose
calculation of the speed of sound met an
isothermal stumbling block

were fully effective as aquick-acting
heatsink, the elasticity of the
enclosed air would fall from its freespace value (le, its compliance would
rise) by 40%, with acorresponding
15.5% reduction in sound velocity.
Intriguingly, Newton's false speed of
979ft/sec is short of today's agreed
figure of 1130 by almost exactly that
percentage, so it could be said that
he was isothermally precise in an
unfathomed adiabatic world!
But this is only to consider the
extremes of free-air and awaddingfilled box, whereas even the simple
act of putting air in acontainer has
an isothermal tendency in providing
a temperature-stabilising region at
the
boundaries.
This
arises
particularly in narrow tubes, hence

some of the dimensional oddities in
wind instruments, where despite
allowance for end-corrections the
length needed for a given resonant
frequency tends to be less than
would apply at the normal sound
velocity. However, such shifts are
tiny compared with the extremes of
speed-change possible in another
type of loudspeaker, the transmission line. Despite statements to
the contrary in my HFNIRR article
on the subject (August 1993), filling
an elongated enclosure with suitable
fibrous material can lower the
velocity well beyond the isothermal
figure, by entering arealm where the
sound-carrying medium's density is
changed in addition to its elasticity.
In this regime, as the frequency is
lowered the fibres have more time
during each half-cycle in which to
be dragged into motion by the
oscillating air, and at some very low
frequency virtually all the filler
vibrates with the air, adding its own
mass and thereby raising the
medium's
effective
density.
Depending on material, fibre- size
and packing ratio, this can lower the
sound-speed very considerably,
ultimately by afactor of up to five.
Yet at frequencies where the effect
has become fully operative, fictive
losses due to the filling fall to zero
and the system resembles an
undamped air-column of much
greater length.
These facts leapt to mind recently
when Icame across areference to
the intimidating size and weight of
large organ pipes. Those in the very
deepest pedal ranks, working at socalled 32ft pitches ( C=16.35Hz),
sometimes belie their name in having
only half the notional length,
retaining the lower frequency by
functioning in a quarter-wave
'stopped' mode. But 16ft is still
pretty massive (490cm), and it
occurred to me that the length
requirements of stopped flue-pipes
could be further reduced by filling
them with long-haired wool in the
manner of Bailey-style transmissionlines. Then if for instance the wool
achieved avelocity reduction of 3:1,
the pipe length needed to produce
a 16Hz tone would be a mere
160cm — slightly shorter than the
average woman.
Iknow it's rather late in the day
to come up with such an outlandish
suggestion, which might well founder
in practice through sheer lack of
cubic capacity in the pipes. But if
someone had tried such aploy with
success in Newton's time, Iwonder
how he would have coped with
phenomena implying sound velocities
vastly below as well as modestly
above his calculations.
John Crabbe
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LIST FN TO SOME VALVES
At the Listening Rooms we won't giveyou across-examination on how different bits of kit
sound - we'd much rather you listen to music... while we listen to you.
From the momenty ou enter our shop you can relax in the knowledge that our success depends on your satisfaction.
We offer two demonstration studios, installation and design service, credit and export
facilities and the world's
finest audio and AV equipment. Whetheryou want afunky little mini estem, or afidl-blown wide screen home
cinema extravagana, we have the knowledge, experience and products that will get the best out of your music
and movies.
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ATC's £ 10,000 SCM70 monitors
"25 years of sound engineering"

Part 2
WELCOME to the second instalment of our special threepart contest. In the first part, last month, we introduced the
stunning new ATC SCM7OSL active monitors, NNhich, along
with the SCA2 control unit, forms our £ 10,000 prize.
Remember, to win, you have to complete all three parts and
send your three entry forms in together. The third and final
part appears next month.
The SCM70 is of course, the latest development of ATC's longestablished professional monitor range, and also acelebration of the
company's 25 years in the business. ATC founder Billy Woodman
arrived in the UK from his native Australia in 1970, aqualified
engineer and an accomplished jazz pianist — in fact, he'd planned
to finance the return trip by playing piano on board ship. But once
in the UK, he landed ajob with Goodmans, and so he stayed. He
found himself working on the development of the earliest soft-dome
tweeters, gaining experience which would put to good use later.
Billy parted with Goodmans when the speaker company became
part of the Thorn group — and it was time to set up on his own.
Founding ATC in 1974, his first products was ahigh-power 12in
PA75-314 public address drive unit. ATC followed this, in 1976,
with the launch of the SM75-150 Soft Dome Midrange unit, which
became akey component in susbsequent three-way monitor
systems. The first complete speaker systems from ATC were the
S50 bass-reflex and S85 infinite-baffle models, launched in 1978.
After this came the massive SM300A active studio monitor, and its
more moderate-sized passive brethren, the SCM50 and SCM100,
both introduced in 1986. Active versions of the ' 50 and ' 100 were
launched the following year.
More recently, ATC's smaller ` domestic' models have been
successful, but the SCM50 remained perhaps the company's most
famous and long-lived design, areference product which really has
found favour with audiophiles as well as studio users. Now, in the
new SCM70, ATC combines well-established precepts with hightech materials and construction in an ultra-modern, radical design,
to produce aworthy development of aclassic design.
HOW TO ENTER: This is the second
part of athree part competition.
Part 3will appear in the August issue
To enter, you must complete all three
entry forms and send them in together
by the closing date, which is Friday,
10 September, 1999. (
If you missed
Part 1, you can still obtain acopy of
the June issue from our Back Issues
service.)

THE QUESTIONS - • art 2
1. In which year did ATC founder Billy Woodman arrive here from Australia?
a) 1974
b) 1976
c) 1972
d) 1970
2. What was AEC's first product?
a) 585 loudspeaker
b) SM75-150 Soft Dome Midrange drive unit
c) PA100 15 nbass unit
d) PA75-314 12in public address drive unit
3. Which year saw the launch of active versions of the SCM50 and SCM100 loudspeaker models?
a) 1987
b) 1986
c) 1988
d) 1985

RULES) I ) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopim of the entry form are acceptable, hut only one entry
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). No

ATC Competition part 2

other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form

Address

2) There will be no cash or (whet alternatives to the prizes

THE ANSWERS

offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct entries opened.
3) Employers of link

Hesse

Magazines, ATC or their agents,

will not he eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first
post on Friday, 10 September 1999. The Editor's decision will
be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners will be notified by
post, the results will be published in HF.V RR. December 1999.
6) Entry forms received become the property of link House
Magazines lid.
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n recapping aspects of speaker
cables applied to high quality
audio, we move on this month to
*subtler' qualities that seem arcane.
and are even harder to measure. Still,
sturdy and objective proof can be built
from the corroboration of salient.
possibly indirect measurements, in
different ' domains'. One keynote to
understanding cable-for-audio qualities
is that an effect that is numerically
minuscule with asingle, stable wave,
readily becomes highly complex with
the dynamic, multiple wave-content
of music signals. And this readily leads
to unnatural qualities to which ears
can be highly sensitive. In turn, some
cable qualities are gross enough to be
audible with consumer grade audio
gear, while others are audible only
with particular. best recordings and
equipment.

SUBTLE, ESTABLISHED, EFFECTS
Is'. In almost all cables, crystal
boundaries
exist
within
every
individual conductor strand. This is a
nano-physical, metallurgical fact that
tan be shown by photographing slices
tinder a microscope. Cables with
`mono'- crystalline conductors have
fewer of such boundaries than less
purified metal, but the number of
crystal boundaries may still be in the
hundredsI• 2.The most expensive,
refined conductors aim to take this
down to the limit of having only the
two boundaries at the ends. On their
own, crystal boundaries may be
involved with audio conductors'
`directionality' 3.
9. Quite separately, in all cables
made with stranded conductors having
unprotected copper surfaces —
ordinary surrounding plastic insulation
is not at all airtight — there will be
additional ` Dicidic' (diode- like)
qualities, between the wire strands.
This occurs as soon as the copper
surface is exposed to air, which
contains the highly reactive element,
oxygen. Copper oxides ( there's an
infinite, complicated family of 'copper
complexes') are reliably diodic. This
is no obscure mechanism: the world's
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electroplating industry and industrial
N.Y 1999

electronics largely depended on copper
oxide rectifiers until the late ' 50s. By
contrast, the oxides of other conductor
and plating metals and alloys, eg,
silver, gold and tin are not so reliably
diodic, nor are they benign. Published
'audioland' attempts to measure the
'distortion' caused by either of these
diodic qualities have failed.
There is supposedly adry report
from the world of telecoms reporting
distortion caused by ' oxide diodes' at
the - 160dB leve1 4. If the diodic
qualities do cause distortion it will be
below the - I30dBr (one part per /,rd
of amillion) that's reliably resolvable
by the best harmonic wave analysers.
To Marlowe, audio detective, this
seems ahint that the wrong place is
being looked into. A keen researcher 3
has measured the pulse response of
'new', plain copper mains flex, then
(to simulate a ' worst case' corrosion
attack) injected acorrosive chemical
up one end, then re-checked the
response. The pulse response was not
worsened. The writer then argued that
any diodicity between the strands had
no effect. The experiment seems well
intentioned, but the design and
reasoning are triply flawed as follows:
First, ' new', plain mains cable has
already likely oxidised enough while
it was being made. Second, any
chemical used to corrode the surfaces
other than oxygen, will fail to create
the oxides of real use. Third, the
particular corrosion actually improved
the cable's pulse response — the
reverse of simple expectations. In fact,
it shows a way that combats skin
effect...
At the same time, the test also
abjectly fails to show whether or not
surfaces are diodic.

TRANSIENT TRUTHS
The inability of some parties to
measure inter-strand diodic effects is
unsurprising, since the 'diodes' occur
solely between and along conductor
strands that are in parallel. This means
under steady-state conditions they are
always shorted-out by the oxide-free
joinage of all strands at each end of
any cable as well as the necessarily
very low true (' DC') resistance of the
speaker cable conductors. This is
obvious by drawing ` the circuit' of a
multistrand conductor 7.In turn it's
equally clear that the diodes' nonlinearity will only be manifest
transiently ( and
then
highly
attenuated), before the signal's entire
amplitude `wavefront' has propagated
both along the conductor (in the case
of spiralled or ruffled strands; but not
if the strands are perfectly ' rope laid'),
and also across and into the
conductor, from the outside to the
centre. In Prof Hawksford's mode1 6,

`wavefront' includes the sluggish loss
wave. In any event, the keynote effects
of any interstrand diodicity is transient
energy-storage and phase-shift — and
if there is any distortion, only
transient; so that however audible, it
will be completely ' invisible' to all
ordinary distortion tests, these being
limited to steady-state conditions...
In the Duncan loudspeaker cable
mode1 7,the interstrand diodes act
principally as 'oxide layer' capacitors.
10. Most conductors exhibit ` skin
effect' (` SFX'). One way to describe
this frequency-dependent current
'crowding' quality is to see that each
notional 'parallel axial filament' of the
current flow in the conductor,
impedes (due to associated magnetic
linkages, ` m.m.f.s') the current flow
in its neighbours — partly in the same
sense that, as in electrostatics, ' like
charges repel' 8.
With solid conductors, current
flowing in the centre is usually most
affected by this. The outside surface
of the wire is where the fullest relief
comes, with (in such cases only) there
being no neighbouring current flow
on the outside. SFX is proportional
to frequency. With lone conductors
only the 'graded annulus' that's doing
most of the conducting is about
0.8mm ('A2in) at high audio, reducing
further at higher frequencies, and
opening out to be far greater than
ordinary conductor sizes at bass
frequencies. Seen from waveland 3,
SFX is equatable with the depth of
penetration of the EM wave (which
'really' carries the music signal), into
the conductor/waveguide.
Skin effect increases the effective net
'resistance' of speaker cables most
strongly at higher audio frequencies,
and also transiently. ( Hint: Music is
transients!) The variation in skin depth
over audio's ten or more octaves is of
concern in many plain, undeveloped,
(especially
thicker),
conductors.
Complex changes in loudspeakers'
damping and frequency response are
two consequences. SFX can be
mitigated in diverse, even opposing
ways, notably controlling conductor
metallurgy and by geometric means,
eg, foil, multiple-insulated strands, and
multiple, crossed, twisted or plaited
insulated strands. SFX ' causes' (or is
aco-symptom of) phase shift 8.This
quality, dubbed 'inductoidance' — after
`pulsatance', aneat name for Irf, used
by electronics engineers in the 30s —
gets its sci-fi name by typically acting
`like the square root of an inductor'. It
adds a -3dB/octave fingerprint slope to
frequency response curves, half that of
apure inductor. In itself, this affects
the slope of speaker cable conductors'
phase response, against frequency.
Ben Duncan
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9d8 F to B 33 7dI3 L 74"

DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.
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WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 13A0
Personal Callers by appointment only.

Closed Wednesdays
5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.
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DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
P.O. Box 50. Nottingham NG9 I
DZ
Tet 0115 922 4138,4.44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701
Demtut.trated at: The Right Note, Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio,
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audits. Kent. Tel: 01634 389004
•Amtchair Audio, Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • Sounds of Music, Tunbridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003
•Unique Audio, London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Walrus Systems, London. Tel: 0171 724 7224.
NETHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio, Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Provence. Tel: 33 49056 7682.
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THE CHOICE IS CLEAR

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, -

lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others

... the RIGHT cables
.in YOUR system
. . for YOUR ears
... in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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Modifications
to the old
Quad FM4
tuner
overcome its
Achilles' heel

*What was
asked for was an
explanation of how
Optimod works
and what it really
does, and it is
hoped that .7N may
be able to produce
this without
waiting for the
BBC's reply. - Ed

0

ne of Carl Gustav Jung's
most intriguing concepts was
that of synchronicity: usually
defined
as
the
simultaneous
occurrence of events which appear
significantly related but have no
discernible
connection.
Jung
postulated inter alía that movements
in the collective unconscious could
cause large numbers of separate
individuals to experience particular
feelings or emotions at similar
periods. It would appear that
something of this has been occurring
in the minds of HFNIRR readers
lately, judging by the number of
questions
about
the
dreaded
'Optimod' that have been asked in
the course of the last few weeks.
Some explanation is clearly called for,

Our
contributor
finds a
serious
radiation
problem
with Lemon
Volksbox

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail .ohn_neLson@
compuserve.com
Reg Williamson
may be contacted
via e-mail regwilliamson@
netcentraL co. uk
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o, what did Judith say when
she opened the fifth door? All
credit to Paul Graber of
Guildford for asharp off-the-mark
correct answer, in both English and
Hungarian. It is from Bartok's opera
Bluebeard's Castle. Judith exclaims
`Szép és nagy ate országod' when
she opens the fifth door and gazes in
wonderment at his domain. A free
translation is ` Fair and spacious is
your country'. A small reward was
sent to Paul.
Iwrote with initial enthusiasm
about the Lemon Volksbox in my
last contribution [ March ' 99], for
indeed it has a number of unique
features. These include afacility to
update the EPROM software off the
Internet, and Ihave taken advantage
of this three times already. One
update cured the teletext problem.
Sadly, avery serious defect became
apparent: a spurious radiation at
about 800MHz that fell within the
terrestrial TV bands. In my case it
virtually wiped out BBC2 for both
my neighbour and myself. Even on
stand-by, the radiation was sufficient
to cause patterning. Naturally I
sought expert confirmation from a
colleague at University College
London and Ialso called in alocal
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which Ishall be pleased to supply as
soon as the BBC has answered my
request for information about its
present and future Optimodding
policies. However, they haven't yet
got round to answering my letter.
Perhaps the issue is currently being
addressed by afocus group which will
report in due course to a... oh, no,
enough is enough*. Igather, by the
way, that the Corporation spent a
cool £ 11.3m of our money last year
on 'focus groups, image consultants
and special advisors to the DirectorGeneral's office'. That sort of money
would have paid for some nice
programming, or perhaps even some
long-overdue redundancies.
Turning to more constructive
matters, several readers have asked
for some details of the modifications
made to the Quad FM4 Iuse as my
standard reference. Contrary to the
opinions
of
several
so-called
'reviewers' who wrote glowing
accounts of the unit at the time of its
introduction, the FM4 is a fairly
ordinary design based on standard
1980s technology. Its
overall
RF
performance
is good in
several
respects, but
unfortunately the
strong- signal
performance of its front

end (in essence its RF amplifier and
mixer) is emphatically not one of
them. My own example has been
through several stages of modification
but at present it has aBF981 dualgate MOSFET RF amplifier and an
SRA-1
diode-ring
mixer.
An
additional buffer amplifier stage
increases the local oscillator output
to the + 7dBm injection level required
by this mixer, which produces an
IPI3 under these conditions of about
+12dBm. A P8000 grounded-gate
power FET acts as an active IF
termination for the mixer, although
more modern practice (Idid most of
this work in the early 1990s) would
be to use an MMIC of some sort.
Overall, the noise figure of the
receiver is now about 2dB — which
is considerably better than is usable
for terrestrial 100MHz reception —
and it has an input IPI3 of -4dBm.
The end result is that the receiver is
virtually ' bomb-proof and has no
difficulties whatsoever with the strong
out-of-band signals which are
so often responsible for
assorted noises
and low-level
distortion in
Band
II
tuners.
On now to Reg
Williamson
for
his
satellite update.
John Nelson

Trading Standards inspector. Both
from another company, Schneider,
endorsed my findings.
so will watch developments.
Incidentally, Ifeel sorry for folk in
ADR is now well established with
Belfast. The local agent (Wyzcom)
about 80 stations, 13 of which
markets the Volksbox, so Icalled the
programme classical music. Some of
local Trading Standards inspectorate
these (notably DRF Berlin, Bayern 4
in Northern Ireland to seek their aid.
and HR2 with HR2 +) have DVB
Imet with obtuseness to the point
outlets as well, but hardly enough
of obstruction. My efforts to
coverage yet to drop ADR altogether
persuade Lemon to treat this defect
if you only want classical music. My
seriously have not met with success,
recommendation is to be patient and
and Igave them considerable leeway.
wait a little longer if you do want
Lemon admits the problem on its
DVB, which would add such stations
Web site but claims that it is of no
as France Musique. This would bring
importance since the unit 'meets CE
your total up to about 20 stations.
standards'. This is nonsense, and I
One question which is regularly
say that as a former manager of a asked is 'how permanent is ADR?'.
British Telecom Radio Interference
Ihave read an interview with Astra's
Group.
CEO and he commits the company
To make matters worse, one
to aminimum of ten years. Bearing
contemporary UK magazine has
in mind the fuss that continues in
given it a ' Best Buy' rating, so Ihave
Germany over the demise of DSR
naturally advised the editor of the
(which finally closed in January), and
problem. This leaves me in a the commitment of a number of
dilemma, since Ihave had so many
tuner companies to the system, to
inquiries about the tuner, but am left
close it prematurely would provoke
with no option but to make the
considerable protest. The giant
position clear: do not buy it if you
Technisat company has three models
wish to remain on good terms with
on the market, so is clearly giving it
your neighbours! Moreover, there is
full backing. All in all, the ADR
as yet no other alternative if one
service appears to be as secure as one
wants ADR as well as DVB. Iknow
can expect in this insecure world.
that another make is on the way
Reg Williamson
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MUSIC
69 Paavo Jeirvi talks to David Nice

81

PROKOFIEV
Symphony 6, Romeo and Juliet excerpts
NHK SO/Dutoit
Romeo and Juliet - excerpts
RPO/Gatti

81

REICH
Music for 18 Musicians
Ens Modern

81

RIMSKY.KORSAKOV
Scheheruade
Phdharmonia/Stokowski

81

RUBBRA
Symphonies 5 and 8 etc
Bickley/BBC NOW/Hickox

80

RECORD OF THE MONTH
72 The Beethoven piano concertos: Alfred Brendel with
Sir Simon Rattle and the Vienna Philharmonic
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
72 Constant Lambert ballets; Mendelssohn's revised
Italian Symphony; Tavener's Eternity's Sunrise;
Stokowski's Wagner transcriptions
JAZZ/ROCK/POP
86 Jazz reissues roundup; Tom Petty's Echo is the
rock Album in Focus
ROCK et AUDIOPHILE REISSUES
93 reviews by Ken Kessler
FINALE
122 Duke Ellington: cheap on vinyl, by Ben Watson

82
82
82

83
83

INDEX classical
73

ADDISON
Carte blanche
RPO/Beecham

78

HARTMANN
Symphony 2
Cleveland Orch/Dohnányi

77

HAYDN
L'Isola disabitata, Arianna a Naxos
solmsts/Padova CO/Golub

74

HENZE
Piano Quintet
Serkin/Guarneri Qt

77

JONES
The Geisha
soloists/New Lond Orch et al/Corp

77

LAMBERT
Tiresias, Pomona
Cleaver/Eng Northern Philh/Lloyd-Jones

78

MAHLER
Symphony 9
Cleveland Orch/Dohnànyi

CPI BACH
Keyboard sonatas
72

Spain,

72

JS BACH
St John Passion
soloists/Bach Collegium Japan/Suzuki

74

BEETHOVEN
Piano Concertos 1-5
Brendel/VPO/Rattle
Symphony 7
RPO/Beecham
Piano Sonatas Opp.27 & 28
Lome
An die terne Geliebte and other songs
Genz/Vignoles

74

BRAHMS
Piano Quintet
Serkin/Guarneri Qt

72
73
74

76

BRITTEN
Sinfonia da Requiem, Young Person's
Guide
BBC SO/Hallé Orch/Barbirollt

75

CANNABICH
Symphonies 8, 35 , 42 etc
Kurplalzisches CO/Malàt

75

DVORAK
Violin Concerto, Romance
Frank/Czech PO/Mackerras
Violin Concerto
Demeterovà/Prague SO/Pesek

76

ELGAR
In the South
Halle Orch/Barbirolli

76

HANDEL
Arias, Sinfonias and Dances
Scholl/Akademie fur Aile Musa,

75

78
73

78
79

79

MENDELSSOHN
Symphonies 4 & 5
VPO/Gardiner
Overture The Fair Melusina
RPO/Beecham
MOZART
Die Eittfiihrung ans dent Serail
soloists/Los Arts Florissants/Christie
Mitridate, re di Ponto
soloists/Les Talens Lydques/Rousset
NIELSEN
Maskarade
soloists/Danish Nat RSO & Ch/
Schirmer

79

PADEREWSICI
Symphony in b
BBC Scottish SO/Maksymiuk

80

PBS VIN
A Streetcar named Desire
soloists/San Francisco Op Orch/Previn

SCHUMANN
Piano Trios
Florestan Trio
Piano Sonata 1 (with other composers I
Duels

84

81

STRAVINSKY
Petrushka
Leopold Stokowski SO/Stokowski

84

SUK
Fantasy
Frank/Czech PO/Mackenas
Demeterove/Prague SO/Pesek
Epilogue, Fairy Tale
soloists/RLPO/Pesek

84

TAVENER
Eternity's Sunrise, Song of the Angel,
Sappho, Funeral canticle
soloists/MM & Ch/Goodwin

81

TCHAIKOVSKY
Romeo and Juliet
RPO/Gatti

85

WAGNER
Stokowski transcriptions
BBC Phdh/Bamert

76

WALTON
Partita for Orchestra
Hallé Orch/Barbirolli

as

ZELENKA
Trio Sonatas 16
Holliger/Bourge/Zehetmair et al

75
75

jazz

SUSIE IBARRA &
ASSIF TSAHAR
Horne Cook.,

86

1ST
Ghost Notes

87

BROTHER JACK McDUFF
Bringin' It Home

87

ROBIN MUSGROVE
FliQ

86

MASAYUKI ' JO JO'
TAKAYANAGI & NEW
DIRECTION FOR THE ARTS
Free Fono Suite
TOWNSHIP EXPRESS

SCHUBERT
Piano Sonatas D613, 784, 960
Hough
Hyperion Edition VoL32
various artists
Mass 5, Stabat Mater, Salve Regina
soloists/Peter Schreier Ch/Tapiola
Sinf/Schreier

R STRAUSS
Four Last Songs etc
Bonney/Martineau
Fantasia - Die frau ohne Schatten,
Symphonic fragments - Die Liebe der
Danae, Die Agyptische Helena
Bamberg SO/Rickenbacher

84

86

87

87

GEORGE E LEWIS/
BERTRAM TURETZKY
Coiwer‘atio,

87

VARIOUS
Reissue roundup

93

ANNE BRIGGS
A Collection

89

RUTH BROWN
A Good Day For The Blues

89

NEAL CASAL
Basement Dreams

89

CATATONIA
Equally Cursed And Blessed

93

THE CHAMBERS BROTHERS
People Get Ready & Now

89

KEVIN COYNE
Sugar Candy Taxi

90

THE CRANBERRIES
Bury The Hatchet

93

THE ' 3' ROYALES
All Righty!

90

FUZZBIRD
Pulling The Wings Off Small Boys

93

THE HICKS BROTHERS
Charley Lincoln & Barbecue Bob

93

THE HOLLIES
Butterfly

93

CORKY LAING
The Secret Sessions

93

MAN
Rare Man

93

STEVE MARRIOTT'S
ALL-STARS
Clear Through The Night

90

THE ROBBIE McINTOSH
BAND
Emotional Bends

90

THE MOFFATTS
Chapter 1: A New Beginning

93

NRBQ
Grooves In Orbit

93
93
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VAN DYKE PARKS
Song Cycle
Discover America
Clang Of The Yankee Reaper
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86

JOHN BUTCHER &
PHIL DURRANT
Secret Measures

86

HASLAM/NESTOROV/
SOLIANICK/KHMELIOV
Communications

89

TOM PETTY
Echo

86

ROMA HENDERSON
1923-1931

86

HORN/KENDIG/DICKEY
Screwdriver!

93
93

ELVIS PRESLEY
The Home Recordings
Suspicions Minds

91

THE PRETENDERS
Viva El Amor

11013
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Elgar's In
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Cross Purpose

90
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LOU RAWLS
All Things In Time/Sit Down
And Talk To Me
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91
93
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Soundtracks
Garagelands Vol Two
The Best Of Rubble Vols 1-4

93

Take Good Care Of My Baby/
Recording Session

BOBBY VEE

UFO
93
93

UFO 1
UFO 2 - Flying

audiophile
JIMMY D LANE
95

Legacy

TONY BENNETT AND
COUNT BASIE
95

In Person

95

Child Is Father To The Man

photos: Simon Fowlerl Virgin Classics

BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS
LAMONT DOZIER
95

Love And Beauty

95

The Brightest Smile In Town

DR JOHN
TERRY EVANS
95

Blues For Thought

VINCE (JILL
95

Breath Of Heaven

JOHN HIATT
95

Slow Turning

JOHN LEE HOOKER
95

Boom Boom

Pony° Mind

JETNRO TULL
95

War Child

DIANA KRALL
95

Love Scenes

OST
95

Glory

PARLIAMENT
95

Osmium

BRIAN WILSON
95

Imagination

A chance encounter \Aith Bernstein at a West

TRISNA YEARWOOD
95

tis only natural to defend one's idols,
and I've been more than usually curt
with people who ask if you've heard
'the latest Jarvi CD', when they mean
Paavo rather than Neeme. Ihad expected
the rising-star son to be guarded about his
relationship with his famous father, but
not in the least; he turns out to have
plenty of worldly wisdom on the
importance of recording what you happen
to love — even if it's Stenhammar's
Second Symphony [
on Virgin Classics:
reviewed by M last month - Mus Ed], awork
Jarvi père has recorded twice — and his
boundless admiration for the Great Man is
completely genuine. Indeed, Paavo's
enthusiasm for the Stenhammar would
have been impossible without his father's
example: 'he has an insatiable appetite for
anything new, and when Iwas younger
and he was discovering those Stenhammar
works, he shared his sense of discovery
with me — and Icouldn't believe how
original and yet how familiar and
fundamental the Second Symphony was.'
Ionly hope we may one day have the
profoundly frivolous pleasure of father and
son reliving amoment in history: the 15year-old Paavo, on xylophone,
accompanied by Neeme on piano in

Where Your Road Leads

Coast summer school changed his life
Interview by David Nice

review ratings
Sound

quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies [ as stated). An additional ' star'
denotes outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; • mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown , with first UK publication date.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

B:2

Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H:H Historical

C: 3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

Khachaturian's Sabre Dance for the
pleasure of the visiting composer. This
was only one musical event among many
in the Tallinn family home where Paavo
spent the first 17 years of his life before
the Jarvis left Estonia for America in
1980. The impact of visiting composers
was reinforced by auseful acquaintance
with musical literature: ' Iloved the game
we used to play where Ihad to guess a
piece of music — if Icouldn't identify it
outright, then Ihad to say which country,
which century, which style... so of course
that deepens your sense of understanding.
'No doubt about it, the environment
you grow up in is fundamental. In my
case, it was such afocused, specific
environment, and certain truths and
mysteries that people have to spend 20
years in discovering as conductors were
revealed to me step by step simply by
being with my father.'
With family friends like Arvo Part and
the conductor Paavo Berglund (his
namesake and godfather), the Járvi
household's eclecticism stretched to
contemporary Estonian music, Sibelius
and Nielsen. But the fundamental diet
remained Russian. `The influence on
Estonian composers, until now, has always
HI-FI NEWS Si RECORD REVIEW
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been Russian, because it was always
easiest to study and explore any other
Soviet region. The immediate assumption
that someone of my generation would
already have avery close understanding of
Nordic music is afalse one. We grew up
on Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich — less
Prokofiev, almost no Stravinsky — and we
had a Russian understanding of Mozart,
Haydn, Beethoven and baroque music.
'There was almost no Mahler when I
was growing up, but when Ihad access to
recordings of Mahler when Icame to the
west, Icouldn't believe that something
like this was happening. Same with
Nielsen. You fall in love hard in your
teens. So there's something to be said for
being ready to discover something rather
than taking it in with your mother's milk,
so to speak.'
It was, of course, Bernstein who did so
much to disseminate the works of both
composers to the record-buying public.
Paavo Jarvi remembers atape of his Mass
which he played over and over again when
he was still aTallinn schoolboy; but
nothing could have prepared him for what
he calls a 'bird's eye view' of the master at
work in America. Already astudent of
conducting at the Curtis Institute, he
69
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Music Interview

'If you
want to
be a
musician,
be a
musician
only, and
without
a

ny

deviation:
you have
to give
your heart
and soul'

attended one of Bernstein's classes at
the Los Angeles Institute, aWest
Coast summer school.
`It was acasual encounter, not
even astudent-teacher relationship,
but that one encounter changed my
life. Because Isaw aman who was
already quite sick and self-destructive
walking towards the podium without
the press, cameras, anything, and
literally this 70-year-old man became
a 15-year-old boy, stamping,
shouting; and magic was happening.
Then he walked off and he was just
an old man again. Suddenly I
realised this was not ashow — he
knew how to be agood showman,
too, but the essence of it was that he
found something so personal in every
note — not being academically or
stylistically correct; but it was areal,
live performance. And when Iwent
back to my studies, Ithought: if you
want to be amusician, be amusician
only, and without any deviation —
you have to give your heart and
soul... everything. And somehow it
helped me to focus, to clarify.'
Iread his father declaring,
somewhat ruefully, that his son had
found the time for pursuits ouside
music that he had never even
thought of. ` No, for me staying alive
musically is not about sailing,
reading, doing something else —
though of course Ido read alot on
my travels. But Ineed constantly to
explore the boundaries of music, to
hear anew singer, listen to ajazz
performer for acompletely different,
truly alive way of looking at music.'
(Thelonius Monk and Bill Evans join
alist which included, from the early
days, Oscar Peterson and Miles
Davis).
`I was home and jet-lagged
yesterday, and at 2 in the morning I
looked through Liszt's Faust
Symphony, which I'm not conducting
anywhere in the near future, but
which Ilast looked at ten years ago,
and Iwondered what on earth I
could have thought of that piece,
what did Iknow then?'
Informing the familiar Jârvi passion
for other artists, and specific
composers, there is perhaps amore
clearly articulated philosophy than I,
at any rate, have encountered with
the father's catherine-wheel of
enthusiasms that is. One has to do
with the championship of great music
by great artists — the serendipity of
good interpretation, you might call it.
Sometimes awork like Stenhammar's
Second Symphony has to bide its

time until it finds atruly great
conductor to do it justice: ' And there
simply weren't any in Sweden at the
time he wrote it. Sibelius had
champions like Beecham, Barbirolli,
Stokowski, Ormandy, who helped his
name tremendously.
The reason why contemporary
Russian composers like Schnittke,
Edison Denisov and Shchedrin are
becoming extremely well-known,
almost household names in the
musical world, is because they have
the star power to push their music
along — people like Bashmet,
Rostropovich, Rozhdestvensky and
Svetlanov. Because Russian musical
tradition and culture is star-studded,
one could say.
'A similar process is now slowly
but surely happening in Finnish
music, because there are enough
Finnish conductors of the first order
who are pushing Rautavaara, Sallinen
and so on. To me that's ahealthy
combination of performing art and
creative art serving one another.'
For this reason, he has decided to
take ' acertain pragmatic approach'
to the championship of new music.
'There are very few international
conductors from Estonia: before me
there were only my father and Eni
Klas. So if Iam travelling the world,
the very least Ican do — and it's my
duty — is to introduce Estonian
music. If Ihad time, I'd love to
conduct Rautavaara and Sallinen too;
but as Isaid, there are successful
Finnish conductors who do have the
time, and who do it conscientiously.'
He has conducted several new
works by his contemporary ErkkiSven Tuur, and acycle of Lepo
Sumera symphonies — including the
Fifth, which he commissioned — has
appeared on BIS. This he sees as a
kind of snapshot of his work with the
Malmo Symphony Orchestra, just as
the Bernstein disc captured one
unexpected chemistry with the
'versatile and intelligent' City of
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra,
and ' Ifought with Virgin to do the
Stenhammar disc because Ithought
it was important for the Stockholm
orchestra'.
His concert schedule, he points
out, is much more wide-ranging and
international than his recording
profile so far — ' that's just
marketing for you, they want
someone who can be readily
identified with Nordic music' — and
he would like to see less typecasting
in tour programmings.

Since their first appearance on 78s, Rachmaninov's 1929/1939-41
Philadelphia recordings of his four Piano Concertos and the Paganini
Rhapsody. with Stokowski and Ormandy. have been reissued over and
again - even subjected to the indignity of electronic stereo • transfers.
In the current 10CD RCA collection [ 09026 61265 2] transfers were
originated by Ward Marston. But now for Naxos. this work and
restoration have been undertaken by Mark Obert-Thorn. For anyone yet
to add these inimitable performances to a collection, here is abargain
-the only pertinent question, surely, is how well the Naxos copies are
done. In my view, these transfers are greatly to be preferred to RCA's.
which have a hard edge to the piano, a bright top and sludgy bass.
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'I'd like to hear a French
orchestra's Beethoven cycle. And why
should aRussian orchestra and
conductor always be asked for
Russian music? Svetlanov has a
tremendous affinity with Alfven's
Third Symphony, for instance, but I
doubt if anyone will let him conduct
it here.'
Svetlanov joins the list of
conducting idols, which also features
Rozhdestvensky and — ' if Imay be
so nepotistic, but Igenuinely believe
it, my own father' — among the
older generation, Simon Rattle and
Esa-Pekka Salonen among the
younger.
`They have redefined the role of a
conductor as an important leader in
acommunity, which has been rather
lost because of the jet-set mentality.
And they do what they think is
right'.
His reverence for the great and
good seems limitless: ' Icannot bear
to read criticisms of Rostropovich, or
Menuhin when he was alive, to the
effect that he's old, or not playing
well, The amount of good that these
men have done for the musical world
cannot be measured in any currency.
What they will leave behind is
something very few politicians can
boast about.'
Conscious of the new millennium's
possible effect on the status of this
century's great works, he also has
firm ideas on the living quality of
interpretation.
'I am sure that even the most wellknown music is alive, it goes through
constant evolution. A Beethoven
symphony cannot be the same piece
of music it was in Furtwângler's
time; and many of your English
conductors like Norrington, Gardiner
and Hogwood are responsible for
making that point very clear. Of
course we also have Harnoncourt;
but basically the movement started in
England, and when I'm in Germany
Itry to point out that there is no
such thing as echt-German Beethoven
or echt-English anything. It is alive, it
will be different, thank God, in
twenty years.
'If you listen to Abbado's
recordings of classical music today,
you hear that he's been influenced by
the original-instrument approach, and
that's great. No-one should want to
hear asecond-rate warm-up of the
Furtwüngler approach, though there
are some young stars who are trying
to do that. That doesn't go forward.
We need to push the limits.'

Obert-Thorn has realised a far more natural piano sound and the bass
is cleaner: there is amarginal increase in surface-noise but this is not
objectionable. Bargain confirmed - though Naxos wrongly attribute
Concerto 4 to Stokowski. ( What you don't get here is the history of
Rachmaninov and the gramophone: a valuable supplement to the RCA
documentation, reprinted from the 1975 LP Edition.) In Concerto 3
Rachmaninov made cuts in (i), (ii) and two in
which he sanctioned
for others to follow. It would be 38 years. for instance, before Horowitz
would record the work complete. ( Both pianists opted for the lighter
first-movt cadenza, not the ossia.) Concertos 2 and 3 are on 8.110601:
I, 4 and the Rhapsody on 8.110602.
CB
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'Recordings which had to be made' suggested
Executive Producer Costa Pilavachi at a recent
press conference: he had negotiated with EMI for
Sir Simon Rattle, who has been working in the
concert hall with Alfred Brendel since he ( Rattle)
was in his early twenties, to take part in these
new recordings. Rattle's work with the Vienna
Philharmonic has been much celebrated of late:

NeLui u
of the Month

oddly. Brendel had never actually recorded with
unanimously accepted as an ' honorary member'
EMI disc of Mozart's E- flat piano quartet and the
concerto K414 with string quartet accompaniment,
the keyboard part elaborated to take in some of
the wind parts without, as Brendel puts it
'damaging the qualities of the keyboard writing'.
Brendel's partnership there will be with the Alban
Berg Quartett. Philips will release in September a
Mozart Concerto coupling of K466 and 491 with
the Scottish Chamber Orchestra under Sir Charles
Mackerras: this follows their Edinburgh Festival
collaboration.
The three discs here follow the pattern of the
concert performances given before the Vienna
Musikverein sessions: 1 and 4 in December ' 97:
5 in February ' 98: and 2 and 3 last December.

PHILIPS

Mired Brendel
Simon Rattle

‘\

them before. ( Last September. however, he was
of the orchestra.) In reciprocation, there will be an

BEETHOVFN

pi

h

h

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concertos 1-5
Alfred Brendel (pno)/VPO/Rattle
Philips 462 781-2

(?ClI, 177m 19,)

Let's be unequivocal. The catalogue is awash with recordings of these concertos, but in
76 years ILamond's Emperor' set the ball rolling in 19231 there have been only five
integral sets of significance: to wit Schnabel/Sargent [ EMI, deleted], Kempff/van
Kempen [
DGI, Fleisher/Szell [
Sony], Levin/Gardiner [ Archiv] and Schiff/Haitink [ Teldec].
Frue, there have been tremendous
moments from the likes of Arrau,
Backhaus, Lupu, Serkin, Solomon;
and true too that there were
tremendous moments from Brendel
himself, in his three previous versions.
But what makes this attempt a
momentous one is that it possesses a
constancy of inspiration.
Brendel's published opinions about
performing these works are now 16
years old*. Some of them are not
quite the same today. They don't
have to be. Originally, there was a
nod of approval for the arrival of
Hans-Werner Küthen's editions of
e the first three concertos. The job has
sj since been completed; and
presumably the nod of approval

remains. But Brendel doesn't always
go along with Küthen. For instance
he doesn't play the startling F-natural
at bar 172 of 1(i); he sticks to the
standard F-sharp. Nor does he use
Beethoven's original notation in bar
318 of 4(i); he continues to prefer the
later variant which Küthen ignores.
Some of Czerny's views — like the
swift tempo for f(i) and the glissando
treatment of the octave run before the
recapitulation — are retained, but
Brendel draws the line at arpeggiating
the opening chord of 4. [
1should
bloody well think so, too! Leave that to
the likes of Tan and Levin. Mus Ed] So
does Küthen; and he reinstates the
correct time signatures for 1(ii) and
5(ü), alla breve not 4/4.

".,ssay, ' The Text and the Guardians', reprinted in 1-Ausic Sounded Out ( Robson Books, 19901
CPE BACH:
Six Sonatinas W64:1-6 _I
Sonata W65:3 _ISonata W65:7
Miklos Spányi (clavichd)
BIS CD-882
'CPE Bach's
keyboard
sonatas
are famous
for their
daring
changes of
key and
unexpected
pauses, and
the opening
movements
abound
in them'

72

(79m 30s)

These are all early works ( 1732-36)
but the composer returned to and
revised them (sometimes more than
once). W64 was composed in 1734
but finally published in 1786.
The sonatas are generally brief (all
close to ten minutes) but the first of
the three movts is always the most
extensive — 53% of the playing time
of these eight sonatas). Here ' most
extensive' also means most dramatic.
CPE Bach's keyboard sonatas are
famous for their daring changes of
key and unexpected pauses, and the
opening movts abound in them.
Miklós Spányi not only underlines
these effects but also imitates CPE
Bach by adding his own small pauses
to the moment before akey-change.
Another feature of the playing is a
tendency to make aslight hesitation
before the final note of an upward
run: acceptable perhaps at the end of
amovt but elsewhere it gives a
hesitant effect.
The most substantial work is the

12m W65:3, and Spányi certainly
makes it boldly dramatic. His
approach to the wonderfully varied
but sometimes slight works of W64 is
more intense than the music seems to
imply. Spányi's view of Andante is
surprisingly slow and the Adagio non
moho of W64:4 is amazingly static.
The performances adopt CPE
Bach's revised sequence for this set.
Originally each Sonatina used the
same key for all three movts, but later
the slow movts were changed around
to give variation. Iamused myself by
programming my player to provide
the original order and concluded that
either the original or the revised
sequence is equally satisfying!
The recording is hugely resonant.
The venue has alow-pitched roar
throughout, but because BIS are so
careful to retain atmosphere at all
times this is less worrying than it
sounds. The clavichord is well in tune
and avoids the bass hollowness
sometimes evident with such
instruments. Transfer level is
surprisingly high. Keyboard noise
seems more noticeable in W64:2(i)
and (iii), and W64:4(ii), je, when in
the key of G.
Antony Hodgson

A—B:2 0

JS BACH:
St John Passion ( Version 4, 1749)
Ingrid Schmithüsen. Yoshie Hida
(sops)/Yoshikazu Mera (c-ten)/Gerd
Türk, Makoto Saktrada (tens)/Chiyuki
Urano, Peter Komi (bass)/Bach
Collegium Japan/Suzuki
BIS CD-921/22

(
2CDs, I26m 1.5s)

•
Why did Bach add aharpsichord to
his fourth, and last version of this
work? Was he pressurised by the
councillors of Leipzig who had a
political agenda of their own? And
was he, in the last year of his life, too
tired to fight them any more? Or too
ill (with cataracts and other medical
problems — thought to be the results
of untreated diabetes) to care? The
answers are uncertain, but it does
seem strange that the composer
should indiscriminately have overlaid
all his textures, originally
underpinned by an organ, with an
instrument that can sound
incongruous, not to say intrusive, in a
sacred context.
Suzuki hints at puzzlement too. He
says, ` In spite of the fact that the
existing harpsichord part comprises
ah of the movements, and it seems
illogical to the writer to have both
MY 1999
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Czerny was pretty explicit about
1(ii). He said it should be ` played as
a tranquil Andante'. But Brendel takes
Beethoven's Largo at face value, in
places broadening the pace even
more. The line could have become
moribund and the phrases choppy. It
doesn't happen, not here or
anywhere. What always impresses is
the sense of timing, of stresses
carefully delineated, of alargeness of
design — in effect atelling rhythmic
security. It has as much to do with
soloist as with conductor. Rattle stays
in step with Brendel, but thrust and
parry are not eschewed. Strong voices
work together to engage with a
musical message. And the message is
personal (it could not be otherwise),
which is where explanation founders.
Clichés say little. Some
understanding may arise from
listening to how Rattle balances the
superb VPO. Violins are separated,
everything is clear, and clearly in
place, but nothing actually stands out
in stark relief. Not even the trumpets
in the ostensibly triumphant outer
movements of 5. The sound of brass
is present when required but the
brazen glint is intermittent — all of
which suggests graveness, adignity
and magnitude that Brendel and
Rattle discern in the music, even in
the relatively lighter 2. Its opening
exposition is acase in point. Rattle
underplays the qualification con brio;
and the variety of articulation
expected — legato, détaché, staccato,
staccato with slurs — is given full
value. So is the semi-tone descent to
B-flat at bar 80 of 5(iii), marked

pizzicato in old editions. Rattle
conducts it arco (
so do afew others)
as it is in the manuscript and
incorporated by Küthen. The change
in tonality that grounds the pianist's
ghostly anticipation of the finale's
theme is thus emphasised, as
Beethoven intended it to be. He
probably intended the sforzandos on
cellos and basses in the first theme
tuttis of 4(iii) to be emphasised too.
They are, more so than in other
performances, because Vivace here is
not used to signify alightening of
mood. Gravity suffuses the whole
concerto. The parts, be it from
Brendel or Rattle, are as inspiriting as
the sum of the parts.
The recording isn't quite so
inspiriting. Luminosity vies with mild
veiling or compression. But there are
no phase shifts and the piano is clean
and mostly properly balanced, though
aspread of image and an occasional
increase in presence during cadenzas
suggest that these were recorded
separately. They are all by Beethoven,
the third of three for 1(i) and the
second of two, magnificiently crazy,
in 4(i). For Brendel, this was an
example of 'genius running amok'*.
He hasn't changed his mind. A late
(and forthright) Viennese friend,
pianist turned concert agent, never
changed her mind either. 'The
Austrians,' she once snorted, 'have
only produced one decent musician
since Mahler and that's Alfred
Brendel'. That's unequivocal. And on
the evidence of this set, perhaps she
had apoint.

instruments playing throughout
without variation, we have decided to
adopt the rough rule of using the
harpsichord to accompany the
Evangelist and of adding the organ
for the words of Jesus'. A wise
decision, which shows that despite
what Bach wrote (or was compelled
to write), Suzuki was willing to use
his discretion.
The pity is that his discretion
doesn't go far enough. Consider, for
example, the chorale, `Wer hat dich
so geschlangen' (No. il). Suzuki
moves dispassionately through the
music. The pain and sorrow implicit
in the words are glossed over. But it
isn't simply aquestion of tempo.
Difficult though it is to explain,
interpretation seems to have been
governed by the character of the
harpsichord, its fractured line and
prickly accents (as opposed to the
sustained bedrock of an organ)
allowed to devalue the impact of the
message.
Consider another chorale ` Durch
dein Gefângnis, Gottes Sohn'
(No.22). Suzuki omits the
harpsichord here; and the difference
is significant. What is missing in 11
now stands proud. The change in

tone-colour admits to gravity — as it
does in the soprano aria ` Zerfliesse,
mein Herze' (No.35) movingly sung
by Ingrid Schmithhüsen, with low
strings and organ only for continuo.
Moreover, Suzuki shows adiscerning
awareness of the text. He slows the
words ` Dein Jesus, dein Jesus ist tot'
[3m 43s to 3m 51s] and emphasises
their import by confining the bass
line exclusively to organ.
The emotion expressed and evoked
in these two bars is palpable. Bach
didn't include marks of expression,
yet Suzuki interprets and presents as
he is meant to do. He doesn't always
accept this kind of responsibility
though. He baulks when he ought to
be bold, or obeys dogma without
questioning its validity. In the aria
folge dir gleichfalls' (No.9), the
running semiquavers from flutes are,
at certain points, partially imitated by
cellos and double-bass as part of a
skilfully arranged line. Suzuki's
insistent harpsichord continuo, far
from enhancing Bach's design,
obscures it with figurations that he
didn't write.
A form of pontification replaces
good sense, something that often
bedevils proponents of period
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Na/en Anthoni

instrument practice. But inconsistent
though he is in his musical
judgements, Suzuki's best is excellent.
As another example, he partners
Peter Kooij in ` Betrachte, meine Seel'
(No.19) with the utmost tact. In this
number, Bach substituted harpsichord
for the lute specified in the first
version of 1724. Of course, its
plangency cannot be replicated, but
Suziki's artistry is unquestionable.
And his accompaniment to the
recitatives is beyond criticism. In his
choice of Gerd Türk as Evangelist, he
has astory-teller whose understanding
of drama and word-painting lifts the
narration to starry heights. There are
no serious weaknesses among the
other soloists, but more weight at the
bass end of the chorus would not
have come amiss.
The instrumentalists, either
individually or collectively, are
outstanding. BIS's contribution is
inconspicuous, which is to say that
the balance is believable, most
perspectives are constant (the proviso
being that there is atendency for the
male choristers to detach themselves
and wander into the right speaker),
singers don't bawl in your face, and
the sound is often most beguiling.
Only occasional veiling of choral tone
and mild cramping flaw the overall
distinction of the production. But
then, the performance has its fair
share of flaws too.
Na/en Anthoni

A*—B:1 *-3

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 7/MENDELSSOHN: The
Fair Melusina/ADDISON: Carte
blanche — ballet suite/SAINT-SAENS:
Samson et Dalila — Dance of the
Priestesses/DEBUSSY: L'Enfant
prodige — Cortège et air danse/
GOUNOD: Romeo et Juliette —
'Juliet's Dream'
RPO/Beecham

A—B:1 * 0

BBC Legends BBCL 4012-2
(75m 09s) rec. live 1959
'In Gerd
Türic he has
o story- teller
whose
understanding of
drama and
wordpainting lifts
the narration
to starry
heights'

It's instructive to jump straight to
track 13, where Beecham introduces
the second of three pre-planned
encores. He's 80; he's just raised the
Festival Hall roof with aperformance
of Beethoven's Seventh bristling with
energy (his RPO timpanist and horns
must have been wrung out by it), has
calmly continued with aravishing
account of the Saint-Saens, has the
Festival Hall audience eating out of
the palm of his hand — and sounds
as relaxed as if he'd spent the last
hour reading the paper! A strange
mixture by today's standards, the
programme had started with the
National Anthem (a ' performance' in
itself) and had included awork not
on the CD: apiece for viola and
strings by Ghedini. The overtureproper was not one of Mendelssohn's
best pieces yet the wind principals
give it some magic; the ballet suite
now sounds horribly dated, but the
audience enjoys it, and the scoring —
right from the opening nerve73

Christopher Breunig

B:1(*)/H

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas in Eflat, Op.27:1 J
in c-sharp, Op.27:2 J in D, Op.28
Louis Lortie (pno)
Chandos CHAN 9736

(
60m I9s)

With this disc, part of aprojected
complete cycle, Louis Lortie tackles
the highly experimental sonatas of
1800-01, of which the two sonatas
Op.27 are subtitled '
quasi una
fantasia'. The challenge for the
performer here is to reconcile the
Classical restraint of the sonata idiom
with the newly-introduced
improvisatory freedom of the fantasia
elements, which connect the
previously separate movements and
turn the traditional expectations of
those movements' order on their
heads.
Lortie's sympathies evidently lie
more with Romantic sensibility than
with Classical poise, and whenever he
sees forte or allegro on the page his
response tends to be to let rip with
unrestrained passion and virtuosity.
This can be effective, as in the fast
episode in Op.27:1(i), at 2m 55s,
where the scherzo-like spirit is nicely
caught; but in the finale of Op.27:2
the fast tempo is sometimes achieved
at the expense of the last ounce of
clarity and control ( 1m 47s) and
something goes rather awry at 6m
23s. The Allegretto (
ii) seems
decidedly sluggish. Both Brendel
[Philips, 1994] and Richard Goode
[Nonesuch] reconcile the head and
heart to better effect here.
In Op.28, dubbed ' Pastoral' by the
publisher Cranz, virtuoso skill counts
for less than an intelligent grasp of
the musical demands of the work.
Lortie's performance is accomplished
and sensitive; his playing in the
quieter dynamic levels has poise and
charm — try 1m 58s into (iv) — and
he gives the music plenty of space to
breathe, especially in (iv), whose
tempo is well-judged. Now and again
Ifelt that atendency to sluggishness
became aproblem — Beethoven
marks (
i) Allegro, not Moderato — but
there is much nevertheless to enjoy in
Lortie's sensitivity to the natural flow
of the phrasing and in his detailed
74
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RECOMMENDATION
With pianist Elizo
Vinolade, the
Bortuiin Quartet
couple Brahms 's
Piano Quintet with
the .4-minor String
Quartet an Teldec

texts. Four of the latter are
duplicated, as are the Matthison,
Reissig and Stoll items, but there are
afurther four here not in the Bar
group (Tiedge, Holty, Ueltzen and
Goethe Op.75:3), compensating
partly for seven others included there
but not here.
Significant overlap, then, but Genz
and Vignoles are unique in expanding
the first five songs of the Gellert
group by adding seven verses not
used by Beethoven. The object is to
offset the imbalance engendered by
Sir Thomas
the usual sucession of short songs
Beecham: a
followed by avery long No.6. One
1959 concert
sees the point, and the extra material
with the Royal
blends in convincingly, though I'm
not sure that it wouldn't have been
Philharmonic
better to devote the extra space to
Orchestra on
two or three further complete songs.
'BBC Legends'
But that's my only negative point,
attention to the articulation. If the
as Genz's splendidly agile voice and
effect is, to my ear, more Schubertian
freely expressive response to words
than Beethovenian, that is not
make this avery satisfying recital,
necessarily abad thing.
while Roger Vignoles complements
The real problem with this disc lies
him to perfection. In ahandful of
with the considerable resonance of
cases Bar's greater fullness of tone in
the recording; and given this caveat, I lower registers gives him the edge
must say Ifind Lortie's pedalling in
over Genz's lightish, rather tenor-like
Op.27:1(i) excessive. The dynamic
baritone, but mostly Ifind his
range above forte has a tendency to
manner too forced. Also, EMI's
harden; this is partly as aresult of
recording is rather deadpan while
Lortie's choice of sonority, which for
Hyperion provide at least awhiff of
all its dramatic effectiveness tends to
ambient backing, and an ideal
tire the ear in extended loud passages
balance. So, if you feel inclined to
— particularly in Op.27:2(iii). There
add at least one disc of Beethoven
is some action noise from the pedal
songs to all that instrumental music,
at 4m 05s in track 1. Overall, a
this collection is strongly
serviceable disc from afine pianist,
recommended — spanning with great
but not afront-runner in this muchfinesse just about all the main
recorded repertoire.
emotional states except hate, fear and
despair.
John Kersey
8: 1 - 2
John Crabbe
A:1-1* 0
BEETHOVEN:
Lieder - An die terne Geliebte,
DRAMS:
Op.98 C..1 6 Gellert Songs, Op.48 j
Piano Quintet in f/HENZE: Piano
5 Goethe Songs Opp.52:4, 75:2 &
Quintet
3, 83:1 & 2
songs from poems
Peter Serkin/Guarneri Quartet
by - Matthison, Op.46 J Ueltzen,
Philips 446 710-2
(
66m I6s)
Op.52:3 J hedge, Op.94 J Holty,
Wo0.113 J Reissig, Wo0.139 J
These performances date from 1995
Stoll, Wo0.140
— almost 30 years, therefore, after
Stephan Genz (
bar)/Roger Vignoles
the young Guarneri Quartet, then just
(pno)
at the outset of their career, recorded
Hyperion CM 67055
(
69m I2s) one of the classic interpretations of
the Brahms Quintet, with Rubinstein,
Such is Fischer-Dieskau's huge
for RCA. Here on Philips they
reputation as alieder singer that
partner Peter Serkin (apianist of
Stephan Genz is
considerable though not yet
only the third
comparable stature) in aperformance
latterday baritone to
full of echoes of that earlier one. But
attempt aBeethoven the passionate assurance of the
song recital on CD.
venerable Romantic pianist and the
In particular, he
ardent young quartet is recalled as in
joins Olaf Bar [EMI
afractured mirror. Now the
CDC 754 8792 —
established seniors, the Quartet follow
reviewed Feb ' 94] in the lead of the younger pianist's
providing aselection probing intellect into choppier
drawing solely upon
emotional territory.
Germanic poets and
Thus in the outer movements at
including the
least this sometimes seems ahectic,
through-composed
almost Expressionistic reading.
Jeitteles cycle To the
(Michael Tree's am Steg sonority at
Distant Beloved, the
(i)34-35 is more appropriate to the
six religious Gellert
Second Viennese School.) There's
settings, and five
plenty of drama, of light and shade,
songs using Goethe but the ensemble isn't always as rockJULY 19911
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wracking xylophone solo — gives the
players plenty to do.
At around this time, Beecham
made two entirely different recordings
of the Seventh Symphony for EMI,
Paris mono/London stereo, the latter
steadier in (iv). There's also an
Ermitage CD version ( 1957 ' live'),
altogether more ' conventional', which
is over 5m longer than this one,
which hits us like awhirlwind. This,
and in the encores is where the
Beecham-RPO synergy is most
apparent. It's not like anything he did
in the studios, so this CD, which
catches all the atmosphere of the hall,
gives the most vivid snapshot of a
truly Legendary figure. The
supporting notes are exemplary.

Gluterwasser/DG

Classical Reviews
steady as one would expect, and the
grand architecture of the piece is
intermittently obscured in the heat of
the momentary detail. The slow
movt, beautifully sustained, is
particularly good; the scherzo by
"'• contrast alittle leaden. Certainly an
interesting reading, with plenty of
thought and feeling behind it, but
something short of classic status.
The unusual coupling will put off
one set of prospective purchasers and
lure another, perhaps less numerous
one: the premiere recording of Hans
Werner Henze's three-movt Quintet
of 1990-91, written for Serkin and
the Guarneri. Henze says — with a
tiny touch of hubris — that he sees it
as continuing the grand sonata
chamber-music tradition of
Beethoven, Brahms and Schoenberg.
Well, he's hardly the first composer I
turn to when Iwant sonata dialectic,
and his Con ferocia first-movt
manages to sound laboured in less
than half the duration of Brahms's.
The central Adagio, rather Bergian in
sound, carries greater conviction in its
lyric seriousness, but it's the finale
(more like ascherzo in character, a
ghostly ` Litania' with Minimalist belleffects) that's the most personal and
attractive movement, and the one that
left me wanting more. Rich, warm
sound, beautifully caught.

try to supply some background to the
music here), Arte Nova gives four
pre-Munich works. Mozart accused
Piano Quintet
Cannabich of always starting in
is on Philips,
unison with long notes and large
performed by
leaps (something Mozart himself
the artists for
often did). If Mozart was right, the
whom it was
Concerto in C for flute, oboe,
written - Peter
bassoon and orchestra isn't by
Cannabich, for it opens with a
Serkin and
stalking staccato bass under aquiet
the Guarneri
ascending violin line; only in bar 13
Quartet
does the alleged Cannabich ' start'
occur. This single-movt work of
about 1770 (which, of course, is by
Calum MacDonald
A:2-3 0
Cannabich) sports a large orchestra
and its easy-going grace allows ample
CANNABICH:
RECOMMENDATION time for the soloists to discuss
Symphonies 8, 35 & 42 J Concerto
flu h,
11,11,1 jo,ek matters amongst themselves. The
in C
Suk's recordings
soloists, presumably drawn from the
Kurpfálzisches CO/Malát
orchestra, play with evident affection
with the Czech
Arte Nova 74321 61337 2
(53m //s)
Philharmonic of the for this friendly music.
The Symphonie Concertante in E-flat
Dvorak Concerto
Naxos's recent Cannabich disc
and Romance, and is for some reason listed amongst
[8.553960, HFN/RR April] comprises
symphonies (as No.42) and dates
his grandfather's
first recordings of five symphonies in
from about 1772. It follows the
Fantasy, are on
intensely lively performances by the
Supraphon CDs
Parisian style (and indeed won a
Lukas Consort. All date from after
composition competition there) of
the famous Mannheim court's move
two moderately-paced movements
to Munich. Now, with an even more
of equal length which give the violin
attractive bargain (but fearsomely
soloists, Sebastian and Nanette
inadequate booklet notes — Ishall
Schmidt, every chance to display
virtuosity — and thereby reduce the
stature of awork which might be
thought of as being asymphony,
since symphonic feeling is dissipated
by the frequent solo passages.
Pleasant and undemanding music.
Quite another matter is Symphony
When John Culshaw presented Britten with an
35 in D, dated ` before 1778' (the
LP pressing edited from rehearsal tapes made
date of the move to Munich). It
at the Decca sessions for the War Requiem
employs a large orchestra of two
recording, the composer's response was icy.
oboes, two clarinets, four horns (two
in D, two in A), two trumpets,
Intended as a surprise present to mark his
timpani and strings. Two of the three
50th birthday, it merely appalled Britten that
available sources omit trumpets,
Culshaw's team had done this without his
timpani and the two horns pitched in
consent. Now, however, to accompany a A; fortunately, this recording includes
the lot, and agrand noise they make,
remastering of this historic recording, the
too, as we are treated to. avintage
rehearsal tape is available to the public: Decca
Cannabich ' start'. A bassoon joins the
414 383-2 Ito be reviewed). Meanwhile, as
low strings, thus helping to balance
part of its ' BBC Legends' series, IMG plans a the numerous upper voices. This
Symphony follows many of the
whole series of Britten- led performances: the
exciting Mannheim tricks that madb
first five CDs are already in the shops.
the orchestra the toast of Europe in
Burney's day, and the excitement is
Hans Werner
Henze: his

'Review
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intensified in the hunting finale, when
the A-horns ascend to perform
traditional hunt calls with both
abandon and commendable accuracy.
Totally different again is Symphony
8 in G (before 1764), amuch more
domestic work, beautifully written in
typical Mannheim style with driving
rhythms, tremolo strings, prominent
flutes and high horns (the keys of G
and A often attracted the cool,
enticing timbre of flutes and horns
together). A delicious Andante for
flutes and strings (no continuo
harpsichord in this work which, for its
date, is surprisingly self-sufficient
harmonically without it), atrio
section in (iii) for just flutes and
bassoon, and an exhilarating finale
completes this delightful work. First
half repeats only are observed. Pity.
Some may find the sound alittle
constricted, but it is always clear in
every orchestral department and the
balance is amodel of what it should
be for such music. Even bassoon and
timpani are heard to good effect.
Those who seek enlightenment as to
what Cannabich sounds like should
invest in this disc; but if you want to
know more about what he was doing
in Mannheim while Haydn and
Mozart ruled the roost elsewhere, buy
the Naxos as well.
Robert Dearling

A(B):1•

DVORAK:
Violin Concerto j Romance for
violin & orchestra/SUK: Fantasy in g
Pamela Frank (vIn)/Czech Philharmonic
Orch/Mackerras
Decca 460 316-2

(
66m 21s)

Violin Concerto/SUK: Fantasy in g
Gabriela Demeterová (vIn)/Prague
Symphony Orch/Pesek
Supraphon SU 3385 2031

(
50m 55s)

Frank and Mackerras give abroad
reading of the Concerto, full of
expressive shaping, but there is always
respect for structure. The occasional
yieldings of tempo are effected with
great subtlety and the generally silvery
violin tone seems very suitable.
Mackerras has awonderful feel for
Czech dance rhythms which he
demonstrates to great effect in (iii).
In (ii) Pamela Frank is eloquent but
always properly aware of the formal
concerto contour. In the Romance
however, atuneful work of no great
moment, she permits herself to be
more expansive. The Suk by
comparison seems alaboured
composition: it is like listening to a
twenty-minute slow introduction,
vainly anticipating asucceeding allegro
which never arrives. The soloist does
her best for the poor old thing but
she cannot shake off the feeling of its
being asalon piece pretending to be a
concerto. Decca's sound is
reminiscent of the best Czech
recordings in the days of Ancerl: full
orchestral chords have power and
clear inner balance yet never sound
too close. There is awelcome
75

brightness throughout.
It could be argued that the
Demeterová/Pesek version is given a
recording which is more precise in
focus, yet the ear is always aware of
the middle frequencies. The soloist
seems to have adifferent acoustic
from that of the orchestra, despite
being satisfactorily balanced, and after
awhile the sound becomes
oppressive, negating the lighter touch
implied by the swifter tempi. Pesek
makes some exciting emphases in the
powerful moments of (iii), probably
more so than Mackerras, but the
relatively narrow dynamic range takes
away from this advantage. In ( ii)
Demeterová is both subtle and
sensitive. Her tone is so sweet that
she overcomes the demanding
closeness of the recording. In (i) and
(iii) however, the sonic searchlight is
uncomplimentary to this fine artist.
The tuneful but shapeless Suk
Fantasy seems lacking in drama
(perhaps because of the grey
recording), although, as in the
Concerto, Pesek makes the most of
its more forceful passages.
Confusingly, the Decca sounds like
an excellent Supraphon recording,
whereas the Supraphon, though very
well balanced, has ahollow quality,
lacking in upper frequencies.
Antony Hodgson

A:1

C:1 0

ELGAR:
In the South/WALTON: Partita for
Orchestra/BRITTEN: Sinfonia da
Requiem' J Young Person's Guide
to the Orchestra 2
Hallé Orch/'BBC SO/Barbirolli
BBC Legends BBCL 4013-2 (77m 42s)
rec. live 1970/69/67 ''mono
We learn from Michael Kennedy's
notes that Sir John Barbirolli only
took Elgar's concert overture into his
repertoire (at Kennedy's prompting)
at the very end of his life; the RFH
recording here was only his second
concert performance. He didn't
conduct the big Walton scores — the

HANDEL:
Arias, Sinfonías and Dances from
Admeto J Serse J Giulio Cesare
Rodelinda Li Aleina LI Instrumental
suite from Radamisto LI Concerto
grosso, 'Alexander's Feast'
Andreas Scholl (c-ten)/Akademie for Alte
Musik Berlin
Hameln %di HMC 901685

(76m 21s)

A showcase for Andreas Scholl
collated into acleverly programmed
selection, most of the operas being
represented by asuite combining
instrumental and vocal movements.
Andreas Scholl has astrong, clear
voice with, to me, an ideal countertenor quality which sounds neither
'falsetto' nor ' female'. In ascholarly
yet light-hearted article, Peter Giles
explains the phenomenon of the 18thcentury high male voice which lacked
the falsetto tone-production often
heard today. It appears that ladies
were attracted to these stars of the
contemporary stage, and frequently
discovered that ahigh voice was by
no means always the result of being a
castrato! Many so-called castrati
fathered several children, notably
Tenducci, but there were numerous
others!

two symphonies, Belshazzar — but
was fond of the Partita, following the
composer's English premiere in
Manchester with its London one a
few days later, in 1958. Barbirolli
gave the world premiere of Britten's
Sinfonia da Requiem (
Carnegie Hall
March 1941); arepeat performance
with the NYP is on NMC D030 —
this Albert Hall alternative is 63s
shorter. Despite the lack of stereo,
the sound is good. Also mono, the
Britten coupling is from the BBC
Studios. It's the one disappointment
here: apiece one might have expected
JB to have recorded commercially
with the Hallé (Pye recorded
Boult/LPO instead). This is arather
heavy account: best to go for Britten's
LSO/Decca version.
Immediately noticeable in the
Walton are the thin, discoloured
upper strings and back-to-front RAH
balances, with timpani and horns
thrust forward; cymbals in (i) are a
bit Gerard Hoffnung! The central
Pastorale Siciliana is so unsteady as to
remind me of a Bartok title, 'A little
tipsy'. This, then, is aworld apart

To return to Scholl: his timbre is
very pure — with no hint of a
produced falsetto. A typical example
of his stylishness is to be heard in the
long, sustained first note of the aria
'Dove sei' from Rodelinda. It starts
with apure, entirely uncoloured
quality to which he then adds just a
hint of vibrato to dramatise the leadin to the following note. The
performances are full of such
subtleties. Naturally the famous
`Ombra mai ifs' is featured, and
typically it is sung with the minimum
of fuss, modest ornamentation and a
welcome lack of over-dramatisation.
The instrumental works are played
with sparkling tone enhanced by the
acoustic of Christuskirche. Lute,
harpsichord and organ alternate, and
sometimes combine, very subtly. I
hear beautiful organ tone in the
extracts from Rodelinda although the
notes suggest that organ continuo is
heard only in the jolly but
questionabbi authentic Alexander's
Feast concerto. Experts are not
absolutely clear as to who assembled
the movements but it is unlikely to
have been the composer. Strangely,
the final Andante ma non presto
(effectively aset of variations) is given
amore expressive reading than
anything else — agood way of
rounding off the disc.
The phrase ' entertaining
scholarship' summarises this venture.
The decision to give the whole disc
the title of Ombra mai fù is the only
unsubtle thing about the whole
production.
Antony Hodgson

A*-A:1*

The accuracy of Harmonia Mundi's
track-listings is in contention: see the
Letters page in the May Gramophone

from the blistering Szell account on
Sony — yet the audience love every
moment of it (despite their noise as
(ii) begins), and somehow it's
immensely enjoyable for all the faults.
Ieven suspect Walton would
recognize it as his baby more readily
than the Cleveland.
But it wouldn't matter if In the
South were the only thing here. This
is agloriously all-embracing
performance, recklessly passionate
(given Barbirolli's heart condition). I
cannot imagine encountering anything
like this again — the acclaimed
Silvestri recording sounds so demure
and ' reasonable' by comparison —
and even though Barbirolli missed his
beloved player Sydney Errington, the
uncredited viola solo here could
hardly be better done. The sheer
energy with which the piece sweeps in
(that fine music to return at the
close) will stun listeners anticipating
the broad, over-indulgent manner of
some late-Barbirolli performances. On
no account to be missed by Elgarians.
Christopher Breunig
A-C:1*/1-3
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HAYDN:
L'isola disabitata J Arianna a
Naxos
Mentzer/Huang/Aler/Schaldenbrand/
Padova CO/Golub (pno/dir)
Arabesque Z6717-2

(
2CDs, 120m 48s)

L'isola disabitata, Haydn's fascinating
Metastasio setting of 1779, is here
partnered by the piano-accompanied
cantata Arianna a Naxos of about ten
years later; this fact immediately gives
the new Arabesque an advantage over
the fine old Dorati/Philips recording,
reissued on two CDs in 1993, which
presented the opera alone — at 88
minutes apoor bargain. Although
most of the cast for David Golub's
new recording are unfamiliar, they are
all very good: stylish, committed,
adept at conveying the simple story of
sisters abandoned on adesert island
when the husband of the elder one is
captured by pirates. He finally comes
back for them years later, bringing a
friend who, like Ferdinand with

Constant Lambert

Tireslas • Pomona

English Northern Philharmonic'
David Lloyd- Jones

3
'111411e

7.9
.4119-

LAMBERT:
Tiresias _IPomona
Michael Cleaver (pno)/English Northern
Philharmonia/Lloyd-Jones
Hyperion CDA 67049

(74m 02s)

The ballet Tiresias was Constant
Lambert's last major work,
commissioned for the Festival of
Britain in 1951; he conducted just
eight performances before his
premature death. The convoluted
Greek plot proved rather advanced
for 1950s Britain, which was
somewhat bemused by its scenario of
asex-changing hero, two snakes in
flagrante and an erotic debate between
Zeus and Hera. Such goings-on in
the ancient world were ideally suited
to Lambert's wide-ranging
imagination, however, and he
provided ascore that unites many of
his most striking compositional
features. Despite critical acclaim,
Tiresias's run at Covent Garden lasted
only until 1955; it then languished
unperformed until the BBC's revival
of 40 years later. Here it receives its
first recording.
Like Lambert's best known work,
The Rio Grande, Tiresias includes a
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Miranda in The Tempest, immediately
falls in love with the now grown-up
younger girl. So all ends happily.
Haydn's score is very impressive.
In this alone of his operas does he
avoid dry recitatives, writing
expressive orchestrally accompanied
ones, ariosos and arias; we have to
wait until the final scene for the only
ensemble, asuperb quartetto with a
concertante instrument for each of
the four singers. Susanne Mentzer
and Ying Huang are both very good
in their two arias; John Aler is
suitably heroic and tender in his two,
and Christopher Schaldenbrand does
enough with his solitary solo to leave
us thinking that Haydn was abit
unfair to Enrico. There is fine
orchesral playing, the recording is
resonant yet clear, and there is a
useful four-language libretto booklet.
The cantata — another story of an
abandoned woman — makes avalued
filler. Golub, whose conducting of the
opera lacks atouch of urgency,

substantial concertante piano part that
contributes much of the work's
quintessentially Lambertian rhythmic
drive. The customary jazz influence is
much in evidence, allied to a
bittersweet harmonic command that
is perhaps the aspect of Lambert's
style most redolent of Twenties
glamour. Throughout, the style is
acidic, tongue-in-cheek and
occasionally surreal; the resounding
gong in the opening and closing
sections is deliberately bathetic
(reminiscent, perhaps unconsciously,
of Florent Schmitt's grandiose setting
of Psalm 47), whilst there are
moments elsewhere that show
Lambert at his most serious and
committed. The performance here is
lively and well-focused, if occasionally
alittle untidy at the corners.
Pomona comes from the opposite
end of Lambert's career, and was
written at the age of 21. In its
assured melodic lines and attractive
instrumental writing — using just 34
instruments — it proves avaluable
insight into the coalescence of the
composer's style just ayear before
The Rio Grande. The Roman legend
is treated in aneo-classical manner
that, like Tiresias, shows aclear
homage to Lambert's French
contemporaries Milhaud and
Honegger. Its scenario is simple but
effective; if one occasionally reflects
on how much Lambert could have
achieved given amore ambitious
canvas than his ballets provided, that
would be at least partially to deny his
character and natural inclinations. We
should instead be glad that Hyperion
is making this attractive and finelycrafted music available for the first
time; their recording is generally
good, but has aslightly enclosed
quality in the loudest passages.
John Kersey

11:1 0

provides asympathetic piano
accompaniment for Mentzer, who
brings to life in the pairs of recitatives
and arias the varied emotions of
Ariadne when she discovers that
Theseus has deserted her. Ihave
been much impressed by this issue,
and recommend it warmly, especially
for the excellence of the singers.
Peter Branscombe
Moiseiwitsch's

A:1 0

on Hungarian

JONES:
The Geisha
Watson/Vivian/Maltman/Walker/Suart/
Fitchew/Koc et al/New London
Orchestra & Light Op Ch/Corp

Folk Themes

Hyperion CDA 67006

1939 HMV
recording of
Liszt's Fantasia

with the LPO
conducted by
Constant
Lambert has
just been
reissued by
APR - vivid
sound!

(77m I2s)

Go back some 50 years and there was
still the occasional airing of The
Geisha (
which ran at Daly's for an
unprecedented 760 performances
from 1896), but the music of light
opera composer Sidney Jones is now
largely forgotten. My mother used to
keep me entertained for hours by
playing piano arrangements of Jones,
German, Gilbert & Sullivan,
Monckton, Romberg, and the like. So
Ipractically jumped for joy when
recording engineer Tony Faulkner
told me anew recording was under
way with Ron Corp directing.
Think of this composer's greatest
triumph as musical comedy, perhaps.
The sub-title is ' A Story of aTea
House', and the plot, if there really is
one, concerns the amorous desires of
four officers of HMS The Turtle
trying to capture the attentions of the
charming Geisha 0 Mimosa San
(Lillian Watson) and her entourage,
and almost coming unstuck by virtue
of their antics.
There are two other ladies in the
action: Juliette Diamant (Sarah
Vivian) and Miss Molly Seamore
(Sarah Walker), betrothed to
Reginald Fairfax, (Christopher
Maltman), who is aided and abetted
by his close friend Dick Cunningham
(Jozik Koc) and two further
colleagues sung by Michael Fitchew,
who also portrays the Chief of Police
and Governor of the Province, and
Paul Partin. Other central characters
are Katana (Harry Nichol), Captain
of the Guard, in love with Mimosa,
and ' Chinaman' and 'Japanese Tea
House proprietor' Wun-Hi ( Richard
Suart). The whole thing comprises
choruses, songs (one of which, 'Jack's
the Boy', was composed by Lionel
Monckton), duets and concerted
pieces — all magnificently sung,
although ' If you will come to tea' has
some associations with WS Gilbert's
'Three Little Girls from School' in
the catch phrase 'What smart little
girls can do!'.
Ihowled with laughter at Sarah
Walker's mimicry in The Interfering
Parrott', whilst Jozik Koc's timbre
and diction strongly reminded me of
John Cameron in those fine G & S
sets on EMI. The free-flowing
continuity of Corp's unhurried,
evenly-paced accompaniment is
77

perfect, but you'll need amagnifying
glass to follow the printed texts
properly. Now, Hyperion, let us have
complete recordings of Romberg's
The Desert Song and athorough
reappraisal of the stage works by
Edward German.
Bill Newman

A*:1*

MAHLER:
Symphony 9/HARTMANN: Adagio
(Symphony 2)
Cleveland Orch/Dohnányi
Decca 458 902-2

(
2CDs, 100m 06s)

At 82m 28s, this May ' 97 Masonic
Auditorium production of Mahler 9
would not fit on asingle CD; the
coupling is the Adagio for large
orchestra comprising Karl Arnadeus
Hartmann's Symphony 2 ( 1946),
from even earlier Decca sessions —
Severance Hall 1994. All eight
Hartmann symphonies can be found
in a4CD Wergo set with the
Bavarian RSO, mostly under Kubelik
M'ER 60187-50]. Iwish, by the way,
that DG had reissued the exciting
1958 Berlin RSO Sixth in its Fricsay
Edition. Rosbaud conducted the
premiere of Symphony 2 in 1950.
The four opening bars (
Adagio) give
way to an Andante, introduced by a
baritone saxophone; the arch
structure comprises agradual
acceleration to Allegro con
fuoco-Maestoso (fff, full orchestra),
then arapid descent to the Adagio;
the mood is progressively turbulent
and spiced with oriental inflections.
It's like one of Paul Klee's paintings
set to music. ( Hartmann was akey
figure in the postwar German music
renaissance; in the Nazi period he
effectively exiled himself, thwarting
conscription and opposing the regime;

MENDELSSOHN • SYMPHONIES
NO .1

l'ALI.," Ongtndl and rr.tud ;crut,.
NO 5 -RIFORNIATION"

Wirnct rhilharmniket • John Eliot Gardinc,

MENDELSSOHN:
Symphonies 4 & 5' J Symphony 4
- revised
VPO/Gardiner
DG 459 156-2

(76m 49s) ,rec. live

'Fluency' is perhaps the single word
which comes to mind in connection
with Mendelssohn's music. Yet he
was the victim of self-doubts, always
seeking to improve his compositions.
Recently, BIS released afirst
recording of the original score for the
78

he also studied
under Webern
at that time —
there's not a
single word
about him in
the otherwise
well
documented
Wergo set!)
Dohnányi's
way with the
piece differs
somewhat from
Kubelik's —
the
saxophonist
plays in amore
improvisatory
way, for
example — but his orchestra gives a
merely ` good' account where the
Munich orchestra sounds wholly at
home with the piece, and Decca's
sound is outclassed by the AAD
Wergo.
Christoph von Dohnányi has not
given us Mahler of such outstanding
qualities since his (much debated)
Fifth* of 1989. He might be
described as alyricist in aNinth I
would now place second to
Klemperer's on EMI — Ialso suggest
it should make collectors wonder why
all the fuss was made over Karajan's
live recording [ DG]! Bruno Walter on
Sony, though, is the interpreter who
most comes to mind with the Liindler
movement.
This is aversion which is
meticulously clear in texture yet never
at the cost of expressive intensity; the
Cleveland strings excel in the last
movt. If (iii) seems to lack weight,
then increase the replay level: it's
slightly below the average. The

E-minor Violin Concerto [
HFN/RR
April]; here, the move is in the
opposite direction, with aclaimed
CD premiere of the three movements
of the ' Italian' Symphony which he
revised in 1834. According to the
booklet essay, he worked from
memory, having left his manuscripts
with the Philharmonic Society in
London. There are changes (' subtle
details', the booklet suggests: in fact
these are blatant) in harmonic
vocabulary, melody contour, scoring
and tempo markings, stripping away
— to his sister's concern — what he
saw as non-essentials. But (iv) also
involved reproportioning, adding 39
bars and recalling the second-subject
of the saltarello before the final
combining of saltare/lo/tarantella. A
year later he was still puzzling over
how best to alter (i). With the CD,
by skipping tracks 2-8, one can hear
the symphony as Mendelssohn finally
left it — Gardiner has followed a
working edition by JM Cooper;
publication will include (i) based on
the 1833 autograph.
The ' Reformation', of course, was

excitement Dohnányi generates at the
end required the immediate contrast
of (iv); instead CD1 ends there.
Decca should have put the Hartmann
first, whereby the additional
psychological need for abreak after
9(i) would also have been met. And
who would want something so alien
as the Hartmann Adagio close on the
heels of Mahler's sublime ending to
the Ninth? Did no-one think of this?
Christopher Breunig
A:1-1* A— B:1 0
MOZART:
Die Entführung aus dem Serail
Scháfer/Petibon/Bostridge/Paton/Ewing
/1_6w/Les Arts Florissants/Christie
Erato 3984-25490-2
Christoph von
Dohnányi:
Mahler's Ninth
Symphony w;th
the Cleveland
Orchestra

*just reissued
in the Penguin
series, with
essay by Hilary
Spurling: 460
625-2

(
2CDs, 126m 43s)

This immediately becomes one of the
most desirable of all versions of
Mozart's first great comic opera.
William Christie and Les Arts
Florissants show themselves to be
expert Mozartians, with mainly swift
tempos, light, clear textures and a
fine sense of style. The dialogue is
neatly abbreviated, and Iwas
surprised to note anumber of cuts in
the music too — not just those
passages that Mozart marked as
expendable, but also a sizeable
passage in the wonderful duet for the
loyers when they are awaiting their
fate. On the other hand, Christie
includes the March of the Janissaries
at the Pasha's first entry: almost
certainly an authentic number, but
not (re-) discovered until the 1960s,
and curiously neglected by most
conductors since then.
The cast is absolutely first-rate. An
interesting decision was to choose
voices quite similar to each other for
Belmonte [ Ian Bostridge] and

his second 'mature' symphony,
numbered after his death, and
reworked for afirst performance
which Mendelssohn directed in Berlin
in 1832; it was conceived three years
before, finished in 1830 but revised
when an intended Paris premiere was
abandoned because the players
considered it 'too learned'. It's a

Notwithstanding
DG's cover flash
claim, Robert
Dearling has
drawn my
attention to a
1993 Capriccio
live recording of

wonderful score and receives an
the 1834
outstanding performance here. The
version of
'Italian' is just as finely played but
the 'Italian'
disappointingly engineered, with a
Symphony, by
disagreeable sense of congestion in
the Hamburg
loud passages. How much cleaner is
State PO under
the Philips sound in the Musikverein
Beethoven piano concertos set (both
Gerd Albrecht
conductors divide first- and secondviolins antiphonally).
•
From time to time one wishes
Gardiner would give the music alittle
RECOMMENDATION
more time to breathe gracefully, but
Periml instrument
forward momentum has always been
performances of
his priority. Still, there's no better
Symphonies 3, 4
Fifth, and the revised Fourth is a
and 5, by the
thought-provoking and fascinating
Orchestra of the
option.
18th Centwyl
Brüggen are on
Christopher Breunig
Philips (2CDs)
B- C/1 B:1* 0
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Pedrillo [bin Paton], and for
Konstanze [ Christine Schafer] and
Blonde [Patricia Petibon] — the latter
appropriately has a ' foreign' voice,
even if French rather than English.
All four sing very fmely, none more
so than Bostridge. Alan Ewing,
though less weighty than many an
Osmin, offers acharacterization that
neatly balances grim humour and
vivid rage. Jürg Low is excellent in
the spoken role of the Pasha. There is
auseful introductory note by Thomas
Bauman, and the libretto is printed in
English, German and French. The
recording is clear and atmospheric,
with the liveliness of the performance
admirably conveyed.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 *- 1

MOZART:
Mitridate, re di Ponto
Dessay/Piau/Le Corre/Bartoli/Asawa/
Sabbatini/Flórez/Les Talens Lyriques/
Rousset
Decca 460 772-2

ornamentation. The recorded quality
is excellent, with good balance and
RECOMMENDATION continuity within scenes.
The 1977 Hager recording
¡he lochum;
[Memories, nla?] is not made
Bavarian State
Opera Entfühnolg, obsolete by the new Rousset version,
with Kith, Biihme, yet so fresh and clear are the period
Wunderlich, et al,
instruments, so vivid the
is now aDG
performances of Sabbatini and
'Originals' 2CD set Asawa, not to mention the women,
that no Mozartian will want to be
without this new Decca set. There
would have been space at the end of
CD3 for at least aselection of the
alternative arias the boy Mozart was
obliged to write — the only time one
needs to turn to the appendix of the
NMA score is for the shorter version
of the king's aria before he hurries off
to find death in battle (the fine one in
the main text is not by Mozart at all).
The booklet contains agood essay
and the libretto in the usual four
languages. This is an outstanding
achievement: strongly recommended.

eRei)iew

Peter Branscombe

(
3CDs, 174m 33s)

NIELSEN:
Maskarade
Haugland/Resmarkilensen/Skovhus/
Ravn/Bonde-Hansen/Rohrholm/Danish
Nat RSO & Ch/Schirmer
'The story
tells of
intrigue and
jealousy in
ancient
times, with
Mitridate
and both
his sons
in love with
the same
princess.
Despite
being
tied by
convention,
Mozart
achieves
wonders
with the
unpromising
material'

Decca 460 227-2

(
2CDs, 144m 55s)

Lucky old Danes, to have Maskarade
as their national operatic treasure.
Compared to the longeurs of, say,
Smetana's fitfully brilliant Bartered
Bride, Nielsen's sprightly comedy is a
ceaselessly inventive emblem of a
country which, in the words of one of
the opera's principal characters needs
to 'leap into the air once in awhile'
to counteract eleven months of
darkness and rain.
It was the Norwegian-born Holberg
who in 1724 symbolised the
exuberance of the newly-banned
masquerades in Copenhagen's
Gronnegarde Playhouse. Nielsen's
early- 20th-century operatic homage
manages to suggest the clean, bright
textures of Holberg's time with little
in the way of pastiche, and plenty of
characteristically quirky turns of
phrase. We are in the light and shade
between the Four Temperaments and
the Espansiva symphonies, their
themes echoed or foreshadowed, but

photo: Vivianne Purdoni/Decca

Mitridate marks the start (Milan,
Boxing Day 1770) of Mozart's real
international career; it was his first,
and very successful, Italian
commission. The story tells of
intrigue and jealousy in ancient times,
with Mitridate and both his sons in
love with the same princess. Despite
being tied by convention, Mozart
achieves wonders with the
unpromising material. Recitatives are
often long, yet so well are they here
characterized by conductor, continuoplayers and cast, that boredom is kept
safely at bay; several of the recits are
fully accompanied and sound much
later in date. The arias are richly
varied, and at their best quite
magnificent. The singing is fullblooded, stylish and eloquent, with
Cecilia Bartoli, Natalie Dessay and
Brian Asawa (an unusually splendid,
even-voiced counter-tenor) competing
for the honours, and Giuseppe
Sabbatini in the title role marginally
behind them only because he seems
to lack a true mezza voce; the singers
of the three subsidiary roles are also
very good. The orchestral playing is
strong and precise, and Rousset's
direction secures tight ensemble,
while allowing space for stylish

A:1 *- 1

the satire looks even further forward
to the weird sounds of the Sixth
Symphony — inescapably so when
the servant Henrik impersonates a
ghost to frighten the life out of a
craven servant, or when the dancers
masquerading as cockerels strut their
stuff.
There have already been two
recordings with Danish casts, but
Schirmer's championship of the work
— quite apart from endorsing the last
word of the newly revised Hansen
score — is so bracingly in tune with
the clean air and flexible movement
between dance and operatic gesture
that the music has never sounded
more delightful. The recording plays
acrucial part in the bracing sense of
delight: while Danish Radio forces
had apoor deal in another otherwise
unmitigated triumph (the recent
Chandos Salome conducted by
Schenwandt) here every lively
interplay of strings, wind and brass
comes across with unparalleled
busyness, while the voices have all the
presence they could wish for. Could
the new Decca bureaucrats really
have wanted to squander a
production-team tradition as fine as
this?
The cast, as in previous recordings,
is largely home-grown, to deal with
the fast, crisp setting of the Danish
language. There is one serious
weakness: the plaintive bleating of
Gert-Henning Jensen as the tenor
juvenile lead, uncomfortable when
not supported by warm orchestral
colours; but otherwise the
characterisation is assured. Denmark's
greatest bass, Aage Haugland, at last
steps into the limelight to deal
superlatively with the comedy of the
repressive father Jeronimus, with livewire Bo Skovhus to provide the chief
commentary on the action. The
female love-interest comes across as
slightly colourless, but that's possibly
Nielsen's fault — his amorous vein is
stalwart rather than sensuous. The
chorus deals well with its quick-fire
exchanges at the party. Perhaps
Nielsen could have risen to greater
heights in this third act we've all been
waiting for, but his vein of eventempered comedy is no doubt
intentional, and Ihaven't heard a
recording for ages which put me in
such agood mood for so long.
David Nice

A .:1 *- 1

PADEREWSKI:
Symphony in b' Polonia'
BBC Scottish SO/Maksynvuk
Hyperion CDA 67056

Cecelia
Bartoli and
Giuseppe
Sabbatini:
Mozart's
Mitridate,
re di Ponto
HI-FI HEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

JULY 1999

(74m 21s)

Paderewski, pianist, composer and
statesman, worked on his last major
score, Polonia (
in celebration of the
40th anniversary of the Rising against
Russian occupation of his country)
between 1903-07. His biographer
Zamoyski was not exactly flattering:
'Ultimately [it] relies for its appeal on
the sentimental and dramatic content;
but the sentiment behind it, as one
79
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André pr

PREVIN:
AStreetcar named Desire
Fleming/Gilfry/Futral/Griffey/San
Francisco Opera Orch/Previn
DG 459 366-2 (
3CDs, 171m 53s) rec. live
(1)

O

We have become accustomed to
André Previn the conductor and
pianist in both classical and jazz
contexts, but his compositions have
been rather overshadowed in recent
years. It was as afilm composer that
he first came to prominence in the
1950s, and his later work in the
realm of music theatre confirmed his
natural instincts for the stage and for
vocal writing.
Now, at the age of 70, Previn has
written his first opera, and its subject
is eminently well-matched to his
quintessentially American style and
outlook. The jazz influence that one
might expect is less prominent here;

critic pointed out, is more of a
personal grievance, and the drama is
principally made up of great clashes
of sound.
'The orchestra is used masterfully,
but it is nevertheless wielded like an
army to batter the message home,
and one is not so much moved as
exhausted after listening to the work.'
Szymanowski, who heard it in
Vienna, called it ' an abomination for
which no words are insulting
enough'. Oh, dear! Imust say I
enjoyed it, despite Paderewski's nonattempt to develop his themes. The
opening movt includes subtle wind
variants of the main material before a
buildup of forces into series of
climaxes with apostlude (like the
close of Tchaikovslcy's Manfred) that
includes organ; (ii) is elegiac, while
the Finale — like the best of Liszt's
symphonic poems — has the colour
of romance and the excitement of the
battle, ending with abrilliant fugal°
flourish. It has much in common with
Mieczyslaw Kariowicz's
contemporaneous Symphony
[recorded by Polskie Nagrania]. Jerzy
Maksymiuk and his players give it the
full treatment, and Hyperion's
recording is in the top flight.
Bill Newman
80
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Renée
Fleming, for
whom the part
of Blanche
was written

expressive range is tested to the limit;
her terror in the climactic scene with
Stanley [CD3, track 15] is genuinely
gripping, and is all the more effective
when set against her coquettish
behaviour with Mitch in Act 2.
Rodney Gilfry as Stanley manages
effectively to de-Brando-ize the role
whilst losing none of its savage logic;
his rock-like solidity provides the
necessary opposite pole to Blanche's
increasing emotional instability. The
rape scene in Act 3 is the subject of a
4m orchestral interlude of great
power and expressive intensity; here,
as in the preludes to each act, the
orchestra's role is both as aunifying
force and as an unseen agent in the
drama itself — perhaps even as the
sultry, oppressive New Orleans
landscape. The closing scene, in
which Blanche fantasises about her
death at sea, calls forth some of
Previn's most opulent and effective
music, in which his obvious tonal
roots are turned towards a
recognisably modernistic idiom —
not, perhaps, so far-removed from his
and the play's cinematic heritage.
This recording is taken from the
world premiere last year at San
Francisco, in front of an appreciative
audience who respond appropriately
to the many moments of humour in
the score. Their presence adds
something to the atmosphere of what
must have been quite an evening —
somehow Icame away after listening
to this opera with the feeling that few
other composers could have managed
such atask with such assured success.

PROKOFIEV:

must not be forgotten'. Needless to
say, such sentiments didn't go down
too well with the Soviet authorities,
and in 1948 Prokofiev was, officially
censured. Dutoit conducts as if he
believes in every note, and he's
helped by ripe, sonorous playing from
the NHK orchestra and rich, pungent
Decca engineering that brings out the
bass-lines with great clarity and
weight.
The ' filler' consists of eight
movements from Prokofiev's ballet
Romeo and Juliet (
though to judge by
Decca's billing it's the symphony
that's the makeweight). Dutoit
already has an excellent disc of
extended Romeo and Juliet highlights
on Decca with his own Montreal
orchestra, and you may be better off
with that earlier disc. However, the
new recording has even greater
amplitude, plus awider dynamic
range, while this later performance is
more passionate and committed. By
turns sensitive and muscular, key
movements, like ' Romeo at Juliet's
Grave', are more deeply felt here, the
feeling of tragedy more palpable.
The symphony and Re9:7 excerpts
were taped almost ayear apart: the
former in Vienna, the latter in Japan.
But both sound extremely good, and

Symphony 6 J Romeo and Juliet —
excerpts
NHK SO/Dutoit
Decca 458 190-2
'Some say
Prokofiev's
Sixth is his
greatest
symphony.
It's certainly
his most
serious, and
perhaps
most
profound,
symphonic
utterance'

(77m 55s)

Some say Prokofiev's Sixth is his
greatest symphony. It's certainly his
most serious, and perhaps most
profound, symphonic utterance. The
first two movts last nearly half-anhour, and explore abrooding, largely
introspective landscape. And while
the motoric finale lightens the mood
and has some racy moments, it also
ends in sadness and introspection,
despite the upbeat coda. Overall, the
music hasn't the epic grandeur and
optimistic sweep of the popular Fifth
— another reason for its limited
appeal. It undoubtedly takes time to
assimilate; but once grasped, the
work grows more impressive with
each hearing.
Completed not long after the end
of the second world war, the
symphony was in some ways a
response to what had happened.
Prokofiev told his biographer 'Now
we rejoice in our great victory, but
each of us has wounds which cannot
be healed. One has lost those dear to
him, another has lost his health. This

John Kersey
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rather there is much that suggests
Samuel Barber as an inspiration, and
in his booklet interview Previn also
cites his admiration for Britten's sense
of drama. The outcome is an eclectic
but individual work, and one in
which Previn's own voice comes
through with conviction.
The vocal writing is based upon a
direct replication of the natural
speech-patterns of the original text,
giving it avernacular force that seems
highly appropriate for the sometimes
gritty dialogue, and thus staying
extremely close to the play both in
letter and spirit. This is set against a
backdrop of almost Expressionistic
orchestral accompaniment,
showing tremendous variety
and inventiveness. The
mood ranges from
romantic, almost Straussian
nostalgia — Blanche's aria
`I want magic' [CD3, track
11] — to the brutish
violence of Stanley at the
poker game in Act 1 [CD1,
track 14]. All this is
handled with asure sense
of direction and dramatic
pacing, generating adirect
quality of communication
that draws the listener in.
At the heart of the opera is the
anti-heroine Blanche Dubois, and
here Renée Fleming, for whom the
part was written, gives ariveting
performance, managing to suggest the
simultaneously attractive and
repellent qualities of the character
whilst establishing the necessary
sympathy with the audience. Her

Classical Reviews
are often worthy of the highest rating,
especially the symphony.
James M Hughes

A/A*:1

PROKOFIEV:
Romeo and Juliet - excerpts/
TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet
RPO/Gatti
Classic FM 75605 57047-2

(71m I4s)

Gatti brings impressive commitment
and imagination to Prokofiev's great
ballet score, playing his own selection
of excerpts, taken from the
composer's concert suites. Dynamic
range is very wide; so too are the
emotional mood-swings between joy
and despair, anger and love. The
`Knights' dance' (Montagues and
Capulets) has fantastic swagger, and
the ` Death of Tybalt' is frenetic and
aggressive. But the love music is
tenderly shaped and sensitively
phrased, although Ifeel afaster
tempo for the climax of the ' Balcony
Scene' would have been more
effective — Rostropovich [ DG] is still
incomparable here. Gatti is not afraid
of juxtaposing violent emotional
contrasts in order to bring out the
extremes of Prokofiev's masterly
score, and the result is an exciting
rollercoaster ride. Likewise,
Tchaikovsky's Fantasy- Overture is
played with great passion; the dark
brooding opening unfolds with weight
and expansiveness, followed by a
furious allegro. Gatti tends towards
broad tempi for the more lyrical
moments, and his overall timing for
the work is almost 21m. Yet there's
no sense of the music dragging;
indeed, the climaxes are among the
most exciting on record. The BMG
engineers, working at Watford
Collosseum, have captured awide
dynamic range; whisper-quiet to
ferociously loud, with the orchestra
set back in aspacious acoustic. If
you've heard Gatti's previous BMG
recordings with the RPO, you'll know
what to expect.
«lames M Hughes

LP made in 1978 (for DG) by Steve
Reich and Musicians, to which it also
approximates in timing; it is also
more open and dynamically explicit
than the Nonesuch. There, the sound
is more cohesively blended, and that I
think complements the more affable
and expansive interpretation. With
both CDs allocated 14 tracks there's
endless scope for comparisons: Section
/, for instance, has aslyly suggestive
way with the rhythms on Nonesuch
where Ensemble Modern are more
`earnest'. In short, the two are very
different: it would be difficult to
recommend one above the other,
though Iwould be inclined to transfer
John Kersey's star for sound quality
to the new disc.
Christopher Breunig
A*:1
RIMSKV-KORSAKOV:
Scheherazade/STRAVINSKY:
Petrushkai
Philharmonia Orchestra/lLeopold
Stokowski SO/Stokowski
Testament SBT1139
(77m 55s) mono * 1951/50
Stokowski's 1951 Philharmonia
Scheherazade (
the third of his five
commercial recordings) is areal
curio, chock-full of interpretative
daring and wayward allure. In a
fascinating booklet-essay, Rob Cowan
relates how the Philharmonia
principals were specially tutored
beforehand by Stokowski both in his

With the

Cala have

Chandos CHAN 9714

'Phase 4' CDs

now licensed
material for
release: already
available is
the Czech PO
Elgar Enigma
Variations,
the 1972
anniversary
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hotel and then at the actual venue
(Kingsway Hall); and no praise can
be too high for their outstandingly
characterful contributions throughout.
That Stokowski ` had his own ideas
about recording, and about
microphone placement in particular'
(the words of the Philharmonia's
principal clarinet, Sidney `Jock'
Sutcliffe) is only too evident in the
technical inconsistency of the finished
article: frequent obtrusive solo
balances alternate with avast, hangarlike emptiness for the many quieter
episodes. Even more provocative are
the maestro's innumerable agogic
mannerisms and tinkerings, both
textual and textural: almost every bar,
it seems, brings with it something to
infuriate and intoxicate in equal

H:H(1*?)

on Decca,

Stokowski

coupled with

(
58m 07s)

Andrew Achenbach

RUBBRA:
Symphonies 5 & 8 _1Ode to the
Queen
Susan Bickley (mez-sop)/BBC Nat Orch
of Wales/Hickox

of the

A:1 0

The composer is second to no-one in
his admiration for the Ensemble
Modern; in abooklet foreword he
explains that contract ties prevented
him from taking part in their
recording, produced at the
Hessischen Rundfunks studios in
mid- 1997. His own, second
recording, separated from the 10CD
Nonesuch set, was reviewed by JK in
March and graded A*:l. Reich was
interviewed in HFN/RR one year
earlier, and explained how Music for
18 Musicians, premiered in 1976, was
only set down in full score twenty
years later: during that period Reich's
own group had avirtual performance
monopoly. This new recording has a
bright-eyed quality closer to the ECM
NIA NEWS & SECOND REY»
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discontinuation

REICH:
Music for 18 Musicians
Ensemble Modern
RCA 09026 68672 2

measure. Intensely charismatic and
frequently astounding though this
Scheherazade undoubtedly is, it is
hardly the most coherent statement
— not for nothing did Rimsky
designate his effort a' symphonic
suite'. For example, that striking
hearkening back to the work's
introductory gesture at the very start
of (iv) would have meant so much
RECOMMENDATION more within the context of a
grippingly cogent conception as a
A 63m selection
whole. No inquisitive reader,
from Prokofiev's
however, should miss hearing this
Rfvg ballet with
legendary account; it certainly won't
Myung-Whun
leave you unmoved!
Chung and the
Crudely sensational anomalies of
Concertgebouw
Orchestra is on DG balance also mar this 1950
Manhattan Center recording of
Petrushka with Stokowski's handpicked eponymous Symphony
Orchestra, though the jumbo
telescoping at least means we can
savour to the maximum the superb
artistry of the likes of Julius Baker
(flute), William Polisi (bassoon) and
William Vacchiano (trumpet). Again,
there are intriguing departures from
the original 1911 score in areading
of outsize personality, elemental (even
harrowing) drama, and hugely
impulsive energy; the effect, in the
first tableau especially, is akin to a
hair-raising roller-coaster ride. Some
will find it all too gross, and those of
anervous disposition should definitely
steer well clear! Uncomfortable, yes,
but unforgettable.

performance
with the LSO
of Brahms's
First Symphony
- CACO 0524.
This will be
followed with
the Franck
Symphony and
Messiaen 's
L'Ascension

(
64m 30s)

Richard Hickox directs apurposeful
reading of Rubbra's Fifth Symphony
(1947-8), convincing in its powerful
sense of atmosphere and
concentration. The delightfully
skipping, horn-led scherzo (perhaps
the most popular movement of any
Rubbra symphony) is as good aplace
as any to sample the Welsh
Orchestra's polished and dedicated
response, not to mention the realism
of Chandos's glowing, airy
engineering (exceptionally rich
double-bass sonorities). Most
intriguing of all, the noble Grave slow
movement emerges here like some
anxious, questing drama of the soul
rather than the profound meditation
it is under both Barbirolli [EMI] and,
to alesser extent, Schónzeler
[Chandos]. Hickox's timing of 7m
04s knocks nearly 3 minutes off
Barbirolli's. The resulting shift in
structural emphasis helps distribute
the relentless logic of Rubbra's
rewarding inspiration more evenly
across the whole work. All in all, a
most stimulating reading.
Composed between 1966-8 and
conceived as a tribute to the Jesuit
philosopher Teilhard de Chardin, the
81

masterly Eighth had to wait three
years for its premiere with Groves
and the RLPO, in January 1971. In
Hickox's sensitive hands, the magical
opening bars possess exactly the right
rapt, Holstian awe; and if anything he
surpasses Norman Del Mar with the
Philharmonia, on their superbly
engineered Lyrita CD, in terms of
imaginative intensity, character and
organic strength. What aglorious and
life-enhancing score this is: surely one
of the most durable in the entire
Rubbra symphonic canon.
Sandwiched between the two main
offerings comes Ode to the Queen, a
BBC commission first heard four
days after the Coronation in 1953.
Employing texts by three Tudor poets
(Crashaw, D'Avenant and Campion),
it's awholly charming 13-minute
creation, the two extravert outer
songs framing aPoco adagio e
tranquillo setting of memorably chaste
beauty. Mezzo Susan Bicldey (who
left such avaliant impression on
Vernon Handley's exemplary
Hyperion account of Bantock's
Sappho) is the excellent soloist, and
Hickox and the his players tender
bright-eyed support.
Overall, then, an extremely fine
conclusion to one of the most
valuable and enterprising recorded
cycles of recent times.
Andrew Achenbach

'In Hickox's
sensitive
hands, the
magical
opening
bars possess
exactly the
right rapt,
Holstian
awe'

A*- A: 1 *- 1 0

SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonatas: in a, D784 J in
B- flat, D960 J in C, D613
(unfinished)
Stephen Hough (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67027

(76m 08s)

This is aperplexing disc. Having
admired Stephen Hough's qualities of
intelligence, musicianship and
keyboard mastery in his Romantic
and 20th-century releases, Ihoped for
great things from his Schubert
playing. There are certainly some
moments here that show signs of
fulfilling this potential, but all in all
the results are disappointing.
The key to Schubert's melodic
structures lies in the songs; when
translated to the keyboard or to the
string quartet there is aquality of
natural utterance that should unfold
as if predetermined. What the music
doesn't need is to be subjected to
disruptive accelerations and
hesitations that seem imposed rather
than derived legitimately from the
phrasing and copious textual
markings. Hough stops by the
wayside to admire the details so often
that the overall journey loses its
direction. Moreover, he does so by
means of an obvious point-making
that seems alien to Schubert's idiom
and leaves the performer hamstrung
by the text rather than liberated by it.
Hough's treatment of the overall
dynamic range, and in particular the
various forms of articulative accent
that Schubert uses, also seems wide
of the mark. He sometimes misplaces
82

Stephen Hough,
whose first disc
in a projected
Schubert Piano
Sonatas cycle
is on Hyperion

crescendi or diminuendi — try the
crescendo at 15m 30s into (i) of D960,
which starts two bars early; and his
pianissimi often seem too loud (there
certainly isn't enough contrast
between the p and ppp markings in
D784(ii). The gunshot accent given
to the sforzato 2m 37s into D960(iii)
is, to my ear, far too aggressive, and
this is in line with atendency to see
the accentuation as aconscious
disruption to the phrase, rather than
sometimes simply as an emphasis
within it. The overall sound-world
needs more half-tones (and often less
recourse to the pedal) — something
which Hough occasionally does
extremely well, eg, D960(ii), but
misses in the more complex textures:
(i) of the same work.
It was not agood idea to put the
unfinished D613 immediately after
D960 on the disc; its galant charm
sounds merely superficial in such
company. However, it is this work
that produces the most satisfying
performance of the three sonatas, and
for all Hough's booklet
lament of the undeniably
awkward pianistic writing
of (ii), he makes it sound
easy and fluent.
Few pianists get the
opening movt of D784
right; Hough falls at the
first hurdle by failing to
establish security of
tempo and rhythm, let
alone the mystery and
magic that are essential
to its growth. The tempo
in (ii) is surely too fast. I
prefer Schiff [Decca]
here, although his
approach has its idiosyncrasies; and
either of Curzon's readings of D960
[Decca or live on Orfeo] offers a
more convincing appreciation of that
profound work.
The recording picks up agood deal
of noise from the pedal and strikes
me as being altogether too close. The
forte range has atendency towards
hardness and in general lacks
Hyperion's usual depth and sparkle.
John Kersey

B-C:2-3

SCHUBERT:
Hyperion Edition, Vol.32 - an 1816
Schubertiad
Soloists/London Schubert Chorale/
Layton/Johnson
Hyperion CD1 33032

'Review
RECOMMENDATION
Mitsuko Uchida 's
recording of
Schubert's Bflat
Sonata, D960, is
on Philips

(77m 38s)

We have had to wait what seems a
very long time for this addition to the
Graham Johnson Schubert lieder
edition, but the wait was worth it.
The programme of 20 items includes
partsongs for male chorus and SSTB,
aduet, the musical tribute to Salieri
on his completion of 50 years in
Vienna, and avariety of songs, all
from the miraculous year of 1816.
Few of the pieces included are
familiar to other than specialists, yet
in performances as affectionate,
dedicated and lovely as these, not a

single item will fail to arouse merest,
usually admiration too — and in
some cases sheer wonder. No fewer
than ten soloists are to be heard, plus
afurther ten employed here in a
more minor capacity — artists of the
stature of Langridge, Keenlyside and
George. One has to be invidious and
mention particular pleasures:
Christoph Prégardien in '
Ritter
Toggenburg', Toby Spence in all he
undertakes, some of the partsongs
done by Stephen Layton and his
London Schubert Chorale or by
groups of soloists. One or two greatly
admired singers are not quite at their
best, though, with over-prominent
vibrato an occasional problem.
Throughout, we have the expected
insights from Graham Johnson, both
at the keyboard and in his
magisterial, eminently readable essays
on each song. The recording, in a few
tracks over-resonant, otherwise
maintains the high standards of this
wonderful series.
Peter Branscombe

A/B: 1-2 0

SCHUBERT:
Mass 5, D678 J Stabat Mater
D175 -ISalve Regina D106 1
Soile lsokoski (sop)/Monica Groop
(mez-sop)/Marcus Ullman (ten)/Juha
Kotilainen (bass)/Peter Schreier Ch/
Tapiola Sinfonietta/Schreier ( 1ten/dir)
Ondine ODE 917-2

(
57m 27s)

Peter Schreier has an individual style.
His approach to choral music is
always clearly thought out, and the
listener is always aware of his
personality. Ihave mentioned in
previous reviews his tendency to'
accentuate forceful chords — this
characteristic applies both to isolated
orchestral emphases and to dramatic
punctuation of choral lines. The Peter
Schreier Choir (formed by expanding
the Tapiola Chamber Choir)
consistently makes its major choral
entries with unusual precision: Ican
only assume that Schreier is
exceptionally firm with his
downbeats. The conductor also looks
carefully at internal balance according
to the dramatic mood of the moment.
For example in the Gloria, the choir
is excitingly full-blooded and the
orchestra suitably forceful, but
contrast this with the opening of the
Kyrie where the voices are so hushed
that they barely break the surface of
the gentle orchestral accompaniment.
The four soloists — spread widely
left to right — make an excellent
team. Monica Groop's wide-ranging
mezzo voice has acontralto quality
whilst rising with ease to the higher
reaches. This characteristic, together
with Juha Kotilainen's exceptionally
deep bass quality make for arichly
coloured solo group.
The Stabat Mater is alyrical choral
work, sung and played eloquently.
The Salve Regina is for tenor and
small orchestra, and Schreier's
unforced upper register is an ideal
attribute in this music: asensitive
MT 1919
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reading which, presumably, he
conducts at the same time.
The wide lateral separation of the
vocalists in the Mass is only one
aspect of the extreme clarity of the
recording, which throughout is
notable for its superb detail, cg, violin
figuration is well detailed; and
bassoon timbre, even when merely
supporting the bass line, is always
clearly defined. Such sonic precision
is agreat help to the imaginative
searching for inner lines that
characterises Schreier's conducting. I
should be intrigued to hear how he
balances aclassical symphony.
Antony Hodgson

A':1

SCHUMANN:
Piano Sonata 1 in f-sharp/Works by
Bach, Prokofiev, Scarlatti &
Tchaikovsky
Emil Gilels (pno)
BBC Legends BBCL 4015-2
(78m 25à) mono, recorded live 1957/59
Listen to any of the works on this
disc and you will at once be struck by
the sheer quality and imagination of

SCHUMANN:
Piano Trios 1 & 2
The forestan Trio
Hyperion CDA 67063

(
56m 36s)

It is mark of the extraordinary success
of this outstanding coupling that even
the classic Szeryng/Fournier/
Rubinstein [RCA] account of the
great D-minor Trio (No.1) appears
somehow foursquare by comparison.
',Whereas the `million-dollar' piano
trio imposingly — toweringly even —
placed the work in the great German
tradition, Marwood, Tomes and
Lester play with asensitivity to mood
and colour that seemingly puts the
listener on ahot-line to the
composer's original inspiration.
It is rare when listening to his
chamber music to be so consistently
reminded that Schumann was one of
music's great originals. The emotional
changeability of the opening
movement registers here as never
before Imy experience, yet without in
any way impairing Schumann's longterm structural aims. The little tempo
injection for the yearning second
subject brings Schumann's enraptured
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Gilds' playing. He was apianist of
extremes, and his approach could
range from lofty detachment to
volcanic passion; but it is in live
performance that his art has always
seemed to me to be at its most
compelling. At his best, he could give
the impression of an ideal balance of
head and heart, always ready to
unleash atruly formidable virtuoso
technique, yet having supreme regard
for the place of such abandon within
the context of the work that he was
playing.
Gilels's concert recordings can be
rather variable in quality; he was a
confirmed risk-taker before an
audience, and the result of such
volatility could sometimes be a
performance marred by memory slips
and fistfuls of wrong notes. But
listening to such recitals again (the
1957 Moscow Conservatoire recital
devoted to Russian 20th-century
repertoire on MK 417072 serving as
aprime example) the unimportance
of such matters becomes clear when
set against the communicative
urgency and transcendental ecstasy of

Emil Gilds Fionc works on ' BBC

state of mind fully to life, whilst the
prismatic mood-changes of the
development section positively grab
the attention. There is some utterly
magical playing here, with Marwood
and Lester matching each other's
subito pianissimi and senza vibrati to
perfection, even in the heat of the
moment. Having played in the work
myself, Iwouldn't have thought it
possible to aerate the scherzo's unison
textures, nor lighten its insistent
tripping dotted rhythms as beguilingly
as the Florestans do here. Even the
finale, which nominally lacks the
uncontainable exhilaration of its
Quintet and Quartet cousins, emerges
full of diverting musical interest and
textural contrast, with aroof-lifting
coda to send the spirits soaring.
Generally lighter in mood, but no
less interpretatively challenging, the
F-major Trio is prototypical of a
series of works that emanated from
the late Romantics. Where would
Borodin have been without
Schumann's guiding example of how
to make sonata form work
convincingly in the context of
predominately lyrical material? Or
indeed Brahms, without Schumann's
half-lit, emotionally ambiguous thirdmovt Intermezzo?
Once again, the Florestan Trio
gives asensitive and spiritually
uplifting account of awork that has
defeated even the most distinguished
ensembles down the years. A special
word for Susan Tomes, also, who
miraculously negotiates Schumann's
occasionally awkward piano writing as
though such problems simply didn't
exist. First-rate Keener/Faulkner
production values round off an
exemplary release.
Julian Haylock

A': 1"

such music-making.
This disc derives from two BBC
recitals given in London in 1957 and
1959. Especially welcome is the
performance of Schumann's F-sharpminor Sonata; an essential work for
Gilds throughout his career, yet this
is his only version currently in the

o

catalogue. It is areading that
captures the work's uneasy balance
between passion and repose with an
utterly idiomatic flair, from the
precipitous start of the fast section of
(i) to the beautiful cantabile line in
(ii). Throughout, the ear is drawn to
Gilels' feeling for counterpoint and
sonority; his crystalline tone, much
admired by fellow-pianists, is much in
evidence, and his layering of the
complex texture makes this a
fascinating study in pianistic
possibilities.
The five Scarlatti sonatas are
treated in ahighly Romantic manner
of which today's purists will certainly
not approve; the rest of us can simply
enjoy Gilels's highly personal and
attractive way with them. The Bminor sonata Kk27 is taken at an
unusually slow . tempo, yet Gilels's
feeling for line and colour still
convince. Likewise there is much to
admire in aclear and cogent reading
of Bach's ` Italian' Variations,
BWV989: surely a model olf
intelligent Bach playing on the
modern piano.
Gilels offers three of Tchaikovsky's
six pieces Op.19 — not the
composer's finest work, but one
would hardly believe that from the
detailed attention that this
performance gives them. In particular,
the Nocturne in C-sharp-minor
captures much of the nostalgic
Sehnsucht a: the heart of
Tchaikovsky's style. A powerfully
83

TAVENER:
Eternity's Sunrise J Song of the
Angel J Petra "3 Sappho j Funeral
Canticle
Patricia Rozario, Julia Gooding (sops)/
George Mosely (bar)/MM Orch &
Ch/Goodwin
Narmada Mandl HMU 907231

(
65m 03s)

The juxtaposition of Tavener's music
and the sonority of baroque
instruments is afascinating one, and
serves at once to demonstrate the
timeless quality of Tavener's
invention and the rich resources that
such instruments offer independently
of the historical context in which they
are usually seen. The fruit of a
commission to celebrate the Academy
of Ancient Music's 25th anniversary,
Eternity's Sunrise (1997) is here joined
by versions of earlier works that
Tavener considered well-suited to the
medium, in one case (
Sappho) with
the approach to questions of scoring
and texture revised in the light of the
new forces.
The dominant themes of the disc
are identified by Tavener as being
Death, Love and Eternity; perhaps
the universal themes of his work. A
more personal focus may be found in
the death of his father, which
together with that of Diana, Princess
of Wales, formed the inspiration for
Funeral Canticle and Eternity's Sunrise.
The two works stand as bookends to
the disc, the former addressing
heaven through the metaphysical
poetry of Blake, whilst the latter sets
the Orthodox funeral rite in the
cyclical form that Tavener often uses
to suggest ritualistic invocation. In
Eternity's Sunrise the use of Patricia
Rozario's soaring, almost
disembodied soprano together with
unison strings and handbells evokes
the power of Tavener's beloved sun
as well as suggesting the sometimes
stark landscape of Greece, where he
spends asubstantial part of the year;
the atmosphere of tranquil meditation
is spontaneous, as if the product of
free improvisation. If Funeral Canticle
is more obviously calculated, its

virtuosic Prokofiev Toccata closes the
disc.
The sound is well-managed,
delivering crisp 1950s mono without
background noise or distortion.
Essential Gilds — and adisc few
admirers of great piano-playing will
want to be without.
John Kersey

C:1*

R STRAUSS:
Four Last Songs ( arr. Wolff) j 15
orchestral songs
Barbara Bonney (sop)/Malcolm
Martineau (pno)
Decca 460 812-2

(
65m 50s)

It really is absurd to claim, as Bonney
does on the back cover of this disc,
that the Four Last Songs d̀eserve to
84

Tavener
harmonic effects are nonetheless
skilfully balanced between the
reassurance of choral tonality and the
liberation of the plainchant-like
antiphons given to the baritone
soloist.
A glimpse of Tavener's earlier
serial style is provided by Sappho:
Lyrical fragments (1981) which
suggests that the spare, intensely
economical approach to form and
scoring that we see in his work today
is the distillation of something more
expansive if less focused. Here the
two sopranos approach each other
against the background of a
strummed lute, whilst the thinness of
baroque strings suggests araw
edginess that is in keeping with the
folk-like atmosphere.
Petra (1996) was originally written
for the performance art group The
Gogrnagogs; the version recorded
here captures more compellingly the
tension between stillness and questing
movement that is at the heart of
Seferis's deeply melancholic poetry.
The effect is impressive; aided by the
excellent soloists, the Academy of
Ancient Music play with freedom and
a comprehensive understanding of the
idiom.
The recording from London's
Temple Church is spacious and
detailed, if perhaps just lacking the
final element of richness.
An inspiring disc, and a fresh look
at Tavener that is both welcome and
valuable.
John Kersey

A:1(*)

be heard with piano, as well as with
orchestra, in order to facilitate the
understanding of the exquisite
poetry'. Why, given careful
engineering at least, should the
orchestra get in the way of the
poetry? And why, if he thought these
orchestrally-conceived songs would
have worked with piano, didn't
Strauss make an alternative
arrangement himself? The smart
rejoinder might be that he didn't live
long enough; but you only have to
hear the failing sense of forward
momentum in the last song, and the
all-too-clean break between the
singer's last word and the piano's
Death and Transfiguration quotation,
to realise that the only good reason
for Barbara Bonney to record these

(left) at the
recording
sessions

songs with Malcolm Martineau is
simply for the greater good of
Barbara Bonney. Deliciously in bloom
around Es and E-fiats, the voice is
too constricted acouple of notes
higher for comfort. ' Spring' can never
bloom with this singer.
The paler colours of the small but
t:
otherwise tastefully engaged voice
work best in '
September' and the more
inward of the other songs
'Freundliche Vision'). But
here's another problem. The recital
comprehensively covers the first set of
Strauss songs, Op.10 — not the best
of sequences — and the last, but in
between comes the most predictable
selection with only one fast and lively
number, '
Muttertandelei', smilingly
done, for contrast. Martineau shows a
fine sense of poetry, but his
introspective, sometimes halting
delivery is too mimsily discreet for
too much of the time; nor does the
bald acoustic of Studio One, The
Warehouse, allow him to sparkle
when he needs to. Bonney phrases
intelligently, for the most part; but
why choose D̀as Rosenband' if you
can't take the exquisite vocalising
around the final word, ' Elysium', in a
single breath? There's apoint at
which any listener is bound to cry out
for abigger, more lustrous Straussian
sound; and for me it came only afew
tracks into this surprisingly
unenlightening recital.
David Nice

B:3/1 0

R STRAUSS:
Fantasia — Die Frau ohne Schatten
J Symphonic Fragments — Die
Liebe der Danae J Die Agyptische
Helena
Bamberg SO/Rickenbacher
Koch Schwann 3-6533-2

(
56m Ois)

At last Koch's ' unknown Richard
Strauss' series gives the most
underrated, if not the greatest Strauss
conductor of our time the chance to
shine. He has done us aservice, too,
in the most accomplished of these
three operatic ' syntheses' — his own
of The Egyptian Helen, wisely stopping
short of the dire farrago which is the
opera's second act, and moving with
great skill from the prelude to the
first Helen-Menelaus scene, the
The Academy
Ariadne-like chamber-music of the
of St Martin in
Helen-Aithra duet and culminating in
the Fields has
published a 282 the long, great bridal-suite scene
which ends the act. This is lovepage double
music as fine as any Strauss
discography
prepared by
composed, and its translucent
Philip Stuart:
sensuousness is well suited to the
all of Sir Neville silvery sound of the Bamberg
Marriner's
Symphony Orchestra. No previous
recordings and
recording of Clemens Krauss's strong,
those by the
if all too brief, selection from the
ASM. Dates,
ever-underrated Liebe der Danae has
producer credits
done more for the great interlude
and venues are
before Jupiter's last farewell ( though
given, plus
Mackerras, in aBBC radio recording
indexes.
of the complete opera, stretched it
Price £20.00.
out even more daringly — can this
Tel: 0171 702
ever be issued in the BBC Legends
1377.
series?). Strauss's own Frau ohne
JULY 1999
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'The Helena
Schatten potpourri unfortunately
comes right at the bottom of the list:
highlights,
concentrating on the earthly couple at if no
the expense of the more spiritual pair, replacement
whose music is the strangest if not
for Dorati's
always the most successful in the
recording of
opera. Rickenbacher does what he
the opera,
can with the fraught counterpoint,
make an
but still it's an unfortunate choice
attractive
and, since it's hardly ' unknown',
Guntram excerpts or the delightful
22- minute
Intermezzo Interludes would have
introduction
made the disc amore attractive
to the work'
proposition as awhole. Still, the
Helena highlights, if no replacement
for Dorati's recording of the opera,
make an attractive 22-minute
introduction to the work.
David Nice

A: 1*- 1

SUK
Epilogue, Op.37 LI Fairy Tale, Op.16
Luba Orgonasova (sop)/lvan Kusnjer
(bar)/Peter Mikulas (bass)/RLPO & Ch/
Pesek
Virgin Classics VC 545 2452

idea into afuneral march.
This fine production brings a
splendid pair of performances, the
11f1 NEWS aRECORD REVIEW
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delicate passages that respond to his
fluid touch. The contrasting moods of
Fairy Tale are also expertly caught.
Robert Dearling

Matthias
Bamert: a
WagnerStokowski
follow-up
disc to the
'Symphonic
Bach', also
with the BBC
Philharmonic,
on Chandos
CHAN 9259

Review

RECOMMENDATION
Stokowski's
arrangement of the
Love Music from
Tristan (Act 2)
forms part of a
Wagner collection
by the Nat PO
conducted by
the late Charles
Gerhardt, on
Chesky Records

A:1 0

WAGNER (arr. Stokowski):
Die Walküre - Wotan's Farewell
and Magic Fire Music _ITristan
and Is°Ide - Symphonic Synthesis
Li Parsifal - Symphonic Synthesis
from Act Ill
BBC Philharmonic/Bamert
Chandos CHAN 9686

(70m 07s)

Epilogue, appropriately, proved to be
Suk's last major work. Arguably, it
took his musical philosophy as far as
it would go. It shows enormous tonal
and harmonic freedom, vast
orchestral resources with the addition
of three soloists and choir (it took
him five years just to create the final
score, and that after the nine years of
its conception), and it sums up his
fatalistic pessimism about life and
..`g death. It came to performance at the
.5 end of 1933 and was the last of the
'gigantic' works which punctuated the
-e early years of the 20th-century:
Schoenberg's Gurre-Lieder in 1901,
Mahler's Symphony 8 in 1907, and
Havergal Brian's ' Gothic' Symphony
in 1927, though Suk's requirements
do not equal any of theirs. It manages
without the thunder machine, chains,
African drum and other exotica which
Brian found indispensable. However,
Suk's scoring is effective, rarely
unnecessarily fulsome, and is carried
with impressive fidelity and balance in
this recording. Voices have little to do
until the 12m finale (v), titled 'The
Pilgrim'. It sets aconsoling poem of
the Czech poet Julius Zeyer, which
finally lifts the fear of death from the
troubled soul.
Fairy Tale is drawn from incidental
music Suk wrote for the play Radia
and Mahulena ( 1898) and shows a
comparatively happy side of his
nature, before the deaths of his fatherin-law Dvorak ( 1904) and Suk's wife
(1905) changed his positive outlook
for ever. Fairy Tale, with its adroit
scene-painting, lucid orchestration
and imitation Czech melodies, shows
the influence of his composition
teacher, Dvorak. At one point it
seems to be about to break into the
melody that binds his teacher's three
overtures, Nature-Life-Love, though, as
if as apresentiment, Suk weaves the

solo singers conveying the
introspective nature of Epilogue's text
with commitment, the choir wellintegrated and balanced, and the
large orchestra performing superbly.
Libor Pesek controls his mighty
forces with assurance, particularly so
in the finale of Epilogue, where
massive waves of sound alternate with

(
63m 48s)

Stokowski's transcriptions are
certainly ' Symphonic'. The Tristan
sequence with its three movements:
Prelude, Love Scene and
Liebestod, could be regarded
as asymphony that Wagner
never wrote. The first and
last are frequently heard in
orchestra-only guise, but
Stokowski's convincing
addition of the Love Scene
now results in asequence
which makes excellent
progressive sense. The
Walküre excerpts hold
together because familiar
Leitmotifs abound. Its
orchestral history goes back
to the composer's son
Siegfried who conducted
(and indeed recorded) a
similar arrangement. The
approach to Parsifal has its
orchestral justification in
Wagner's arrangement of the Good
Friday Spell, and Stokowski adds
further music to continue the drama
in symphonic terms.
Iam reminded of Stokowski's
extraordinary coda to Mozart's Magic
Flute overture where he uses Mozart's
own music from the final act
wordlessly, and as aresult the
overture is made to represent avivid
orchestral précis of the whole drama.
The Parsifal sequence would
doubtless have delighted Mark Twain
who once wrote about this opera
saying: ' the first act of the three
occupied three hours and Ienjoyed
that despite the singing'.
These transcriptions are not merely
acase of vocal solos being replaced
by instruments, because the orchestral
element of Wagner's music is selfsufficient, whereas the extensive vocal
sections are often adescant or an
elaboration; and there are frequent
examples of an instrumental
replacement for the voice being
unnecessary.
Bamert obtains an admirably
Stokowskilike quality. Above all, he
achieves typically seamless string
timbre: arich carpet of unbroken

sound over which there are thrilling
colour-changes. Brilliant but never
raucous trumpets delight the ear, and
Bamert also shares with Stokowski
the ability to make timpani fiercely
menacing even when not playing
loudly. The recording team (producer
Brian Pidgeon and engineer Stephen
Rinker) are both new names to me,
but they have awoken the acoustic of
New Broadcasting House Manchester
to great effect. It is also notable how
wide yet natural is the stereo spread.
This ideally spacious disc displays
to the full Bamert's understanding of
both Wagner and Stokowski. Ishould
like to hear this team in Bruckner.
Antony Hodgson

ea* 0

ZELENKA:
Trio Sonatas 1-6
Heinz Holliger, Maurice Bourgue (obs)/
Thomas Zehetmair (yin) et al
ECM 462 542-2

(
2CDs, 99m 33s)

Jan Dismas Zelenka's six Trio
Sonatas appeared on aremarkable
Archiv LP set in 1973 [subsequently
reissued: 423 937-2, 2CDs] when
oboists Heinz Holliger and Maurice
Bourgue led agroup of fine players.
To mark his 60th birthday (21 May
this year), Holliger has reassembled
three more of those artists (Bourgue,
Klaus Thunemann, bassoon, and
Christiane Jaccottet, harpsichord) to
re-record the whole set. Thomas
Zehetmair, violin, replaces the
original Saschko Gawriloff, and Klaus
Stoll, double-bass, replaces Lucio
Buccarella; anew figure, and
sonority, here is Jonathan Rubin, lute.
It must be said at once that those
possessing the original Archiv
recordings need not rush out to
replace them unless they are sensitive
to the (almost inaudible) tape-hiss of
the ADD transfer, or feel that period
performance has advanced
dramatically in the last 27 years.
Comparison between the two versions
shows that it hasn't, much. There is
less tendency to introduce vibrato on
long notes in slow movts, and on
ECM these slow movts are taken
appreciably faster, to their advantage.
There is also sharper, crisper
articulation now in Zelenka's
delightfully garrulous fast movts and,
of course, the sound is better. A
slight feeling of claustrophobia on
Archiv yields to abeautifully fresh
and open sound on ECM. Frankly,
the lute, rather lost in the
bassoon/double bass/harpsichord
continuo line, makes negligible
difference.
This music of Bach's time, while
lacking the memorable phrases and
tight thematic concentration of that
master, is solid and secure, its slow
sections affecting and reposeful, the
equal number of fast ones joyful and
vivacious. ECM and Holliger's artists
have replaced the Archiv recording
with an even more attractive version
in up-dated `DDD' sound.
Robert Dearling

A:1 0
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Henderson

ROSA HENDERSON
1923-1931
RETRIEVAL RTR79016

(59m 59s)

Blues and vaudeville from Rosa
Henderson who, in her day, was as
big a star as Bessie Smith. Her
strong, pure voice has the deep
rhythmic undertow of 1920s stage
blues, and her accompanists —
including Fats Waller, James P
Johnson and uncle Fletcher
Henderson on piano — are the best.
Coleman Hawkins and Don
Redman play reeds on Bechet's ` Do
That Thing', but the outstanding
blowing is on ' Chicago Policeman
Blues' from 1926: billed as The
Three Hot Eskimos, cornettist Louis
Metcalf and clarinettist Bob Fuller
improvise amazingly fluid responses
to Henderson's denunciation of the
Chicago constabulary (if there is an
earlier use of the insult ' pigs', I
haven't heard it). Sound varies from
hissy to clear-as-a-bell. H:1* 17

'This brief
history of
jazz
suggests
the classic
album
the Art
Ensemb e
of Chicago
should
have cut
but never
quite did'

JOHN BUTCHER AND PHIL
DURRANT
SECRET MEASURES
WOBBLY RAIL WOB 006

(
Sim 20s)

Clean and abrupt sonic abstractions
recorded at the Bern Kunstmuseum
during Ton Art 1997. Butcher plays
outer-limit soprano, provoking and
responding to electronic remixes by
Phil Durrant. The emphasis is on
sonority and texture. The results are
remarkably pretty: the sparky
nowness of improv weaves a quilt of
squeezed and tiny sounds. An
electro-acousmatic sound collage
from Westdeutschen Rundfunks
In circa 1956 battles a castrato
Dalek obsessing on early-' 70s Evan
Parker: aspecialised pleasure, but
one hitherto unattested (and in this
department, that's the criterion).
A:1 0
HASLANI/NESTOROV/
SOLIAN1CK/KNMELIOV
COMMUNICATIONS
SLAM CD404

(
44m 23s)

Many on the British music scene
claim immunity from fashion, but
86

Masayuki '
Jojo'
Takayanagi
at Moers
Festival ' 80

Joe Mizuki in continuous eruption,
Kenji Mori's sax anticipating the
John Zorn of Spy Vs Spy: The Music
Of Omette Coleman by 17 years.
Seldom has musical groundbreaking
been recorded in such detail and
perspective. Throughout — guitar
spotters be warned — Takayanagi's
astonishing chops serve his ensemble
concept. Premium outcore from four
titans of ecstasy. A : 1

potential of twistingly unfamiliar
grooves. ' Quartet' has some
deliciously wacky percussion
interplay, while Volodymyr
Solianick's electropiano delivers
surprise after surprise: wispy,
emotive effects British musicians
would reject as kitsch here come
across with fetching directness.
Oleksandr Nesterov's midi-guitar
swirls and scurries; Sergiy

HORN/KENDIG/DICKEY
SCREWDRIVER!

Khmeliov's percussion delivers eastof-the-Urals metres. World-traveller
Haslam unpacks exotica undreamt
by virtual nomads. A:1 0
MASAYUKI 'JO JO'
TAKAYANAGI & NEW
DIRECTION FOR THE ARTS
FREE FORM SUITE
THREE BLIND MICE/JVC TBMXR 0010
(49m 22s)
On 19 May 1972, audiophile
producer Takeshi 'Tee' Fujii took
guitarist Masayuki Takayanagi's
quartet into aTokyo studio. It was a
brave move, as the music — taking
off from late Trane into Sharrocklike realms of intensity
— was distinctly
uncommercial. In some
of the fiercest sleevenotes issued since Sonny
Simmons's tirade on
Judgment Day,
Takayanagi excoriates
those who would reduce
music to wallpaper, and
thanks Fujii for taking
care ' even to the
minutest detail'. Sound
quality is brilliant
(Fujii's recording
philosophy is ' midway
between ECM's cool
clarity and Blue Note's
artificial strength').
Since his death, Takayanagi has
been acknowledged as the Godfather
of Japanese Noise: TBM can now
recoup on their investment.
There's aweirdly vivid New
Orleans blues, an afro-cosmic ` You
Don't Know What Love Is', and a
tune inspired by Jerry Hahn's
orientalising 'Ara-Be-In' [
HFNIRR
January]. This brief history of jazz
suggests the classic album the Art
Ensemble of Chicago should have
cut but never quite did. ` Free Form
Suite' uses charts and aconductor:
hard bop licks reassemble themselves
like the vanes of a Calder mobile.
The disc finishes in a 9m volcano,
the drums of Hiroshi Yamazaki and

LEO LAB CD051

(
75m 27s)

Guitarist Hugh Dickey — yet to
form the rock band Pie — plays
hookie from Berklee School in the
early 1990s to jam with Cadence
critic Walter Horn and drummer
Gary Kendig. State-of-the-youth
skronk guitar encounters excellent
polymetrical free-jazz drumming all
too rarely, so it's great to hear the
title track resurrect the electric
ecstasy of Cream. Dickey indulges
progressive arcs and highs as well as
X-Gen grunge. If, instead of
indulging soundscape weirdness, the
trio had focused their fury
Ascension-style, this disc would be a
classic. ' Iam wearing an apron and
I'm on a teenage cost containment
program': even Leo's careless
presentation can't stop this crew
raising a smile. A:1
SUSIE IBARRA & ASSIF
TSAHAR
HOME COOKIN'
HOPSCOTCH HOP1

(
67m 58s)

Assif Tshara varies these duets by
using violin, flute, bells, bamboo
recorder and bass clarinet, but tenor
sax is his serious horn. Drummer
Susie Ibarra has proved her chops in
the David S Ware Quartet and with
Derek Bailey. Here she sounds
subdued, though vibes and balafon
show her rhythmic intelligence has a
tuneful dimension. Sax/drum duets
invoke super-heavy precedents
(Trane/Ali, Braxton/Roach,
Dunmall/Levin), but as the title
signals, this is casual fare: pleasant,
but hardly great. A:2
1ST
GHOST NOTES
BRUCE'S FINGERS BF28

(65m 58s)

Describing 1st as a string trio —
Simon Fell plays double bass, Mark
Wastell cello, Rhodri Davies harp —
is accurate, but conveys its impact
about as adequately as calling Frank
Zappa's oeuvre '
rock'. 1st play
gorgeous realtime realspace musique
concrète. Subliminal sensitivity to
scratch and distortion produces earfixating suites. However, their
masterpiece Consequences (of Time
and Place) is unchallenged by this
release, mainly because here they're
interpreting compositions, and this
restrains their improv alchemy. If
JULY 1999
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HOZUIlli Nakadaira

Rosa

certain styles remain taboo.
Travelling to the Ukraine, baritone
saxophonist George Haslam found
musicians with different priorities.
Here, improvisation does not mean
denying jazz; rock sonorities do not
entail four-square beats or play-pen
harmonies. What results would
never be allowed here: Hawkwind
meets Cecil Taylor! The atonalism is
sardonic and lush, Haslam's big
baritone revelling in the careering

Jazz Reviews
distinctive, non-hierarchical group
sound: these boys not only Can, but
do! A:1 0

you listen — rather than reading the
earnest declarations of compositional
intent in the linernotes — Ghost
Notes renders a field of low-energy
dispersal only occasionally rising into
wondrous 'sty fisticuffs. The trio's
intention is to demonstrate
'extended string technique' to
composers. Let's hope the ivory
tower is listening. A:1 0

TOWNSHIP EXPRESS
FISHBONE
AKA RECORDS 1K005

ri

GEORGE E LEWIS/BERTRAM
TURETZKY
CONVERSATIONS
INCUS CD32

(
54m 05s)

The Chicago free-school trombone
of George Lewis meets the
classically-trained double-bass of
Bertram Turetzky. For the last
twenty years George Lewis has
pursued an academic career,
developing interactive computer
systems at sound-boffin centres like
IRCAM and STEIM. Turetzky is a
colleague. As Karl Marx said, social
being determines consciousness.
Academia appears to determine
much atonal wittering on trombone,
expressionless and predictable.
Turetzky's bass has abeautiful tone.
He also scats, injecting welcome
humour. However, his plummy
classicism starts to sound
complacent. The duo's playing has
the dusty, ornamental air of
privilege: a stark contrast to the last
Incus release, Hession/Wilkinson/
Fell+Morris's Registered Firm, where
each note was played as if the
musicians' lives depended on it.
Swing and funk and urgency —
jazz, for want of abetter word —
has nothing to do with race, and
everything to do with attitude
towards the powers-that-be. This is
the sound of professors unbending.
It creaks. A:1
ROBIN MUSGROVE
FJQ
RM RM 01

(
68m 06s)

The severe minimalism of the cover
signals the decisiveness of
Musgrove's music. Bass/drum team
Jerry Bird and Robin Musgrove go
back over a decade. They've
developed a flexible groove that
combines improv attention-to-theinstant with bedouin, hindustani and
alley-funk pleasures. Musgrove
delivers a shuffle on his timpani
worthy of George ' Bongo Joe'
Coleman (the oil-drum virtuoso who
reached British air-waves courtesy
Alexis Komer). Ntshuks Bonga's
considerable powers as an altoist are
here manifested as free-jazz rhythm
sax (disbelievers in this subcategory
should check out Robert
McCollough's contribution to James
Brown's ` Superbad'). Alfredo
Genovesi's electric guitar conjures
steel pans, trance loops,
Stockhausen's Zyklus, Herbie
Hancock and the Surfaris. All these
eclectic elements are whorled into a
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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Lewis meets
Turetzky

(
60m 39s)

Township Express are Dudu
Pukwana's Zila, carrying on after the
saxophonist's death in 1990.
Guitarist Lucky Ranku writes most
of the material, sustaining the band's
enviably coherent application of
rolling Xhosa rhythms to soul
instrumentation. The horn section
(Ray Carless on tenor, Claude
Deppa on trumpet and Fayyaz Virji
on trombone) sounds particularly
lustrous on this recording. There
aren't many solos — Pinise Saul's
vocals dominate — but this

RHINO RECORDS HAVE come
up with acute way of repackaging
vinyl classics for CD. Their Atlantic
Jazz De-luxe Edition places the discs
inside miniaturised reproductions of
the original LP sleeves, then wraps
these in jewel-box-size folders
(tastefully flecked art-cardboard)
along with afull-colour booklet of
extra photographs, essays and
recordings details — including info
on bonus tracks.
Though hailed by some, Art
Blakey's Jazz Messengers with
Thelonious Monk [
Rhino R2 75598,
64m 36s] from 1957 actually detracts
from the seamless momentum of the
Messengers by adding in Monk's
chinese-puzzle tunes and piano (the
two albums Monk and Blakey cut
with bassist Al McKibbon for Alan
Bates's Black Lion label on 15
November 1971 give abetter
account of their astonishing mutual
comprehension). Alternate takes of
'Evidence', ' Blue Monk' and ' I
Mean You' don't make much
difference. A:1
As pointed out on a prior reissue
[HFNIRR July '97], the inclusion of
'26-2' and an alternate take of ' Body
And Soul' improves the unevenness
of Coltrane's Sound [
R2 75588,
50m 36s] from October 1960, where
the classic quartet was nearly but
not quite in place (no Jimmy
Garrison). A:1
Lucky owners of Rhino's Passions
Of A Man Mingus box-set or
Tonight At Noon [HFNIRR
February] will already have the
'extras' granted The Clown [
R2
75590, 56m 50s] and Oh Yeah [
R2
75589, 67m 04s], but it is good to
see these sessions reunited. Mingus
just couldn't go wrong at this date.
The Clown from 1957 has a fabulous
'Haitian Fight Song', and an
amusing ' improvised recitation' by
jazz-DJ Jean Shepherd A:1; Oh
Yeah is awild and raucous, bluesfuelled session from 1961, with
Rahsaan Kirk in dazzling form and

Township style is one of the crucial
contributions (via Louis Moholo,
Rip Rig & Panic and Maguire/
Noble) to creative jazz in London.
'Exile from South Africa has
produced a third-world genre of
depth and conviction. A:1 0
BROTHER JACK RUNOFF
BRINGIN' IT HOME
CONCORD MU CCD 4855

(
57m 29s)

All-star date from the Hammond
organ maestro. George Benson plays
guitar on three out of the nine
tracks, Red Holloway tenor on five
and Grady Tate drums on six. The
mood is relaxed — blue and classy
— but never builds up enough
steam to give us the organ-grinder
wail we want from McDuff. Sedate.
A:2 0

Mingus leaving bass duties to Doug
Watkins as he plays piano and
exhorts. A:1*
The credits for these reissues —
design, research, co-ordination etc —
list over 20 names, greater than any
band these ` geniuses' could afford to
run at the time! To rebuff
accusations of venal necrophilism —
and in the spirit of Mingus's ' Oh
Lord Don't Let Them Drop That
Atom Bomb On Me' from Oh Yeah
— each booklet carries aplea from
the ' Move The Money' campaign
(US military spending is still at Cold
War levels, triple that on welfare).
When John Coltrane signed with
Impulse! in 1961, he was persuaded
to record three easy-listening
albums: anxious execs needed
reassurance that his live storms were
not the shape of the future. Luckily
the storms won out, which makes
John Coltrane And Johnny Hartman
[Mobile Fidelity UDCD740, 31m
20s] something of a curio.
Hartman's suave vocalising recalls
an era of Playboy, Mr B collars and
bachelor pads, the Classic Quartet
occasionally intimating its skills
when Trane's tender sax takes over.
Despite Mobile Fidelity's goldplating, sound is inferior to the
GRD/Impulse! pressing. A:1 0
Disappointing reissue from
trumpeter Howard McGhee and
tenorist Teddy Edwards with Wise
In Time [
Storyville STCD8272,
73m 34s], combining two albums the
pair recorded for Storyville in
October 1979. Thé 61-year-old
McGhee is woefully out of tune,
while Art Hillery is forced to wrestle
with an atrocious piano: Edwards
blows manfully, but his intonation
also wobbles. Fans of the duo's
languorous, recherché bop would do
better seeking out the terrific
Together Again! they recorded for
Contemporary in 1961 [OJC 424].
Here, alas, even bassist Leroy
Vinegar and drummer Billy Higgins
cannot save the day. A:2 0
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Rock/pop Reviews

Album
in Focus

TOM PETTY

ECHO
Warner Bros 9362 47294 2

(
61m 58s)

here's arare event. Idon't agree with
Fred. Ilistened to this, trying to get into it,
several times over aperiod of aweek, but
Echo till sounds to me like aworryingly
weary Tom Petty plodding through the
mot?ons one more time for the money . The
last time Petty seemed quite this bored to
me was way back on Damn The Torpedoes.
Hel' atotal professional, of course, so the
so.gs ore cleverly constructed and the
performances are immaculate, but he's
falling back on his sub- Dylan drawl and his
'Byrcisy guitar jangles ci little too often this
'
time -and Ispeak as along time
Dylan/Byrds fiend Even so, ahalf-hearted
Tom Petty still ranks higher than most artists
,on peak perforinance, so the best cuts 'Room At The Top', ' Counting On You',
Now

At First, the standard review seems relevant: ,
the one about Torn being the very
bodiment of rock, about the Dylan aid
es influences, but how the album's just
°the; ir off the Heartbreakers
production line - okay , though hardly more
eon acona in the right place when the
final story of rock gets written. Then things
kinda sneak up on you and Swingin', with
its tale of a21-year-ord who had trouble
with th4 law and went down like Sonny
Liston [
or Manic° Lewirrsky -Art Ed.],
demands an e4a replay, an added hearing
of that wheez armorial and afmost
'Sympathy FrThe Devi' melt) .
'Acidsed
he.
9f Love'
uddy Holly hit
rut, also
!'Swingin', ' Echo', ' Won't Last Long' - are
inD
casual yet RI
hile 'Won't '..- very good indeed. But those of you who
on additional h
remember how beautiful'
eye The Beatles were
amanner
ast Long' just heats the
know what I
kn w it'
j isent up by The Rutles
,nbers do. So, b
mean when Isay tha this album sounds like
totnething go
lust
it was made by Tin Potty and The
ehou cd
ir frthat
motive then. .Windbreakers.
Tiew
Vkl •
111 Johnny Black
A:2

e

RUTH BROWN
A GOOD DAY FOR THE BLUES

NEAL CASAL

Bullseye 9613

Glitterhouse GRCD 458

BASEMENT DREAMS

(
60m 33s)

Eighteen months after R+B=Rfah
Brown, which won two WC Handy
awards including ` Soul/Blues Album
of the Year' and ' Female Singer of
the Year', a righteous sequel from
the still-kickin' 70-year-olld. Again,
this is a live-in-the-studio set; again,
Ruth has is assisted by the great
Duke Robillard. And while this is
gonna land in the blues section of
your local disc emporium, it
overlaps mightily with the uptown/
nightclub crooning genre_ A cenple
of Dan Penn tracks enhance the
soulful feel, while tasteful brass adds
all the sophistication you need.
Ruth's delivery? As world-weary and
aching as it gets.
Ken Kessler
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'Casal is
equally at
home as an
introspective
acoustic
troubadour
and as a
quirky
electric roots
maestro'

(69m 21s)

This acclaimed itinerant US singersongwriter's third album is actually a
set of home demos. Getting astrong
response from friends, he decided to
release them warts and all, rather
than re-record them and run the risk
of losing their spontaneity. Smart
move. Casal is equally at home as
an introspective acoustic troubadour
and as a quirky electric roots
maestro. The boy/girl duet,
'Outskirts', is one of the prettiest
heartaches you'll hear this year; I
Run And Hide' is asuperb. slice of
ragtimey jugband enlivened by tasty
slide guitar licks; and ' Delaware
Station' is steeped in dusty
Americana. Casal rarely rocks as
hard as, say, Wilco, but he shares

much of the same left-field country
rock territory as them or The
Jayhawks, and this is a lovely album.
That's the good news. The bad news
is, you just missed his UK tour.
Johnny Black

B: 1*

CATATONIA
EQUALLY CURSED AND BLESSED
Blanco YNegro 39842 70942

(
44,11 53,)

In a month of almost uniform dross,
this is ablessed relief. Catatonia
started out with a couple of killer
singles and have just got better.
Cerys Mathews is afront woman
with genuine personality and her
songs have a lot to say. In achart
full of chirpy teen-pop cherubs, Dead
From The Waist Down stood out as
something you could get your teeth
into and engage your brain with.
Anyone in the music business with
the nerve to write songs like
`Londinium', savaging the phoniness
of the industry, or like ' Storm The
Palace', advocating the abolition of
the monarchy ('Turn it into abar,
Let them work in Spar'), certainly
gets my vote. The band is unflashy,
bent on enhancing the songs with
subtlety and imagination rather than
ego-tripping for the hell of it. The
core of Catatonia's appeal, though,
is strong melodies, beautifully
arranged and sung in Mathews's
scary four-year-old kiddie voice, like
Shirley Temple flourishing abloody
axe.
Johnny Black

A:1• 0

KEVIN COYNE
SUGAR CANDY TAXI
Rut RUF 1032

(
45m Ois)

The letter arrives from time to time:
the one that asks 'Where is Kevin
Coyne?'. Well, he's been resident in
Germany for a number of years now,
turning out frequently rewarding
records, albeit on labels that mean
nothing in Woolworth's. Sugar
Candy Taxi continues the line. There
are faults. One wishes that the man
we first met in Siren, could
or would work with
stronger bands, than that
which supports him here
— practically a family
affair, featuring his
sons, Robert and
Eugene. Songwise
however, Coyne is as
relevant and entertaining
as ever, sounding decidedly
off-kilter on ' The
Garden Gate Song'
(I'll knock your
husband to the
floor') and
'Porcupine People'
(I'm paranoid,
Catatonia's
Carys Matthews:
genuine
personality

maybe I'm paranoid') but emerging
all the more engrossing as aresult.
And when he shapes ablues of his
own design, as he does on ' I'm Into
Your Game', Coyne offers positive
proof that he's into something
unique. Kevin Coyne survives. And
so does his talent.
Fred De/lar

A:1 0

THE CRANBERRIES
BURY THE HATCHET
Island 524 644 2

(
50m 58s)

It says here that these young people
have sold 28m albums. The obvious
assumption, given the lacklustre tosh
on this CD, is that all four of them
have been working in arecord shop
24 hours a day for avery long time;
but apparently that's not the case.
We're actually talking about 28m
Cranberries albums, bought quite
deliberately by real people. Dolores
O'Riordan still has an appealing
voice, but the songs boast some of
the least captivating lyrics ever
devised. Lines like ' Suddenly
something has happened to me/As I
was having my cup of tea...' might
have been quaintly forgiveable when
British bands were trying to
distinguish themselves from their
American inspirations in 1966.
Threatening a lost love with
frequent tyre punctures and atouch
of sunburn doesn't cut it either.
Tragically, the band is no more
inspired than Dolores, hacking out
musical banalities that were clichés
before any of them were, er, knee
high to agrasshopper.
Johnny Black

A:3

The
Cranberries:
hacking out
musical
banalities...

'A record
that
illustrates
there is
considerable
depth to the
talent
inhabiting

from duo status in 1992, doubling
their size over the ensuing years.
Though this is their second album
— their first picked up more than
respectable reviews — Fuzzbird still
haven't made it out of the circuit
where they play venues like The
Packhorse, alongside Groop Dogdrill
and Rudolph Rocker (really!).
Which is apity because they've got
afair bit going for them — asolid
wall of fuzz sparking the heavier
(but always listenable) material,
while on such quiet moments as
'Laughing With Girls', they
remember their hum-drum, strumstrum days. A record that illustrates
there is considerable depth to the
talent inhabiting what sometimes
seems like an overpopulated club
scene. Incidentally, the Ron
O'Donnell cover pic is great.
Fred De/lar
B:2 '>

FUZZBIRD
PULLING THE WINGS OFF SMALL
BOYS

what

FR RECORDS FR-7CD

seems like

THE MOFFATTS
CHAPTER 1: A NEW BEGINNING

an over-

Chrysalis 7243 499207 2

populated

Four boys, comprising a set of 14year-old triplets and a friendly 15

(
40m 43s)

Fuzzbird have been spinning around
Leeds for quite awhile now, their
CV revealing that they've advanced

sometimes

club scene'

(
49m 34s)

year-old drummer, not one of them
over 5ft 7M in height. This week's
Hanson ? Well, sorta. They
certainly attempt to rock a smidgen
or two and often include mentions
of Bon Jovi in their press handouts. Which tells you more or less
where they're at. But these cute
Canucks fall down on their
individual lead vocals, which are a
mite gooey at the edges. So, though
a few nice licks are included and
one or two of the songs sport
attractive melody lines, the whole
package doesn't really work for
anyone over sixteen. Meanwhile,
Moffatts sites proliferate on the
Internet and the teen mags had the
foursome featured even before they
brought home their last school
report. Could be the start of
something. But don't wait around.
Fred De/lar
A:2 0
THE ROBBIE McINTOSH
BAND
EMOTIONAL BENDS
Vandeleur VANCD 10P

(57m 38s)

First solo from a wizard
journeyman guitarist — exPretender, Paul McCartney protégé,
session player deluxe — oozing the
quality you'd expect. Tasteful?
Fifteen years ago it would have
given Dire Straits a run for the
money. Sounding as American as
anything to issue from Ry Cooder's
neck of the swamp, Emotional Bends
is one of those grown-ups' albums
likely to seduce Mojo readers and
Andy Kershaw listeners. Roiling
bass and guitars, a Cajuny whine
here, a Macca-ism there —
'eclectic' more than ' electric'. By
the time Mark Feltham pipes in on
harmonica (he also appears on
Spooky Tooth's CD Cross Purpose:
next page), you'd swear it was
1974. Nice stuff, and a break from
sampling, computers, et al.
Ken Kessler

A':1 0

Boxsets
A DISTINCT WHIFF OF REVIVAL is in the air, with two Small
Faces- related sets heralding newly- minted compilations due this
summer. The band proper is honoured by The Singles Collection
[Castle ESB CD725], a classy box- plus- poster numbered to 7500,
containing their biggest hits on six CD singles with miniature card
sleeves bearing art- work representing foreign rarities.
A- B:1-2 0
Last year's trio of Ronnie Lane CDs (
Tin & Tambourine, Kuschly
Rye and Anymore For Anymore) has been inserted into a slipcase labelled Plonk [
HOWCOM 1], augmented with a fourth CD
of rarities. Move quickly - it's limited to 500. A: 1-2
Bobby Darin's The Capitol Years [
EMI CDTRBOX 348] points to
next year's bio-pic and a likely reassessment. This triple CD - for
a mere termer! - offers 63 of his finest. From rocker to lounge
crooner to folkie, one of the most under- rated of all the 1960s
solo acts. A-A*: 1 - 1* <2
Ken Kessler
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Soundtracks
SAVING ARCHIVE TITLES for next month, this one's bursting with
soundtracks for what might be this summer's hits. John TravoIto plays a
lawyer in A Civil Action [
Hollywood 0100872 HWR], the film scored by
Danny Elfman, the Bernard Herrmann of the 1990s. A:1-2
Elfman also scored A Simple Plan [
Silva Screen FILMCD 310], a tense
thriller with Bill Paxton arid Billy Bob Thornton. A:1
Blast From The Past [
EMI 498 6902] is a 'warm comedy' about a guy
who emerges from a fallout shelter after 30 years; the tunes range from
Perry Como to REM, with some swing revivalists thrown in for good
measure. A- B:1-2 0
James Homer - the Alfred Newman of the 1990s - scored Mighty
Joe Young [
Hollywood 0100902 HWR], the pointless remake of a
1940s rip-off of King Kong. A:1-2
Nicholas Cage plays a detective
chasing a snuff movie in 8MM [ Silva Screen FILMCD 313], music
courtesy of Mychael Donna. A:1 - 2
My fave this month? Payback [
Varèse Sarabande VSD 06003], which
finds Mel Gibson as the baddie, claiming his due to the urban sounds
of Lou Rawls, James Brown and Dean Martin. Actually Dino's on there
twice. A- B:1
Ken Kessler

THE PRETENDERS
VIVA EL AMOR
Warner 3984 27152 2

(
advance tape)

Same problem here as with this
month's Tom Petty and Cranberries
albums. Chrissie Hynde is resting on
her laurels, doing what she knows
she does best (jangly bitch with
heart of gold) but doing it without
much enthusiasm or imagination.
She rarely sounds engaged with her
material, not even when she oozes
every last smidge of sexuality from
her voice, or drags out the melisma
further than even Marials Carey
would dare, or throws in the odd
four-letter profanity to demonstrate
the depths of emotion. Along the
way she mix'n'matches pre-owned
vocal backings from ' Sweets For My
Sweet', hints of the old ' Satisfaction'
riff, an electronic intro from ' Spirit
In The Sky' and more. There are,
no doubt, those who will consider
this ' classic'. To me, it's just dull.
Johnny Black

A:2 0

REEF
RIDES
Sony S2 492882-2

it blatantly obvious that Cornwall's
noisiest sons still mean business.
Subtlety isn't their strong point
but then, given Gary Stringer's
cheese-grater rasp, they'd be
unwise to go the sensitive route.
The obvious reference point
remains early- 1970s British hard
rock of the Free/Led Zep
persuasion, but Reef manage to
sound infinitely more ramshackle
than any of their predecessors,
always firing on all cylinders,
occasionally leaping right off the
tracks but somehow managing to
hit the ground running. Be advised
though, that maximum enjoyment
of Reef can only be achieved with
the volume knob cranked up high
enough so you can't hear the
neighbours pounding on the ceiling
with the broom handle. This is the
kind of thing that could give heavy
rock a good name.
Johnny Black

It arrives on the dirtiest bass riff
heard in many a long moon, making

manage to
sound
infinitely
more
ramshackle
than any
of their
predecessors,
but somehow
manage to
hit the
ground
running'

Johnny Black

Ruf RUF1030

(
34m 53s)

There was time in the mid- 1970s
when The Rubinoos were one of the
spots of bright light in the gloom
cast by listless American navelReef:
Cornwall's
noisiest sons
still mean
business

e

JULY 1999

(
43m 05s)

Kevin Coyne, Steve Harley, Pretty
Things — must be the Year of the
Comeback, the last flings of the
dying century. But Spooky Tooth?
It is an honest, unpretentious
reunion meriting attention for more
than mere nostalgia. Spooky Tooth
'99 contains all the originals except
Gary Wright, retaining its great
signature senses of melody,
grandeur and good taste. Versatility
marks the set, which crosses a
couple of stadium-worthy rock
genres, while original compositions
jockey with two disparate covers
(R&B standard ' Send Me Some
Lavin" and World Party's
Sunshine'). These fifty-somethings
reveal one or two cracks to provide
authenticity, but, hey, wrinkles have
always improved the look of
leather.
Ken Kessler

INV NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

A:1

SPOOKY TOOTH
CROSS PURPOSE

A:1 0

THE RUBINOOS
PALEOPHON'C
Pynotic CDLP-1970

(33m 59s)

'Reef

gazing singer-songwriters and
energetic-but- tuneless UK punks.
The Rubinoos were quintessential
power pop kiddies, whose song
`Hard To Get' uncannily
foreshadowed Hanson's ` Mmmmbop', but who never found anything
resembling success. This album will
probably change nothing. Frontman Tommy Dunbar is still writing
unbelievably catchy songs that
would lift the heart of anybody who
loved The Beatles or The
Raspberries but there's simply no
way to reach the vast potential
market for this sort of thing unless
Radio Two gets hold of it and plays
it to death. Which, as long as they
employ cokeheads and brain-dead
ex-celebs instead of deejays, they
won't.

A-B:1
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Rock/pop Reissues
CORKY LAING
THE SECRET SESSIONS
Pet Rock Records/oak 960042
(38m 51s)
Living up to its title, a
completely unknown, legend laden 1978 super- session.
Mountain's drummer was
joined by a primary band
consisting of Mick Ronson, Ian
Hunter and Felix Pappalardi,
with guest including Eric
Clapton, Todd Rundgren, John
Sebastian, the Allmans' Dickie
Betts and Mountain mainstay
Leslie West: enough five-star
firepower to make this a must.
It's stadium rock of the sort

now practised by Bon Jovi and
the like, but its AugloAmerican DNA makes it sound
in places like the Faces- meetCheap Trick. A- B:1-2 •

(
76m 33s)

THE CHAMBERS
BROTHERS
PEOPLE GET READY & NOW
(79m 07s)

Their first two LPs, issued
prior to the smash hit `Time
Has Come Today', on one
CD. Mainly R&B covers from
what would become one of the
first 1960s black bands to
shake off the soul tag. Without
'em, would there ever have
been the awesome Living
Colour? A:1 •
THE SONS OF
CHAMPLIN
FAT CITY
Big Beat CDWIKD 188

(53m 19s)

Pre-psychedelic work of the
San Francisco band,
stylistically linking the city's
pioneering Beau Brummels and
the Dead, Airplane, et al.
Eighteen of the 20 tracks are
previously unissued, ensuring
its worth among collectors.
A:1-2 •
THE ' 5' ROYALES
ALL RIGHTY!
WestSide WESM 591

(78m 30s)

Subtitled 'The Apollo
Recordings 1951-1955', this
29-track set contains the
group's recordings for the New
York label, along with earlier
gospel sides. As with Johnny
141FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

ELVIS PRESLEY
THE HOME RECORDINGS

TOMORROW
TOMORROW

RCA 07863 67676 2

EMI 7243 498819 2

(
49m 25s)

RCA 07863 67677 2
(2GDs, 136m 07s)

For the most purist of British
folkies, 23 hey-nonny-nonnies
from a recently rediscovered
heroine of the genre. This set
contains everything she
released on Topic in the
1960s, with copious scholarly
annotations. A:1-2 •

Repertoire REP 4734-WY

fans of his swinging jazz-cumR&B sound won't be
disappointed. Luscious soul for
grown-ups, including the
smash 'You'll Never Find
Another Love Like Mine'.
A- A•:1-1 • II

SUSPICIOUS MINDS

ANNE BRIGGS
A COLLECTION
Topic TSCD 504

in NRBQ's 30-year-plus career.
A heady mixture of rock, funk
and pop: imagine what the
Band would have been like if
they were party animals instead
of po'faced musicologists.
111

Moore's Blazers, a link
between pre- and postwar
black popular music; this time
it's the religious to the secular,
doo-wop goes uptown.
Sublime B-C: 1 - 1•

Accompanied to the sound of
barrels scraping, the first is an
oddity containing 22 home
recordings from 1956-66
which might better have been
left unreleased. But Suspicious
Minds... wow! This 44-track
double contains the whole of
his legendary 1969 Memphis
sessions, nine cuts never before
issued. Some would argue that
this was his final period of
utter greatness.
D:4 • A:1-1' •

THE HICKS BROTHERS
CHARLEY LINCOLN &
BARBECJE B)B

STEVE MARRIOTT'S
ALL-STARS
CLEAR THROUGH THE NIGHT

Catfish KATO 120

New Millennium PILOT22
(2CDs, 103m 30s)

(
70m 42s)

Hoary pre- 1930s blues from
two guitar-playing brothers
possessing total mastery of the
12-string. Wonderfully
remastered from rare 78s, this
material includes the
inspiration for Clapton's
'Motherless Child'. H:1 •
THE HOWES
BUTTER q_Y
EMI 7243 499771 2

(
68m 38s)

'Dear Eloise' is the high point
of the latest remastered digipack, again with both mono
and stereo versions. Now up to
1967, by which point
irredeemably flower-poweed,
and still with Graham Nash in
the ranks. A22 IA
MAN
RARE MAN
Point PNTVP 120CD

(77m 50s)

Something for the fans, after a
flood of primarily straight
reissues. This contains 19 rare
singles tracks and unreleased
material, none previously
issued on CD — over an
hour's worth of Welsh
psychedelia from the 1970s
and 1980s. A- E:1-2 •

(
36m 45s)

Amongst the Bearsville
reissues. amid- 1980s milestone

JULY 1M

VAN DYKE PARKS
SONG CYCLE
Ryko RCD 10452

(
35m 36s)

DISCOVER AMERICA
Ryko RCD 10453

(
40m 03s)

CLANG OF THE YANKEE
REAPER
Ryko RCD 10454

(33m I6s)

Welcomed remastering of his
first three, all with bonus
tracks and alleged to be UKonly. Quirky-yet-melodic
material of adistinctly LA feel:
not surprising in that Parks is
Brian Wilson's long-term
collaborator. If you've ever
enjoyed Randy Newman,
Nilsson et al, you'll adore this
particular brand of genius.
A:1
A:2 A:1

WestSide WESM 558

Partner to RPM's earlier set,
this contains the band's only
LP plus 11 bonus tracks, seven
previously unreleased. Wicked
psychedelia from 1967, of
interest to Yes, Beatles and
Pretty Things collectors
A- B:1-2
VARIOUS
GARAGELANDS VOLUME TWO
Barn Caruso BAMVP 1006CD
(71m 07s)
THE BEST OF RUBBLE
VOLS 1-4
Barn Caruso BAMVP 1007CD-1010CD
(61m 42s, 60m 0)s 59m 43s 59m 37s.)
What ashame: five utterly
superb collections of ultra-rare
psychedelia and garage rock,
truly worth a spot next to your
Nuggets box set... but nary a
shred of annotation. So tell
me, how do we find out about
The Act, Syn, Argo, The Afex,
The Zipps? Wonderful stuff,
ultimately leading to a
frustrating dead end.
A-D:1-4 •
BOBBY VEE
TAKE GOOD CARE OF MY
BABY/RECORDING SESSION
11G0 13GOCD 438

LOU RAWLS
ALL THINGS IN TIME/SIT
DOWN AND TALK TO ME

NRBQ
GROOVES ON ORBIT
Castle ESMCD 676

Culled from the highly soughtafter mid- 1970s ' Scrubbers'
sessions. Hard rock with
Marriott's inimitable voice
means it could have been
Humble Pie or Small Faces;
either way, it was rendered
passé by punk, hence the
rarity. A- B:1-2 •

(
76m 15s)

Two more Philly-soul era LPs,
but Lou kept the disco at bay;

(
76m 02s)

(
53m 28s)

Vee well into his stride, the
first of these two albums from
1961-62 containing smashes
like the title song and ' Run To
Him'. The second is full of
material you'd never expect
him to cover, eg, Don & Juan's
'What's Your Name?'.
Delicious pop to show that
1959-63 wasn't a total
wasteland. A • : 1 •
UFO
UFO 1
Repertoire REP 4742- WC

(39m 13s)

UFO 2 - FLYING
Repertoire REP 4743- WC

(
60m 02s)

Debut pair, circa 1970-71,
from a British space-rock-cumHM outfit respected more in
Germany than here, hence,
release on the top Teutonic
reissue label. Think: aheavier
version of Hawkwind, with a
touch of the Sabs.
A- B:2 A-B:1-2
Ken Kessler
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IPlease send me back issues as indicated below:

Oct ' 98 Pioneer's 'digital'
cassette, Dave Berrimani
DRS8 kit, Garrard 501,
Musical Fidelity XRay CD

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

5

1
Issues required:
1

Postcode

IPrices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
IPlease tick postal service required.
UNITED KINGDOM
EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEAS SURFACE
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£4.75
£.50
£.50
£.00

per
per
per
per

copy
copy
copy
copy

Ul
Ul
Ll
D

IPlease send me i:11 binder(s) (à £7.50 or £ 11.00 (overseas)

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for (pounds
sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa !Mastercard
Card No

Issue No:

Signature

Expires

Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than
28 days. Photocopies of this form an: acceptable Data protection: occasionally we may make
names and addresses available t., carefully vetted companies who sell goods and soviet sby mail
that we believe may be of inters,t to our readers If you would prefer not to receive such
mailings please tick this box Ul
FiktIE
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Audiophile Reviews
VINCE GILL
BREATH OF HEAVEN

JiMrD

DTS 71021 51036 24
(43m 05s) DTS 5.1 surround

JIMMY D LANE
LEGACY

performances, Jimmy leading a
primary band which includes
Cary Bell, Hubert Sumlin and the
Analogue Productions APO 2005
(60m 03s) purist recording legendary Sam Lay on drums;
Lay provided the foundation for
Another dynamite, Joe Harleythe Paul Butterfield Blues Band's
produced blues set, this time
awesome debut LP. Legacy is
with a poignant tang. Lane is the down'n'dirty, guitar- driven blues,
son of the late, great Jimmy
Lane nodding not just to his dad
Rogers, recently an audiophile
but to his buddy Stevie Ray.
lave with a fan base like Mighty Original material, well-chosen
Sam McLain's. Sadly, he passed covers — this is just the thing
away last year, but Jimmy D is
the blues needs to see out the
carrying on the tradition. Legacy old century and welcome the
features Rogers' very last
new. A':1 - 1

TONY BENNE'TT AND
COUNT BASIE
IN PERSON
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 743
(35m 44s) gold CD
Whew
these recordings
turned 40 last December, but
they prove that what goes
around comes around.
Bennett's back on top — as big
as he's ever been; this session
with the great Count Basie and
His Orchestra merely reaffirms
what some have known for
decades. Smooth, world-class
vocals, choice standards, and
no leaving on one's cardiac
organ by the bay. Bliss. II:I
IJUVIONT DOZIER
LOVE AND BEAUTY
Inyictus/Sequel NEMLP989
180gm vinyl LP
Originally a US-only release,
the rare 1974 solo from the
Motown songwriting mainstay.
This edition features six bonus
tracks, all slick pre-disco
soul/pop. Ultra-collectable, like
the Parliament disc below.
A-B:1-2
DR JOHN
THE BRIGHTEST SMILE IN
TOWN
Classic DAD1017
(49m 53s) 96/24 DVD*
Eight years ago, this solo piano
session recorded by Dean
Roumanis for Mark Levinson
in 1982 was reissued on Edsel;
here it is again, but in glossy
96k1z/24-bit DVD form and
it's even more luscious than I
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

remembered. What does
surround sound do for solo
piano and vocal? Add
atmosphere, that's what.
Lilting, cosy Dr John... right in
your living room. It*:1
*96/24 DVD discs cannot be
played on ordinary CD players ,
BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS
CHILD IS FATHER TO THE MAN
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 742
(49m 32s) gold CD
Prior to releasing the sort of
bilge best associated with
Chicago, BS&T was an Al
Kooper-led, jazzy/soulful link
to his earlier band, the Blues
Project. This debut album
from 1968 was abrave rock/
big band hybrid which the later
BS&T, saddled with David
Clayton-Thomas, would
betray. Early, tasteful use of
brass in a rock milieu,
precocious Nilsson and
Newman covers — a milestone
of sorts. A/B:1
TERRY EVANS
BLUES FOR THOUGHT
Classic DAD 1014
49m 22s) 96/24 DVD
Evans's cred is based on
working with Ry Cooder, who
returned the favour by
producing this set. As pointed
out back in May ' 94, when we
reviewed its standard release
on Pointblank, this set is as
much a soul as a blues
package, but it's worthy
enough thanks in no small part
to supersession-grade backing.
Sonically? A treasure. A 6:2
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Reviewing a Christmas album
n July is daft, but, hey — it's
n the pile, so why not? Gill
does a fantastic job with eleven
standards, prettified in the best
modern C&W manner, and the
5.1 processing means that it'll
urn your living room into an
Xmas grotto. A joy, especially
Winter Wonderland'.
As:1-1 6 •
JOHN HIATT
SLOW TURNING
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 741
(49m 05s) gold CD
Probably Hiatt's finest moment
OK, let's just say that it's
tied with Bring The Family — a
highly country-ish set recorded
in 1988 in Ronnie Milsap's
Nashville studio. Delicious
American roots music wholly
in keeping with being a former
Cooder protégé, like Evans
above. A:1-1
JOHN LEE HOOKER
BOOM BOOM
Classic DAD 1011
(42m 25s) 96/24 DVD
It's pointless reviewing John
Lee Hooker, who now
transcends criticism and finally
has afollowing commensurate
with his talent. Ever since The
Healer, he's been making
glossy, guest-laden versions of
material which, 40 years ago,
would have suffered the
production values of a nobudget label. This 1992
release, transferred to a
cutting-edge format, benefits
only slightly as the original was
so good. But you do get that
extra, to make JLH's delivery
even more chilling than before.
A•:1-1*
DIANA KRALL
LOVE SCENES
US 71021 51044 23
(55m 5)s) DTS 5.1 surround
Rich jazz (Claire Martin fans
will approve) with judicious
use of the extra channels. An
intimate, smoky night-club feel,
agreat voice and timeless
material, just right for a quintet
of small Sonus Fabers...
A- A*: 1 •
PARLIAMENT
OSMIUM
Inyictus/Sequel NEMLP 997
180gm vinyl LP
Long-forgotten 1970 release in
the Clinton (George, not Bill)

opus, the debut LP since
overshadowed by later
excesses. Not what you'd
expect from an audiophile firm,
so full marks to a British
reissues label for unearthing
this soul/funk gem. As the
blurb says, you'd pay £60 for a
mint original.., which wouldn't
include the bonus track. A:1
JETHRO TULL
WAR CHILD
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 745
(39m $ 0s) gold CD
Tull's eighth album, first
issued in 1974, and the source
of the hit ' Bungle In The
Jungle'. This is nowhere near
as cohesive as Aqualung, but it
exhibits all of the usual Tullishness, especially Anderson's
breathy flute and Dickensian
whine. Fine, if too-earnest
stuff. A:1-2
OST
GLORY
Classic DAD1008
(43m 10s) 96/24 DAD
If you're gonna transfer a
soundtrack, go for the best.
This 1989 James Horner
masterpiece garnered the kind
of raves previously restricted to
Casino Royale; ten seconds in,
you'll know why. Sheer
majesty, and some of the most
impressive sounds you'll ever
here... now all-enveloping.
11 6:1
TRISHA YEARWOOD
WHERE YOUR ROAD LEADS
DTS 71021 510202 3
(42m 0Ià) DTS 5.1 surround
Modern country has embraced
DTS, as it did HDCD, but
here we find a bit too much
'creative' multi-channel work,
eg, guitars at the back. Still,
the crystal clear Yearwood
sound emerges untrammelled,
filling the room for all it's
worth. Fine post-modern
C&W, despite the presence of
Garth. A- A*: 1
BRIAN WILSON
IMAGINATION
DIS 71021 51018 28
(39m 58s) DTS 5.1 surround
Last year's return to form for
one of rock's true geniuses; a
feast of harmony and melody.
Gorgeous from start to finish,
the surround capability is
expertly exploited. It'll wash
over you... kinda like the surf.
As:1* •
Ken Kessler
Our CD Service price per disc is
£22.00 except where marked •
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kcess
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: ' Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £70.00 LI
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber D /steel E mounting £ 10.50
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360nun x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 fD
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£ 4.00 CI
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d)
£99.00 0
HFNIRR 017 Walnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£ 0.00
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs £ 12.00 D
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £ 12.00 D
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 D
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 El
per 100 £ 19.00 CI per 500 £90.00 D
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£13.00 El
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £ 7.000
large(three) DOM
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 IE
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £ 0.00 III
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 El
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.000
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 D
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 D
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 D
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 10
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £40.00 El
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 0 Ready built unit £95.00 D

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.000 Ready built £370.00 0
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £15.00 0
five litres£35.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' £47.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.000 per 100 £38.00
per 500 £ 180.00 0
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00
per 100 £. 00
per 500 £40.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £47.00 El (chrome) £85.00 10
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
96
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cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 0
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 D
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 D

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 D
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 0
slim double
pack of 5 £. 50 D Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 10
RATA 'Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £ 10.00
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.000
Densen DeMagk: de-magnetising CD
DOM E
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£ 13.000
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 130.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 D EL34WXT £8.00 LI
5881/KT66 £7.00
6550/KT88 £ 15.50
O ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 0 EL84 £3.50
D EL84M £7.00 O EF86 £8.130
GZ34 (China) £ 12.500 PCC88 £.00 D
EL509/519 £ 18.50 LI
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 D
pre-amp tubes £. 00 0
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic titleb-bk)
(
£40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £ 0.00 0
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 0
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set E each £ 17.00 D
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00
Valve Ampleers Morgan Jones £25.00 D
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 D
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 LI
High Performance Loudspeakers by

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 (h-bk) £50.00 D
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 El
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 CI
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00 LI
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk) £10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £ 15.000
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 El
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 El
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 El
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 El

CATALOGUES
Accessories Club full review catalogue D
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
D Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 D
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 D ready built £75.00 D
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00
Built unit
£295.00 El
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 El per two-pair £110.00 CI
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00
Built unit
£399.00 D
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
£TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK
£400.00. D
110/110V USA/etc £450.00. D
110/240V or 240V/1 10V £450.00. D

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR
• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £198.00
2-way £99.00
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00 I:
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)

o

** *

THIS MONTH'S ** *
FEATURED ITEM

DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.000
Jumbo £65.00
DH Squares: set of three £25.00
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WORKING IN ISOLATION
AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT
in creating a high quality
audio system is the isolation of
pieces of equipment: from their
support platforms, from airborne vibrations and from
adjacent items. A big effect
can be made with both
absorbent and hard spiked
accessories under turntables,
CD players, amplifiers and
power supply units.
Recently a replacement has
been found for the popular
Isopod ceramic cones ( alas, no
longer available). The DH
cones come in black ceramic in
two sizes: ' Large' 30mm dia x
25mm in height, or Jumbo' at
38mm x35mm. Their effect
can be enhanced by using a
matching set of three DH
Squares, 50mm square x
12mm thick, under the point of
the cone. These accessories are
ideal for heavy static items
without moving parts ( ie, CD
player mechanisms can cause
sliding).
Some months ago we
successfully introduced the
Audioquest Littlefeet, a
hemispherical Sorbothane
isolator for lighter items, and
now, to take items up to 16kg
in weight, there are the

alternative Bigfeet, sets of four
at 63mm dia x30mm. These !
cost £60.00 per set. Also in
Sorbothane is a simple 6in
square damping sheet HFN/RR
022 with peel- off backing: this
may be cut to suit a range of
applications (£ 13.00).
The Michell Tenderfeet
turned aluminium cones have
long been part of the
Accessories Club listing. These
inexpensive components
(£10.00 or £7.00 for three)
are complemented by the
saucer- like Tendercups, which
receive the cone tip and
thereby save table- tops from
damage! ( Price is £7.00 for
three.)
Lastly spikes. These are an
essential upgrade for any
speaker stand ( or equipment
support). They are available in
sets of 8for fixing into metal,
marble, wood, etc and come
as a kit with drill and fittings at
£10.50.

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE
Name

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied far titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 (011234 741 152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each

i air,

A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below

etp

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS

.fon attic

ORDER FORM
CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service

IPlease charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number '
delete as appropriate

Expiry Date

+postage and packing (see text): £
Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form (tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1VH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 (
0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 (
0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

1111

Albmd lirendel

Classical — Beethoven Piano Concertos
£29.95; BBC Legends £ 10.95;
Cannabich (Arte Nova) £6.95;
Prokofiev ( Classic FM) £6.95
Jazz —Masayuki Takayanagi £20.00;
Susie Ibarra £ 14.00; Horn/Kendig/Dickey £9.99;
Robin Musgrove £8.99
Reissues roundup —Rhino CDs, £ 14.00;
Mobile Fidelity £22.00
Rock/pop —Catatonia, The Cranberries, The MoFfats,
The Pretenders, Reef £ 12.75; Fuzzbird £9.99
Soundtracks - Blast from the Past £12.75
EMI Songbooks - £ 12.75
Box Sets - The Singles Collection £16.99; Plonk £28.00;
The Capitol Years £9.99
Rock reissues — Anne Briggs, The Chamber Brothers
£9.99; Elvis Presley (
Suspicious Minds) £14.00
Audiophile —Vince Gill, Diana KraII, Brian Wilson,
Trisha Yearwood £25.00

Catalogue number & title

•H

PX11.1PS

N

• MID PRICE: £7.99 each

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

COServite

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sores. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK pris for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include fo, shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

EQUIPMENT SALE LIST
Audiostatic DCI Electrostatic loudspeakers Ex-dem

£1795 (£2500)

Audiostatic DCI Plus Electrostatic loudspeakers Ex-dem .. £2750 (£3750)
Avalon Arcus loudspeakers Limited Edition piano black
finish Ex-dem
£4990 (£6995)
Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers cherry finish Ex-dem
£5495 (£7995)
conrad-johnson CAV-5o Integrated valve amplifier Ex-dem £1850 (£ 2495)
Golden Tube S1-50 MK2 Integrated valve amplifier with
valve phono stage Ex-dem

£950 (£1300)

Golden Tube SE-40 Parallel single ended Class Avalve
power amplifier Ex-dem
£825 (£noo)
Golden Tube SE-3ooBMK2 Limited Edition single ended
class Avalve power amplifier New
£1295 (£1990)
Marantz CD- 17K1 Compact disc player champagne finish £800 (£noo)
Muse Electronics 160 Series 2power amplifier balance
Ex-dem
£1495 (£2290)
Sound Design SD- 2valve preamplifier valve phono stage
Ex-dem
£450 (£900)
Zingali Overture 3Omniray loudspeakers Ex-dem
£ 2250 (£2995)
Audio Innovations 5oo Integrated valve amplifier with
phono stage S/Hand

£500 (£noo)

Concordant Quad II valve mono block power amplifiers
S/Hand
£750 (£1300)
Gamma Rhythm 211 single ended Integrated valve amplifier
with phono stage S/Hand
£950 (£2500)
Marantz CD-6311K1 Compact disc player S/Hand mint condition ..£275 (£400)
Parasound CDP moo Compact disc player S/Hand
£ 325 (£500)
Sound Design DC0-150 OTL valve mono block power amplifiers
rewired with silver wire and Hovland capacitors S/Hand ...£ 2000 (£5000)
VTL MB- 225 valve mono block power amplifiers S/Hand ...£195o (£4500)
P.O. Box 383 Brentwood Essex CM14 4GB
Tel: 01277 227355

Fax: 01277 224103

email: inlo@vidualTdernon.ro uk

Pink Triangle PT Too turntable, light ash, with out- board
power supply, and new Sumiko Premier LMT arm S/Hand . • • .£475 (£95o)
conrad-johnson MV-55 power amplifier S/Hand
mint condition
£1300 (£2000)

telephone 0171 380 o866

fax 0171 383 5028

Auctta_9mtáwn6
Introduces the

Maciu,lue 3A
Valve Preamplifier

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class A single-ended valve designs
FEATURES INCLUDE:
•Dual Mono Circuitry
•Military Spec Components
•Regulated High Current Outboard Power Supply
•Premium Imported Valves
•Precision Stepped Attenuator Volume Controls
•Moving Magnet or Moving Coil Phono Stage
•Zero Feedback High Level Section
•Automatic Muting with Separate Mute Switch
Distributed exclusively by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
94 Church Path Deal Kent CT14 9TJ
Tel/Fax: 01304-382037
E-mail: sounds@transp.globalnet.co.uk

HURRY

THERE'S NO TIME TO LOSE!
Complete the form now, detach and return
in an envelope ( no stamp needed) to:

LINK HOUSE
FREEPOST BS9305 Bristol BS32 OZZ
Name ( Mr/Mrs/Ms)
Address
Post code _
)Day time phone number
1Yes, Iwould like to subscribe by direct debit to HiFi News
<it the specially discounted rate of just £ 29.75 ( please tick).

Instruction to

your Bank or Building

Society
Direct Debits
to pay by

"

DIRECT
Debit

Onginator
Identification Number 11111111U111
Full name and postal address of your Bank or Building Society
To the Manager

It doesn't matter if you're subscribing
to HIFI NEWS for the first time, or if
you're already asubscriber, you can
still take full advantage of this
tremendous offer.
Yes, simply by completing
the form right now ( no
stamp needed), you'll save
a massive £ 14.95! But hurry
-offer ends 2July 1999.

Bank or Building Society
Address

s

£7.45 OFF
12 ISSUES

Paying your subscription by
Direct Debit makes a lot of sense.
Just by filling in one small form
your subscription will be paid
automatically, but you can cancel it whenever you
want. And of course, you'll save a
lot of money!
The usual subscription price is
£37.20, but you'll pay ONLY
£29.75 (saving you £ 7.45) AND
we'll send you a
PLUS FREE special HIFI NEWS
binder to keep
your magazines in
absolutely FREE.

BINDER
WORTH

£7.50

Post code
Name(s) of account holder(s)

Link House Magazines Ltd reference number
(for office
use only)
Branch sort code
(from top right hand

comer of your

cheque)

LIU- [JD -DU

Bank or Building
Society Account
number

DLJUDDLIDD

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Please pay Link House Magazines Ltd Direct Debits from the
account detailed on this instruction subject to the conditions
assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee.

Signature
Date
Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit
instructions for some types of account.
904/DD

THE DIRECT DEBIT

GUARANTEE

This guarantee is offered to all Banks and Buildiríg
Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme.
The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored
and protected by your own Bank or Building society.
If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change
you will be told of this in advance by at least 14 days as
agreed. If an error is made by Link House Magazines
Limited or your Bank or Building Society you are
guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your

RETURN THE FORM NOW!
OFFER ENDS 2 JULY 1999

branch of the amount paid.
You can cancel aDirect Debit at any time by writing
to your
ety. Bank or Building
Soci Please also send
acopy of your letter to us.

DIRECT
De b it

/lease note that Direct Debits can only be paid
through a IA' Bank or Bnikling Socle! y.

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current

6.3V
1.3A

Anode voltage (DC)
450V
Screen Voltage (DC)
425V
Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
22W
Screen dissipation
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M COMPONENTS LTD., Selectron Housejenkin's Dale Industrial Estate, Chatham, Kent ME4 SRI)
Sales Desk 01634 848500

Fax 01634 848676

audiophileusa.com
Addictive web site for LP CD Accessory & DAD fans. We email superb monthly lists of new
and used jazz, rock. folk, audiophile, blues and much more. Knowledgeable, friendly staff.
Great service, unbeatable prices. Free monthly flyers that keep you up to date with new
releases as well as outstanding condition used 1ps, plus special offers! Here's atiny selection
of what we carry.
Bookmark our web site NOW!
DCC LPs & CDs

$ 19.99

PATRICIA BARBER: MODERN COOL ( 180GM) .$29.00

CLASSIC RECORDS

$26.99

HENDRIX: FILLMORE EAST ( 3 180GM LPS) .. .$38.00

MOBILE FIDELITY 24KT GOLD CDs

$23.00

BOB DYLAN: LIVE ' 66 ( CLASSIC) 2LP BOX . .. .$56.00

ALLSOP ORBITRAC

$33.00

CARDAS SWEEP RECORD ( NEW VERSION) .. .$18.99

FRANK SINATRA. THE VOICE ( CLASSIC)
MILES DAVIS: PANTHALASSA ( 2X 180GM) . . .

$26.99
$ 15.00

MOSAIC JAZZ: ALL LP BOX SETS IN STOCK!
CLASSIC/CHESKY DAD ( LOWEST PRICES)
EXPERT PACKAGING. WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

atidlOphilemternational
11355A PYRITES WAY # 1, GOLD RIVER, CALIF. 95670.USA
TEL: ( 916) 858 8383

FAX: ( 916) 858 8385. TOLL FREE ORDERS ( 877) SPIN LPS-US ONLY

VISA/MC/ACCESS WELCOME

Nexingtob

There's something for every enthusiast in the August issue. Equipment reviews kick off with
an exclusive review of the Iron amplification system, which combines ahigh- quality tube
pre-amp ( and astate-of-the-art phono stage) with asingle-ended triode power amplifier,
offered in two versions — achoice of the classic Western Electric 300B or the higherpower PX25 tube. Source components on test include Nakamichi's first DVD player and
Pioneer's latest DVD/Laserdisc combi player. For those who are burning to record their
own CDs, we'll be reviewing Traxdata's CD-RW drive
plus related software. Speakers on test include the
Tannoy R2, B&W Nautilus 803 and the nearlegendary top model from Egglestoneworks, one
of the most expensive speakers on the planet.
In the music section we'll be interviewing
conductor David Lloyd-Jones, and as well as the
latest CDs we'll be reviewing the latest Mercury
Living Presence and RCA Living Stereo reissues.
And don't forget the August issue also brings the
third and final part of our epic ATC competition
— plus asecond exciting free entry contest.
Don't miss HFN/RR's August issue, on sale Friday, 2July.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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508.24

Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit
unmatched performance
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BOOTH ROVED STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934
http://vvww.meridia 1-audio.com
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DEVON & CORNWALL

CHESHIRE

Sounds
6
Per ection

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Warrington, WA I3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009

GREATER MANCHESTER

Fax: ( 01925) 825773

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- Fl
,

• Naim Audio • Audiolab •

EIRE

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•.; 9

• Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

Hearing is Believing

TDL • Mission • Copland •

rcam

AUDIO COUNSEL

Androgen
Castle
Inerldian
Classe

IL*

Rego
legarantx
30 years

Epos
lbeleitées

of Excellence

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477
Open:

sow
Hahn

Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

MIDDLESEX

NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell. Nottingham Analogue, Roksan, Rockport.
VPI. Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES Rega. SME. Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue. VPI. Lyra. Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel. Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca. M.F. Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology. YBA,
Meracus. DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity. LFD. Roksan, Meracus, YBA. Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemet Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio. JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonus Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire ( Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington. Base. Understands.
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON BT70 lAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demen.co.uk
Web Site. http://wenv.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

• NO S
FI

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

Choose ‘from the
finest
• HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
• MULTI- ROOM

effr'res
EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

0161 428 7887

OkI>H<V5 AVD10
Authorised Dealers for: Amustio Precision. Audio Alchemy ' Audio Analogue
•Auclikneco • Ada Synthesis • Art Ande • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burnester
• (obtuse • (mod-Johnson • Croft • DPI • E.A.R. • Untroconimniet • Fond
•Fullers Audio • Gomme Acoustics • Golden Tube • Grad • Helios • Klionh
•Living Yoke • loather Voigt • barium • Merocus• Musical FidePity • 00.1 • Orock
•Orel, • Ortofon • Parer* • Pass tabs • Puree • Pined • Pentochord
•rink Triongle• OED • Sequence • Stan • Tea • Triangle • Indian Research • Toiem
•Unison Research • Yamomura Churchill • YEA and others
hrr delnenhenlallealidni • Pnyi ,vhareleenGru,
Call for list of part exchange Nuwitirty
rerrossaNybscumgererinSicreishOmykr/27cheelamour.kerertorodea
5mins from127 of else M6
O
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

01

buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi -end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from

THE

UNMET
Sound ,* Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Fax: 01622 676723

_}

LINN
MUSICAL FIDELITY

AUDIO

OPERA
TALK ELECTRONICS
LAVARDIN

ROOM

CLASSE

HI-FI SPECIALIST

AUDIO VECTOR
QUAD

(014821

891375

CR DEVELOPMENTS
HELIOS
JAMO ( CONCERT ONLY)

2 George Street
Heddon, Hun, HU12 8JH

B&W ... AND MORE...

£120.00 -£72.000

11\

5

HULL

ycu are

Tel: 01622 676703
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0161 633 2602

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

term repeat customer5o whether

11111111113:1Zrie

•HI-FI
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We at Audio Venue are not interested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long

AUDIO COUNSEL

14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

gesIgoke Amelia Visma.1 Gov‘smitar‘ts

Once is not enough

I

12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

Am4ioV-e\m-e

Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849
mobile 0973 471 426
email ; aucliovenue@vosenet.co.uk

SOUTH COAST

yo. tars

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc

Ba W

Clan

í2 L

r

SURREY
\RC \\ I•DENSEN • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE
•\In luoSliis. \ 11%1 .51 .1110 •

NEAT • REG\ • ROTH.

•Roll: • \II \ DIN' \\ • l'EA(' • YAN1AHA & NIORE

n iaeiit Y
indecently good hi-fi

9Fhgh Street, F6111p1.0.1 Web.. Kmapmea upon
Than., Surrcy IKT1 4. Tek 081-943 3530
Open Tues - Fn 10.30am - 7.00prniSat 10am - 6pm

let\
UNMET

Sound & Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
*Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
*9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
*Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock
*

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
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LONDON

O'
Brien Hi-Fi

D
1,11 .1

Est. 1966

5,1)

• AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
• NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
• SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

0% Instant Finance Available
Written details on request

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5 miss walk Raynes Park BR • 20 miss Waterloo • 5 miss from AS ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 miss M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9-5.30 TuesSat

AUDIO ANALOGUE

SOUTH EAST LONDON

GREATER LONDON

ni
/ INSTANT 0%
t io
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
k
FROM BATTERSEA

Front End Problems?
then contact:

AAVIK,APOLLO,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, RAW,
BANG & OLUFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, COSMIC, CREEK,
DENON, EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION
MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, ORELLE, ORIGIN LIVE
QUAD, PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTE., RUARK, SENNHEISER,
SONIC UNK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, STRAIGHTWIRE
SUPRA, TAG MCLAREN, TARGET TRAC, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery 8.
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS
GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary HiFi Dealer'
A

fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

studio

82

Martin Logan, Sono Folmr, loom, Epos, Ruch, d.p o, Myryod, Alchemist, Creek,
SM E, OT Products, NVA, tEL keel, Demon, Celestial, Rose, Micromego,
Orloion • much more.

Noun CD3
Unison Simply 4Mt Amp
Pink • Ordinal DAC & Filters
mendion 501 pre

New
£ 2,700

Now
f1,750

1S/H)

£575

( S/H).

£ 795

( 5/H)

Meridian 566 SAC ( new boxed) save £200

£475

£ 1,3130 £ 1,175

( Ex Deed ) £695

Rowland Made! 1pm Amp Isolid slate)

15/H)

Denon LA200A loom player
Epos 12 Speakers ( mint boxedl

Lumley 120S, Block ( mint roo al new mires) . 1S/H)

[Anateg Audio

CI,595
£299

£3,300

..1

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

For equipment thai sounds natural and musical. Ring
advice. demons and price quotes.

friendly

Tel/fax 0181 363 4963 7 days 10am- lOpm
E- Mail doc@audiojoy.clinion.co.uk
www.audiojoy.demon.co.uk

Stockist of full range of speakers and
let tronics for all major manufac Iurers.
Please phone (or details.

Friendbr service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

AUDIOJOY LTD.

Specialist audio consultants for North London

LEADING STOCKISTS Of
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

f1 , 795

Ne. AO 0 Pm ems ore os nem unmarked, end boxed end Musk the
manulortime
sesuronmet 011.rine 0minium of 2yews and up *
DS yeers, dependine upon eh. produce
,

Stoats, ter PROFESSIONAL MONITOR CO. TRICHORD. MICHELL
CLEARAUDIO. VPL NORDOST. LAVERDIN. BRYSTON. TARGIt. STANDS
UNIQUE PLIN1US. GRYPHON ETC

(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road, London 6112
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

£399

£550

* Mail Order Available

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

BANG 8OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF. MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
OED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TRAC.

Cl,500

( Ex Dens) £2,0130
1S/H)

Our fifth flamboyant year

Tel: 01582 764246

ARCAM, ATACAMA AVI,

£499

£3,000
£580

Copeland 288 CD plover

Harpenden Hens AL5 2SP

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

Bang 81 Olutsen Centre

B&W Speakers including Nautilus 800, CR Developments, Wilson Audio,

(Ex Demi

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

HARPENDEN LTD

Krell, Theta, Copelond, Pink •, Audio Research, Meridian, Ac/ron, Ho 0,

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
Caleuion A3 Speakers Rosewood/mini

ORANGES
(St LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man ,"

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG W5
sr 0181-567 8703

FREE PARKING

SUFFOLK

16- 18A Eldon Sheer, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22
Telephone ( 01 777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

studio

NORFOLK

atc
audio physic
chord company

The Old School

ha rbeth
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Near Nonvich, Norfolk
.•

le

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
104

nais

densen

School Road, Brecon Ash

lyra
michell
nordost
royd
sumiko

BADA BONDED DEALER

I

81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL:0171 624 8855
FAX:0171 624 5315

for grown-ups

nva

sugden
totem

1
fax

73 622866
01 473 63 1588

nichord

email
w w w

and more

martle ham heath Ipswich IP5 3UA
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enqesignals.uk.com
signols.uk.com
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Have you heard the latest?
No? Well here's your chance at listening to some of the coolest

Music Mill

and most serious hi-fi equipment available on planet Earth including:
Naim Audio / Pro AC 1Absolute Sounds / Marantz / DNII / AVI
Alchemist / TEAC / RoRsan / Rotel.
72 Newhaven Road

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

Edinburgh EH6 5QG • 0131-555 3963 • Call for details on nationwide delivery and other services

YORKSHIRE
PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Grasse,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad,
Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique.
XTC & many Others.

tt ixt, dge4ste,c,te.,

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

REAI

HI

PREMIER AUDIO

For iriendI) ad, ice or ro arrange your demonstration of some ot
the Woilld's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (evening calls welcome). Generou.
pariexiihange allowance always available. Agencies include ATE.'
•WI • lryston, • Castle • Charlo • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
Kimber Kahle • Marantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • SUMO
•Tear • The Professional Monitor Co. • Wadia and mans

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

TEL: 01482 587397
I
.ROOS RI

ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS

WEST SUSSEX

ei C.AsnE
e E-Mail
Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850
info@audioreflections£o.uk

SPEAKERS

ELECTRONICS

e
ewe/f
ive

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS
Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet, ProAc, Rue Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research, T & A. Impulse Horns. Monitor Audio, Harbeth, Alci'emist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Blueprint, Audio Analogue. Exposure, LhAng Voice, Densen,
Celestion (ASeries only), Opera, Audio Physic, Trichord Resear, Nordost. Stands Unique,
Stax Electrostatics, Ortofon, Goldring, Yamaha AV, Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial, Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, Visa, Finance available.

W

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-8pm TueFri, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
ould you

hear more.)

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

0097...e.cau:4
.2›
PROJECTS .•

0113

BADA & CEDIA

Like to

2 3

0

4

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

5 6 5

N

WEST MIDLAND
Naim...Merkhan...Arcain...Tag Maciaren...
Teac...Miksion...Stands Unique..
.

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloznich, Walsall,

and much, nn ch more.

01922 493499

QUALITY Hi-fi for

0121 321 2445

the midlands

'à HI - Fi Mares Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre
Interest Free Credit ovoileibl

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton C,oldfaeld, Birmingham

be Selected Iten-s. subtext to

Fi741 -

ILJO S

EARE

In House Service Department Mail order available
deposit. Written detoils on rewest)

IRA IX -F "1" IE F4 S

IFF—er

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS 1-i I_FI
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from

Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab. Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.

1••••••••

Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

HtFI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 STD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3218

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

JULY 1999
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
A selection of used and ex-demonstration equipment, amplifiers, both valve
and solid-state. Also asmall selection of
speakers, tuners Call us now with your
requirements tel/fax 0151 343 0007.
(H11001)
Acoustic Energy AEI speakers, mint
condition, black, fabulous small monitior
excellent detaling and imagery new
speakers force sale £375 ovno tel 01302
786006 after 6pm.
(H11002)
Acoustic Energy AE2s Loudspeakers
plus stands £399 tel 01457 83 4465.
(H11008)
Apogee Stage £699, Quad 34 preamp
£175, Art Audio Concerto power amp
25w Triode, 50w Pentode (switchable)
£495. Leeds 0113 2297524 after 7pm.
(H1935)
ATC SCM50A MkI active speakers walnut £2550, acclaimed sound stage and
imaging, Audio Research LS15 valve
preamp, with remote £ 1995. Excellent
condition, both with boxes and handbooks. 0115 9242075.

(H1946)

Audio Note AN-J speakers rosewood
veener plus MAF stands superb condition £810 ono tel: 01903 756582.
(H11012)
Audio Research LS2 excellent conditon
boxed £ 1350 ono, tel 01563 533565.
(H11005)
Audio Research SLP 5 black rev A
£2350 ono, Mark Levinson ML3 300w
monoblock £2350 ono, Graham
tonearm, boxed, spare wand £950 offers
p/ex tel: 01723 366851 or 07775 925843.
Audio Research SPD1, audiophile surround processor from two channel
sources, like new boxed £700, Snell Type
Jbookshelf speakers, walnut £250, Aiwa
AF- 810 cassette deck, mint £90. 0181
878 5046.
(H1958)

Castle Chester loudspeakers, mahogany
£285. Denon DCD1700 CD player
heavyweight-,build would make good
transport (£650 when new) £200.
Monarchy Audio DAC £300. CD and
DAC together £450 all excellent condition boxes manuals 0171 473 3318 w/day
01844 2160706 w/ends. (H11018)
CAT SL! Reference Preamplififier
£1990 (£5500). Tesserac Headamplifier
plus power supply £650 ( 1995). Roskan
Xerxes
Artemiz
XPS3.
5 DSU
£950Apollo Three tiered stands. Siltech
and Cardas cables. 0181 870 0938.
(H1962)
Classé 30 preamp, 70 Power £ 1000 complete, Linnaeum LFX speakers £300,
Transparent Lntr Digital Line £ 100,
Transparent 8ft Musicwave cable £ 100
Siltech IMTR Digital Line £ 100, original
boxes 01252 311016. (H1931)
Clearaudio reference turntable, Souther
arm, int, boxed £2,975; Luxman 5T50
laboratory tuner mint, £495; Ortofon
SPU cartridge £275; Koetsu black, mint,
£300; WANTED: Nakamichi Dragon
tel/fax:

01747

853372 ( Dorset).
(H1903)

Croft Mega Micro preamp P5 Audio 45
pre supply, EC Lectern power, Audio
Plan Contrasts III speakers, Tandberg
330 Cassette, Linn Isobarik speakers,
Heybrook HB3 speakers, most boxed,
well under half price W.H.Y 01626
774246.
(H1986)
DLP 600 Time Equilisation for SL 600
ono SL600 si speakers available due to
speaker change excellent condition £ 150,
tel 01284 703217. (H1996)
Elite Rock turntable Excalibur arm at
0C3 external power supply £650. Hi-Q
balanced phone head amp £250 Elite 600
pre-power amp 85 wpc rebuilt by
Manticore, superb sound £400. Ortofon
lx05

AT

cables

01302

370578.

Audio
Synthesis
DA X
Decade
DAC/preamp, balanced version, mint,
boxed £ 1,950 ono (£3,600) Audio
Synthesis DAX1 balanced £950 ono

Exchange immaclate Proac repsonse
2.5s for quality monitors plus £ 1000.

(£2,700) must sell one! Contact Salman
Day, 0131 535 4307 eves 0131 556 7545
e-mail: s.hussaineed.sac.ac.uk (H1873)

Want: Dynaudio Contour 1.3s, Totem
Model 1or Proac with good stands. Need
space and cash! 0114 2352095. (H1998)

Audiolab 8000SX power amp £325

Exposure 17/18 pre/power, moving coil,
balanced cables, ex cond £750, Naim
Naxo 2/4 SBL £200, all boxed, may consider part exchange, 01903 821709.

immaculate condition with manuals,
Simon 01889 574618. (H11004)
Beatles Mobile Fidelity box 14 records
and booklet mint, noe or never £7000, tel
0032-2- 7682639. (H11014)
Bryston 12B preamp, 4B power amp,
perfect condition, boxed cost new £2400
-bargain at £ 1000 ono, 01594 832497
evenings. (H1945)
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(H11009)

(H1973)
Harbeth Compact 7ES black ash £985,
matching stands £95, both new in boxes.
Additional stands, as above mint, no
boxes £50 ship UK or USA pay $ or £,
Mark 44 (0) 1705 525275. (H11003)

IMF TLS80II, KEF 105/4 ,Ditton 66s
mint Meridian 200/203, Deltic PDMII
Revox A77 high speed, Teac A3340,
Thorens TD124, M/FA F22 remote pre,
all mint, boxed, as new. Marantz 7T
pre/15 power very rare Lux PD 300 vacuum 01992 718265 (H1994)
Jamo Concert 11 Switenia mahogany
with tuneable crossover fabulous sound
in as new condition with maintess and
original cartons £ 1295 (£2250) Musical
Fidelity pre/power F16/F25 drives any
speakers 18 months old as new £2500
(£4000) ovno tel: 0181 857 9490.
(H11013)
Krell FPB200 power amp £3,800, Krell
KRC-3 preamp £ 1,800, both only one
year old, mint condition with original
boxes and manuals, also EAD Encore
DTS processor £ 1,800, 0161 941 4573
(Manchester).

(H1881)

Krell MD / turntable + SBP64X DAC
£4000 ono ( low), Theta Data II,
Progen II DAC + TLC £3600, Theta Data
Ills mode + Progen 5A (exceptional)
p.o.a, Audio Research LS 5 Mk2 £2150
ono, Meridian 200 + 203 £450. 0181 882
4287.
(H1974)
Linn LP12, black, Lingo, Cirkus,
Trampolin , Ittok, Dynavector 17D2
£1500, Dynavector L200 preamplifier
and HX75 power amplifier £2250,
Shahinian Compass loudspeaker, natural
oak £ 1000, Stands Unique equipment
support, cherry £250. 01829 741830.
(H1924)
Lowther Super Acousta twin PM6 drive
units, size 84cm high x 46cm 42.5cms
deep, used with AMS 100watts per channel, £600 the pair ono, 01799 541785.
(H1987)
Mana Four Tier reference table sound
stage, Audio Research SPA II £700 ono,
Densen DM 1
0 £700, Meridian 605
monoblock £900, Kimber Cogan Hall
cables, MF Nu-vista preamp, offers after
7pm 01274 57091. (H11015)
Mark Levinson ML-3Power amp, 2for
sale consecutive serial nos ( matched
pair) late model (+ damping switches),
very high end, enormous power reserves,
black 60kgs, £2500 each or £4.000 for
pair. Aerial 10t speakers, plus hoods, plus
stands plus Audio Point footers plus
black Pioneer lacquer finish £3000 ono
(+ £7000 new), David Burton 0118 951
9337 d/time, 01895 274001 eve.(H1959)
Meridian 207 CD and pre amp £375,
KEF 104/2 and KUBE £750, Rega
Planar 3, A&R P77, £50, Pioneer F90
tuner £20. Wall mounted turntable stand
£5. 01494 785743. (H1933)
JULY1999
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Mirage M3si floorstanding. bipolar
speakers, Stereophile recommended
component, wide soundstage with all the
finesse power and bass extension of afull
range speaker, perfect for home-theatre
application, mint-boxed condition, piano
black lacquer £ 1500. 01483 429468.
(H1947)
Mordaunt Short Pageant 3'5s 3-way
LIS, new tweeters, vgc can demo £ 110
ono tel 0181 997 3729 anytime, 01410
09724.0 daytime. (H11011)
Musical Fidelity A1001 amplifier,
superb dynamics, bass, clarity £ 1,495
(£2,500 new) tel: 01925 754563.
(H1785)
Naim SBL speakers, black ash, excellent
condition £750. 01443 405347. (H1963)
Orelle CD1OT transport £400, SC150
preamp MM/MC £ 150, SP150 power
amp £250. Orator speakers £200, offers
for complete system, mint boxed Target
R2 stands £ 175 1TFI floor tables £25.
01252 311016. (H1930)
Pink Triangle Anniversary (black) latest
spec with Battery PSU ( 2,5oci) £950
ono;
Also
Roksan
Attessa
AttDP2/DA2/DS5 (£2,500) £900ono; can
split, all mint tel/fax: 00 353 21 841 576
(Ireland). (H1894)
Pink Triangle Export ( uprated psu)
SME IV Audio Technica ART 1 cartridge: all light use superb sound; £995.
Moth
record cleaning machine £ 195
(almost unused) 01705 487511 or 01705
261585.
Quad 66 pre-amp and remote control
panel, both in very good condition, £300
ono, 01442 874030 or 0976 205797.

Revox B77 tape recorder, fully reconditioned (Brian Reeves) incl new heads,
etc. Excellent condition, large quantity
new and pre-rec tapes, editing equipment, spare leads, etc £2,000 tel 01606
47854 (Cheshire). (H1914)
Rogers LS3/5A rosewood finish boxed
with cast iron spiked stands plus B&W
Acoustitune sub-woofer, hardly used as
new all cabling included classic British
sound. £500 tel 0161 448 1495.(H11016)
Rogers Studio 9 £550; E40 valve amp
£1,000; Studio 3 £200; Epos ES22 £800;
Rogers AB1 £250; Musical Fidelity
A100 £ 150; Rogers C625 £28; LS66
£175; Studio 7 £350; tel 01344 872568
or 0181 648 0743 days. (H1877)
Roksan DP1 CD Transport £385,
Roksan Ojan 3loudspeaker £325. 01594
832497 evenings. (H1944)
Siltech FT 12 MkII 1.5 bi-wire £ 1150,
Siltech FT12 MkII 1.2m single £425,
Audio Research Litzunil 4m sc/ic £350,
Transparent Musiclink ic lm BAL £ 140.
Silver Sounds 4 gauge 3m pair £250.
Mandrake 1.1m, 0181 882 4287.
(H1975)
SME Model 20/2, black, IV, AT-0C9
£3250, Krell KAV300CD £2750, both
boxed indistinguishable from new, less
than one months use! Unemployment
forces sale 01924 290749. (H1982)
Sony AV system DVP S715 DVD, TAFB92OR amp, SS-H2200 3-way speakers, plus stands £600 ono, will consider
split. 01582 414945. (H1937)
Spendor SPI speakers on target HJ12
stands, much loved montitors £275 ono,
also Tannoy M2 (cherry) on Epos stands
£100 tel 01628 524869. (H11017)

Stax Signature headphones and SRM
TIS energisers, pure valves, mint condition £545 no offers, Russ Andrews Preamplifier £500,
01240
413211.
(H1965)
Sugden A48 amp £70, Walker CJ55
turnable, Linn Basik arm £75, LFD
spirolink III Interconnects 0.5m £45,
0.75m £55, Naim K Boards £30, Linn
armboards new £20 tel 0116 271632.
(H11007)
Sugden AU41P power amp, mint, boxed
100w channel £275 ovno 01371 850665.
(H1949)
TDL Monitor loudspeakers, good condition, rosewood finish, stands boxed
excellent sound, £ 100 ono. 0171 482
4089.
(H1941)

WANTED
WANTED Meridan 201 CD 16- bit
preferably, with remote control, please
call 01305 851566. (H11000)
WANTED Quad ESL 63s and Chord
CPA
2800/SPM800 (or
Quad
66/66FM/606 or AVI or Meridian equivalent) and REL sub-woofer tel 01243
576073.
(H1999)
WANTED Naim NAP 250, must be
good condition, old or new style case
considered, 01625 861825. (H1936)
WANTED Electrofluidics monitor 20/20
speaker cable 3.5m lengths. Quad preamp must be good condition, Pro-ac studio one drive units or complete speakers,
te10116 2716132.

(H11006)

(H1976)
Quad 34/405 Mk2 amplifer £400. Quad
PRIVATE

FM4 tuner £200, boxed, instructions,
mint. Arcam Alpha CD boxed mint.

ADVERTISEMENT

ORDER

FORM

Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.

•
•

For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

Mission 750 LE speakers, mint
£150,£250, 01904 488266. (H1954)

PLEASE

PRINT IN

BLOCK CAPITALS

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word Op Pioneer it400 . two words)

Quad 303 amplifier, 33 control unit, and
2 Electrostatic speakers. Leak amplifier
TL 25 plus, offers. 01874 730112.
(H11020)
Rega 2 deck — very little use (own a
Linn!) £ 1550 01865 272609 (H11010)
REL Stentor Mk 2, one year old, rosewood finish, excellent condition £875
(£1900 new) tel 01604 645590. (H1995)

Pleaxe publish the above aduennensent for

Revox B77 Mk2 rem/control perspex

D FOR SALE

spool cover, pro nab adapters, Revox pro
tilt stand, 10 Maxell tapes £950, Linn
LP12, Akito, K9, plinth/cover £350
Audiotech wallshelf £35 all mint tel 0385
327758.
(H1997)

Cheque potual order enclosed for
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Whiniest' under Me heading:

Nana

El WANTED

Box number required

D.w.,

Addro,•

D 110.
,‘"

(pounds sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines e.

OR Please charge my Acosar IVisa IDino, I
Ansex'Card Number
Daum« telephone number

Expires (date)
l'kase indicate cinch

Stgnature
No rembursements van be due for cancellation of subsequent insernons

Cut out your advertisement (or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Advertising, HiFi Nome &
Record RIVNY), Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 STA.
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28 OUEENSWAY. HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.
E-MAIL hi-fi@parter.desnon.co.uk, WEB SITE: vem.paynter.demon.co.uk
SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
dCS ELGAR 24BIT/192KHZ DAC
BASIS/AIR TANGENT
ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
TARGET • SENNHEISER
PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS
PROCEED AMPLIFICATION

consultants

Alchemist,
Audio Analogue,
Audio Physic,
AVI,
Creek,
Crimson,
DNM,
Heybrook,
Jamo,
LED,
Meracus,
Musical Fidelity,
Neat,
Origin Live,
Ortoton,
Papworth,
Pink Triangle,
Project,
Roksan,
Sonneteer,
Target,
Teac,
Trichord,
Trilogy,
UKD,
Yamamura Churchill.

.FYonecv IfYLETTE SPEN(E/RS(270)9D

• f9R031( HEYLO LOUDSPEAKERS (4391 XI]
- ', XDAC (CRYSTAL D/S115001 XD
VPL-W4C0 (
3a LCD PRCLIECTOR155C0180
• .. .TPLS500 SVGA PROJECTOR ( 5503) XD
-2CO3 TURNTABLE/RB303 ARV 0995) X0
-1LCS AC3C0 AC3 PROCESSOR XD
-RA MILD LOUCEPEAKERS 13951 XD
1300 PRE-AMP 9-1
'..T. 77 INTEGRATED (5951 X0
.'.4 LEVINSON nr 28 PREAMP 140301 SH
' '• 1NEPLANAR 1532 7ORSE SPEAKERS ( 299 1
• . EP9OES Aœ PROCESSOR (EMI XD

•REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
•B&W • HEYBROOK
•MICHELL • TEAC • dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•MARK LEVINSON
•NAGRA PL- P PRE/MPA & VPA PPOWER AMP
•SONY, FICF. SELECO PROJECTORS
..1:ariEx TROCE VALVE Preeine (
9951 X13
£495
M10:EX MCC( VALVE/MOSTET POWER ASS'(13COIXD £ 795
QUAD FM3 TUNER
.
f95
91AD 33 PRE AMP
£95
QUAD 333 POWER AMP
£95
FEVOX 877 MINT
£ 695
CASTLE SEERN MO ( 5801 XD
£395
MUSICAL AMITY XA50 M151500140 £ 350
GENESIS 900 500W SUBWCOFER (
2203)e
SOWS TABER ELECTA AMATOPIS ( 280) 5,-,
1,495
LOA'. C. 100 WO 050191
ACC. , . ,ASE OP- 70 (50331SH

'
£2‘ 50
£3995
£3995
£1495
£195
£345
£125
£395
r1895
1'1995
£395

£
1495

NEW REVEL STUDIOS AND SUB- 15 NOW ON 13 MONSTRATION WITH PROCEED AND LEVINSON
AMPLIFICATION. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT. OPEN MON SAT 10AM TO 7PM,

DBS AUDIO SELF-BUILD LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for superior sound from your hi-fi and not afraid of abit of

oodwork?

If the answer's yes, you could save LECs• and enjoy your music more
by making apair of our self- build loudspeakers ( as featured in HiFi
News and Record Review and designed by David Berriman).
DBS7 and DBS8 and DBS8-S. are designed to the highest standards

with novel technologies, high-quality drive units, crossover
components and cables of the type found in the most expensive and
competent commercial models.
So why wait? lust ring, fax or EMail us ( including your postal
address) for further information. Overseas customers welcome.

REPLAY ( AUDIO CONSULTANTS)

VISA/ACCESS accepted.

PANTON ROAD

STOP PRESS

HOOLE

Hear these remarkable loudspeakers ( by prior
arrangement) at our new Bury Hi Fi Listening Room

CHESTER

DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
IP28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891 Fax 01284 811791 E-N1ail DBSaudio@AOL.COM

CH2 3HX
TEL/FAX 01244 401290

EMAIL replay@dial.pipex.com
WEB SITE http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/replay

CL

_IO

L•2269 I/Bs7 compare-, yell nigh speaker. at fl.M10 and thi, mould he around their
normal retail price lobo available hand- built to order at 4999 per pair

ARE YOU HUNGRY?
A courier delivers your Chinese take-away, partly eaten ... or stale ... or the
restaurant has boiled out the taste and nourishment. Cables sell for high prices
but even alow price is awaste of money. It is rare to experience interconnects
and cables which deliver what the rest only promise: the performance of your
equipment.
Three years ago acontracted designer and Iset out to capture most of the
performance of the top league cables but at low cost. We succeeded in our aim,
but discovered that the cost was mainly in the marketing. So Petros Blue cables
have been sold direct, no marketing, no hype, just word-of-mouth and mail order.
"Sounds as if I've just spent £ 1,000 on my system," said one customer in April after writing acheque for precisely £70.
After three years we have finished work on Stratos Transparent - an interconnect
which aims to equal or exceed the truly top league cables ... and there is no
doubt that we have succeeded. Order with confidence for next-day delivery. Or
send for aFactsheet to take the mystery out of choosing cables and exploit the
potential of your music, and don't waste another penny.
We supply most brands but recommend very few.
Our best-selling products last month:
1. Stratos Transparent £ 120 per stereo metre, RCA or XLR (£89 for 1/
2 metre) NEW PRODUCT, so April sales even outstripped sales of our legendary Petros
Blue+ Silver.
2. Petros Blue+ Silver £65 per stereo metre (£58 for 0.5m), our bestseller.
Serious cable at budget prices ( RCA or XLR fullybalanced) cable, in July only
offered at reduced prices, £58 for one metre stereo pair (£52 for 0.5m).
3. Audio Note AN-S 15strand silver litz cable, £89 for 0.5m.
4. MIT 330 Series2 stereo RCA phono locking interconnect. NEW PRODUCT.
One metre pair £295 ( 1.5m @ £320 sold equal quantities this month!)
5. Audio Note AN-V which we sell for the special discount price of £ 199 for
one metre stereo pair and £50 as adigital mono wire.
6. Madrigal C2-Gel XLR one metre balanced pair £419.
Speaker cables:
1. Audio Note's keenly-priced copper AN-D is deservedly our best-selling
speaker cable. If offers amazing power transfer, bass definition, grip and
transparency at aprice of £9per metre per channel.
2.

Manufacturer's effective half-price offer on Audio Note's SPa litz speaker

cable ((79.50 per metre) thust this amazing silver cable into our No 2slot in
April. Find out why. Italian Silver delivers detail without silver's harshness.
3.

MI- Terminator-2 continues to dissolve skepticism, offering your speakers
85% Shotgun level at avery reasonable price £445 for an 8' pair.

We have many Ex-dem and Second-hand offers: ( most boxed, pristine as new).
Please send for afull and updated list, or surf vvww.audiosource.co.uk.
1. Audio Research Litzlink cancelled order three metre and nine metre pairs
(50% off List: £499 and £965).
2. Gryphon Guideline Pure Silver VVBT 0150 Phonos one and two metre
pairs ( 50% off List: £425 and £7201.
3. Gryphon Guideline Pure Silver XLR balanced cables one and two metre
pairs, same prices as above entry.
4. MANDRAKE/WBT 0.4 metre and 1.0 metre stereo pairs, RCA ( List: £295 and
£595, s/h pairs for £ 125 and £250 respectively).
5. MIT 330+ One metre interconnect, de-dem, List: £249 for £ 149.
6. Petros Blue+ Silver 2.5m bi-wire (Y-) RCA phonos pre-4/channel amps ( List:
Price £ 175, for only £751.
7. Siltech 4-24S Pure Silver/WBT 0144 RCA phono Halfmetre stereo pair
(List: £245, for £99).
8. Van den Hul The Second linear carbon ( metal ) ree) one metre RCA phonos
boxed as new ( List: £2751 for £ 135.
9. Van den Hul The Second, s/h, XLR balanced 1.5 metres ( List: £4001 for £ 155.
and Second-hand Clearance: speaker cables (most boxed pristine, as
ew
new):
1. Audio Note SP-x, 2 1
2 metre stereo pair s/h (List: £2,290)
/
2. Audio Note SPx, 2 1
2 metre bi-amp pair s/h (List: £4,450)
/
£9
£
1,94
5
50
3. Audio Note SPx, 1.4 metre bi-wire Ex-dem (List: £2,562)
£ 1,850
4. Audio Note Se 4.5 metres unterminated s/h (List: £ 1,390) £850
5. Audio Note se Four metre single wire, Ex-dem (List: £ 1,240) £950
6. Audio Note AN-D Ex-dem sets of two metres and four
metres in bi-wire/bi-amp configurations (list prices £88 and £ 176) £58/116
7. Audio Note AND Spkr cable five metre five metre stereo, brand new (List:
£
£ 75
8. Audio Truth Argent+ solid silver/copper two metre bi-wire
(List: £310)
£125
9. Gryphon 2.5 metre PSC-1 silver planar/spades (List: £2,450)
£750
10. Van den Hul CS f22 Eight metres (List: £ 108)
£58

For further details phone 0141-357 5700 or visit www.audiosource.co.uk

for sale trade
HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED
EQUIPMENT
KIMBER POWERKORDS
FROM

£65

"By far the most cost effective
upgrade ever, Iwish lhad done
this years and thousands of
pounds sooner."
Mr J Seeley, Southampton

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
CAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES. TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS, DAT. MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS. ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES
DISCS. TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS. TEST CASSETTES, CABLES.
AERIALS. TRACKING FORCE GUAGES. ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR:.
All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey moon& Delivery is Ire.,.
Sorry, no general catalogue. Please phone or wnte for speclic

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6OD.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

Ito

07901 976441

Best Prices Paid Por Ilintage
Modern 11147•Bought.Sold•exchang
AmprPreamps & Speakers: ARMSTRONG. AUDIO NOTE. AUDIO
TEKNE. CONRAD JOHNSON. EAR. JADIS. LOWTHER. LEAK. PYE
QUAD. RADFORD. TANNOY ETC.
Audio valves: Brimar. GEC. Marconi. Mollard.

FOR SALE
QUAD II:

Leak TL 12.1. Leak TLlll
AUDIO NOTE SHINRI Silver 300B
NOTTINGHAM MENTOR REF. Turntable
SME 309 Tone am, with Audio Note Silser cable
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SPX Loudspeakers
SONUS FABER, MIMIMA. ELECTA. CONCERTINO. GUARMERI.

— - ./'
•;e.,

Mantic etc.)

Absolute Tune-ups
Afs,oltile 'sound, quaiilied ongtouvis

nins

ntodity or re align any luglt-en.1 equipment the u
lit
undertake rebuild. ‘L
.
10:1 .elected amliophile grade
cormton en .md can al.0 otter a % al\ e
flt,lIulring sers Re I. yeti onIL: thrt best
Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-079 7962

Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

vffluy

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 IWE

10

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 =j
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283
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WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT
FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Visit our Website
lutp://www.hifi-stereo.com

PRICE
SPEAKERS
AERIAL ACOUSTICS ( Plano Black)
£3995
AUOIONOTE ANESE (Rosewood) F. veneer
£3995
BOW 01.120S (Teak)
£150
CELESTION Kingston speakers with stands
£1395
IMPULSE H5 Speakers
£895
KEF 104 Loudspeakers
£450
KINERGETIC Subwoofers BOXED/MANUALS
£2195
KLII Research speakers
f250
MARTIN LOGAN CLS 112 BOXED/MANUALS
£2895
MILLER & KREISEL MX100 Subwooler
£795
MIRAGE M-lsi (Plano Black) MINT/BOXED
£3995
MISSION 782 Loudspeaker with stands
£250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwooter (Rosewood)
£295
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 (Rosewood) MINT
£2500
£350
NEAT MYSTIQUE Speakers (Walnut)
ORCHID P1.1.1 with stands 3years old (£6000)
£1995
RUARK Talisman II (Mahogany) 4years old
£395
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands
£495
THIEL 72S ( BIRDS EYE MAPLE) EX OEM
£10995
OM ESL 63 Speakers
£1495
AMPLIFIERS
AUDIOLAB 800A Integrated amp
£245
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
AUOIONOTE Ongaku
£34995
AUOIONOTE Neiro MINT & BOXED (New £15400)
£5495
AUOIONOTE P2SE Power amp
£895
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amp NEW
£720
EXPOSURE 25 Integrated NEW WITH REMOTE
£850
JADIS JA80 Monoblocks
£3295
JVC7050 Power amp
f695
LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 Stereo Power amp
£1295
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp
£495
MARK LEVINSON ML3 Power amp
£2450
PASSLABS 0600 Monoblocks 8months old (£17000)
£11995
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 monoblocks
MINT BOXED (£13000)
£4995
TECHNIQUES Suv85A Stereo Integrated amp
£95
QUAD in:egrated WITH REMOTE new sealed box
£595
PRE AMPS
ARAGON R ' F
,
±-amp
AUDIO INNOVATIONS L2 Pre-amp
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Revision A ( Black)
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW (With remote)
FINESTRA Pre-amp & PSU
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
MARK LEVINSON 380s Pre-amp EX DEMO
RAIN 32.5 Pre-amp with Hi-cap
DAC'S
MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC EX OEM
MERIOLUI 203 DAC
VAC DAC 221 (QM

CD PLAYERS II TRANSPORTS
ACCUPHASE DP7OV CD Player ( MINT/BOXED)
£1995
ALT1S CDT III CD Transport EX OEM (£5000)
£3500
AUDIOMECA CD Transport
£555
CALIFORNIAN AUDIOLASS DAC with ADS/ERA & AT/T
£995
COPLAND CDA 288 CD Player
£1195
DENON DP-Si/DA-SI Transport & DAC rare mint and boxed current model £4995
MARK LEVINSON 30.5/31.5 Transpon & DAC
£12995
MISCELLANEOUS
MARK LEVINSON 25s Phonostage & PUS EX DEMO
MIT 750 Plus speaker cable 5metre pair
MIT Mi5 2MTR Interconnect
MINCH, 1000D(L Gold LTD Edition MINT/BOXEDNANUAL
REVOX PR99 Mk2 Tapedeck (Trolley Mounted)
SYNERGISTIC Research resolution reference MO blue
15m balanced interconnect
TARA LAOS RSC Master Interconnect 2m balanced
TEAC A•33405 Tape recorder

TUNERS
LUXMAN ET- 10 Tuner
RATEL 77850 AL Tuner

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

£2.495
£495
£200
£3995
£1495
£695
£495
£595

£850
£8995
£1250
£995
£695
£1495
£1495
£1800
£4995
£450
£95

VISA

202 FINDON ROAD, FINDON VALLEY. WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288

FAX, 01903 872234

NEW
Ex-demonstration
Denon DM03 system

£459

£389

Denon DM5 system

£279

£239

Denon DM7 system

£429

£369

Marantz Venus system

£700

£475

£799

£649

Audiolab 8000A amplfier

£500

£375

Audiolab 8000LX amplifier

£470

£350

£648

£548

Teac 500 system

Cyrus Pre-amplifier

£2000 £1600

Cyrus aPA7 mono blocks
Pink mangle Litaural CD Player

£ 1200 £850
£2200 £1700

Copland CDA 288 CD Player

£ 1998 £1698

NAD 208 HX power amplifier

£699

£499

Monitor Audio PMC 700 loudspeakers £500

£400

Pro-ac Tablette 50 (cherry) loudspeakers £600

£450

Castle Severn 11 (walnut) loudspeakers £580

£475

Mission 773 (cherry) loudspeakers £350

£280

Quad 77 ( Bus) CD Player

£ 10000 £7500

Yamaha DSP6000

£3150 £2500
Wilson Benesch Orator cherry no grilles £2900 £1900
Pass Aleph 5 ( class A amplifier)

Naim Credo loudspeakers ebony

£2265 £1800
£ 1250 £950

M + K MXI50 Subwoofer

£ 1500 £1150

Naim CDX CD Player

AMPLIFIERS-S/H
A & R Cambridge A60

£75

A & R Cambridge C200/SA150 Pre/Pwr

MOBILE: 0860 66001

£250

Audiolab 8000A ( DNIN)
Fully upgraded to current spec

£295

Aura VA8OSE-X

£ 198

Beard P100 100wpe Pwr amp
Cyrus 1and 2amps

£695

Several from £ 145
£320 £ 175

NAD 3020A Integrated
NAD 1000pre

£85
£ 145

NAD 3240 Power Envelope Integrated
Naim Nait I

£ 145

£ 138

Nytech CPA602/CP122 Pre/pwr

£300

PS Audio Elite

£450

Rotel BX935

£ 170

Yamaha DSPE200 Processor
CD PLAYERS

£ 149

DACS S/H

Aream Delta Alpha CD

£250 £ 125

Arcam Delta Black Box
Kenwood DP7060 CD

£ 175

£ 60 £ 175

Marantz CD36

£ 110

Marantz CD52

£ 120

Marantz CD56

£70

Marantz CD65

£85

Mission daD 7000

£ 199

Mission PCMII

£ 140

Philips CD I210

WE NOW OFFER 0'. FINANCE ( sill:fleet to status)
FEEL FREE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION OF OUR PRODUCTS
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS
MARK LEVINSON. ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS AND MUCH MORE.

Fri

HERE ARE JUSTA FEW EXAMPLES

Kenwood KA54OR
£895
f395
£2495
£2350
£1495
ma
£
595
£1495
f4995
£450
£5795
£195
£895

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 8. TONEARMS
CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIF MP11 Phone Stage
GOLDMUND Reterce Tflable/T3F Arm
GRAHAM MODEL 1Tone Arm (SPARE WAND)
HMIS SILVER WIRED TONE ARM
KOETSU Black Gold Line Cartridge
LINN LP 12/Lingo/Naim • ARO T/Table
VOYD T/Table standard Tlable MINT
API 19 Mk3 ( Dark Oak) Air Tangent/Koetsu Black
API TNT Tlable/Grasshopper CART/SPJ Arm

ALWAYS

a Large Selection of
Budget Hi -Fi Bargains!

£95

Philips CD850 Mk2 (Trichord clock upgrade) £ 195
Rotel RCD865

£300 £ 120

Rotel RCD965BX
Yamaha CD3050

£ 165
£ 178

LOUDSPEAKERS - S/H
B&W 2000IFS Centre Speaker

£95

Mission Argonauts

£240

Musical Fidelity MC2

£195

INSTANT CASH LOAN SCHEME
AGAINST QUALM( S/H EQUIPMENT
-As( FOR DETAILS-

re(
TRADING
STATION
22a LINCOLN ROAD
PETERBOROUGH
Tel: 01733 343469

THE FINEST SELECTION OF PREVIOUSLY OWNED
HI-FI IN THE COUNTRY - AND ALL GUARANTEED!
TURNTABLES / ARMS
AR Legend No arm
MRM Source ( Linn cut) + PSU
Garrard 401 + SME 3009 + VIS ( 3speed)

£148
£450
£228
£135

Eons CQ30 + SME 3009 ( 3speed)
(;arrard 401 (chassis only)

£165
£220

Garrard 301 (chassis only)
Resolver BX-Helius

£320

Rega Planar 2

£175

Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz
+ High Spec PSU
£ 1095
Thorens TDI26 Mk III ( 3speed)
£230
Goldring Lenco 85 - white
£75
(;(ildring/Leak GL75
£70
Ortofon 130 Transformer

£ 150

Linn LPI2 + Grace + AT ( MM)
£425
Linn LP12 ( Ex dens)
£ 1750 £993
tints I.P I
2 ( black) + Ekos - Valhalla £2600 £ 1198
lion 1.1' I
2 + Lingo + Wok LVII + K9 £2300 £ 1150
I.inn LPI2 + Basic Plus
£ 1600 £595
1.inn LP12 + Wok LVII + ATOC9 £2500 £795
1.inn LPI2 + Ittok LVII + Sumiko
Blue Point Special
£2250 £950
I.uxmun PD300 + SME III ( Vacuum platter)
Belt Drive - Accepts 2arms - 33/45/78 £ 1468
I.s ra Parnasus
£878
Michell Focus One/Hadcock 228/Dynavector 20a £220
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
ss ith mentor arm
£2300 £ 1298
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Wok LVII

£1395

Oracle Alexandra MKIII ( cut for SME)
(ktofon T-300 Transformer

£748
£900 £495

Pink Triangle PT2 Teak ( SME cut)
Revolver / Helios Scorpoin / P77
Roksan Xerxes + Artemiz + AT 005
Roksan Xerxes + Air Tangent IB

Linn Kaim Phono Pre
£ 1198
Cyrus 2 ( Integrated)
£ 150
Linsey Hood 75 (integrated) needs attention £85
Linn LK1 Pre
£250
Marantz SC22 (pre) + 4MA22 ( mono's) £2800 £ 1795
Meridian 201 Pre
£760 £395
Meridian 501 Pre (ex-dem) £740 £597
Michell Argo + Hera
£900 £595
Michell Engineering Alecto(mono power amps)£2000£1295
Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 ( Int)
£750 £475
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical
Myryad

Fidelity Elektra £20+E30
Fidelity A100 ( integrated)
Fidelity 3a Pre
Fidelity 2a Pre
MP100 Power (EX-dem)

£900 £550
£225
£379 £248
£299 £ 178
£599 £443
£449 £295
£165
£195

NAD 2700 HX Power 140WPC
Naim NAC12
Naim NAC32.5
Naim NAC42.5
Naim NAC62
opsiS
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
vipmIED
Naim NAC92
Naim NAP90 ( new Style)
Nairn NAPII0
Naim NAP140 (Old Style)
Naim NAIT 2

£220
£150
£145
£195
£P0A
£460 £370
£200
£750 £450
£298
£150
£290

Nakamichl 1A-3 ( Int)
Nakamichi 603 Pwr
NVA P50 ( Passive Pre)
NVA A70 ( Mono's)

£250 £ 150
£448

£348
£249

NVA

£3500 £ 1995

technics SL 150 + SME3(X)9 + Shure VI511
%deom GTP500Mk2 + GFA545Mk2 Pre/Pwr
ream Zeta 1 ( Ex-dem)
£999
Xream Alpha 9Power
£400
ream delta 110 Pre

£228
£695
£597
£295

£700 £ 195

Xudiogram MB I ( Integrated) Ex-dem £495 £359
Xudiogram MB2 ( Integrated) ex-dem £599 £429
Xudiolab 8000A
£500
Xudiolab 8000 LX
£470
Metaaxs Charisma Pre
£ 1800
Xudio Synthesis Passion ( passive pre)

£365
£378
£895
POA

Cs rus Pre-amp
£600 £425
Cs rus III ( Integrated) £500 £375
Rotel RC850 (pre)
Rotel RC970BX ( pre)
I.ecson AC I ( pre)

£95
£ 110
£85

u'o$

Sumo Athena Ill ( balanced pre)
Sumo Andromeda III ( balanced pre) 1--- S

£P0A
£P0A
Sumo Polaris III power amp
£950 £695
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
£ 1000 £495
Copland CTA301 Pre (Ex-dem0 £ 1249 £849
Copland CTA401 Integrated ( Ex-dem) £ 1698 £ 1069
Copland CTA501 Power ( Ex-dem) £ 1420 £999
Copland CTA504 Power ( Ex-dem) £ 1999 £ 1389
Cyrus Straight Line ( Integrated) £398 £298
1)PA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem
£499 £397
1)PA Renaissance ( Ex-dem)
£595 £447
l)s naco ST120 (Classic circa 76)
£278
Pioneer A300 ( Integrated) £ 120
Pioneer A400X ( Integtrated) £ 150
Exposure X ( Intl
£ 195
Exposure XXI RC ( Pre)
£999 £625
FM Acoustics A800 ( 2500 watt)

£ 12,000 £4298

Goldmund 6B ( Ex-dem)
£3124 £ 1799
I
larmon Kardon AVPla Processor £2000 £495
Cs rus PSX-R ( PSU)
£800 £525
Sony F440E ( Integrated)
£ 120
( 'ambridge Audio C75 Pre
£780
Ileybrook Signature pre/power + PSU
£998
Meridian 605 mono amps 150 wpc - bal £2000 £ 1345
Quad 306 power amp
£220
leak Delta 30
£75
IF LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £38(X) £ 1498

Rotel RC972 Pre
Rotel RB971 Power
Rotel RB981 Power
Sonograph SCI Pre
Sugden Optima 10 ( 2X7Ow Intgd)
Thorens TTP2000 Mkt Pre ( Ex Dem)
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem)
Primare series 928 - pre

£1100

£758

£225 £ 173
£225 £173
£325 £273
£1250 £450
£770 £448
£499 £397
£599 £497
£4700 £ 1900

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE
Thule PR200 (pre) + 2xPA200 ( power) £2700 £ 1398
Arion Tycho Power + Passive Pre £ 1895 £ 1095
Audio Innovations Classic Stereo 25 int
£538
.Audio Innovations Second Audio Monos £3299 £ 15011
Audio Innovations Series 800
10th Anniversary Edition

£898

Audio Note P3 (30013 Power)
£ 1298
Audio Note Meishu
£2750 £ 1500
Audio Research VI40 ( Mono-blaocks) £9000 £3998
Audio Research D200 Power ( Ex dem) £3248 £ 1997
Solid State
Audio Research D250 power
£7000 £2498
Unison Research Simply 4P Int
£ 1595 £ 1095
Beard BB100 integrated amp
£695
EAR 859 integrated amp
.Audion Sterling Integrated

£ 1295
£595 £398

Avantic SPA II Vintage Valves
Beard P505 MkIl ( pre amp)
Croft Series 5 ( Power)

£ 168
£495
£495

Conrad Johnson PVII
£2000 £ 1398
EAR 549 ( mono block power amps) £6220 £3998

£1700 £758

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE

Roksan LI Pre + PSU

EX-FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
TDS Second State Mono
Power amps - pair

£6400 £3200

Probably the most beautiful solid state
amplifiers we have ever seen!
TSS Second State Stereo Pwr
£3700 £ 1800
TSS Second State Stereo Pre amp £ 1000 £500
TSS Integrated State Int-amp £ 1500 £800
EMOTIVE STATEMENT
integrated CD player
£2120 £ 1100
NVA A60 Power - As Newold style case
£495 £325
NVA AP20 Power - As New
£210 £ 150
NVA old style AP30 integrated - chrome
-new
£460 £275
NVA P90 pre-amplifier £460 £275
NVA AP50 integrated amp - New old style case
£610 £360
NVA AP4O-P50 Pre-power s/h
£449 £ 150
NVA A80 Mono amps ( new) 1pair £ 1460 £950

EX- FACTORY STOCK DUE TO DOWNTURN IN FAR- EAST
EXPORT MARKETS • SO STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY

Onex A30 Series 2mm Integrated
Pink mangle PIP Pre (3box)
Pioneer C-90 Pre
PS Audio PS IV ( Pre)
PS Audio 6.1 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 6.2 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 4.6 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 5.6 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio Delta Power ( Ex-dem)
QED A270 Integrated
Leak variscope pre-amp (cracked perspex)
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad

33/303 Pre/Power
405 Power-amp
33 Pre
34 ( Grey & Beige)
44 Pre ( Beige)

Rappaport Pre I ( pre)
Rappaport Amp 1 ( Pwr)
Musical Fidelity PI73 pre + PSU
Naim Nait 3amp

£170
£2400 £ 1398
£295
£298
£799 £499
£899 £599
£998 £649
£998 £649
£1499 £999
£225
£60
£P0A
£195
£65
£220
£265
£275
£550
£800 £425
£580 £415

Grant GIOOAS ( Pwr) + GIOOPB ( Pre) £2000 £650
Jadis DA30 DeLuxe lot ( Black) Ex dem £3490 £2699
.ladis DA60 lot ( Black) Ex -dem
£4483 £3759
Jadis LIP200VT Pre Ex-dem
£4778 £ 3759
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated) £698
I.uxman CL32 ( Pre) + 3600 ( Pwr) 50+50 watts £ 14 98
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers) £4400 £ 2898
Papworth Audio M100 monoblocks
£3600 426111)
Tube Technology Prophet 'Gene.i.

£4801) £2398

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION
So that you get the Best Price
without any of the hassle!

TAPES AND TUNERS
A & R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
Arcam Alpha Tuner
Avantic BM6I 1Valve Tuner Circa 1960 ( no dec)
Leak Delta FM Tuner
Leak Delta AM/FM Tuner
Magnum Dynalab FTII
£550
Myryad 1/40 (
ex demo)
£399
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500
Pioneer RTUI1V.)& 'I, track 10' R to R

£75
£75
£148
£65
£75
£328
£294
£295
£595

Quad FM3
Choice from £95
Res ox A77 '/ track
£P0A
RevoxS77 Mk's I & 2 (Call for details)
£P0A
Sony TCK 61IS
£330 £218
Tandberg 3034 ( silver)
Technics RS-BX404 (cassette)
Theta Lynx Tuner
Yamaha 800 AM/FM Tuner

£278
£90
£500 £324
£175

URGENTLY REQUIRED
ALL TYPES OF QUALITY HI-FI
WE BUY OR PART- EXCHANGE

After twentyfive years, and with three specialist stores, we know
that thousands of satisfied customers prefer to shop this way!
CD PLAYERS - DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player

£5995 £3998

Accuphase DP65 CD Player
Alchemist Nexus APD32A Cd Player
&ream Delta Black Box ( DAC)
Amara Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
Arcam Delta 170 (Trans)

£4700 £2998
£600 £425
£148
£248
£198

£1000 £300
Audiolab 8000DAC
£695 £498
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£149 £ 117
Audio Alchemy DACMAN ( Ex dem)
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN-BOX ( EX dem) £229 £ 177
£238
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
Audio Research DAC I20 bit (Ex-dem) £3740 £2199
Audio Research DAC3 Mk2 ( As new!) £3999 £3269
Audio Research DAC5 (ex-dem) £2335 £ 1999
AVI S2000 DAC
£225
California Audiolabs Delta DAC ( Ex-dem)£1100 £859
California Audiolabs Sigma 2DAC (EX-d) £995 £789
California Audiolabs Alpha CD Trans £ 1800 £ 1359
California Audiolabs Aria 3CD Player XD£2489 £ 1599
California Audioiabs Icon 2CD Player X £ 1197 £899
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
£250 £ 148
Denon DCD1560
£ 195
Denon DCD1650 (CD Player) £600 £295
Denon DCD1500 Mk 2CD Player £500 £ 195
Jadis .1132 CD Trans ( Ex-dem) £4490 £3299
Kinergetics KCD30 CD Player ( EX-dem) £ 1900 £ 1059
Linn Mimik CD Player
Maranta
Marantz
Maranta
Maranta
Maranta

£875

CD50
CD63 Mk11 KI Signature
CD80
CDI7
CD95 Transport

£777 £499
£1449 £899

PS Audio DC 3DAC ( Ex-dem)

£555

£ 125
£400 £295
£230
£538
£ 1500 £845

Mark Levinson No.39
Meridian 200

£5000 £3998
£818 £425

Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 206

£560 £295
£995 £495

PS Audio SL 3DAC (Ex-dem)
PS Audio Reference Link PRF/DAC

£2250 £ 1439
£450 £284
£440

QED Digit Reference
Quad 66 CD Player
Rega EXS ( Ex-dem)
Roksan DACI
Sony DVD 715 inc.5 titles AS NEW

£599 £444
£250

Theta Gen Ill Dac
Theta Cobalt 307 DAC ( New!)

£700 £485
£198
£800 £528
£85
£90
£100
£230 £ 178
£2397 £ 1398
£2795
£699 £539

Theta ProPrime DAC (Ex-dem!)
Theta Basic 11 CD Trans ( Ex-dem)

£1449 £ 1249
£2307 £ 1689

Sony CDP970
Sugden SDA-1
Yamaha CDX-390A CD Player
Technics RS-TR232 cassette
Technics SL- PG 200A
Theta TLC
Theta Data Basic - Transport

A FEAST OF APOGEE
,£ 1345 £847
£2300 £ 1399
£1900 £ 1199

Apogee Centaur Minor
Apogee
Apogee
Apogee
Apogee

Centaur (Ex-dem)
Column ( As new)
Mini Grand ( Mint)
On Wall ( Mint)

Meridian 206 Delta Sigma CD
£595
Meridian 563 DAC
£865 £468
Meridian 606 DAC
£ 1500 £795

Castle Howard ( Rosewood)
Castle Pembroke ( Black Ash)
Celestion CS7
Celestion 3000 ( black)(ribbon hybrid)

Micromega Microdrive ( transport) £800 £398
Micromega Microdac ( Dac)
£350 £225

Diesis Solitaire
DCM Time Windows
Duntech PCL500

Micromega Stage 2CD player
£395
Mission PCM II CD
£ 150
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster
£345 £ 188

Epos ESII Rosewood
Epos ES14 Ex-dem
Epos ES I
4Black + stands

Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
£98
Nakamichi OMS7E11
£ 1100
Nakamichi DR3 cassette
£348
Naim CD1 CD player
£2000 £ 1298

Epos ESII Black (
vgc)
Epos ES30 Rosenut NEW
Epos ES II Black

Pioneer PD703
£300 £ 175
Pink Triangle Da Capo
£ 1500 £975

Gale 301 (
Black)
Heybrook Quartet speakers + stands
Heybrook HB200 ( teak)

Pink Triangle Digital Package - Cardinal transport
dc Capo DAC + battery psu
£4500 £call

Horning Aganthan bronze
I
\IF Professional Monitor MKIV (Teak)

PS Audio Digital Link 2DAC ( Ex-dem) £599 £399

M I' 107 speakers + cube
kl 1
.Q70 (
Black)
kl FQ50 (
Black)

CALL THE ' FI' FINDERS
Can't find what you want?
Rare, Classic, Special...even New!
Whatever you want, we'll find it
for you...and at the best price!

1.1 F 105 (
Walnut)
k1.1' Coda ( black)

CLOSED MONDAYS

35-42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI ILZ

(01733) 555514
FAX(01733) 358141

ALL

MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

£ 100

Mission 733 (Black)
£ 155
Mission 770 ( Mahogany + stands) £228
Mission Argonauts (black)
£395
Monitor Audio Studio 60SE New/BIldRose£5000 £2995
Nairn SBL - Cherry (Latest) £2030 £ 1378
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem) £2750 £ 1497
ProAc Tablette 50 Signature ( Ex -dem) £899 £P0A
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex-dem) £4250 £2997
ProAc Response 3.5 (Cherry)
ProAc Response Two ( black)

£4250 £2800
£ 1700 £995

Quad ESL57
from £395
Quad ESL63
£3449 £ 1698
Quad ESL63 ( Ex-dem)
£3449 £ 1997
REL Strata

£550 £395

Snell K II
£288
Sonus Faber Electa ( Black) Ex-dem £ 1790 £ 1299
Spendor PS2/3
£ II
95 £775
Tangent RS2 + Stands

£400 £225

Tangent Monitor 2(
Rosewood)

£200

£140

£2400 £ 1698
£220 £ 1080
£225 £ 148

Tangent 607 Mk11

£6000 £2498
£495

TDI. Nucleus 1(
black)
£85
TDI. RTL2 ( black)
£3(X) £ 175

£770 £495
£245
£1399 £878

Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units

£200
£195
£495
£150
£245
£5250 £2699
£368
£675 £474
£428
£248
£2700 £ 1697
£298
£250 £ 159
£498
£140
£3500 £ 1650
£798
£1200
£750 £498
£349 £ 195
£378
£130 £80

£650 £468
I.inn Tukan ( black) mint
£2200 £ 1098
I.inn Kaber ( black)
Linn Kan (black)
CALL - Various available

BUSINESS HOURS:TUESDAY - SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.30pm

Mission 707 (Walnut)

Rogers LS1 ( Black)
£ 120
Rovd Minstrel (Walnut/Black) £240 £ 168

‘udiostatics ES100
& W 2000IFS Centre

Castle Chester ( Yew)
Castle Durham ( Inc stands - RAvood)

Magna Planar MG2.5 ( New)
£ 1998 £ 1199
Meridian DSP5000 Rosewood
£2498
M & K VX-7 subwoofer £450 £375

£ 17.000 £8999

LOUDSPEAKERS

Meridian 506 CD Player
£ 1100 £650
Meridian 508 20 Bit ( Ex-dem) £ 1650 £ 1293

and Guaranteed

Rega Ela ( walnut)
£299 £ 198
Rogers LS33/AB33 ( Black Ash)
£ 1428
Rogers Studio la (Teak)
£600 £348

QUITE LITERALLY A WALL OF SOUND

Meridian 263DAC
£650 £395
Meridian 500 Transport (Old Style) £ 1025 £793

All items Fully Insured

£7598 £4499
£3000 £ 1999

SS.....

Apogee Full Range ( Ex-dem)

& W CC6 Centre speaker
It & W Silver Signature Fabulous!
Cambridge Auto R50 (Trans Line)

Meridian 207 CD Player-pre
£ 1400 £495
MicroSeiki CD- M2
£2800 £ 1445

£4500 £2899

Balanced ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio Lambada CD Trans (ex-dem)

MAIL ORDER

£ 185

Tannoy 638 Plus ( Rosewood) £750 £498
Tannoy 605 ( black) + stands
£ 185

£3400 £ 1998

Wharfdale Harewood + stands
£ P0A
Wilson Witt Mk' ( Ex-dem) £ 8888 £6497

MISCELLANEOUS
Audio Alchemy Clearstream digital Lead £200 £ 128
DBX228
£98
Essex Digital Correction for Celestion SL700£750 £250
Helios Orion arm
£548
Sillech 560 Balanced cables Imtr pr £ 160(1 £600
Stax SR Lambada S1G+SRMI Mk2
Electrostatic Headphones) £ 1695 £895
XL0 Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
IOm pair: (£675) £448
0.5m pair £485 £398
Rotel RN560 Dolby Noise Reduction System £75
Cogan Hall cables - digital. speaker. interconnects£P0A
Mana 3layer reference stand - Superb £500 £350

PART EXCHANGE
EVALUATION
Ask about the best Trade- In
price against any NEW product

VISITORS WELCOME AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

SILMICO ( Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)
The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low (third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen-Free Copper.

Valve Enthusiasts!

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF
REL AudioCapTM film & foi/ capacitors up to 2400VDC.

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value
Design Services to help with your own ideas:
* Crossover Design
* Cabinet Design

-Optimised

-Optimum

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACT CT1
Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL MultiCap'TM, 99.99% Long-Grain pure Silver wire,
Vampire"' OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with Oxygen
Free Copper wire, also COROBARO OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors Caddock high power resistors

for your units to your specifications

drive unit volumes & port dimensions

* Thiele / Small parameters

-Actual

values for your drive units

* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken

- Iwilm.

Phase. Impedance

* Vintage loudspeaker up-grades aspeciality

For further details on components we stock, request our 1999 Catalogue priced £2.50
(UK) and £3.50 ( overseas)
Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.
Telephone: 01703

- 703221

/ Fax Line: 01703

AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.

- 778221

Tel. 01834 842803

Tel/Fax. 01834 842804

E-mail and locom@scotnet.co. uk

or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

58, Wilton Rd., Southampton. Hampshire SOIS 5SZ
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Approximate Original

cost

THE
EMPORIUM

price

CDS & DACS
AIMS id transport iS dar, High end yankee stufl valve amp,

5500

I7St

ADRIAN CASPIAN (dplayer, 1months old......
ARCAM ALPHA 5

_900

,
500
630

450

100

LINN KARIK cd player

1500

.600
750

SUGDEN SDA 1dar
SUGDEN audition cd ex Cm

.650

275

ARCAM Eve (dplayer._
HELIOS STARGATE ex dem

650

490

-600
..._2500

420
1875
ISO
.045

MUSICAL FIDELITY x.24k da(
PRIMARE 010 cd player ex dew.....
PS AUDIO LAMBDA al transport

2500

020
1000

VALVE AMPS
CROIT lItRO Sneaked

ISO

TRILOGY pre/power 901/948 phone, beautiful black and chrome
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE 300b lire level integrated amp
with Marion golden dragon valves and Val( valves

3000

1500

_ 4000

IWO

.. 650

400
300

GAMMA AEON manoblaks on venom - 100s spent..............................3000+
MORE FIDELITY 300B single ended stereo power amp
2000

1100
900

BEARD P500A valve pre with phono..
CROFT SERIES Vpower amp

COUNTERPOINT SA11 enormous line level valve pre has II ralves!........
AUDIO RESEARCH SPA

9000
2500
. 100

McINTOSH MC250 stereo solid state power amp

SOLID STATE AMPS
ISO

LED MISTRAL integrated

300

ALCHEMIST FREYA/ODIN pre power
ELECTROCOMPANIET ELECTRO 25 v., dest epuwer arnp .....
LED PA Ipower amp detailed sound...

2100

AUDIO ECLAT psu for NAIPE

NAIPE EMIT 3...
.......
PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower amps pair bndgable
for 150 waus per channel.
QUAD 13/1111/303

.050
000

AUDIO PHYSIC TEMPOS with met equalizer

2000
SOO
900

RIGA JURA ex dew
DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE SO cherry ex

400
500
..... 2200

275
300
1500

DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 cherry ex dem...............................
JAMO CONCERT 830th annivenary piano black

SUGDEN OPTIMA 200 line integrated

450

ALBARRY DPIP Ipre with M408 monoblocks
LINO INTER.

650
.200
1500

DAL1 GRAND COUPE. gorgeous stand mounter ex dim
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION with dedicated stands .............

(UPLAND CSA 28 integrated amp
CYRUS STRAIGHT LINE
CYRUS PHONOSTAGE mm/m(

DENTIN BEAT MOO/B.100 pre/ower ex dom ......................
DENSER BEAT 8.100 integrated es dun
DENSER D20/D30 pre/power ex dem.
OCM SOO 250watts per channel

2500

480
1850

.700

525

_2500

1200

MARANT1 MA24 Class Amonoblocks mini boxed.

2700

1500
250
350
250

MUSICAL FIDELITY the preamp/typhoon power amp......

100

MUSICAL FIDELITY 61000. (lass abeast with 600 spent on n
....

1000

....298

220

RIGA MAIA/CURSA pre power no dim.,
QUAD SOE monoblorks...

AIS
?SO
600
700

PRIMASE 620 integrated no dim.

400
525

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
011511 BLUE silver spot rebuilt..

. PAIR 500

SME 312 special ran den hull silver wired.

._3000

cenes Vbearings, and Yinterconnect

EXPOSURE XV integrated
.
. 800
ARAM DELTA 60 amp
...
. 300
OVA P50 pre with mc input and two psu. old tryle .............

400
160
250

CLEARAUDIO with parallel arm and BETA canndge..
SLATE AUDIO plinth for Thorens TDI24 ...
TAURINO TD 160b/maymare ann.

NSA 50 watt stereo power amp, old style

NO

SYSTEMDECK 110/900 .

11,111T0SH C213/11010S pre power. tn.,. .. • • ' ,iihnip blue fronts

900

GOLDRING ELITE MC boxed

1750
330
430

6SS

1225

2000
1210

1500
650

ORIGIN LIVE SOVEREIGN floorstanders ex dew................... ... 1200

800

1000
.000
_10000

SOO
400
000

MONITOR AUDIO 1200 gold
CADENCE ARCA. amazing looks and

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL
MACO FMI raGe

100
100

LEAK STEREO TROUGHLINE with STUCIO 12 DECODER.......................................... . . 120 140
McINTOSH MAC I
700 rare hybrid tuner amp with valve tuner/solid
state amp .............................. . ....... .
MERIDIAN 104 FM tuner

500
120
100

111001011 CYRUS Tuner matches one and two amps..
RE VOS 877 high speed one owner from new with service
ALAI 4000dreel to reel
QUAD 66 tuner

.

.. 100

...... 600
SO

...6511

400

VINTAGE
LEAK T1.12. singles available ...........
LEAK STEREO 20 very nice example

1100

POE OSOS pair mint rebuilt

350

VOIGT DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS nasty non matching pair.
QUAD 11 monoblocks
GARRARD 301 resprayed beautiful

1400

550

special edition ex dem......

.
350

1000
2100

.1000

...450

DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.1 cherry ex dew

massive humid«, stereophde

VOTO THE VOID black with audio note arm
LINN LPI2 with avondale psu

.000
.300
.. 600

SONOS FIBER MINIMA F112
2000

.2550
5000
.1300

. 400

. 250

.700

EPOS 1011 borne.

.3200

450

. 200

TANNOY LITTLE GOLD monitor

KRILL KAY3001 integrated__ .. .

300
.. 1100

....100
1200

LAYERDIN IT

REGA LUNA " " " "

HITACHI HMA 7500 mosfet power anif

.. 250

ROOD MINSTREL
CADENCE ES electrostatic top/mid

23 ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB
Tel/Fax +44(0)1379 650744
email: emporium@dircon.co.uk

600
800
. 200

SOUND AUDIO APIA line salve pre

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOWTHER twin motes with 43 pm& ...........

..
100 to ISO
050
..1000
.. 100
.400 • 500
200
ISO

THORENS TO 124 mk I

.
000

RADFORD SUES_

.
100

JORDAN WATTS

120

LOWTHER PM4A with new Silver Voue

.
100

DECCA KELLY ribbon tweeters

rfull

600
range speaker modules

.

.

. pair 75

.. pan 800
1
SO pair

WANTED ALLYOURVINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED
JULY1 999
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ORGÁNICA1,1
AMPLIFICÀ
FECAL SE N

CEIVED

ACTIVE CROSSOVER MODULES
À true re ferencc.for other active crossovers.

INGRED 1
• individually calibrated in our works
your loudspeaker
enalogue phase linear.

Thermior
Hig quil. rC
Re -10k

are an
•

-

:atte

• User adjustments
-Instructions supplied.

es
to debt

• More accurate Man the best
loudspeaker complier software.

No aluviing aiciaI Kick-yes

• Built using audiophile
components.

or 7.7alacration
Ph3reor fax

• Fully alterable for figure
loudspeakers.

931 712822.1

• Available for 2way. 3 way.
satellite and subwoofir sy

fcr a:atalogue
PAUL HYNES DESIGNS

• Specifications:

<0.0002% Distortion
>110dB S/N Ratio
<0..5tS Rise Time
OH: to -150k11.7 Bunt/whirl:

Available exclusively from

AUD1000LINKS
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire DNI6 IEL
TEL (+44) 01724 - 870432

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
Specie!
£1095
£850
£1295
£995
£259(1 £2000
£2495
£ 1700
£2000
£ 1495
£3495
£25010
£4508
£3500
£2790
£2100
£1795
£ 1200
£1995
£ 1400
£1195
£750
£2495
£ 1750
£4500
£2500
£2995
£2190
£1100
£695
£1100
£745
£1950
£ 1093
£2395
£ 1250
£4500
£ 150(1
£14000
£49011
£8000
£525a
£2000
£ 1155
£2500
£ 1250

FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340

6C33C Ruésian Military Valve

Single-Ended
Triode
Power Amp.

RRP

oonrad-.ohnson PV'FDAL valve line preamplifier
coread-johnson PVIDA valve line/phoro oreampliter
corrad-Iehnson PV12A valve . ne/phono preamplifier
corrad-ichnson CAVS0 valve integrated iampldier (
2x5DW)
corradeohnson MV55 valve stereo power ampligie- ( 2/50W)
conrad-ffihnson Prernier I1A power amplifier i2x7OVV)
corraderffinson Premier 14 remote vatve line preamplifier
conrad-tehnson PFR remete line creampiifier
corrad-johnson DR- ICD franaport ( new/
apnrad-tohnson DIA2b valve . I/a processor ( new)
canraddohnson DIA3 solid-state aia processor ( new)
conrad-(ohnson DV- 2b valve CD playe. ( new)
BelCantn SETI 40 Class A sinele-enderF remote integrated amplifier
Resolution Audio CD50 integrated CD player tbelanced)
Golden Tube Audio SE-4C single ended class Averse amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SI-5001ffil rem, 'te vase integrated amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300E90kt Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W ( new)
Golden TJbe Audio SE- 10D valve stereo amplifier 2xleow ( new)
Melrffi 202 Gold valve stereo a-nether :?‘200W
Sound Lab A3 PLUS reference electrollatic loudspeakers ( medium oak)
Avaion Arcus loudspeakers ( piano black - very limited edition!!)
MUSD Model Two balanced d/a processor ¡ new)
Muse Model Two Plus balanced el pmcessor ( fowl
Muse Model Five CD transport ( new)
M USA) Model 160 stereo power amplifier t2x160W)
M...se Mader 300 moho power amplifier 300W - wee)
Kuzma 11..rntables and tore arms ( selection)
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
Shun Mock isolation platforms and tuning devices ( selection)
Camas interconnect. loudspeaner and digital cables ( selection)

£2395
£3995
please ask
please ask
please ask
please ask

Aud;ton Welcome
by Appointment

0181-205-2328
0793-036-0386 }

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
"e"

£ 125C
£2150
tor prices
for prices
tor prices
tor prices

Neu, Big Air Con. Inductors • 1.25orm wire
DRIVE UNITS,

1tit 6f. &

and apick of the be,: h... '..

AUCIIII0FREAKS

Distributors Of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

seas.

manutaeturers

100* CBI PCS1,5 IIC \ I ISS ORK2EActise & Pas ,, •

c. Accessones

C0511 .031 \ IS
SOLEN Audio Polypropylen,• , , • ts 0 Infld l'a . 00red.
Polyes ,e and Polycarhosate 1•111. ,

• Inn-N.0 mISJ. 11i 10mFd

AL CAP Kesenable Electrol , •
50s. Ugh & Loa Ies ,
•Pl.t S ALL 1HE OTHER BITS 1.01

leacitors i'on Polito,:
-,
Iil

to faarsnEd

NEED EXC1'ThIW4Xi11 !

FALCON Costom.wound Inductors,

AUDIO MATTERS
STOP PRESS
The new W0700 from Bow Tech now on Demorshotion. Supeb!
Ne of the best inteçroted amps mould.

SURBITION
0181 255 0572
cn, Den

ALfiernst, Andiem, khornerp, Auao I v Aud u, Valve rrIps,

(menu Sparkers,3errio Speakers, D.P.A., MonarcIi ,Ortalon, Pirrk
Sew

Fri

llrojerr, 1
,1

.. tiers, Iriongle Spezkers, lilogy Volve .'laps, tir der Hull
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Closing down sale of lit East distributor's stock.
Thousands of brand new, rare CDs. LPs & Cassettes.
Not to be missed, at very reasonable prices, while
stocks last.
Excellent, unusual and varied classical repertoire plus
popular, jazz, country, etc. Also audiophile/collectors
LPs, plus cleaniqg and record/CD preservation products, alignment protractors, arm lifts, CD improvementl
aids accessories etc.
For details, quote HFN and contai:
Carrick Marketing, 48, Bridgehousehill Road,
Kilmarnock, KA1 40D.
Fax/Tel: 01563 524320
E-mail: jcarrick@btconnect.com
WEB: www.corrick-marketing.uk.com

FERRITE> Standard, High Power, Soper Power. Soper Super Powor
AIRCORED 0.56 • 1.25nun w ire
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
NEW. Val,. for Audio Frequency Amplifiers. plos lots in Pl.
Back year sets of Speaker Budder. Audio Amateur Sc

ts Soda,.

plus the Audio Anthology Set
Sllogether FDa books and RD Audio Amateur's matador year sets.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selecnen of Programs toad:1111e from the let's comprehnonc lahena
.tuditsSuilc test program sat AIRR. LoudSpeaker Vent, BasaBox 5.1.
to the basic Flullock/White Boxresponse.
1he IMP FIFT Ted Kit. the Miley Min Kit and AlicfPreamp kit for MICR !

Also acomprehensive range of Focal Kits from an even wider
range of High-Tech Loudspeaker units.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
sera tor our ERE , glee lot PI 27 lee send alarge SA F. 138p stamp, or
Saute tSSI RIO or 3Inorranunal Re', Coupons clan ta ' Do« HESS ,Ta,or Haws.
Nara

Re.d.MULBARTON. Nora tch. Nrafolk 5514 MIT -d101oh 178272
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THE SOUND OF SILENCE
Nothing can prepare you for the shock of a groundbreaking product.
Despite pre-amps stemming from two classic products in its 28 years,
the JC-1 and the ML-6A, no Mark Levinson pre-amp has carried the
Reference tag, until now. Not even the exquisite sounding No 380S. As
of writing, the No 32 Reference Pre-amp started shipping six weeks ago
and inside sources confide an order book which defies all Asian and
currency crises and testifies to world sanity, A musical instrument can
cost more than a sports car.
If you believe that a pre-amp is a source selector and avolume control,
stop right here. The No 32 costs £ 14,495 including UK import duty and
tax. £3,000 more for the phono stage. This essay is written for the few. I
hope you both read carefully! A lot of thought has gone into the 32 over
about two years. Safe to say that there is no other manufacturer with the
resources to have done this. Gone are the days of lone genius
designers. Over twenty staff designers collaborated with experienced
users in a combination of golden ears meets high-tech. The result is a
box called the dirty box. Yours for the aforementioned sum of money,
and all full of dirt ... no kidding. It looks and feels like a sumptuously
gorgeous piece of HiFi and I'll forgive anyone who buys it. for looks
alone. It looks and feels like a classic but futuristic pre-amp but in the
rear we have power in and power out. The power in is used to
regenerate its own AC ( 400 Hz for several reasons), no disrespect to the
neighbourhood grid, but we did say that this box is a dirty box. From its
perfect AC (sine) it produces DC power supplies faster, lower
impedance, and long-lived than any battery. The dirty box, so called
because it has all the spiky and radiating stuff, also generates the logic
commands ( input/ouput loading, routing, and er ... volume. Yes, the silky
knob senses speed and rotations in a redefinition of kansei or
ergonomics as westerners name the man- machine interface. Slow
rotation decreases the steps to 0.1dB, it's like virtual reality (or flying by
wire) but you don't get a volume control in reality. Because if you think
that a pre-amp is a source selector and avolume control, think again.
If you use only one source, vinyl or CD, you still need a No 32 because it
does away with a volume control. In 0.1dB increments. Two raised to
16e' power silicon switches are very expensive, but consider this the No
32 is a dual mono, true differential (balanced) - from input to output
(unless your tonearm earths to its chassis, a very unlikely arrangement.
.The best attempts at passive (resistive) attenuators are unacceptable
degraders even in single-ended circuits and even before tracks start to
wear. However the problem defeats true balanced circuits because the
hot and cold aspects of the signal should be matched within 0.1dB.
Attenuating in the digital domain is like pruning childrens toes to make
shoes fit. Small wonder most domestic audio devices with XLR
terminations are not wholly differential. And often sound better reverting
to their RACs. Not acceptable on a Mark Levinson Reference pre-amp
for the next century. That ends our discussion of the volume control,
there isn't one ... but it sure looks se«!

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technologies,
Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, Pass Labs, ProAc, Zingall

At no extra charge, from these nice people at Madrigal, you get two
metres of cable and a clean box. Like Biosphere-2it is an environment
shielded from the bugs of the outside world. You've guessed it the
audio inputs and outputs. We start with metallic sheilding and selector
relays which deselect inputs to ground (six relays per input or output).
With the lack of contamination of the DC, we are talking about a
platform of 140dB, at the measuring threshold, so now we can start to
hear the dynamic range and purity of vinyl or CD. Nothing prepares
you for a signal written now on a high definition backboard. We no
longer write with a stick onto sand. Ihope you begin to appreciate the
problems this pre-amp has challenged, why this is the first Reference
Pre-amp, and why you must get to hear it. It is beyond the valve v.
transistor argument.
You expect flexibility at this price. Ithink so, and you would be right to do
so. How many input sources? Well, that is up to you. You programme
your selection, name it, load it, locate it on selector, and assign a
record output if it's recordable medium. The process is so simple and
intuitive it makes you feel like a teeny hacker.

BARGAINS OF THE MONTH
Mark Levinson is a true bargain because of the component count, the
research hours, because of thre pleasure diviaend and the model
longevity and lack of depreciation. It is purchased mainly by people
who compute the cost of upgrading lesser products over the years. But
we cater for many stepping stones to nirvana with the same attention to
detail.
New in, this month, include a Meridian 557 power amp in perfect
condition as new, cost £ 1,525, highly acclaimed as powerful but
transparent and we have two of these stunning machines at £950
each. We also have to sell our ex-dem Zingali Overture . 1horn
loudspeakers with stands for £ 1,250 to make way for the . 1S. And if you
cannot afford the No 32 Pre-amp, we have o huge selection of
affordable compromise bargains in stock at present. Phone for
suggestions and trial loan; a pre-amp is an important part of any
system. This month we also have some very drastic price cuts on super
cables. Please see our separate half-page on cables as these can
dramatically release the peformance of your existing equipment. Again,
please write or phone for suggestions and home trial. Ihave a large list
and a lot of experience of system matching and optimisation. Phone
before making costly mistakes!
Please visit our virtual store online which includes weekly bargains and
opportunities - at our prices the best sell first! Alternatively, a stamped
envelope will bring you a printout of equipment and cables by post
within 48 hours return.

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6-month
parrs and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.
Export and home dems by arrangement.

All products fully guaranteed for six months: UK demonstraton delivery and installation by arrangement.

Export and Credit Card sales welcome.

The Audio Note Solon is four dem rooms at 5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, or visit us online at www.oudiosource.cosuk
TF ,

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX:

(
0)141 339 9762

E-MAIL:

Jack@audiosource.co.uk

PRESTIGE - £2250
Designed by Wilmslow Audio
Immitated by others.
Don't accept second best.
Phone today for your free catalogue giving details
of our full range of loudspeakers and accessories
50 Main Street Broughton Astley Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Additional Demonstration facilities available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone to 01942 521771 to book you appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio

UK's leading supplier of Audiophile Vinyl and CD, related equipment and accessories
PO BOX
TEL

21

LISKEARD PL 14 51fP

01579 363603

FAX

01579 363604

SAILÉSÀLESALESALE
HUGE REDUCTIONS ON
AUDIOPHILE ILI'S & CDS!!
Mo- Fi, Decca, Alto, DCC, Living Stereo, etc

PHONE FOR DETAILS.
SALESALESALESALE

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Clearance

Items

Description

Condition

New
or S/H

Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

Mint
Mint
Mint
V.G
Good

S/H £ 1250.00'
S/H £ 195.00'
X-Dem2 3500.00'
XCern £ 295.00
S/H £ 250.00
£ 195.00

Audio Research D240 mk II
Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre-amp
Senos Faber Gravis Sub woofer
X- over opower amp
Kenwood 9010 CD Transport
Alun Adriana
Alun PW1 Subwoofer ( Passive)
Gale 401
Kinshaw Overture Phono

Choice
Price

Original
Retail Price

£ 1395.00' £
£ 295.00 £
£ 895.00' £
£ 895.00' £

3500.00
995.00
2495.00
1895.00

£ 3200.00
2 500.00
£ 10000 00
£ 750.00
£
£ 395.00

*-Pnces reduced this month

This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha x10 power amp
£ 450.00 £ 600.00
Audio Research V.T.60
1095.00 £ 2000.00
Meridian 557 (as new uncollected order)
£ 1100.00 £ 1400.00
Exposure Super XV
£ 450.00 £ 79500
Exposure XV
£ 350.00 £ 75000
Aura Evolution A100
£ 195.00 £ 350.00
Exposure XII psu
£ 495.00 £
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha 9pre amp
£ 295.00 £ 400.00
Audio Research LS2
500.00 upgrade) £ 2250.00 £ 3300.00+
Meridian 501.2 (New)
£ 595.03 £ 700.00

Cl

Audio Research LS7
Audio Note M2
Conrad Johnson PV10AL
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Boulder L5AE
Exposure XIV pre IX psu
Unison Research Mystery One pre
Krell KRC2
Krell KRC HR
,Prices

£ 1095.03
£ 650.00
£ 795.00
£10995.00
£2000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 1195.00
£ 2200.00
£ 4995.00

reduced this month

Acoustic Energy AE1
Mint
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
Mint
Alun Lotus SE
New
Sonus Faber Extrema oStands
Mint
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Mint
Thiel CS1.5
Mint
B W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
VG
Apogee Stage
Mint
Quad ESL 63 Black
Senos Faber Guarneri
Roksan ROK 1
Senos Faber Concerto Grand Piano o
Stone base ( Piano Black)
Wilson System V (Black)
Rogers LS3/5A Black (New)
Rogers ABI Sub (New)
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
(Black Laquer)
Linn Khelids (Oak)
Ruark Accolades Passive/Active
JM Lab Spectral 909.1
(External Damage)

X- Dent £ 550.00'
S/H £ 5995.00 £ 15000.00
£ 2500.00' £ S/H £ 4250.03 £ 7000.00
S/H £11500.00' £ 19000.00
S/H £ 1595.00' £ 2700.00
S/H £ 1895.00 £ 4000.00
S/H £ 995.00 £ 3000.00
£ 1895.00 £ 3200.00
£4500.00 £ 6500.00
£ 295.00 £ 600.03
£ 1700.00
£12000.00
£ 575.00
£ 395.03

900.00
550.00
195.00
250.00

Krell MD- 10 CD Turntable
Krell Studio Dac
Theta Pro Basic Ill (Balanced)
Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
Audio Alchemy DOE V1.0 opou 1
McCormack DAC-1
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref duc
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
CPA PDM 1mk Ill
Marantz CD94/94A
Audio Alchemy DDS II Transport
Nairn CD2
Knell KPS 25s
Krell KAV 300 CD
Marantz CD17 KI Sig (Black)
Quad 77 CD Player (Ouadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Theta Data Basic It (S/E)
Meridian 203 duc
Sony C.D.P/DA.S.R 1
Krell KPS 2011
Pink Triangle de Capo/Cardinal
CPA Renaissance C.D.

Copeland CSA 14 Integrated (Silver)
Restek Extract Monoblocks
(180 watt)
As New
Mark Levinson 331
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
0.Dem
Boulder 500 AE
Mint
Mint
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Mint
Audion Golden Knights
Mint
Mint
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Mint
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P
FM Acoustics 6110 Resolution Power
Audio Research M300
Naim NAP 250
Lamm MI Monoblocks ( 103W)
Quad 77 Integrated (Ouadlink)
AVI 2000 Monoblocks (As New)
EAR 519
Vii 225 Monoblocks
Audio Note Kassi
Audio Note Kagon
Exposure Dual Reg IV x3
As Nee,
Unison Research Simply 2
Unison Research Smart 845
Knell 505

£ 795.00 £ 1195.00

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

£ 1995.00 £ 3503.00
£ 3395.00 £ 5000.00
£ 9995.00 £ 18000.00
£ 995.00 £ 1500.00
£ 7995.00 £2100000
£ 2650.00 £ 3400.00
£ 2995.00' £ 5000.00
£ 500.00' £ 950.00
£4995.00 £ 10003.00
£ 1995.03' £ 4000.00
£ 995.00' £ 2250.00
£3250.00 £ 4790.00
£ 550.00' £ 900.00
£8995.00 £ 12900.00
£ 2750.00 £ 6700.00
£ 8500.00 £ 14500.00
£ 695.00 £ 1295.00
£ 695.00' £ 125000
£14995.00 £22000.00
£ 4995.00 £ 12000.00
£ 1150.00 £ 1800.00
£ P.O.A. C PO.A.
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 895.00 £ 1400.00
£ 2695.03 £ 4699.00
£ 2250.03 £ 5000.00
£12995.03 £30000.00
£29500.00 £8000000
£ 795.00 £ 1800.00
£ 650.00 £ 995.00
£2200.00 £ 3250.00
£2250.00 £ 369000

'-Pnces reduced this month

Pre
Amplifiers
Jeff Rowland ConsumateoPhono (3box)
£ 3995.00 £ 8000.00
McCormack Micro Line Drive
As Nee .
£ 350.00' £ 595.00
Audio Research LS5 mkt'
Mint
SH £ 2495.00' £ 5700.00
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
As "lee. £ 650.00' £ 1095.00

%

hake
H114

SME,

Audible illusion

Soundstyle,

B.A.T.

Stand Unique

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

£ 2200.00
£ 18003.03
£ 798.00
£ 598.00

Mint
Mint

S/H
S/H

Mint
S/H
Mint
S/H
As New

£3495.00
£ 1995.03
£ 1695.00
£ 150.03
£4250.00
£ 150.03'
£ 450.03'
£4995.00
£2995.00
£11503.03
£ 1500.00'
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 695.00
£ 395.00
£ 1695.00
£13995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 795.00
£ 495.00
£ 1095.03
£ 1295.00
£ 225.03
£2295.00
£6995.00
£ 1495.00
£ 49500

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VPI,

Helios,

XLO,

Lavardin,

.St DACS
£/ 990.00
£4450.00
£2'390.00
£ £5000.00
£ 300.00
£ 995.00
£8000.00
£5800.00
£24000.00
£3995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1600.00
£ 900.00
£2200.00
£19995.00
£3500.00
£1195.00
£ 703.00
£ 1900.00
£2400.00
£ 500.00
£8000.00
£12000.00
£2331.00
£ 800.00

Michell,
Musical Fidelity,
Oracle analogue
and digital,

DVD Players now
available from
,
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,

L

and many more.

e iIn-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

e Best prices

paid for top quality

equipment
ID Generous part exchange
10

Show room/dem room

11E)

Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

10 All credit cards inc. Amex
IP Mail order
*)Export service

«-Prices reduced this month
10 Finance arranged subject to status
10

Widest range available

10 Unbiased advice
10 Unique ' Hi -Fi Exchange' - a
Voyd Reference/Reference Power supply/
Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10 limited uP/S
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
Musical Fidelity T1 FM Tuner
Ortof on MC30
As New
Piere Lome J1/SL5
Mint
S/H
Forsell Air Force One
As New
Linn Klyde
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
Transparent Musiclink Reference
(RCA- RCA)
Transparent Musicwave Ultra
Bi Wire 3.61dr
Linn LP12/ARO/Annegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/17 DII
LFD MCI Phono mm/mc
Lyra Parnasos (New)
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear
Audio Insider Reference (Wood) Basis
Debut Gold/Graham Model 2.0 (Ceramic)

el 0181
fax 0181

Rockport,

ATC,

£ 595.00 £ 1375.00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Audio Lab Transport 8000cdm
£
Audio Lab Dac 8000 dux
£
Arcam xplus
£
Teac VRDS T1
£

lifiers

Pass

Alon,

'-Pnces reduced this rnonth

(CD Players

Am

Acoustic Energy,

£3503.00 £ 4799.00
£ 395.00 £ 750.00
£ 1495.03 £ 2699.00

330.00 £ 430.00
250.00 £ 500.00
250.00 C
-

(i) Power

Choice
STOCKIST OF:

SPEAKERS
Rogers LS55 (New)
£
Aliante Spazio
£
Kef C95
£

£ 1400.00
£ 900.00
£ 500.00
£ 500.00

£1620.00
£ 950.00
£1195.00
£17000.00
£3500.00
£300000
£2000.00
£4190.00
£7000.00

392 1994

£11500.03 £22003.00
£ 650.00 £ 1200 DO
£ 150.00 £ 30000
£ 450.00 £ 650.00
£ 1500.00' £ 4500.00
£11995.00 £25000.00
£ 450.00 £ 600.00
£ 850.00' £ £ 1000.00 £ 2200.00
£ 1600.00 £ 3300.00
£ 2500.00
£ 550.00
£ 1200.00
£8995.00

£ 4000.00
£ 900.00
£ 2000.00
£ 16000.00

computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic

dreams.

expensive

hi-fi

is

not just

about

it's about aspiring to

the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and

being

given the freedom to choose and

upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi

£ 7500.00 £ 12500.00

will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_.hifi@msn.com

in min

Quality

brandnames,

392 1963

open from 10am to iipm by appointment

second hand or as new condition - guaran

a fresh
musical perspective

KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GALLOWAY

AUDIO

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.
AUDIO PHYSIC

AS

AUDION

ELECTROCOMPANIET
CADE
TOTEM

ELEMENTAL AUDIO
RDER PATROL

FACSIMILE
01563 573207

NAGRA

BASIS

SUGDEN

TARA LABS

ORACLE

JM

LIVING VOIC

TELEPHONE
01563 574185

SIRIUS

Demonstration By Appointment

MODIFICi-NTIc
ittir%

Your Hi Fi
will only sound as good
as its weakest component

For Further Details Contact Aucliocom
Tel. 01834 842803

e-mail: aucliocom(a),scotnet.co.uk

Fax. 01834 842804

classified
SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
resulting in amuch greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.
Features comprehensive circuit tofology using push-pull techniques and series mode
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises avery high speed IC to provide a

Professional modifications using leading edge components.
Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all
types of audio equipment.

precision square wave clock signal.

•CD Players/Transports & D-A convertors
Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplie,

: Greatly improved resolution and detail.
: Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
: High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all listening levels.
: Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
: Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instruments.

•Pre & Power amplifiers,
Power suppliers, signal de- coupling, xiiliane

The SUPERCLOCK is available exclusively from AudioCom ( UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/transports using the following frequencies: 11.2896MHz, 16.934MHz &

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request acopy of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £3.50)
Tel: 01834 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E- Mail: audiocom@scotnet.co.L.

22.5792MHz. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom ( UK). Alab is also available with instruc-

VOA

hons for the technically competent.
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SPECIALIST
SPARES & REPAIRS

Fixed prices for
›Restauration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
'Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
'Delivery there and back within the EC
Rheinstr, 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

THANKS TO
MANA ACOUSTICS
FOR THEIR SUPPORTS
OVER THE YEARS
(SIMPLY THE BEST)
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EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative, patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UUCSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.
For further details contact John SCarrick.

The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

SELECT AUDIO

A WARM THANKS
TO ALL AT
PEACH AT

(LonDon)

CAMDEN PALACE
EVERY FRIDAY
(KEEP IT UP)

***************** 0181 986 8788

*****************

AUDIO RESEARCH D70 MK2
£650
£2,500
BAT VK5i FULLY BALANCED PRE
£2,400
£4,400
COUNTERPOINT SA220
£ 1,200
£3,000
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22
£400
£900
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI AND STANDS
£500
£1,200
VPI HW19 JUNIOR, RB300, MC15 EX DEM
.
£500
£800
ELITE ROCK, ZETA ARM
£500
£1,000
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE
£2,800
£5,000
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
£850
MARK LEVINSON ML28, PHONE BOARD
£ 1,300
£3,500
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE, PHONE, REMOTE
£ 1,300
£3,500
NEAT PATIT 3, GRAVIS SUB WOOFER
£900
£2,000
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND DA.X CROSSOVER
£3,000
£ 10,000
ACCUPHASE D102, 50WPC CLASS A
£ 1,500
£4,400
ACCUPHASE D450, 200 WPC EX DEM.
£2,250
£3,750
NAKAMICHI BX300, THILEE HEAD CASS
£300
£600
JEFF ROWLAND BPI, BATTERY SUPPLY FOR ML2
£ 1,250
£2,500
*************** CLOSED WED 8I sun

***************

classified
Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOl 18\11i \ 1
Arcam
Arcam
Mown
Arm.,,,

\

11 ))

OFTFRS

Delta 110 Pre.A11,1, lk I
% eta 5Channel Dolby Is. ..Snip
Delta 290 Amplifier.
Delta 290 Power Amplifier

,newl
,s item)
I
used)
used)
used)

Arran, Alp. 7CD Player
Audio Alchemy DTI V,2 P.S; D.-St
.iudiolab range on special offer..
Audiolab 8000A Amplifier ....... .
.;orliolab 8000A Amplifier
Audiostatic DC) Loudspeakers ...............
Cmtle Avon Loudspeakers

£299.95
£699.00
£350.00
£290.00
£350.00

ixs deniX .£399.95
....... Ring for prices
rused)........£320.00
iesdem)......£1700.00
mew). £54910

Cyrus PSXR Poner Supply .. .
Cyrus 3Amplifier
Cy nIS DAD3Q CD Player
Cyrus Posse, Amplifier
Cyrus Pre- Amplifier
Cyrus FM7 Tuner ..... .........
Hawthorn Ormund v.itie Pr, UnplIner .
lamo Concert Centre Speaker
lamo Concén II Loudspeaker ,
KEF Model 70S Rear Seegers
Linn Kaber Loudspeakers
Linn Sara LoudspeakerstStands
Lumley PP70 Passoe Pre Amplifier,
Meridian 541 Pro Logic Pre- Amplifier.. . ..........
Meridian 200 ,263 Transport DAC CD Maser

is.d)........1350.00

rood)..... ...£49500
ii.d)......£1300.00
iuser0........£1110.00
mood). .......£05000
res kw) ......£10000

Mission DAD XDAC5 CD Player .
Micromega Stage 3CD Player
Mus Ful E100 Amplifier
Mus Fid 11201) Amplifier .............
Mus Fid Al Amplifier
M. Fid Pre.Amplif. 3A
Naim NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
N81111 NAC 72 Pre - Amplifier
Naim NAP 140 Power Amplifier

-1used).

1450.00

(use.. £ 150.00
Wed) .......£ 150.00
(used). £495.00
I
used). ...£495.00

Pioneer PD9700 CD Player
Rotel RCD965BX CD Player
Sony TCK611S Ca.. Deck
Spendor SP2 LoodspeakereStands
Tethnics SU900/2 Amplifier
Teohnics SLPS670 CD Play.
inch°. Pulsar One DAC Conser.
Walla 12 DAC Comm.. .
Yamaha DSP-A2070 Dolby ;moldier

( used)
ruse.
fined)
I.e.
( used)
Used)
Ins deml
lusedl
lee.

£ 250.00
£ 160.00
£ 140 00
£ 295.00
£ 240.013
£ 799110
£0110 oo
£350.00

STOCKISTS OF N1INI. NIP RIM% \ ti D1OLAB. CYRUS. KRELL.
RUARK. OPERA. RI % Rh. NI 311 l's Il.. MICHELI.E. CASTLE.
11..‘t. IFP PIP. FTC.

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

atv

•

}

LS
SALE
Alchemist Forsetti pre. power
£2398
PO A
Alchemist (rakes Anniversary Mk II
£
579
P0 A
Anthem CD player (5star What HiFi) (cold) .£1699 .£1250
Apogees ribbon monitors (new & ex/d)
£999
£699
Audiomeco Mephisto CD transport
£2400 .£ 1250
Audio Research SP14 pre (boxed)
£3303 .£1095
Audion Block Shadows 845 valve monoblocks £4000 .BOA.
Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks
£2250
PO A
Charlo Academy 1solid walnut (cold)
£1299
£803
Charlo Academy 2solid walnut (cold)
£1649 .£1103
Charlo Academy 3J (ex/d) floor standing,
solid walnut speakers
£5999 .£2699
Conrad Johnson MU 55 valve omp
£1995 £1195
Ear 859 pwr amp
£1700
£750
Ear 834 Lpre
£449
8235
Genesis Gen 500 spks in Built Active Bass
(ex/dl Mitt
£11000 ... £6499
Genesis AMP) sok leo/dl
£9(X10 . .£3999
Krell Kav 3031
£2495
PO A.
Krell Kay 250A
£3149 ....£2149
Macintosh C26 pre
£395
Macintosh 2100 (looks like 275)
£450
Micromega TDrive & TDoc & XL0 cable
sumo
£999
Nakamichi 1.5 coss
£2013
Nakamichi LX5 caso.
£
350
Quad 77 int. Carbon
£700
£450
Restek 6ch. pwr. amp
£9130. £595
Revox H1 caso
£1150
£650
A NEW

RANGE

OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK

SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE ES MK 111 USTEN 11 BE PERSUADED.

choice of 2 pairs available & lolly serviced.
Stands finished in Cherryveood

£4995 S/H

£12000

Skinning.. £8995 SD

£17800

Goad ESL 63 Electrostatic Speakers

FrOm ..

SD Acoustics OBS Speakers Walnut highly modified
Michel Orbe Turntable SME V Arm. might split
Krell (PS 20i CO Player, latest boards

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED -

rare chance tor these superb Sonic beasts

radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

WADIA 16 CD PLAYER
DIGITAL REMOTE VOLUME
DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT
Mint-boxed with all accessories as new
£2,875
Ex our M.D's music room
SME Limited
Tel: 01903 814231 Fax: 01903 814269

M ADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

seas
*ECLIPSE.

Krell MDIO CD Tumtable

£2495 S111 £7990

Aude Note M7 Silver Phonostage MM. made to go
with one and only Ongaku

£4995 S/H £ 13000+

Proac 15 Speakers. Lt Oak

£2295 SM

Monitor Audio Studio 50 Speakers. Chenywood
Arcam 170 3 CD Transport
Arcam Black Box 50 DAC

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morer

peerless

£4700

£2500 SM

£5000

£325 Sill £750
£ 150 Sill £450

Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and PSXR supply. 3 months old

£895 S/11 £ 1229

Cyrus ACA7 Pre amp and PSXR supply. 3months old

£795 S/H £ 1129

Cyrus Power Amp balanced yeah PSXR
3complete units available. 3 months old

.

.

Cyrus Hark 8Tier stand and base. 3months

£600

.

S/H

£300

Mission 754 Freedom speakers. Pnrnavera, 3 months

£830

S/11 £466

£995 Shi

£ 1498

May do aCompete deal on Mission Cyrus system above. Retail pnce is £6835
complete and is 3rnonths old
Cello 8.1 ORRO DACE Power Supply... ..... Superb. £2795 S/H £6000
Genesis Digital Lens, new. unused
£995 New £ 1700
Genesis V Speakers, Watts & Puppies on Steroids and
comes 00h WC amp for Servo Bass. new. unused and finished
n Sapos Rosewood. 1pair only, be quick

£7995 New £ 15000

Audio Research VT 50 Valve Amp. 1year old

£ 1595

S/H £2950

Lumley Megavok M150 Signature Valve Mono Amps . . £ 1695 Sill £3950
Muse 18 Subwoofer Rosewood

.

.

Bean) £ 1995 S/1-1

plus 13200 inputs The Besf

£7500

£4000

Ski £ 17995

£7995 Sill 28.000
£

Cello Audio Palette latest spec

Superb. £7995 S/H £22.000
Brilliant.. £4995 S.111 £ 10.200
......

Mondor Audio 20SE Speakers. Piano black
Proac Response, 3 Speakers. Light Oak

.

£ 1995 Sil1 £4.190

. . . £ 1495 Sill £2500
..
£ 1695 Sill £3300

Forsell air reference CD Transport + DAC
.

£8995 RID £ 15.995

Avalon ACCent II Speakers Lght Oak. stunning

1week old. probably ho best in the world

£6995 S/11 £ 17.000

Goldmund Studio Turntable T3F Ann, last version . . . . £3995 Sil-) £ 10.600
Wadia 16 CD Player digital vol. excellent

.

.

£3600 S/H £7395

NakameN Dragon Cassette Deck. last chance . ..... £ 1350 SM

£2350

Nakamichi 700 2XE Cassette Deck. classic . . ...... £695 SRI £ 1600
Sias ()unto 11 CO Player. excellent

£ 1095 Sill £3000

Gryphon Ltd Edition Pre Amp

£2995 Sfri £8000

Teac PI DI CO Transpon o DAC
£ 1795 Shi £4800
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybnd. stunning
£ 1495 Sill £4500
Krell ( PS 30i CO Player, 3 months old

£2795

Audio Physics Vigo Speakers. Cherrywood

Sill £5490

£2200 Sill £3800

Ainangent luny automatic Linear Tracking am
Krell Studio 2 DAC AT&T balanced etc

£ 1895 Sil-)

£1295 Stil

Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset, black

£4000+
£3198

£895 Sal £ 1600

Cary 300SE Triode 300B Integrated Valve Amp

£ 1995 Sill£6000

Mark Levinson No333 Stenso Power Amp, 1week old,
only used for Hi Fi Show so lull 5year warranty and there is
2available Mono Bridge". be quick
£5600

E/D £8495

Madi Levinson No39 CD player

E/0 £4995

Superb. £3995

Krell KBL/KPE Line Pre Amp + Phono Stage

£ 1995 S/H £5326

Jadis JA500 4 Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps...

£6995 Sal £20990

Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Lalest

£795 S/H £ 1795

Krell (SA 250 Power Amp

£2995 S/H £6600

Krell (SL Line Pre Amp Mk2

£ 1295

Sill £2298

£695

Sill £ 1150

Reduced .. £695

S/11 £ 1660

Revox HI Cassene Deck.

SINolen Inductors

TEC)-*)OL067 0600110)

£9900

S/H £42000

Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Tnode Svetchable
£995 E/D £2225
Audio Note Ongaku. "The one and only
£ 15.995 Sill £57.003

PARTS AND ADVICE.

MAUDIO

SM

£22995

Cello Duel 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and

WI]

ATV SERVICES

£ 1995 S/11 £3456

Superb.. £4995

Cello Audio Sete Pre Amp premium outputs. premium CD.
premium aux, premium MC and premium MM.

-

£2800
£1400

JM Labs Grande Utopia Speakers, Cherry 8 Porsche Black

Avante Garde Tno Horn Speakers. Ceramic White

Project TT.Sonic Frontiers ...91e Saks Trilogy Valve Amps. Van der

£95 S/11

£495 S/H

Cadence Saks

MOnOtChy. Ortolan. Pink Triangle

£8200

Artemis POS Signature Speakers & Signature Bass Modules

Ors Deno - Alchemist. Anthem. Audemeco. Auction voNe Amps.
Chorro. D PA

LIST

Superb.. £3500 SH

Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps

Krell (RC-2 Pre Amp. balanced P/C

•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
• Vintage Valve

L;IFELIEM

SALE
Jadis JP80 Valve Preamp

are also Mono Bridgeable

Service & Repairs

-«
-; Skaaning
Loudspeakers

NEW IN THIS MONTH

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

Visit our web site at hillp://w mentone.cikuk
e-mail on. Lintone.audiont iirgin.net
7-11 Park 1
ene. Gatehead, hue & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

f

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

AUDIO M ATTERS

Meridian 2001203 TransOAC Tricord.
Mendian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MPS Remote

Reduced £695

Shl £ 1665

Carp 2A3 Power Amp Tnode .

Reduced .. £795

Sal £ 1495

£595

Sal £ 1200

Cary CAD 550, CO Processor Pre Amp

OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid

Reduced . e1995 sni

Audio Research V70 Power Amp

Reduced.. £ 1795 S/H £4400

Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp, Latest

Reduced . £ 1095

S/H £ 1698

Alon 4 Speakers Black Ash

Reduced .

SRI £3850

£1295

£5500

Burmeater 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
2 pair av)

Reduced.. £ 1795 S/H £5.350

Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Amp Gold Reduced. £ 1295 S/H £3500
Goldmund Minimis 3 Power Amp
Stunning. £ 1995 S/H £5150
Silvered) Speakers e- Stands Piano ( Watt Beater)

£ 1395

Snell A34 Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)
Micro Selo Air Beanng Vacuum Platter Heavy Turntable
Runs 4Tonearms. weighs about 70Ibs

Stunning.. £2995 Sill £7000+

Revox 13261 Tuner

£750 Sill £ 1145

Reek H6 ROS Tuner
Threshold Fe) 10E Pre Amp Phono/Line

Sdi £2350

£2995 Sill £8995

£550 Sill £ 1000
Reduced . £ 1595 Sill £4990

Threshold Per 10 Pre Amp Phono/Line E Supplies Reduced.. £ 1295 SM £4250
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
£895 Shil £2150
Equation 2 Speakers Black 9008

Excellent . £ 1295

Oracle Alexandna Turntable Prelude Arm

S/H £3500

£495 S/H £ 1390

Audio Synthesis Modified Sony CDX 303E0 AT+T with

//-"•%

Minim cable
scan-speaK

ihIEWN LEAP
7.1111

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P0 BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail info@rnadisound corn

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our wpbsite at:
http://www.tetwyre.com
fatwyre@fotwyre.com

company
cCABILE
THE

401
.••1

PO. Box

579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Web Page hop / www madisound cool
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DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bit

£995 SM

Trio LOIT Tuner ( Classic) ( Sequell BelIer)'
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2 available
Micromega 2.1 CD Transport bocelen!)
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Ampo Supply

£ 895 S/11
£495 SRI

Loads
£995

sle

ell

f25130

£995
79
S/H

£4600

£11
4505
5

Reduced.£29

Theta
abasse
DS 135
Pro Speakers
Basic 2 DAC
VDM wired Active Equaliser

£2515

£885
£299

Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Grande

£ 1395 S/H

£4400

£395 S/H

£1500

£ 1000 Sill

£3900

ambridge CEO CD Player
Cal Tempest 2CD Player
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre Amp/DAC BlaCk Box 50
Arcam Black Box 5 DAC
638 Profile Speakers
Acoustat II Electrostatto Panel Speakers. Black

)m
£2:0
£2
S/11

Sill

£295 el
£350

Shi

£750
£450
£600
£1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

10.00am • 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm

SUN

NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND ®
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutrals (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS
1 I

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculateiy finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, HI-FI
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi- F1 News Rift.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND DUALITY: BRZBZ Malcolm Stewart HiFi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the per
formance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS "
The Sare deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keyviood, Hi-Fl World. The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures correct set up. heavy plinth and appropriate mat. Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HiFi News Rift. "
I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, Hi Fi World.
OUR CLIENTS -I
have t6ed your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellentrG. Pyne. "
The results t
get are
really unbelievable and i
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art " Mr Teilinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh,

itaame eagle

tide a ollasteued

THE GLASSMAT ®
The finest platter mat in the world.
44

The Glassmat
was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QI AR7Z REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE a HANDSTROBE DEADLY ACCURATE QUM REFERENCED STROBE GUNS, WITH STROBE DISC, PERFECTLY PITCHED?
QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELECTROSTATIC SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE.
STORMFORCE
UL77MATE STATEMENT ON THECLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. HOUSED IN SOLID .11ARBLE, THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1999 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN UPGRADE YO( 'R V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® ALSO FOR EMT AND THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA R8300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 (
1999 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR Y15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V151/XMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

"THERE ARE NO PROBLEMS, ONLY SOLUTIONS"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ei TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601
E

accessories,

cartridges
dnm
goldring
tyro

ortofon
sunk°
cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
dnm
heybrook
ixos
kontak
fa
nordost
ortofon
qed
sonic link
trichord
van den hul
vio

cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
introducing IRIQ an innovative
new touch screen remote controller
from Microsoft + Madrigal

headphones

beyer
grado
sennheiser
stay
stands
alphason
frameworks
sound orgn
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
target
hardware
atc

£299 (post free on orders over £50)

COMPONENT CLEAROUT!
Price

Cost

Synergistic Research cables ( full range available)
POA
Z System Rdp 1Digital preamp ( almost new)
£5,000
Sonic Frontiers 2 Mk II Dac.HDCD, boxed as new ( balanced option) £5,495
Audio Research LS5 Mk Ill ( Preamp)
£5,000
Theta Time
£300
Preamp SP 1.5
£2,000
Theta Pro Basic Dac
£1,500
Theta Universal Transport
£2,500
Sonic Frontier 3 Dac
£6,999
Audio Synthesis Dac ( Bax)
£2,000
McCormack Power Drive 175w
£2,000
Meridian 203 Dac DNA
£500
Marantz CD 85 ( Tricord upgrade)
£700
Interconnects/Accessories
Kimber Cable PSB ( 1metre)
Audioquest Lapis - 1metre pair
LAT 200 Mk II
Blue Silver ( spk) 3 m pair
Audioquest Emerald
Audioquest Midnight Speaker cable - 3m pair
Call 0181

£3,500
£2,600
£3,000
£ 150
£800
£600
£950
£4,000
£650
£950
£ 150
£350

£80 £50
£399
£200
£ 100
£250
£259
£ 150
£500
£300

699 2446/0956 805 572 or 0181 594 6641/0956 969282
E-mail: sales@ultimate-sonics.corn

phone, fax or write for latest
price list / newsletter or visit

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA
Inv you design your own loudspeakers or amplifiers. or would like to

the website :

hut are put off by the high cost of test equipment? Then we have
just the thing for you.

wwwsignals.uk.com

Clio Lite is based on the Clio ElectroAcoustic
Measurement System by Audatmanca. Some
of the full Laboratory verston's functions

oudtomeco
audio physic
densen
horbeth
mie hell
rum
royd
supden
teac
trichord

have been omitted. but what's lets r, still a
stunning suite of PC based iunuat test
instruments at aknock-down price

signals

Clio Lite

Wits

MI-S. Sine and pink noise and

measures frequency response. inc. I; un lave.
,oliage.'dB level, impedance. 2nd and ; rd harmono

tlistonion and Thiele/Small parameters. There's even
a 2channel oscilloscope and an
illdlICIMICC/CapaCitalICC mete

It Includm

mis.

prcamp and phantom powering in the price and can he
upgraded to full Cho later.

hi-fi for grown-ups

ip sw ich ( 0 14 73 )

6 2 2 86 6

fax ( 01473
631588 email : enq@signals.uk.com
signals ma tlesham heath
ipswich suffolk ip5 3ua
w
w
w
signals.uk.com

And the best bit? Clio Litt costs just f.386 inc. VAT and carriage M the UK. With one Cho late mIcrophone the
price is f-$55 inc. VAT and UK carnage.
For fuoher infromation on Clio Lite plus ademo disc and details sil other loudspeaker deogn software

CLI

land speaker kind contact:
DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91. Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6RD

allialle

Phone 01284 811891

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mail OBSaudio@AOL.COM

ddemo software and information from Audionuatica's orloite at »

a.melink.itkanJaudiomatical
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For many,
RCA's 24CD
Ellington
Edition may
be beyond
reach...
but vinyl
scavengers
can have a
field-day

The Centenrial
Edition:
RCA's 24CD set,
09026 63386 2,
which covers the
period from 1927
to 1973, sells for the
price of 22 discs.
There's also asingle
miclprice sampler:
09026 634592
122

W

hatever your age and
whoever it was that started
you buying records ( all
right, Iconfess, with me it was Elvis)
eventually you get round to Duke
Ellington. His vast oeuvre is simply
the most intriguing and challenging
discography of all. The flexibility
and multi-purpose application of his
music resists easy summary. It's art
and entertainment, happening and
history,
composition
and
improvisation all at once. It includes
ludicrous novelty items — '( Otto
Make That) Riff Staccato' was
written for reedman Otto Hardwicke
in 1945, and is far from Duke's
silliest title — and magnificent
orchestral suites. Everything was
delivered according to a fertile
dialectic between organisation and
spontaneity. Experts are still
unravelling each piece's genesis.
Duke's creative, informal approach
means that every recording — studio
or live — harbours treasures: no-one
else combines lushness and punch in
such measure.
The music industry knows it too.
So sure are they that the Ellington
Centenary will result in CDpurchase frenzy, review copies of the
Centennial Edition of the complete
RCA recordings are not to be had
(unless you count BMG's paltry,
unannotated, 3CD press sampler).
In retort to corporate parsimony,
HFNIRR has commissioned an
industry-bucking birthday tribute of
its own: avisit to London's secondhand record shops on 29 April 1999,
100 years to the day since our hero
was born. What can £ 30 in cold
cash tell us about the state of
Ellingtonia today?
First stop was Ray's Jazz on
Shaftesbury Avenue, a shop with
enough memorabilia to double as a
museum (`Jazz Legend Ronnie Scott
Dies' announces an Evening Standard

billboard). On the counter, aspecial
display: ` Duke Ellington's 100th
Birthday
Today'
in
proud,
handwritten capitals, alongside a
characteristically dapper photo. The
idea was to secure arepresentative
selection of Duke's oeuvre for £30,
so CDs were ignored. A quick flip
through the box of LPs marked 'Big
Band Music' secured three: The
Radio Transcriptions Vol 2 and Vol 3
(bargains at £ 1.50 a shot), and
Eastbourne Performance (£ 5). The
latter sports a crayon of the Duke
surrounded by British stamps and
coins. The record documents his 16piece orchestra on the final night of
his 1973 European tour, the year
before his death. Here was something
to test a rock- generation Dukedilettante: in the year of Frank
Zappa's Overnite Sensation, Marvin
Gaye's Let's Get It On and Kool & the
Gang's Jungle Boogie, could aDuke
Ellington concert on the South Coast
be anything other than anostalgia fest
for superannuated hipsters?
As anyone who explores the
Ellington legacy discovers, no
moment in this man's life was
wasted. At Eastbourne's Congress
Theatre on 1 December 1973,
Ellington was doing what he did best
— leading his band from the piano
— but that simple description
encapsulates awhole philosophy of
music. His notes coax playing from
his musicians, achieving afocus on
the moment quite different from
composers and arrangers who think
the score is all. His control of
dynamics is astonishing: sudden
single notes stabbed by his left hand
become pivots for the entire
orchestral flow (adevice Thelonious
Monk borrowed and made his
trademark); plangent sprinkles from
his right hand stain the musical
canvas, suggesting expressive
possibilities to his soloists; tiny
tinkles end up redirecting the music
completely.
However up-to-date the listener,
however sharpened by the latest avant
noise or improv outrage, one is still
shocked by the orchestra's collective
vibe, the transparency with which
sonic impacts are traded in their
specificity, undiluted by schemes of
harmony or rhythm. The band is so
fresh to the moment nothing comes
across as sterile or dated.
`How High The Moon' whoops
the orchestra into bebop virtuosity; a
riotous 'Basin Street Blues' provokes
audience requests for ' Tiger Rag',
which is then hastily assembled. Back
in the dressing room, Ellington
confided to Sinclair Traill: `Ah, yes,
we're becoming adult at last —
catching up with the Bunks and
Boldens so to speak'. The wisdom of
this remark — pointing out how
JULY 1999

weird it is that ' progress' has the
young patronising the old — is
evidenced throughout, as Duke's
good humour (wry laughter during
Harold Ashby's swooning tenor solo)
and openness to spontaneity give
everything a ' now' electricity.
Eastbourne Performance makes most
recent jazz recordings sound stuffy
and self-conscious.
With £22 still burning ahole in my
pocket, it was off to Cheapo Cheapo
Records on Rupert Street, acluttered
and claustrophobic basement in the
heart of Soho. Once the boast of
London, Cheapo Cheapo's stash of
vinyl is today sadly depleted, but did
offer up Washington Wobble on the
Saville label, a collection of early
sides ( 1927 to 1935). 'In the era of
the 78 rpm gramophone record,'
George Ellis's sleevenote runs,
'Ellington and his various orchestras
and small units recorded almost one
thousand titles...' Here were twenty
of them for a mere £ 2, and at 10p
each perhaps the most outrageously
good-value jukebox in town. Jazz was
tight and punchy in those days. Every
solo seems to stretch the music, like
the first Mickey Mouse testing what
his newly-drawn limbs could do.
With the history of Ellington
bookended — and £20 still to spend
— it was off on the Piccadilly line to
Mole Jazz in King's Cross. Here, the
vinyl racks were mind-blowing:
plentiful and stunningly cheap, with
such gems as The Jimmy Blanton
Years, Primping For The Prom and
Serenade To Sweden going for amere
£2. Johnny Come Lately (16 neglected
Ellington sides from the difficult
years of World War II) had been
knocked down to 99p. Too much
scintillating music, in fact, to detail in
this brief report.
Is this plenty and cheapness asign
of disrespect? If disrespect is there,
it's caused by format wars rather than
musical progress. Great music is still
going for a song ( and most had
minimal crackle or pop).
Judging from the example of
bassist John Edwards (spotted afew
months ago in Mole on an Ellington
vinyl spree), it's asituation dedicated
and penniless musicians know how to
exploit. Good thing too,
because it's that
sector of the
community —
rather than
the bureaucrats marketing box sets
of CDs —
who
will
surely supply
us with the
Ellingtons
of
tomorrow.

Ben Watson
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In the crowded selection of high- end loudspeaker
companies, aclear choice is illuminated by
Revel's unique development and manufacturing
process. No other company so rigorously explores
the way you hear, and how aloudspeaker will
interact with your room. Research has shown that
what you hear when listening to music at home is
the result of not just the direct sound from the
speaker. but also the sound from around the
loudspeaker that reaches the listener via
reflections off the ceiling, walls and floor.
Revel's psychoacoustic research has aprofound
impact on the way we build loudspeakers. Revel's
research and design process is so significant that
the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio
and Video selected it for the coveted -Golden
Note - award for " Most Innovative Technology -.
Our revolutionary approach to loudspeaker design
means your better insured to enjoy your music
and movies in your home over awider range of
listening positions.
The new Revel Salon breaks new ground in both
transducer technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using laser
interferometry. to the durable, high gloss paint
finish. to real wood veneer or aluminium side
panels. to the proprietary transducers designed
and built in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the Revel Salon .
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to audition
them for yourself, to see and hear the most
technically advanced and musically accurate
loudspeaker systems available.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3RD
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premierepath.co.uk

PATH
,14;icr

...to reality

B&W's Nautilus 801 fuses the
innovative Nautilus tube technology
with a series of industry firsts: Fixed
Suspension Transducer', Kevlar
drive units, Matrix cabinet bracing
and Flowport technology. The result
is an unprecedented purity of
sound. The reason EMI's Abbey

Road studios, along with best in
1
the recording industry, are now
upgrading to the Nautilus'801. ,
Listen and you'll see — at your

nearest authorised Nautilus 800 I
Series dealer. For more info
contact B&W: 01903 750 750
or visit our website
http://www.lyvvspeakers.com

LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE

